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I. INTRODUCTION

1. By this action, we resolve many of the technical issues which have inhibited
private land mobile radio (PLMR) users from employing the most spectrally-efficient
technologies. Specifically, we adopt extensive rule changes to the PLMR services1 which
will promote highly effective and efficient use of the PLMR spectrum and facilitate the
introduction of advanced technologies into the private mobile services. The rules we adopt

1 This proceeding primarily addresses the PLMR services licensed under subparts B, C,
D, and E of Part 90 of the Commission's Rules, 47 C.F.R. Part 90; that is, those licensed in
the 150-174, 421-430, 450-470, and 470-512 MHz frequency bands. Since the changes do
not affect the private mobile services above 800 MHz, we refer to these frequency bands as
"below 800 MHz" or "refarming bands" for convenience. Additionally, the terms "private
mobile" and "private wireless" or "PLMR" are interchangeable for the purposes of this
proceeding.
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today establish a new channelling plan and provide technical flexibility which will enable
private wireless users to make equipment investment decisions to accommodate their diverse
needs. We have also made certain modifications to our regulatory and technical framework
for the PLMR services and* have incorporated those rule modifications into Part 90 of the
Commission's Rules. Consequently, we have decided not to replace Part 90 of the
Commission's Rules, 47 C.F.R. Part 90, with Part 88 at this time.
2. Our primary goal in this proceeding has been to develop an overall strategy for
using the spectrum hi the PLMR allocations more efficiently to meet future communications
requirements. This is an era of unparalleled advances in mobile radio technology. It is also
an era of unparalleled demand for radio spectrum to provide the exciting array of new
wireless services. Because of the many special characteristics of the private radio services,
such as spectrum sharing and no-cost spectrum use, it has been particularly difficult to
encourage spectrum efficiency in these bands. We seek, in this proceeding, to ensure the
provision of essential private wireless services, and to provide marketplace incentives to
enhance spectrum efficiency so as to satisfy PLMR demand well into the 21st century.
Realizing this goal has proven to be complex because this proceeding attempts to introduce
new technologies and regulations into heavily-licensed, shared spectrum. Also, many
licensees, such as public safety entities, have special communications needs. Further, in
many cases, the new assignments hi these bands are needed by the same group of users that
are being displaced. In this regard, we note that the spectrum hi the frequency bands under
consideration in this proceeding supports over 12 million transmitters with an aggregate value
of $25 billion dollars.2 We believe that the changes we make today represent a significant
first step towards establishing a technical and policy framework for the PLMR service that
will permit and encourage more efficient use of the spectrum and help chart the course to
meet the future demand for private wireless services.
3. In sum, the decisions made in this proceeding represent reforms that introduce
regulatory flexibility and seek to introduce marketplace forces into the private wireless
environment. In reaching the decisions that are set forth in this item, we have been guided
by the following objectives:
(1) to provide technical flexibility which enhances deployment of new
technologies and promotes a competitive and robust marketplace for product
development;
(2) to provide a regulatory structure which allows private licensees and
equipment manufacturers the opportunity to introduce new applications and
enhancements to existing services;

2 Letter from User Associations to William F. Caton, Federal Communications
Commission (p. 5), dated January 13, 1995.
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(3) to create policies which address the diverse communications requirements
of the wide array of large and small private wireless users and enable these
licensees to make equipment investment decisions which best satisfy their
business needs; and
(4) to create incentives to encourage the efficient and intensive use of the
spectrum and to ensure that users recognize the opportunity cost of inefficient
spectrum use.
4. In the Further Notice of Proposed Rule Making (FNPRMD section of this item we
seek to determine how certain market-based incentives such as exclusivity with the right to
lease excess capacity, spectrum user fees, and/or competitive bidding can be introduced into
these PLMR bands to promote more efficient use of this spectrum. The introduction of these
market-based tools will provide users with appropriate incentives to employ the most
advanced technology and maximize the efficient use of the spectrum. This proceeding has
been a forum to conduct a comprehensive review of the private land mobile radio services.
We believe that the further exploration of these initiatives is particularly important during
this period of profound change in mobile radio. We acknowledge the longstanding tradition
of private mobile radio services to provide for the safety and general welfare of the
American populace and promote the economic vitality of this country's commerce and
industrial structure. We note, however, that many private communications services can be
successfully satisfied by third-party commercial carriers as evidenced by the success of
specialized mobile radio (SMR) systems. In soliciting further comments on exclusivity, we
explore several policy questions related to commercial-type activities, such as the leasing of
excess capacity. In addition, we seek comment on the introduction of user fees, and/or
competitive bidding to encourage spectrum efficiency.
H. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

5. This proceeding commenced in order to explore options to promote the more
effective and efficient use of the PLMR spectrum bands. Although, the immediate problem
the Commission sought to address was frequency congestion, the Commission's broader
objective was to develop a regulatory strategy which promotes more efficient use of the
existing spectrum allocations to satisfy future private land mobile telecommunications
requirements. Since this proceeding was initiated over four years ago much has changed in
our approach to managing spectrum. In the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993
(Budget Act). Congress granted the FCC authority to use auctions to award spectrum licenses
when mutually exclusive applications were received for initial licenses of subscriber-based
services. Since receiving auction authority less than two years ago, the Commission has
completed four auctions assigning 40 Narrowband Personal Communications Service (PCS)
licenses, 594 Interactive Video Data Service (TVDS) licenses and 99 Broadband PCS
licenses. We have determined that auctions spur the rapid introduction of a wide array of
new products and services that will increase competition and bring lower prices for
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consumers. As a result of our experience with auctions, we nave concluded that using
competitive bidding to award licenses, as compared with other licensing mechanisms, speeds
the development and deployment of new services and encourages efficient use of the
spectrum. In this regard, we note that auctions generally award licenses quickly, to those
parties who value them the most highly and who are therefore most likely to introduce
service rapidly to the public.3
6. Currently, the Commission does not have statutory authority to conduct auctions
or impose user fees in the PLMR bands. However, the Administration's FY 1996 budget
proposes that the Commission's authority to use competitive bidding be expanded. Expanded
auction authority and the imposition of fees to encourage more efficient distribution and use
of the spectrum underlies the budgetary assumptions in the FY 1996 Senate Budget
Resolution.4 User fees or competitive bidding may be appropriate to encourage greater
spectrum efficiency and to ensure that the public receives a "fair return" for spectrum.5
Therefore, we seek comment in the FNPRM on the use of market-based user fees and
competitive bidding as tools to introduce market-based incentives into these private wireless
bands. However, because public safety entities are charged with the protection of human life
and property, we propose to exempt them from user fees and competitive bidding.
7. In order to achieve our objective of increasing the efficiency of the PLMR
frequency bands, we adopt changes to our technical rules and seek comment on the
introduction of certain market-based incentives as follows:
We establish a narrowband6 channel plan based on current channel centers.7

3 Implementation of Section 309(j) of the Communications Act - Competitive Bidding,
PP Docket No. 93-253, Competitive Bidding Second Report and Order. 9 FCC Red 2348,
2358 (1994).
4 Senate Committee on Budget, Concurrent Resolution on Budget for FY 1996 to
accompany S. Con. Res. 13, S. Rep. No. 104-82, 104th Cong., 1st Sess. 199-200 (1995).
5 See letter from AT&T to William F. Caton, Federal Communications Commission,
dated April 26, 1995 and letter from Linear Modulation Technology Limited to William F.
Caton, Federal Communications Commission, dated May 16, 1995.
6 In this document, narrowband or NB refers to channel spacings of 7.5 kHz in the
VHP PLMR band and 6.25 kHz in the UHF PLMR bands, or channel bandwidths of
6.25 kHz or less in all PLMR bands unless specified otherwise. We will refer to NB
technology or NB equipment to include all advanced technologies designed to operate with
channel bandwidths of 6.25 kHz or less or equipment with 6.25 kHz equivalent efficiency
such as TDMA (2 channels in 12.5 kHz or 4 channels in 25 kHz).
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Technology that provides either narrowband or the equivalent efficiency will
be allowed. We allow the flexibility of aggregating up to the equivalent of
4 NB channels provided that spectrum-efficient technology is employed (e.g.
4-TDMA in 25 kHz). This approach will enable users to employ the most
spectrally-efficient technology available, while causing the least disruption to
their own and other existing operations. This channeling plan establishes a
channelization framework that is flexible, technology-neutral, and can easily be
adapted to user fees or competitive bidding, if authority to use these
mechanisms is obtained.
Users will not be required to replace existing systems; rather, we will
manage the transition to narrowband equipment by type accepting only
increasingly efficient equipment over a ten-year period. Pursuant to this
transition plan, after August 1, 1996 only equipment that operates with a
12.5 kHz or less channel bandwidth will be type accepted. However,
multi-mode equipment that operates on 25 kHz channels will be allowed if it is
also capable of operating on 12.5 kHz and/or narrower channels. Single mode
equipment that operates on wider channels (up to 25 kHz), but which meets
narrowband efficiency standards will also be allowed. After January 1, 2005,
only equipment that operates on narrowband channel bandwidths will be type
accepted. Multi-mode equipment that operates on 25 kHz and/or 12.5 kHz
channels will be allowed if it is also capable of operating on 6.25 kHz or
narrower channels. Similarly, single mode equipment that operates on wider
channels (up to 25 kHz), but which meets narrowband efficiency standards will
be allowed. This transition plan will provide users with maximum flexibility
to continue using their existing equipment or employ the transitional 12.5 kHz
equipment until a full line of affordable narrowband equipment is available. It
also provides manufacturers with incentives to develop and market narrowband
equivalent technology over a relatively short period.
We also conclude that the PLMR service groups must be consolidated and
that competition should be introduced into the coordinator services for each
service group. Consolidation of the service groups will provide for more
efficient allocation of the increased capacity created by the introduction of
more efficient technology. We indicate that two to four broad categories,
including one for Public Safety users, appears reasonable. We believe,
however, that consolidation can be accomplished most effectively by providing
the industry with three months to negotiate and submit a consensus
consolidation proposal to the Commission. The consolidation plan should
provide for competition among coordinators in each of the consolidated user

7 Throughout a transition to narrowband technology, licensees will be pennitted to
remain on the frequencies on which they are currently licensed.
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groups. If no acceptable consensus plan is submitted within the requisite time,
the Commission will devise and adopt a service consolidation plan based on
the record.
We also propose various methods to introduce market forces into the
PLMR bands. The proposals addressed in the FNPRM are intended to prepare
the Commission and the private wireless users for a changing environment in
which the economic value of private spectrum is recognized. Because this
shared spectrum has historically been available at no charge to licensees, there
has been little motivation for them to employ spectrum efficient techniques.
To encourage and motivate the efficient use of this valuable public resource,
the Commission will remove technical impediments to introducing spectrallyefficient technology and consider introducing market-based incentives such as
exclusivity, the right to resell excess capacity, user fees and/or auctions into
this spectrum.
m. BACKGROUND & HISTORY OF THIS PROCEEDING
8. In July 1991, we released a Notice of Inquiry (Refarming Inquiry)? because we
noted that the number of licensed transmitters in these PLMR bands had grown dramatically,
and we projected that the number of licensed PLMR transmitters would double between 1990
and 2000, and double again by 2010. In the Refarming Inquiry, we solicited comments on a
diverse array of policy and technological proposals designed to improve spectrum efficiency
in the PLMR bands below 800 MHz. We noted that at that time there were about 1.2
million stations and 12 million transmitters in those bands. The 12 million transmitters
licensed in these bands constitute 66% of all of the nation's 18 million licensed PLMR
transmitters.9 We also noted that in many areas of the country, the demand for PLMR
spectrum had been experiencing dramatic growth. 10
9. In November 1992, we released a Notice of Proposed Rule Making (Refarming
Notice) that built upon the information acquired during the inquiry stage and proposed
extensive revisions in the PLMR bands below 800 MHz." In the Refarming Notice, our
goals were (1) to increase channel capacity in the PLMR bands below 800 MHz, (2) to
. 8 Notice of Inquiry. (Refarming Inquiry). PR Docket No. 91-170, 6 FCC Red 4126
(1991).
9 See Final Land Mobile Radio Service Summary. March 13, 1994, p. 496.
10 Notice of Inquiry, at 4127-4129.
11 Notice of Proposed Rule Making. (Refarming Notice). PR Docket No. 92-235,
7 FCC Red 8105 (1992).
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promote more efficient use of these channels, and (3) to simplify our rules. 12 We called for
an overhaul of our policies governing the assignment principles for the PLMR services in
bands below 800 MHz. 13 In the Refarming Notice, we sought to increase channel capacity
and improve quality of service, without imposing unreasonable burdens on present and future
licensees. 14 Finally, because the proposed rules were in many ways radically different from
our current rules, we proposed to replace Part 90 with Part 88.
10. Specifically, in the Refarming Notice, we presented four major proposals
designed to increase spectral efficiency, i.e.. number of available channels, in the PLMR
bands. First,- we proposed spectrum efficiency standards that would quadruple channel
capacity over a 10-20 year period by ultimately reducing channel spacing to 6.25 kHz or
less, while at the same time providing technical flexibility. Second, we proposed a
marketplace mechanism, "Exclusive Use Overlay," by which channels below 800 MHz
would still be shared, but further assignments in those channels would be limited.15 Third,
we proposed consolidating the 20 PLMR services16 into 3 frequency pools. Fourth, we
recommended new technical and operational standards, including significantly reducing
permissible power levels, permitting centralized trunking, and designating specific channels
for new high-technology operations. 17
11. In response to the Refarming Notice, we held two public forums18 and received
over 500 comments, 66 reply comments, 796 letters from Members of Congress, and several
hundred other letters. 19 While there was disagreement with some of the proposals, based on

12 Refarming Notice at para. 1.
13 The primary bands under consideration are shown in Appendix A, Figure 2.
14 Refarming Notice at para. 6.
15 This option includes a form of pseudo-exclusivity in that licensees can limit additional
assignments from being made on a channel based on concurrence and loading criteria.
16 Since the Notice was adopted, an additional radio service, the Emergency Medical
Radio Service (EMRS), was added. This raised the number of radio services from 19 to 20.
17 Refarming Notice at para. 6.

18 The Private Radio Bureau, in cooperation with the Annenberg Washington Program,
Communications Policy Studies, of Northwestern University, sponsored a conference on
Refarming on November 14, 1991. Additionally, the Bureau held a Refarming Technology
Roundtable on May 16, 1993.
19 A list of commenters and reply commenters is given in Appendix B. The Notice's
comment date was February 26, 1993. The reply comment date was April 14, 1993.
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the broad range of comments and the information presented at the forums, the PLMR
community generally supports our primary objective of making more efficient use of the
spectrum below 800 MHz.20 The Refarmine Notice generated a great deal of comment and
controversy, however, due to the extensive impact on existing private radio licensees. The
user community generally agreed with our goals to reduce spectral occupancy but many
opposed plans to implement a maximum 5 kHz or 6.25 kHz channel bandwidth. Many
commenters also cautioned about the need to provide sufficient time, to avoid disruption to
their operations, to achieve such a large reduction in channel bandwidth.21 Further, virtually
all commenters opposed the proposed restrictions on antenna height and transmitter power.
Finally, there'was no consensus relative to consolidation of radio services. On this point,
many parties made suggestions and offered variations on our proposals for consolidation,
including, but not limited to, the creation of service(s) for right-of-way companies,22 public
safety entities,23 and certain industrial users which would be exempt or partially exempt from
the Refarmine Notice's exclusivity proposal.24
A. Recent Legislative and Regulatory Developments
12. On August 10, 1993, the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act was enacted.25
That legislation established two categories of mobile services: commercial mobile radio
service (CMRS) and private mobile radio service (PMRS). CMRS is defined as a mobile
service that "is provided for profit and makes interconnected service available (A) to the
public, or (B) to such classes of eligible users as to be effectively available to a substantial
portion of the public." PMRS is defined as a mobile service that "is not a commercial
mobile service or the functional equivalent of a commercial mobile service."26 In response to
the new statute, we instituted a series of rule makings to further define the distinction
20 LMCC, for example, stated that they are "in agreement with the fundamental intent
and direction of improving efficiency...." Comments of LMCC at 3. See also Reply
Comments of Motorola at i.
21 Current PLMR channel bandwidth (excluding interstitial channels) is 25 kHz.
22 Reply Comments of the American Petroleum Institute at 6-9.
23 Reply Comments of the Public Safety Communications Council at 3.
24 Specific comments upon proposals in the Refarming Notice including consolidation of
services into three frequency pools, are discussed later in this document.
25 Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993, Pub. L. No. 103-66, Title VI § 6002(b),
107 Stat. 312, 392 (1993) (Budget Act).
26 Communications Act, § 332(d), 47 U.S.C. § 332(d).
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between commercial and private service providers. In the CMRS Second Rep^t
Order.27 the Commission outlined a three prong test for CMRS: (1) the service must be one
"that is for profit," (2) the system must make "interconnected service" available, and (3) the
service must be effectively available to a substantial portion of the public.28 Pursuant to the
directive in the Budget Act, existing private services were reviewed under the new statutory
definitions. We specifically noted that public safety and governmental services, as well as
businesses and other private entities who operate mobile systems exclusively for internal use,
would not be considered "for-profit" services. We also indicated that, where a system is
used only to serve a licensee's internal communications requirements rather than being
offered with the intent of receiving compensation, such licensee is not providing service
"for-profit" within the meaning of the statute.29 Upon review, the Commission concluded,
except for private carriers licensed in the Business Radio Service, that all private mobile
licensees within the refarming bands are classified as PMRS since they are internal use
systems and not available to a substantial portion of the public.
13. In addition to enacting new definitions for mobile services, the Communications
Act in Section 309(j) provides the Commission with the authority to use competitive bidding
procedures to choose among mutually exclusive applications for initial licenses. 30 At the
same time, Section 309(j)(2)(A) requires that hi order for competitive bidding to apply, the
"principle use" of the spectrum must involve, or be reasonably likely to involve, the
transmission or reception of communications signals to subscribers for compensation.31 In
the Competitive Bidding Second Report and Order, the Commission reviewed the
applicability of competitive bidding for private services. We indicated that "private services"
in the Section 3090) auction context and "private mobile services" as defined in Section
332(d)(3) of the Communications Act are different from each other. In determining
eligibility for competitive bidding, the term "private services" refers to services that do not
involve the payment of compensation to the licensee by subscribers, i.e.. that are for internal
use; whereas, Section 332(d) distinguishes private versus commercial mobile services on the
basis of several criteria, including whether interconnected mobile service is provided for a
profit to the public or a substantial portion of the public. In the Competitive Bidding Second
Report and Order, the Commission concluded that the private mobile services were not
subject to competitive bidding because they failed the test for competitive bidding: the
27 Implementation of Sections 3(n) and 332 of the Communications Act, Regulatory
Treatment of Mobile Services, CMRS Second Report and Order. Gen. Docket No. 93-252,
9 FCC Red 1411 (1994).
28 CMRS Second Report and Order at para. 11.
29 CMRS Second Report and Order at para. 44.

30 Competitive Bidding Second Report and Order. 9 FCC Red at 2350.
31 See also Competitive Bidding Second Report and Order at para. 30-32.
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"principle use" of this PLMR spectrum was not subscriber based and, because the spectrum
was shared, it did not involve mutually exclusive applications.32 We note, however, that the
Reforming Notice sought to introduce exclusivity into certain PLMR bands.
14. In the next section entitled "Report and Order," we address the PLMR rules that
we are adopting regarding channelization, transition, consolidation of radio services, and
technical parameters. In the section, "Further Notice of Proposed Rule Making," we discuss
exclusivity and seek further comment on that topic and related matters, e.g.. leasing of
excess capacity.33
IV. REPORT AND ORDER
A. Introduction

15. By this action, we adopt extensive changes to the PLMR service rules. 34 These
changes will promote the best use of the PLMR spectrum and stimulate introduction of
advanced technologies into private mobile services. The rules adopted today: (1) establish a
new channelling plan; (2) provide a flexible time frame in which private wireless users can
make individual business decisions to accommodate their varied needs; (3) improve our
regulatory and technical framework for the PLMR services; and, (4) mandate consolidation
and suggest an initial framework for the consolidation of the 20 private radio services. We
have decided to focus on those technical issues which most directly promote improvements in
spectrum efficiency. We are not pursuing the more fundamental changes that would have
resulted from the replacement of Part 90 with Part 88 at this time. Even the more limited
changes adopted herein are considerable. Other proposed changes to Part 90 would have
amended CMRS provisions. Rather than taking this additional action, we believe that the
public would be best served by focusing on changes only to PLMR at this juncture and
reassessing certain parts of our original proposals in future proceedings. Specifically, we are
adopting rules to promote conversion to new efficient technologies. We are:

32 Competitive Bidding Second Report and Order at para. 13.
33 As discussed earlier, we have decided that this Reforming proceeding would
concentrate on major PLMR issues in the 150-174, 421-430, 450-470, and 470-512 MHz
bands only. Any proposal that is not included in our discussion today, but was included hi
the original Refarming Notice is considered closed and is not to be considered part of the
Further Notice of Proposed Rule Making adopted today.
34 See supra note 1.
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(1) Adopting a channel plan which permits the use of narrowband (NB)
technologies,35 but allowing wideband equipment that employs technology that is at
least as spectrally efficient as narrowband equipment.
(2) Encouraging transition to spectrum-efficient technology by type accepting new
efficient equipment and by not type accepting 25 kHz bandwidth equipment in one
year unless its wideband operation meets a minimum efficiency standard or it is
multi-mode.
(3) Specifying new technical standards (e.g.. transmitter power, emission limitations,
and frequency stability) that accommodate a wide range of technologies and products.
(4) Achieving consolidation of radio services by allowing three months for the
industry to further consider and submit their views on a consolidation plan to the
Commission.
B. Channelization

16. Proposal. The Refarming Notice set forth a complex set of changes by which
the spectrum would be sub-divided from channels 15-30 kHz wide into narrowband (NB)
channels. 36 We proposed that applicants be required to operate with NB technologies or,

35 Channels will be interleaved between current channels allowing existing assignments
to remain on-channel. Thus, the channels in the VHP band at 150-174 MHz are spaced
every 7.5 kHz, and the channels in the UHF bands at 421-430, 450-470, and 470-512 MHz
are spaced every 6.25 kHz. However, channel bandwidths in all bands will be 6.25 kHz.
36 Currently, PLMR channels are generally spaced as follows:
Frequency Band (MHz)

Channel Spacing (kHz)

25-50
72-76
150-174

20
20
15

220-222
421-430
450-470
470-512
806-821/851-866
821-824/866-869
896-901/935-940

5
25
25 (low power permitted on 12.5 kHz offsets)
25
25
12.5
12.5

(R/C Service operates on 10 kHz splits)
(5 kHz permitted on frequency offsets)
(30 kHz for some business frequencies)
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alternatively, be allowed to group NB channels together if their new system met certain
minimum efficiency standards.37 Specifically, at VHP, we proposed 5 kHz channel spacings
for low power mobile frequencies in the 72-76 MHz band and for all frequencies in the
150-174 MHz band; at UHF we proposed 6.25 kHz channel spacings for the 421-430,
450-470, and 470-512 MHz bands. This proposal had two key components. First, existing
systems would reduce their occupied bandwidths from 25-30 kHz to 10-12 kHz.38 This
would allow the spectrum to be "cultivated" by new, more efficient technologies. Second,
licensees would be required to replace their systems with new NB equipment and shift their
frequencies to align with the new channeling plan.
17. Comments. Although the majority of the comments agreed that efficiency
should be increased in the bands below 800 MHz, most disagreed with our proposal
regarding channelization. Generally, commenters opposed the proposals to shift operating
frequencies and to reduce the frequency deviation of current radios. Commenters generally
opposed our proposed frequency spacings for all bands, but were not hi agreement on what
the spacing should be.
18. Commenters opposing the requirement to shift39 their operating frequency
claimed it would seriously hamper the migration process by inhibiting forward and backward
compatibility40 between systems. APCO states that H [a]n offset channel plan ... would
essentially make all existing equipment obsolete, due to incompatible synthesizers."41
Safety-related services also argue that shifting frequencies could result in serious interference
to critical functions due to confusion regarding operating frequencies.
19. Many opposing the proposal indicate that existing equipment cannot be easily
modified to operate with bandwidths of 10-12 kHz. Commenters state that a reduction in the
frequency deviation of existing equipment without a corresponding change hi the receiver
will be ineffective. TIA asserts that "... reduced deviation hi the transmitter requires
37 As proposed, narrowband (NB) refers to channel spacings of 5 kHz hi the VHP band
and 6.25 kHz in the UHF bands and occupied bandwidths of 4 and 5 kHz, respectively;
wider channels can be used provided that such use is as efficient as narrowband technology.
38 We proposed that the frequency deviation of existing equipment be reduced by
January 1, 1996.
39 Many commenters refer to the proposal to shift then* operating frequency as an offset
frequency plan.
40 Forward and backward compatibility enables new equipment to communicate with
existing as well as future equipment. For example, commenters claim new 12.5 kHz
equipment could be compatible with existing 25 kHz and future 6.25 or 5 kHz equipment.
41 Comments of APCO at 8.
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additional audio gain in the receiver ..." TIA also says that system range will be reduced
and "[mjerely reducing deviation does not improve transmitter stability to that of a true
12.5 kHz unit."42 In its comments Ericsson states, "[t]he reduction in transmitter deviation
of standard 25 kHz or 30 kHz transmitters leaves the receivers in such equipment exposed to
interference..." and, n [t]he only way to avoid the interference is to replace components on
the receiver at the same time the transmitter deviation is reduced. "43 Finally, Motorola states
that "... without a corresponding reduction in receiver selectivity, new operations introduced
on the newly created adjacent channels will cause an almost twenty fold increase in adjacent
channel interference to current users, even if 6.25 kHz or 5 kHz equipment is deployed."44
Motorola also states that, "[ajny significant improvements in spectral efficiency must come
through the deployment of new equipment. "45
20. Thus, commenters indicate that to meet the proposed requirements, systems may
have to be changed-out twice in 10-13 years; first to comply with the reduced frequency
deviation requirement, and second, to comply with the narrowband channel spacing.
Otherwise, they would have to change-out their systems once and prematurely implement NB
technology. Many public safety and safety-related groups, such as railroads, oppose
implementation of NB systems until (1) a full line of equipment is available including
portables, (2) the technology is proven under field conditions, particularly in urban
environments, and (3) a migration plan can be developed to ensure a smooth transition from
current FM analog-based platforms to newer, digital-based technologies. Consequently,
many users request that existing licensees be permitted to stay on their current frequency
assignment ("on-channel") and convert to true 12.5 kHz technologies before proceeding to
NB systems.
21. Many commenters presented plans recommending channel spacings of 2.5, 5,
6.25, 7.5, or 12.5 kHz. LMCC submitted a UHF channelization plan of 12.5 kHz channel
spacing and two options at VHP: option A suggests implementing 12.5 kHz equipment by
2004 and option B suggests implementing 6.25 kHz equipment by this same date. LMCC
further suggests that 6.25 kHz channel spacing at UHF be the subject of a future rule
making.46 Motorola, in favor of 12.5 kHz channelization, points out that "[t]he transition to
true 12.5 kHz will provide significant improvements in spectrum efficiency, improve the
quality of the service and expand the applications using private land mobile radio... 12.5 kHz
channelization offers similar prospects for efficiency as VNB [6.25 kHz] while remaining
42 Comments of TIA at 7.
43 Comments of Ericsson at 6 and 7.
44 Comments of Motorola at 20.
45 Comments of Motorola at 22.
46 Comments of LMCC at 8.
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technology-neutral and allowing the development of services and applications that would be
precluded under strict VNB channelization. "47 Conversely, several manufacturers and
various users support adoption of a narrowband, 6.25 kHz or less, channelization plan
immediately.48 Ericsson state; that "... moving directly from 25/30 kHz channels to
6.25 kHz or 6.25 kHz equivalent efficiency channels in all of the bands under consideration
would allow spectrum to be used more efficiently."49 Ericsson also supports, "technical
flexibility which allows the PLMR user to determine the particular technology which best
suits its needs and which does not discriminate against any type of digital system;" and "a
channel allocation plan which ... enable[s] the use of narrowband or wideband channels to
accommodate a variety of technologies which will offer the best combination of voice and/or
data services as determined by the user."50 Also in favor of flexibility, Securicor advocates
splitting the PLMR spectrum into 2.5 kHz blocks and allowing users to aggregate as many
blocks as they need.51 Securicor states that "[t]his '2.5 kHz or more' band plan would
enable a licensee to tailor its bandwidth more precisely to its real needs ,.."52 Cycomm,
GEC-Marconi, NTT, PowerSpectrum, SEA, Uniden, and UPS indicate a desire for us to
adopt a 5 kHz standard for all bands. In favor of narrowband channels, AT&T states that
"... narrowband channels will foster the emergence of new technologies, new service
providers using those technologies, and many equipment manufacturers competing to serve
this marketplace. That competition will lead to development of more spectrally efficient
technologies and lower costs for consumers. "53 NABER presents a somewhat different plan
that they called "Bandwidth on Demand," whereby users can combine contiguous 6.25 kHz
channels if they can demonstrate that they meet the efficiency standard. 54- 55 AAR presents a

47 Reply Comments of Motorola, Inc. at 9-10.
48 AMRA and ATA/FIT/ITLA/MRFAC supported LMCC's Option B.
49 Ex pane filing of Ericsson of February 6, 1995.
50 Comments of Ericsson at 3.
51 Ex Pane filing of Securicor of April 20, 1995.
52 Letter from Securicor to William F. Caton, Federal Communications Commission,
dated June 7, 1995.
53 Letter from AT&T to William F. Caton, Federal Communications Commission, dated
April 26, 1995.
54 Comments of NABER at 11.
55 This plan differs from LMCC's Option A because of the emphasis on using 6.25 kHz
channel building blocks to allow licensees with differing needs to justify sufficient bandwidth
for their needs.
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proposal for the 150-174 MHz band based on 12.5 kHz channel bandwidths spaced every
7.5 kHz apart. Moreover, a "User Coalition Plan" representing approximately 95% of
PLMR licensees,56 was filed on January 13, 1995. The Plan suggests a channel bandwidth of
6.25 kHz in all bands with channel spacings of 7.5 kHz at VHP and 6.25 kHz at UHF
provided that an optional step based on 12.5 kHz equipment and a two cycle transition period
is allowed.57 Finally, TIA disagreed with our proposal stipulating different channel
bandwidths in each band. They support a common channeling plan for both the VHP and
UHF bands and state that, "[designing and producing reliable cost-effective land mobile
equipment is a complex task requiring significant investment and time. Employing different
bandwidths in the 150 and 450 MHz band would require even more resources."58
22. Of particular concern to many parties, especially public safety, is flexibility to
implement APCO-25 standard equipment.59 In its comments, APCO indicates that a
12.5 kHz channelization would allow public safety users to obtain the improvements
envisioned by the Project 25 digital standard. Also, allowing use of 12.5 kHz equipment
would enhance their ability to interoperate with federal government entities, such as the
Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Secret Service, the Department of Defense, and the U.S.
Forestry Service. 60 Further, in its comments, APCO states that there is a need for short-term
56 See Letter from User Associations to William F. Caton dated January 13, 1995 at 3.
57 The "User Coalition" plan was submitted by 14 user associations superseding their
previously filed objections: American Association of State Highway and Transportation
Officials, American Automobile Association, American Petroleum Institute, American
Trucking Associations, Inc. Association of American Railroads, Association of Public Safety
Communications Officials International, Inc., Forest Industries Telecommunications,
Industrial Telecommunications Association, Inc., International Taxicab and Livery
Association, Manufacturers Radio Frequency Advisory Committee, Inc., National
Association of Business and Educational Radio Inc./Personal Communication Industry
Association, Telephone Maintenance Frequency Advisory Committee, UTC - The
Telecommunications Association.
58 Comments of TIA at 16.
59 The APCO Project 25 standard is a joint federal, state, and local government
initiative to develop a suite of technical standards for digital land mobile radio. Phase-one,
scheduled to be completed in August 1995, is based on 12.5 kHz frequency division multiple
access (FDMA) technology. It is widely supported even outside of the public safety
community as a means of providing interoperability between radios built by different
manufacturers.
60 In an effort to improve spectrum efficiency, the National Telecommunications and
Information Administration (NTIA) adopted a conversion timetable for federal agencies to
migrate to 12.5 kHz equipment in similar VHP and UHF bands by 2005 or 2008. See NTIA
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spectrum relief in especially congested areas and supports 12.5 kHz channels for both VHP
and UHF frequencies.61
23. In its comments, the Academy of Model Aeronautics (Academy) claims, "... that
the Commission's proposals for the 72-76 MHz band will have a disastrous effect on an
industry with annual sales hi excess of $1 billion..."62 The Academy further states that,
"[t]he proposed rules create the possibility that 1-watt land mobile transmitters may be
employed in proximity to the R/C modeling activity at random and without warning. n63 The
Academy said that because these models, which weigh between 5 and 12 pounds and fly at
speeds up to 90 MPH, are frequently flown at events where spectators are present "... it is
absolutely critical that the operator of the aircraft be able to control its flight at all tunes."**
This view was supported by hundreds of informal letters from individuals, model enthusiasts,
and Congressional inquires.
24. Decision. Based on the extensive record on this issue, we have decided to
modify our proposed channel spacing plan. We will adopt a channelization plan based on
narrowband (NB) channel spacings. Regarding the 72-76 MHz band, we will maintain the
existing spacings. Most of the record focuses on making improvements hi the four PLMR
"main-haul" frequency bands: 150-174, 421-430, 450-470, and 470-512 MHz. We will list
channels every 7.5 kHz hi the 150-174 MHz VHP band and every 6.25 kHz hi the 421-430,
450-470, and 470-512 MHz UHF bands, but allow a flexible approach whereby users can
choose equipment which best fits their needs by aggregating up to the equivalent of four
narrowband channels.65 Although channels are listed at narrowband spacings, this approach
provides users with the option of utilizing equipment designed to operate with either 5, 6.25,
12.5, or 25 kHz channel bandwidths. Our reasons for reaching these decisions are set forth
below.
25. In choosing narrowband as the basis of our channelization plan, we considered
Manual or Regulations ancTProcedures for Federal Radio Frequency Management at § 4.3.7.
61 Comments of APCO at 21.
62 Comments of The Academy of Model Aeronautics at 1.
63 Comments of The Academy of Model Aeronautics at 11.
64 Comments of The Academy of Model Aeronautics at 13.
65 In light of our "on-channel" channelization plan, licensees who desire to aggregate
channels for use with 25 kHz equipment would actually need portions of five narrowband
channels - the channel corresponding to then- center frequency, both first adjacent channels,
and one-half of each second adjacent channel. Likewise, 12.5 kHz operation would require
the use of portions of three narrowband channels.
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the benefits and drawbacks of many different channelization schemes. We find that
channelizing at 2.5 kHz would provide the maximum number of channels, but in
consideration of current technology and anticipated future trends, we see no substantial
benefit to such a channelization scheme. Further, a 2.5 kHz channelization would create a
burden on users, all of whom would have to aggregate multiple channels, and unduly
complicate the frequency coordination process. Channelizing at 5 kHz would provide a
significant increase in the number of available channels and recognize the latest
advancements in land mobile technology. However, it would exclude traditional FM
technologies and would be substantially narrower than channels employed by most mobile
operations. 66 Also, manufacturers of NB equipment acknowledge that it will be about three
to five years before NB equipment with a full complement of features can be perfected in the
refarming bands and made readily available to users. The channelization plan based on the
5 kHz and 6.25 kHz spacing proposed was supported by only a few commenters, essentially
the 5 kHz equipment manufacturers, and was widely opposed by public safety entities,
Motorola, TIA, and the majority of existing private radio users. Regarding 12.5 kHz
channelization, we find would be more efficient for digital data transmissions, but would not
offer significant improvement in spectrum efficiency for voice communications. A 12.5 kHz
channelization was supported by the majority of the commenters,67 but it does not meet the
Commission's goals of "substantially" increasing channel capacity.68 Nor does 12.5 kHz
channelization significantly increase the number of available PLMR channels necessary to
meet the long range communication needs of this large user community. A 12.5 kHz
bandwidth, however, has the following benefits: (1) it provides compatibility with the
12.5 kHz APCO-25 standard equipment being developed by manufacturers in conjunction
with the public safety community; (2) it promotes interoperability with 12.5 kHz equipment
used by federal government users (such as the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the
Department of Defense, and the U.S. Forestry Service); and (3) 12.5 kHz equipment is
currently available and can be employed immediately to alleviate severe congestion
situations. We also considered a 7.5 and 6.25 kHz "narrowband" channeling plan. This
scheme substantially increases the number of available communications channels, while still
providing data capabilities adequate for the majority of users. This scheme would also
accommodate 5 kHz operations, but would exclude most 12.5 kHz equipment and wideband
(25-30 kHz) systems. Finally, we considered leaving PLMR channels at their current
66 AS kHz channel bandwidth is substantially smaller than the 12.5 or 25 kHz
bandwidths currently specified for SMRs, 40 kHz for cellular, 12.5 or 50 kHz for
"narrowband" PCS, 25 kHz for maritime mobile, and 25 kHz for aeronautical mobile
services.
67 For example see Comments of NABER at 11, Comments of AAR at 24, or Joint
Comments of ITA, Council of Independent Communication Suppliers, and Telephone
Maintenance Frequency Advisory Committee at 14.
68 By "substantially," we refer to our goal of a fourfold increase in the actual number of
channels available.
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spacing, i.e.. generally 15 kHz at VHP and 25 kHz at UHF. This plan would have the
advantage of using current equipment, but similar to channelizing on 12.5 kHz, there would
be no gain in the number of communication channels available to users. Thus, we find that
leaving the existing channel spacings garners few benefits to the user community.
26. Upon consideration of the factors summarized above, we conclude that the best
approach is to establish a narrowband channel plan that also allows users the flexibility to
aggregate channels to allow them to employ wider band equipment when it best suits their
communications requirements. Generally, we will list assignable channels every 7.5 kHz in
the VHP band and every 6.25 kHz in the UHF bands based on current channel centers.
Channelizing on current channel centers ("on-channel") will allow users to remain on their
current licensed frequency throughout a transition to narrowband. Remaining on-channel was
seen as critical to existing licensees. As emphasized by existing users, on-channel transition
will minimize confusion and provide a simpler migration path. Adopting a 7.5/6.25 kHz
narrowband channelization plan rather than the 5/6.25 kHz plan proposed will accommodate,
not only 5 kHz, but also 6.25 kHz equipment without any restrictions. Finally, for example,
in order to accommodate the wide variety of licensees and their varied uses of PLMR, we ,
will allow the use of wideband equivalent technologies, e.g. TDMA, across an aggregation
of narrowband channels.
27. Since we are allowing the use of wideband equipment, we are also taking steps
to reduce instances of detrimental adjacent channel interference and generally make a
transition to narrowband technology easier on PLMR users. To this end, we will place some
restrictions on the maximum bandwidth that can be used on certain channels in the refarming
bands. In the 150-174 MHz band, licensees may use equipment designed to operate with a
channel bandwidth of 25 kHz or less on any channel available prior to the effective date of
the rules adopted in this proceeding. Only equipment designed to operate with a channel
bandwidth of 12.5 kHz or less may be used on any of the channels 7.5 kHz removed from
any existing channel.69 In the 421-512 MHz band, licensees may use equipment designed to
operate with a channel bandwidth of 25 kHz on channels available prior to the effective date
of the rules adopted in this proceeding. Only equipment designed to operate with a channel
bandwidth of 12.5 kHz or less may be used on any of the channels 12.5 kHz removed70 from
any existing channel and only equipment designed to operate with a channel bandwidth of
6.25 kHz or less may be used on any of the channels 6.25 kHz removed from any existing
channel. Additionally, the particular operating environment of each licensee may dictate that
separation requirements be imposed by the frequency coordinators. See infra, para. 76 on

69 Existing channel refers to any channel available prior to the effective date of the rules
adopted in this proceeding.
70 Users currently licensed for 25 kHz operation on any of the low power offset
channels will continue to be licensed for such operation until they decide to transition to
narrowband equipment.
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the use of separation requirements for wideband (25 kHz or 12.5 kHz) equipment. Also, the
use of wideband equipment will be subject to certain efficiency standards.
28. Finally, regarding. 12.5 kHz equipment which does not meet our narrowband
efficiency standard, we will allow licensees to use true 12.5 kHz equipment during a
transition to narrowband technology.71 This is supported by a majority of users who want to
implement equipment designed to meet the 12.5 kHz APCO-25 technical standards.
Therefore existing users, who desire to transition to NB, will have the option of transitioning
in one step directly or more conservatively via two steps: first to 12.5 kHz then to NB
technology. It also will allow users hi extremely congested markets to double then* capacity
almost immediately by employing readily available 12.5 kHz equipment. This approach
provides licensees additional flexibility during the transition to select technology best suited
to their needs and minimize the impact to their operations. This is consistent with the
majority of the commenters. In particular, public safety argued that permitting an
intermediate 12.5 kHz step is essential to providing a smooth migration path for existing
operations.
29. In summary, our approach does not favor any particular type of land mobile
technology, but adopts rules that permit the use of new spectrum efficient technologies. This
provides technical flexibility by removing current barriers to allow entry of new technology
into the private land mobile marketplace. It permits the use of narrowband channels for
voice communications and slow-speed data transmissions while also allowing users with
requirements for wideband technologies, such as high-speed digital and data transmissions, to
employ them. This decision recognizes the operational requirements of a large, diverse
community of users and provides a plan that enables the PLMR community to substantially
increase the spectrum efficiency of these bands. This approach is consistent with the User
Coalition Plan and includes the following benefits: better data transfer capabilities and lower
equipment costs than our proposed plan, and technical neutrality allowing for 5, 6.25,
12.5 or 25 kHz equipment. This channelization plan provides regulatory flexibility to both
users and manufacturers. By adopting a NB channelization plan, we set the direction for the
industry to meet our long term goal of increasing the efficiency of the PLMR frequency
bands. Moreover, this plan is technology neutral it allows all manufacturers and
modulation techniques to compete in an open marketplace. It satisfies concerns expressed by
many parties, particularly the public safety community and users, such as railroads, who
provide critical functions, that the plan include options permitting the selection of proven
technology, including portable and feature-rich products. Further, these parties argue that
reliable radio service must be maintained during the transition to NB. This plan allows users
to review all technology options, solicit competitive bids if appropriate, and choose
whichever system is best suited to their communications needs. Moreover, it allows market
forces to govern technology and equipment selection based on price and actual performance^

71 A few channels, designated for use as low power and itinerant stations hi the Business
Radio Service, will remain 12.5 kHz channels. See paragraph 89.
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of the differing technologies.
C. Time Frame For Transition To Narrowband
30. Proposal. An essential element of the channelization plan is the transition period
in which it must be implemented. The Refarming Notice proposed that all systems,
including rural areas, would have to convert to narrowband technology over a 10-20 year
period depending upon market size. Specifically, we proposed that existing systems in the
top 15 markets convert to narrowband technologies by 2004 (approximately ten years). We
proposed a graduated schedule from 2005 to 2012 for markets 16-100 to convert to
narrowband. Markets 101 and above would be required to convert to narrowband
technologies by the year 2014.
31. Comments. There are several common themes throughout most of the
comments we received on this issue. In general, most commenters emphasize that the
transition period should allow for sufficient planning for licensees to amortize existing
equipment. Commenters also emphasize the necessity for users to maintain the reliability of
their communication systems during any transition period. Finally, as incorporated in the
User Coalition plan, others urged that the type acceptance process be used as the catalyst for
migration to new, more efficient technologies.
32. TTA and APCO among others argue for planning cycles long enough for full
amortization of equipment. TIA asserts that public safety and public service users typically
amortize their investments over ten years or more and expect their systems to have a twenty
year life cycle.72 Further, APCO comments that "public safety users ... typically operate on
extremely limited budgets and are forced to maximize the useful life of their radio
equipment. Premature equipment change-cuts would cost state and local governments
billions of dollars, the burden of which would rest on taxpayers."73 Finally, the joint
comments of ITA, CICS, and TELFAC, "urge the Commission to adequately provide for the
graceful transition and amortization of imbedded systems as well as a sufficient planning
cycle to implement new technologies." And, "... given both the size of the investment of
radio systems and the vital role which the communications systems serve, it is not feasible
for licensees to change-out their entire system at one time. "74 Emphasizing this point, many

72 Comments of TIA at 5-6.
73 Comments of APCO at 12.
74 Joint Comments of ITA, CICS, and TELFAC at 11.
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public safety entities and small businesses75 note that they operate under
unique budgetary constraints which limit them to gradual equipment upgrades, rather than
one-time system replacements. 76
33. Additionally, any interruption to service may have a disastrous effect on
safety-related operations. The User Coalition plan asserts that, "... most private land mobile
users place an extremely high priority on maintaining communications capability ... n77 This
plan suggests two change-out periods of 10 years each to permit a graceful migration from
one technology to another. Further, Motorola points out that for PLMR users the most
important aspect of a radio system is that it provide reliable, efficient, timely, and costeffective communications, and "... [tjherefore, premature system change-outs based solely on
regulatory mandates are viewed as a waste of resources. "78 APCO states that our proposal
"... must be accomplished in a manner that does not impair the degree or quality of
communications ,.."79
34. Finally, many commenters, including the User Coalition, suggest that the type
acceptance process should provide the catalyst for the transition from one technology to
another. The User Coalition plan recommends that after January 1, 2011, all newly typeaccepted equipment would have to be capable of operating on 6.25 kHz or narrower
channels. After January 1, 2021, available equipment would be further limited by banning
the sale of equipment not capable of operating on 6.25 kHz or narrower channels. Other
dates associated with this plan were crafted with two different user environments in mind:
urban and rural. After January 1, 1997, the licensing of both new urban and rural systems
would be restricted to operating on channels of 12.5 kHz or less or be relegated to secondary
status. Further, all urban systems would have to operate on channels of 12.5 kHz or less
after January 1, 2007. After January 1, 2011, new systems, both urban and rural, would
only be licensed only if they operated on channels of 6.25 kHz or less. And finally, all
systems would have to operate on channels of 6.25 kHz or less after January 1, 2021 to

75 According the U.S. Department of Commerce, 70% of all businesses in America are
small businesses. According to NABER and Commission data bases, there are 300,000
licensees in the Business Radio Service. Therefore, approximately 210,000 small businesses
could be affected by this proceeding.
76 Comments of APCO at 12 and Comments of NABER at 8.
(

77 Letter from User Associations to William F. Caton, Federal Communications
Commission, dated January 13, 1995.
78 Comments of Motorola at 10.
79 Comments of APCO at 11.
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retain primary status. 80 As stated previously, this plan has the support of approximately 95%
of the user community. Also in support of using the type acceptance process to stimulate the
transition to narrowband technologies, Motorola states mat the Commission should,
"[r]equire through the type-acceptance process that manufacturers begin populating the
market with true 12.5 kHz capable equipment, ensuring a smooth migration for users."81 To
this end, Motorola recommends that after January 1, 1996, the Commission should no longer
type accept equipment that cannot be readily converted to 12.5 kHz operation. 82 APCO
comments that after two years of the effective date of the Report and Order, equipment
should not be manufactured or type accepted unless it meets stated requirements.83 NABER
proposes a two step plan in which Step One involves the discontinuation of type acceptance
for new 25 kHz or 30 kHz analog equipment as soon as practical.84
35. Decision. Determining an appropriate transition period for rechannelization
requires balancing the economic and operational impacts of existing users. Many comments
note that the transition from the current 25-30 kHz equipment to narrowband technologies
involves a substantial replacement of system infrastructure. Existing licensees emphasize that
they have over $25 billion dollars invested in imbedded equipment and much of that
equipment is not compatible with narrowband technologies. Although users state that many
systems last between 15-20 years, there was general agreement that 10 years (at 10 percent
change-out per year) was a reasonable transition cycle. Following this reasoning, the User
Coalition Plan, as described above, contemplates two replacement cycles and requests a 26
year transition period. 85
36. We have decided to manage the transition to more spectrum efficient use of the
PLMR frequency bands by the type acceptance process as suggested by the User Coalition
Plan, Motorola, and others. We are requiring that future equipment meet increasingly
efficient standards over a ten year period. With the introduction of market-based incentives
as discussed in the FNPRM, this plan will permit and promote a natural migration to new
technologies.

80 Letter from User Associations to William F. Caton, Federal Communications
Commission, dated January 13, 1995.
81 Comments of Motorola at v.
82 Comments of Motorola at 24.
83 Comments of APCO at 15.
84 Comments of NABER at 20.
85 The 26 years provides two cycles as follows: 16 years to convert from 25 kHz analog
to 12.5 kHz digital systems (that is, APCO-25 type equipment) plus 10 years to convert from
12.5 to 6.25 kHz digital equipment.
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37. The discussion regarding channelization has been dominated by concerns
regarding time frames for introducing narrowband technology.86 The comments generally
discuss extended schedules, e.g.. 26 years in the User Coalition plan. Most of these time
frames conservatively favor full amortization of equipment, and assume unnecessarily long
lead times for development and marketing of new narrowband technologies. We have
decided to adopt a plan that provides a flexible framework within a much shorter period of
time by which market-based incentives can be introduced into these private wireless bands.
In contrast to many comments and the User Coalition plan, we have decided not to
implement a comprehensive set of dates mandating strict manufacturing and licensing
requirements. .Rather, we conclude that the best approach is to specify type acceptance dates
to guide the transition process. Recognizing that there is over $25 billion in equipment
investment in these PLMR bands, we will provide users immediate flexibility in equipment
decisions and provide a period for the development of new technologies. This transition plan
provides users the option of continuing to use existing equipment, transitioning immediately
to more efficient narrowband equipment, or waiting until a full line of affordable narrowband
equipment is available and costs become competitive, before changing out then: systems.
Thus, this plan allows each licensee the freedom to choose equipment and a transition
schedule that best fulfills their needs while balancing technical capabilities and financial
considerations. Since the rules we are adopting provide a great deal of flexibility to each
individual licensee by being permissive rather than restrictive, requiring both rural and urban
users to comply with them will not create an unreasonable burden.
38. The transition dates for the type acceptance rules we are adopting are as
follows: 87
August 1, 1996 - New type accepted equipment must be designed to operate on channels
of 12.5 kHz or less or on 25 kHz channels if the narrowband efficiency
standard is met (multi-mode equipment that operates on 25 kHz channels
will be allowed if it is also capable of operating on 12.5 kHz and/or
narrower channels).
January 1, 2005 - New type accepted equipment must be designed to operate on channels
of 6.25 kHz or less or on channels up to 25 kHz if the narrowband
efficiency standard is met (multi-mode equipment that operates on
25 kHz and/or 12.5 kHz channels will be allowed if it is also capable of
operating on 6.25 kHz or narrower channels).

86 A diagram of migration options that users may employ during the transition period is
provided in Appendix A, Figure 6.
87 Different provisions apply for paging, "color dot," and itinerant channels (see
discussion later in document).
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39. Our plan requires manufacturers to begin providing narrowband equipment over
the next ten years. This ten year transition schedule is supported by the PLMR community.88
Ten years affords PLMR users and manufacturers sufficient time to develop technical
standards for narrowband radios and to design and test such radios. It is essential to allow
sufficient time for the establishment of these standards in order to ensure that users will have
the option of purchasing interoperable radios from multiple vendors. Further, this time
period will provide ample time for different modulation techniques to be studied for
compatibility and interference effects. Finally, since 5 kHz systems are currently allowed in
the 150-170 MHz band89 and 5 kHz systems are proliferating in the 220-222 MHz band, we
believe that it is reasonable to expect manufacturers to produce 6.25 kHz equipment hi the
refarming bands within ten years.90
40. The Commission's type acceptance rules provide some flexibility by which
manufacturers can continue to support their existing equipment through upgrades and
modifications. Wideband equipment can continue to be produced, but these radios must
include a multi-mode feature.91 We believe that as systems wear out, and new radios are
bought, users, will have a natural inducement, without a Government mandate, to use the
narrower bandwidth of the multi-mode radios in order to avoid excessive adjacent channel
interference. This will allow a natural transition to more efficient systems as new equipment
is bought within each users normal replacement cycle. We also believe that a natural
inducement exists for all users, especially those located in congested areas, to migrate to
narrowband equipment as it becomes available. The use of narrowband technology will ease
congestion because more channels may be used in a common geographic area. Finally, this
plan maintains flexibility to introduce additional market-based incentives into these bands.
We discuss these incentives to encourage greater spectrum efficiency hi more detail in the
FNPRM.
41. One additional aspect of our plan concerns licensing on some of the new
88 Letter from American Petroleum Institute, Association of American Railroads,
Industrial Telecommunications Association, Inc., APCO-International, Inc., Utilities
Telecommunications Council, and the International Association of Fire Chiefs, Inc. and
International Municipal Signal Association to Chairman Reed E. Hundt, Federal
Communications Commission dated June 5, 1995.
89 47 C.F.R. § 90.271 allows the use of narrowband operation on frequencies 2.5 kHz
or 7.5 kHz removed from regularly assignable frequencies in the 150-170 MHz band.
90 Letter from Ericsson to William F. Caton, Federal Communications Commission,
dated April 27, 1995, and comments of Securicor at 4 and 5.
91 Equipment that is type accepted prior to each of the transition dates may continue to
be manufactured and used indefinitely. For example, a 25 kHz radio that is allowed today
can still be manufactured after August 1, 1996.
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channels in the 150-174 and 421-512 MHz bands. License applications will not be accepted
until one year after the effective date of the rules adopted in this proceeding for channels 7.5
kHz removed from any currently listed channel hi the VHP band and for channels 6.25 kHz
removed from any existing channel in the UHF bands. This date will permit manufacturers
sufficient time to obtain type acceptance for equipment that complies with our new technical
requirements which dictate that equipment after this date be capable of operating with
12.5 kHz or less channel bandwidth or with narrowband equivalent efficiencies.92 The time
lapse between adoption of the new rules and licensing on these new frequencies will also
permit frequency coordinators time to establish proper coordination procedures for these
frequencies.
D. Consolidation of Radio Services
42. Proposal. The Refarming Notice proposed consolidating the radio services hi
the PLMR bands below 800 MHz.93 Specifically, we proposed to either consolidate the
current radio services into three broad categories: a Public Safety radio service, a
Non-Commercial radio service, and a General Category radio service94 or to retain the
current services with their existing channel assignments, but assign all new frequencies to the
new broad categories.95 In the Refarming Notice, we also proposed that there would be
multiple coordinators for the consolidated radio services. Applicants could go to any
recognized coordinator for the appropriate radio service.
43. A system of narrowly defined radio services has been in place for decades. The
92 This action is comparable to our decision to not issue licenses in the 220-222 MHz
band until type accepted equipment became available. See Report and Order. PR Docket
No. 89-552, 6 FCC Red 2356, 2365 para. 69 (1991).
93 The twenty (20) PLMR services which are the focus of this proceeding are the Public
Safety Radio Services (Local Government, Police, Fire, Highway Maintenance,
Forestry-Conservation, and Emergency Medical), the Special Emergency Radio Service, the
Industrial Radio Services (Power, Petroleum, Forest Products, Video Production, Relay
Press, Special Industrial, Business, Manufacturers, and Telephone Maintenance), and Land
Transportation Radio Services (Motor Carrier, Railroad, Taxicab, and Automobile
Emergency).
94 Under the Refarming Notice, the Public Safety Radio Service would combine the
current public safety services into a radio service similar to the current Local Government
Radio Service. The Non-Commercial Radio Service would be defined, as in the 220 MHz
band, for internal use by an entity. The General Pool would essentially be the current
Business Radio Service, which includes commercial entities.
95 Refarming Notice at paras. 17-19.
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separate radio services were designed to aid in the ease of operation in the assignment of
frequencies and to respond to the varied needs of the user community. However, a
disadvantage of the system became evident as channel utilization became uneven across the
PLMR services.96 Recognizing the disparities in channel usage among the PLMR services,
in 1981 the Commission instituted rules to facilitate sharing among various radio service
categories below 470 MHz.97 The rules provided that in the 150-174 MHz and
450-470 MHz bands, where no satisfactory frequencies are available within an applicant's
own radio service in the desired area of operation, an applicant may be assigned channel(s)
available in a different radio service.98 In instituting these rules, within a category of users,
.frequencies allocated to one radio service may be used in another radio service hi the same
category.99 The advance of interservice sharing demonstrated the benefits of users reaching
beyond their narrowly defined category of services to satisfy their frequency needs.
44. The Refarming Notice recognized that as the need for spectrum has increased,
the practice of interservice sharing has become more common hi the PLMR environment.
However, because of the multiplicity of radio services, the practice of interservice sharing
has become more difficult to implement because it is time consuming, expensive, and
burdensome. 100 In terms of usage patterns, the current allocation system for the radio
services inhibits spectrum efficiency by making certain spectrum efficient technologies more
difficult to implement. Some digital multiple access techniques, including time division
multiple access (TDMA), require several adjacent channels to operate efficiently. Because
specific channel allocations for each of the radio services are generally scattered within the
PLMR bands, rather than in contiguous blocks, spectrum necessary to implement such
techniques is difficult to amass. 101 The Refarming Notice, cited the Joint Commenters who
note that "[wjithout consolidation, the industry may find it cumbersome to implement

96 In the Refarming Notice, we noted that a study of our licensing database in April,
1992, showed very wide variations in usage, often exceeding factors of ten for channels in
the same frequency band designated for different radio services. Refarming Notice at para.
14.
97 Report and Order. PR Docket No. 81-110, 46 Fed. Reg. 55701 (1981).
98 47C.F.R. §90.176.

99 The Commission established separate categories of users for the purposes of
interservice sharing including Public Safety Radio Services, the Special Emergency Radio
Service, Industrial Radio Services, and Land Transportation Radio Services.
100 Refarming Notice at para. 16.
101 Inquiry at para. 85.
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spectrum efficient technologies... in the bands below 470 MHz."102
45. In the Inquiry, we noted that certain radio services share many of their channels
and could be consolidated without significant impact on the groups eligible for those
channels. 103 Thus, for the reasons set forth above, the Refarming Notice proposed
establishing a system of consolidation to introduce a greater degree of flexibility in the
assignment of frequencies and maximize the benefits of the PLMR spectrum.
46. Comments. There is no industry consensus on the subject of consolidation of
PLMR radio services. The comments filed are evenly divided on whether to consolidate the
radio services. However, all oppose the Refarming Notice's proposal to consolidate into 3
generalized pools: public safety, non-commercial, and general. Several commenters provide
alternative plans suggesting 4-6 radio service pools. For example, ITA, NABER and the
Joint Commenters (ITA, CICS, and TELFAC) support a reduction in the number of service
pools, but suggest that there should be four or five service pools rather than the proposed
three. 104 Those who support consolidation state that the radio services have evolved
considerably over the past 30-60 years and that significant changes are necessary. Many note
that maintaining 20 services is burdensome and results in inefficient, time consuming
assignments of licenses to users. 105
47. The interservice coordination and sharing may also be improved with
consolidation. 106 For example, reducing the number of services could improve spectrum
efficiency in that users such as police and fire eligibles in the Public Safety pool, could be
allocated channels from the same pool of frequencies and can therefore, utilize shared
systems. Ericsson and SEA note that consolidation should make it easier to develop
contiguous blocks of spectrum. In addition, a pool arrangement could eliminate the
duplicative coordination fees that are often imposed on an applicant when he/she is forced to
access channels in a radio service other than his/her own.
48. In contrast, public safety, land transportation, and industrial communities
102 Refarming Notice at para. 16.
103 For example, the Interurban Passenger, Interurban Property, Urban Passenger, and
Urban Property Radio Services are already treated in our rales as a combined Motor Carrier
Radio Service. See 47 C.F.R. §§ 90.89 and 90.555. The Motion Picture Radio Service
shares each of its channels with either the Special Industrial or Relay Press Radio Services.
See 47 C.F.R. §§90.69 and 90.555.
104 Joint Comments of ITA, CICS, and TELFAC at 22 and NABER at 22-26.
105 Joint Comments of ITA, CICS, and TELFAC at 22.
106 Comments of Ericsson GE Mobile at 22-23; Comments of PowerSpectrum, Inc. at 8.
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generally oppose the consolidation proposal. AAR strongly opposes any change of the
PLMR service categories. They argue that any change in the PLMR service pools would
negatively effect the frequency coordinator function. "[A]ny change of the PLMR service
categories and frequency coordinator functions ... would deprive the railroads of exclusive
use and control of the frequencies that are allotted to them. The national and international
scope of the railroad industry and the critical safety aspects of its mobile radio applications
are unique among PLMR users and require a separate service category..." 107 Further, while
NABER favors consolidation of the service pools, it notes that creating multiple coordinators
in the various pools may result hi a deterioration hi the quality of frequency
recommendations. 108 Those who oppose consolidation do so hi part based upon concern over
the Commission's proposal to have multiple coordinators for the consolidated services. 109 In
addition, many note the lack of a common database as a factor preventing consolidation.
Some argue that consolidation will unnecessarily complicate and reduce the effectiveness of
the frequency coordination process. Some parties state that safety may be compromised if
the services are consolidated. APCO indicates that the current service blocks have served
public safety well, and should not be eliminated. 110 Likewise, IMSA, IAFC, and the
National Association of State Emergency Medical Service Directors oppose the consolidation
proposal and state that the Commission should maintain discrete public safety services. 111
Thus, all public safety entities chum they cannot effectively share with other public safety
entities and urge retention of the current system.
49. The Industrial and Land Transportation entities also oppose consolidation.
AMRA states that "[t]he Commission has not explained adequately why it wishes to abolish a
spectrum management program that has served the interest of land mobile users so well over
half a century." They argue, "the proposal to group all land mobile licensees into 3 arbitrary
107 Comments of AAR at 6-7.
108 Comments of NABER at 30.
109 Comments of Celpage at 15; Comments of the Coalition of Industrial and Land
Transportation Land Mobile Radio Users at 12-13.(Coalition includes Manufacturers Radio
Frequency Advisory Committee, Inc., American Trucking Associates, Inc., Forest Industries
Telecommunications, and International Taxicab and Livery Association.
110 APCO further argued that, if the Commission consolidates Public Safety radio
frequencies into a single radio service, it must designate a single public safety coordinator for
all those channels.
111 The public safety community is one of the most important users of the radio
spectrum. Sufficient mobile communication capacity for agencies charged with protecting the
public welfare is of critical importance to the overall well being of this nation. Some of the
public safety services include, Police, Fire, Highway Maintenance, Emergency Medical and
Special Emergency Radio Services.
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groups ignores the specialized requirements of land mobile communications of many user
groups, the inherent different priorities in the use of radio, and the successful experience
with the current spectrum allocation and management program."112 Further, AMRA asserts
that neither the required common database, nor the means for creating and updating such a
database in real time are available. ATA states that no problem exists in the radio
services."' The Coalition of Industrial Land Transportation Land Mobile Radio Users states:
"clearly the public interest and Congressional objectives would not be served by the adoption
of policies which cast aside the expertise of the well-established and well-functioning
coordinator system - expertise which will be especially valuable in facilitating the
introduction of new technologies in the private land mobile bands. "m
50. Decision. While varying views were expressed in the comments regarding our
proposal for consolidation, we continue to believe that consolidation of the PLMR radio
services into 2-4 radio services is essential to our goal of increasing efficiency and providing
for more flexible spectrum use. Consolidation is desirable to ensure more efficient
distribution of the additional channels created as a result of the transition to narrowband
technology. Our goal is to generally equalize the opportunity cost of spectrum usage across
the PLMR environment. In addition, consolidation will permit licensees to utilize
technologically innovative and efficient equipment. Further, maintaining the 20 radio
services is administratively burdensome; consolidation will lead to greater operational
efficiency for users and promote more flexible use of the spectrum. We note however, that
we are departing from the proposal in the Refarming Notice. The plan for consolidation
presented in the Refarming Notice provides an initial guideline for consolidation. We are not
implementing that plan at this time. Instead, we will give the users in the PLMR community
a further opportunity to submit a proposal that reflects the interests and the needs of the
PLMR community. PLMR users can best assess their needs and submit a proposal that is
representative of the PLMR community and that is mutually agreeable, reasonable, and
workable. In addition, we encourage each frequency coordinator to participate, together with
the PLMR community, so that they may assess the needs of the user groups. In this regard,
it is our intention to create competition in the frequency coordination function by allowing
users in the newly created service groups to use the services of any recognized frequency
coordinator. We ask the users and frequency coordinators to provide guidance in their
consolidation proposal on how this can best be accomplished and on how the existing
databases can be shared to ensure fair competition among all of the frequency coordinators.
Further, the consolidation proposal should explore creating and implementing a national real

112 Comments of AMRA at 6.
113 Comments of ATA at 9.
114 Comments of the Coalition of Industrial Land Transportation Land Mobile Radio
Users at 13.
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time database to reflect frequency assignments, as expeditiously as possible. 115 Also,
coordination fees should be discussed in the consolidation proposal filed with the
Commission.
51. Most of the objections to consolidation addressed'processing difficulties. Others
objected to the Refarming Notice's proposal to consolidate services into three categories, and
several suggested alternative plans. Our approach gives PLMR users latitude in developing a
consolidation proposal which has broader support from the user community. We emphasize,
however, that in developing a consolidation proposal, the users should consider that the
intended purpose-of consolidating radio services is to distribute assignments between low-use
and high-use groups more evenly, to simplify interservice sharing procedures, to organize
channel allocations that will enable licensees to more easily utilize advanced technologies,
and to organize the services in such manner to achieve more efficient and flexible spectrum
use. Achieving a consensus on a consolidation plan is the ultimate objective. Although a
consensus proposal would be ideal, we are not at this time establishing an advisory
committee under the Federal Advisory Committee Act, 5 U.S.C. App. 2, or a negotiated rule
making committee, P.L. No. 101-648, 105 Stat. 4969 (1990), 5 U.S.C. §§ 581-590; rather,
we are merely encouraging the PLMR community, together with the frequency coordinators,
to submit their further views.
52. Since we are further soliciting the views of PLMR users regarding a
consolidation proposal representative of the interests and needs of the PLMR community and
frequency coordinators, we postpone issuance of a plan in this document. We will give the
PLMR community the opportunity to negotiate and submit a comprehensive consensus plan
for consolidation to the Commission within 3 months of the effective date of this Report and
Order. While not advocating a specific plan for consolidation, nor expressing a preference
for the specific designation of the new broad categories, we conclude that reducing the radio
services to between 2 (public safety and all other users) -4 user groups is reasonable.
53. We acknowledge that not all users in the PLMR community support the move
toward consolidation. We take this approach however, because we believe that maintaining
the existing number of services is outmoded and no longer works as efficiently as when the
discrete services were first developed and the spectrum was less heavily utilized. We hope
that by encouraging PLMR user input, the concerns of all commenters will be considered.
Some of the most vocal advocates for maintaining discrete services are Public Safety users,
who state that Public Safety is a unique radio service and should remain unchanged to protect
the integrity and operation of the service. As we have described, we recognize the
importance of the different services, particularly Public Safety, and encourage users to
develop a proposal which includes a Public Safety pool. Further, we recommend that users
provide clear guidelines as to the requirements for inclusion in the Public Safety pool to

115 A "real time database" is a database in which each coordinator would immediately
update upon recommendation of a specific frequency,
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prevent overcrowding and to maintain the critical functions of the users included within this
pool. Additionally, we recommend that users consider whether a single coordinator or
multiple coordinators should be used for public safety users. Further, while some
commenters argue that the existing system of radio services have served the PLMR
community well over the last three decades, spectrum use can be more evenly distributed
under a system of consolidation. This change in the system can work to improve the
efficiency of the spectrum environment.
54. We disagree with those commenters who contend that the coordination process
would be negatively affected if the radio services are consolidated. In the Refarming Notice.
we proposed that coordinators continue to perform their current role in the PLMR spectrum
and we specifically proposed that licensees be permitted to use any frequency coordinator
desired. We did not propose to alter the entire coordination system. Rather, we proposed
that users be given latitude to seek the management and assistance of any frequency
coordinators desired. These coordinators are familiar with the process, the users, and the
regulated spectrum. Finally, while not advocating the adoption of the multiple coordinator
design discussed in the Refarming Notice, we believe that this approach would be consistent
with our commitment to encourage more flexibility in the PLMR spectrum. Further, such a
system, we believe, will promote competition and benefit PLMR users.
55. Therefore, based upon the discussion above, we have decided to consolidate the
PLMR services below 800 MHz. We believe that consolidation permits the introduction of
marketplace forces and competition into this system. We will issue final rule amendments on
this subject approximately 6 months after the effective date of this order without further
notice. These rule amendments will incorporate the PLMR community's consensus plan, if
consensus is achieved within the rubric of this Report and Order.
E. Technical Parameters.
56. Section B of this Report and Order discusses our proposed channelization plan,
comments on that plan, and a discussion of our decision to establish 7.5 kHz channel spacing
in the 150-174 MHz VHF frequency band and 6.25 kHz channel spacing in the
421-512 MHz UHF frequency band. In this section, we discuss, in further detail, the
channelization plans and related technical parameters that we are adopting.
(1) Band Channelization Plans
57. 150-174 MHz VHF: For frequencies (channels) authorized in the 150-174 MHz
band, we generally adopt 6.25 kHz wide channels that are spaced every 7.5 kHz while
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maintaining all current frequency designations. 116 Within each individual radio service
allocation, interleaved channels are created by assigning channels every 7.5 kHz higher in
frequency than each existing channel. 117 In instances where a lower frequency adjacent
channel is not allocated to the-private land mobile radio services, we are creating an
interleaved channel 7.5 kHz lower in frequency than the existing PLMR channel. This
interleaved channel will be designated for 6.25 kHz bandwidth operation only in order to
minimize the potential of interference to these other services. Each interleaved channel will
have the same limitation restrictions, except in certain cases for authorized bandwidth, as the
channel which is 7.5 kHz below it. 118 In cases where an existing channel is shared by two or
more radio services, the interleaved channel will also be shared among those same services.
Where an existing channel is assigned to a single radio service, the interleaved channel will
be allocated to only that radio service. Accordingly, the Table of Frequencies listed in the
rule section applicable to each radio service, except for the Radiolocation Service, is
amended to include the newly created channels. Transition to narrowband channels in the
VHP band is shown in Appendix A, Figure 3.
58. The 161.610-174 MHz band is dominated by users other than Part 90 private
land mobile licensees. 119 In most cases, the channels for Part 90 use in this band are either
not contiguous or their permissible use is limited. 120 The Private Land Mobile Service has a
narrow frequency allocation between 173.2 MHz and 173.4 MHz which is not shared with
other services. Most frequencies in this band are designated for radio control or telemetry
use, and except for frequencies near the band edges, frequencies are spaced 12.5 kHz apart.
Frequencies in this band are heavily used in 11 of the Part 90 radio services. Considering
their specialized use by a number of different radio services, and their unique channel
spacing arrangement, we conclude that it would not be justifiable to rechannelize this small
band in order to obtain a few additional frequencies. Therefore, these frequencies will not
116 Channels designated for paging-only are not being narrowbanded and will remain
wideband. Also, certain current low power (color dot) and itinerant channels will not be
narrowbanded beyond 12.5 kHz. See paragraph 101.
117 Existing channels are those channels available for licensing prior to the effective date
of the rules adopted in this proceeding.
118 In instances where an interleaved channel is created 7.5 kHz lower in frequency than
a existing channel, it will have the same limitation restrictions, except in certain cases for
authorized bandwidth, as the channel which is 7.5 kHz above it.
119 Most frequency allocations in this band are for Government/Non-Government shared
use in the Maritime Mobile Service and for Government fixed and mobile use.
120 As an example, eight frequencies in the 169-171 MHz band are designated for lowpower wireless microphone operation, and twenty others for use in hydrological or
meteorological operations.
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be subject to the decisions in this proceeding and will retain their current spacings and
authorized channel bandwidths.
59. The Refarmine Notice proposed to eliminate 47 C.F.R. § 90.271. This section
provides for narrowband (5 kHz) channels that are offset by 2.5 or 7.5 kHz from current
channel centers in the 150-170 MHz range. These channels are now inconsistent with the
new VHP channelization plan. Therefore, we are adopting our proposal to eliminate
47 C.F.R. § 90.271. Existing licensees on these frequencies may be subject to interference
as new frequencies are authorized. However, if interference is not experienced, they will be
.permitted to remain on their currently authorized frequencies until August 1, 2001, after
which they will be required to move to one of the new VHP channels.
60. 421-512 MHz UHF. Except as otherwise noted, for frequencies (channels)
authorized in the 421-512 MHz band, we are establishing 6.25 kHz wide channels while
maintaining all current frequency designations. 121 Within each individual radio service
allocation, interleaved channels are created by assigning channels every 6.25 kHz higher in
frequency than each existing channel. In instances where a lower frequency adjacent channel
is not allocated to the private land mobile radio services, we are creating an interleaved
channel 6.25 kHz lower in frequency than the existing PLMR channel. In order to minimise
the potential of interference to these other services, this interleaved channel will be
designated for 6.25 kHz bandwidth operation only. 122 Each interleaved channel will have the
same limitation restrictions, except in certain cases for authorized bandwidth, as the channel
which is 6.25 kHz below it. In cases where an existing channel is shared by two or more
radio services, the interleaved channels will be shared among those same services. Where an
existing channel is assigned to a single radio service, the interleaved channels will be
allocated to only that radio service. Accordingly, the Table of Frequencies listed in the rule
section applicable to each radio service, except for the Radiolocation Service, is amended to
include the newly created channels.
61. Frequencies in the 421-430 MHz band are available only in Buffalo, Detroit, and
Cleveland. 123 Frequencies in the 470-512 MHz band are shared with UHF-TV channels

121 Channels designated for paging-only are not being narrowbanded and will remain
wideband. Also, certain current low-power (color dot) and itinerant channels will not be
narrowbanded beyond 12.5 kHz. See paragraph 101.
122 In instances where an interleaved channel is created 6.25 kHz lower in frequency than
a existing channel, it will have the same limitation restrictions, except in certain cases for
authorized bandwidth, as the channel which is 6.25 kHz above it.
123 See 47 C.F.R. §90.273.
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14-20 in eleven cities124 and the Gulf of Mexico region. 125 Only specific frequencies are
available in each city for use by Part 90 licensees. 126 Transition from the current
channelization to the adopted narrowband channelization plan in these two UHF band is
shown in Appendix A, Figure 5.
62. Frequencies in the 450-470 MHz band are currently spaced 25 kHz apart with
secondary, low-power operations permitted on frequencies offset 12.5 kHz from assigned
channels. 127 These low-power offset channels are very heavily utilized with the majority
being licensed in the Business Radio Service. As discussed hi the following paragraphs, the
existence of offset low-power channels in this band requires that we adopt a somewhat
different approach to new channel usage in this band. Transition from the current
channelization to the adopted narrowband channelization plan in the 450-470 MHz UHF band
is shown in Appendix A, Figure 4.
63. Section 90.267 of the Rules currently provides for low-power (2-watt) use of the
12.5 kHz offset channels in this band. Under our new channelization plan, these channels
will no longer be offsets, but will be regularly assignable channels available in the various
radio services as determined by the procedure outlined supra at paragraph 60. This will
create instances where a channel that is currently available as an offset in more than one
radio service will now be assignable in only one radio service. Therefore, licensees whose
frequencies are no longer available in the radio service hi which they are licensed will be
grandfathered on their current frequency and we will permit these systems to be modified,
expanded, and renewed.
64. Since the low-power offset channels will no longer exist as offsets and it is
apparent that there is a continuing need for licensees to use low-power operations, we will
permit the frequency coordinator for each radio service, as part of the coordination transition
plan, to designate channels for low-power use. In order to promote flexibility for regions
with differing communications requirements, we will permit coordinators to vary these
designations by specific geographic region. Each coordinating entity will be required to
maintain and supply to the public upon request, information on frequencies it designates for
low-power use and the areas in which these frequencies are designated for such use.
65. Current licensees of 12.5 kHz offset frequencies, in addition to being subject to
124 The rules specify use of this spectrum for thirteen cities, but TV Channels 14 and 15
in Cleveland, Ohio and 15 and 16 in Detroit, Michigan are not available for land mobile use
due to concerns raised by Canada. See 47 C.F.R § 90.303.
125 See 47 C.F.R. § 90.315

^

126 See 47 C.F.R. § 90.303
127 See 47 C.F.R. § 90.267
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the same transition schedule as high-power users, will have several options: 1) they may
remain on the frequencies for which they are licensed; or, 2) move to frequencies designated
specifically for low-power use. Users who choose to remain on their current frequency may
achieve primary status by raising their output power, and by supplying their station
coordinates (latitude and longitude) to the Commission through the appropriate frequency
coordinator. 128 Users who wish to invoke this option must provide justification for raising
their output power. Licensees on the offset frequencies who wish to remain at low-power on
their current frequency .will be secondary to new high-power operations on these frequencies.
Users who choose to move to designated low-power frequencies will be given primary status
on those frequencies after submitting then- station coordinates to the Commission through the
appropriate frequency coordinator.
66. Low-power operations that were permitted on offset frequencies under 47 C.F.R.
§ 90.267 have been beneficial to private land mobile operations. This rule provided
licensees not requiring high-power radio systems access to many frequencies reserved for
low-power operation, albeit on a secondary, non-interference basis. We conclude that
similar rules, consistent with our new channelization plan, should be adopted. We,
therefore, will make narrowband low-power offset channels available that are 3.125 kHz
removed from any regularly assignable frequency in this band, unless otherwise noted. 129
These frequencies will be authorized on a secondary basis and will be subject to all
frequency coordination requirements.
(2) Power/Antenna Height Limits

67. Proposal. Another important major technical issue that significantly affects
spectrum efficiency is transmitter power and antenna height limits. It should be noted that
limiting these parameters directly influences channel reuse which, in turn, ensures access to
these bands. Currently, the maximum permitted output power level in the 150-174 and
450-470 MHz bands is 350 watts, with no reference to antenna height or effective radiated
power (ERP). The Refarming Notice proposed limits for the 150-174 and 450-470 MHz
bands of 300 warts ERP at 60 m (200 ft) height above average terrain (HAAT), with lesser
power at greater antenna heights. These limits were chosen to permit general station
spacings of about 80 km (50 mi) using a 10 dB desired-to-undesired signal strength

128 Low-power offset users, being licensed as mobile units, now are generally authorized
an area of operation such as a radius around a descriptive point, within a county or a city,
etc., but not around a specific set of coordinates.
129 Offset frequencies will not be authorized between the frequencies designated for
paging-only in the Business Radio Service.
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protection criteria. 130
68. Comments. Many commenters express concern that our transmitter
power/antenna height proposal would be very costly to implement because they would force
users to add additional stations to cover their existing service'area. 131 Commenters also point
out the need for extensive rural coverage as well as coverage for specific geopolitical
territories. 132 Many commenters note the delicate balance between some entities serving
small areas, others needing large service areas, and those operating "ribbon" systems. 133
LMCC submitted an alternative plan proposing to protect variable-sized service areas. 134
LMCC suggests incorporating tables, known as "Safe Harbor" tables, of power and antenna
height limits based on service area radius. The Safe Harbor concept and tables proposed by
LMCC was widely supported. 135
69. Decision. Upon review of the concerns expressed in the comments on our
proposed power/antenna height limits, we remain convinced that steps must be taken that will
permit increased channel reuse. The existence of high power systems can limit the choices
available to other current and future co-channel users. In addition, the use of more
transmitter power than necessary is contrary to the Commission's rules and reduces the
amount of spectrum available for other users. 136 Based on the information before us, we will
adopt a modified version of the Safe Harbor tables recommended by LMCC for the
150-174 MHz and 450-470 MHz bands. Further, to minimize the impact on existing

130 The Refarming Notice proposed to retain the current power limitations for the
421-430 MHz band as specified in 47 C.F.R. § 90.279, and for the 470-512 MHz band as
specified in 47 C.F.R. § 90.309.
131 Among others, see Comments of Florida Division of Communications, State of
Illinois, and Orange County, California.
132 Comments of APCO at 30.
133 Entities, such as railroads and petroleum pipelines, need to serve narrow geographic
areas for relatively long distances. These types of operations are referred to as "ribbon"
systems.
134 Comments of LMCC at 17.
135 Comments of UTC at 44; Joint Comments of ITA, the Council of Independent
Communication Suppliers, the Telephone Maintenance Frequency Advisory Committee at 15.
136 47 C.F.R. § 90.205(a) states that applications for authorizations must specify no more
power than the actual power necessary for satisfactory operation.
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stations, these new rules will apply only to new stations. 137 Our purpose is to increase
channel reuse while allowing PLMR licensees the flexibility they need to design individual
systems. We believe that the Safe Harbor approach will provide this flexibility. These new
power and antenna height limits are well suited for the diversity of service areas and
operating requirements of licensees in the PLMR services.
70. The new rules contain tables for determining a station's allowable ERP which is
dependent upon a justified service area radius and actual station antenna height. 138 The
maximum service area radius permitted for all systems will generally be 40 km (25 mi) for
the 150-174 MHz'band and 32 km (20 mi) for the 450-470 MHz band. In all cases, the
maximum allowable ERP is 500 watts, which is generally consistent with the vast majority of
existing systems. 139 Because applications for frequencies in the 150-174 MHz and
450-470 MHz bands will now be required to include service area radius, ERP, and HAAT
data, applicants will be required to provide this information.
71. The rules we are adopting do not provide for as close a co-channel frequency
reuse distance as the rules proposed in the Refarming Notice. Therefore, to minimize the
potential for co-channel interference, we will require applicants to justify requests for service
area radii of greater than 40 km (25 mi) in the 150-174 MHz band and 32 km (20 mi) in the
450-470 MHz band. 140 Further, we will rely on the frequency coordinators to review
applicant requests for power, antenna height, and service area. Frequency coordinators may
request additional information from the applicant when needed to permit the coordinator to
make a proper frequency recommendation. If the applicant disagrees with the coordinator's
recommendation, the Commission will resolve the dispute on a case-by-case basis. 141
72. We agree with LMCC that there should be flexibility in the rules to permit

137 A new station is defined as one which is not functionally integrated with an
earlier-installed system.
138 The ERP/antenna height table for the 150-174 MHz band is based on providing a 37
dBu signal at the service area contour using R-6602, Figure 19. For the 450-470 MHz band,
39 dBu and R-6602, Figure 29 was used. See FCC Report No. R-6602, Development of
UHF and VHP Propagation Curves, September 7, 1966.
139 It is also consistent with our limits for the 220-222 MHz band.
140 In general, we believe that individual PLMR base stations operating in an urban
environment and using frequencies in the 150-174 MHz or 420-512 MHz bands should be
designed to provide local operation.
141 In the event of a dispute, both parties will be required to justify their positions with
technical data, but the applicant will be responsible for proof and persuasion in overturning
the coordinator's recommendation.
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applicants to propose use of higher transmitter powers when required, and thus we are also
adopting rules that permit an applicant to request power/antenna heights in excess of those in
the tables. Such requests must be accompanied by an engineering analysis demonstrating that
the requested station parameters will not produce a signal strength in excess of 37 dBu for
the 150-174 MHz band and 39 dBu for the 450-470 MHz band at any point along the edge of
the service area that the applicant requests. The technical submission will be based on
generally accepted good engineering practices and standards. This showing must be
submitted to the appropriate frequency coordinator who may then recommend an ERP/HAAT
appropriate to the applicant's service area. The coordinator will specify for each base station
one of the service" area radii designated in the appropriate table in § 90.205.
73. In sum, we believe that this action will reduce the incidence of over-powered
systems, reduce background noise, and provide technical flexibility for PLMR licensees.
These new standards should increase channel re-use and, thereby, improve spectrum
efficiency. From the record, it appears that many existing licensees already comply with
these limits. These new rules are also consistent with rules for 220-222 MHz and above
800 MHz and, thus, further our goal of developing and implementing consistent policies,
where possible, across all frequency bands. Finally, the transmitter power/antenna height
limits that we are adopting are sufficiently well defined to avoid placing a significant
administrative burden on applicants, licensees, frequency coordinators, and the Commission.
(3) Adjacent Channel Separations.
74. Proposal. The amount of adjacent channel interference protection realized
between radio systems is generally directly related to the frequency separation between
them. 142 The Refarming Notice, however, did not propose specific adjacent channel
separation requirements.
75. Comments. Not having proposed or requested comments on this issue, when
adjacent channel separation for interference protection was mentioned in the comments, it
was in a very general manner without specific recommendations being made. Also, since we
are adopting channelization plans different from our proposal, comments received on this
issue are generally no longer accurate.
76. Decision. The level of interference protection provided by the frequency

142 The first adjacent channels are defined as the channels immediately above and
immediately below a selected channel. The second adjacent channels are those channels, one
channel removed from a selected channel. The third adjacent channels are three removed
and so on. Since, not all PLMR users will transition to narrowband technologies at the same
time, it may be necessary when determining adjacent channel interference protection
requirements, to consider not only the first adjacent channel, but also the second and even
the third adjacent channel.
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separation between current assignments and new assignments using frequencies resulting
from channel splitting may not be sufficient to permit same-area high-power operation. 143
Thus, in order to not degrade communications quality below that presently afforded land
mobile licensees hi these bands, hi some situations it may be necessary to place certain
restrictions on the operation of new adjacent channel assignments, such as requiring a
geographic separation or operation at substantially reduced power. Specific restrictions will
depend on a number of system parameters such as transmitter power, antenna height, and
distance between stations, all of which may vary considerably between systems. We believe
that there is not a sufficient record in the comments on which to base specific adjacent
channel station separation requirements with respect to the new channelization plan. We also
believe that the frequency coordinators, with then- knowledge of user requirements and local
conditions, are hi a better position than the Commission to determine separation distances
needed in each case. Accordingly, we are not adopting any specific mileage separation
requirements at this time. The current separation requirements in 47 C.F.R. § 90.173 will
remain in effect until June 1, 1996. After this date we will require the appropriate frequency
coordinators to review applications for adjacent channel usage and determine appropriate
separation distances based upon the technical characteristics of proposed and existing
station(s). We will revisit this issue if the land mobile community believes specific adjacent
channel station distance separations are needed .
(4) Authorized Channel Bandwidth.
77. Proposal. The Refarming Notice proposed channel spacings of 5 kHz for the
150-174 MHz (VHP) band and 6.25 kHz for the 420-512 MHz (UHF) band with authorized
bandwidths of 4 kHz and 5 kHz respectively (80% of the channel spacings).
78. Comments. The comments contained extensive discussions on channel spacing.
Except for commenters supporting 5 kHz channels in both the VHP and UHF bands, 144 most
commenters did not specifically address the 4 kHz authorized bandwidth proposed for the
VHP band. Stone comments that techniques are available that would permit authorization of
full channel bandwidth rather than the 80% authorized bandwidths as proposed hi the
Refarming Notice. However, Stone also asserts that the proposed bandwidths are probably
sufficient for those systems whose operational characteristics do not require the use of the
full channel width. 145 The Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA) and Motorola
recommend that the authorized bandwidth for the UHF band be increased from 5 kHz to

143 About 70 dB adjacent channel protection, determined from transmitter and receiver
design parameters, is generally needed for same area operation.
144 Comments of Securicor at 7, SEA at 8 and 14, and AMI at 5.

145 Comments of Stone at 7.
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6 kHz. 146 E.F. Johnson states that the use of 5 kHz or 6.25 kHz channelization should be
revisited in another rule making proceeding, and therefore, the Commission should indicate
that any occupied (authorized) bandwidth rules are transitional. 147 GEC-Marconi indicates
that the proposed 5 kHz UHF authorized bandwidth will require very high modulation level
schemes resulting hi increased equipment complexity. 148 UPS, while not specifically
discussing the actual authorized bandwidth of a narrowband channel, states that success has
been achieved in providing high-capacity narrowband channels at 220 MHz (where the
authorized bandwidth is 4 kHz) and, that the transition to channels spaced as narrow as
5 kHz is both feasible and generally desirable for the frequency bands below 512 MHz. 149
79. Decision. As previously discussed, we are adopting a channel plan in which
frequencies are assigned every 7.5 kHz in the 150-174 MHz VHP band and every 6.25 kHz
in the 421-512 MHz UHF band. In the transition to narrowband operation, we will authorize
licensees to operate in the 150-174 MHz and 421-512 MHz bands with either a 12.5 kHz or
6.25 kHz channel bandwidth. Considering our channeling plan, and after analysis of the
comments concerning authorized bandwidths, we are adopting maximum single channel
authorized bandwidths that we consider appropriate for both voice and non-voice
applications. We agree with TIA and Motorola that for 6.25 kHz channels, our proposed
5 kHz authorized bandwidth should be increased to 6 kHz to accommodate a 9600 bits per
second CQPSK signal. 150 We concur with the comments and conclude that these bandwidths
will accommodate both reduced deviation analog systems and digital systems utilizing
advanced modulation techniques.
80. Accordingly, applicants for new stations hi the 150-174 MHz and 421-512 MHz
bands requesting authorization to operate on frequencies with a 12.5 kHz channel bandwidth
will be authorized a maximum bandwidth of 11.25 kHz. 151 Applicants requesting to operate
on frequencies in the 150-174 MHz and 421-512 MHz bands with a 6.25 kHz channel
bandwidth will be authorized a maximum bandwidth of 6 kHz. Bandwidths for wideband
systems will be authorized on a case-by-case basis.

146 Comments of TIA at B3, and Motorola at C2.
147 Comments of E.F. Johnson at 13.
148 Comments of GEC-Marconi at 4.
149 Reply comments of UPS at 5.
150 See Comments of Motorola at C2 and TIA at B3.
151 See infra para 87.
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(5) Emission Masks.
81. We consider the emission mask to be one of the most significant factors in the
technical standards we are adopting in this proceeding. To maximi/ft spectrum efficiency,
the limited bandwidth in a narrowband channel must be utilized as fully as possible for
maximum information transfer. This requires that the shape of the emission mask be
designed to permit reasonable and practical information transfer without excessively
expensive filtering requirements. At the same time, out-of-band emission limits must be
judiciously selected to provide acceptable adjacent channel protection.
82. Proposal. The Reforming Notice proposed an emission mask for equipment
operating on 5 kHz spaced frequencies in the 150-174 MHz VHP band that was identical to
the mask currently specified in the Rules for the 5 kHz spaced frequencies in the
220-222 MHz band, except that the attenuations would be specified for frequencies
referenced from the edge rather than the center of the authorized bandwidth. This would
permit the same emission mask to apply to a single channel or to a wideband channel if
contiguous channels were "stacked".
83. The Refarming Notice also proposed an emission mask for the 421-512 MHz
UHF band that was designed to provide 40 dB of attenuation at the edge of the authorized
channel, 50 dB at the edge of the adjacent channel's authorized bandwidth, and 65 dB after
the center of the adjacent channel. The mask's emission attenuations were specified from the
edge of the authorized bandwidth and thus, the mask was applicable to both 12.5 kHz and
6.25 kHz channel spacings.
84. Comments. Commenters advocating a 5 kHz channel spacing supported our
proposed 5 kHz channel VHP mask. 152 SEA states that the proposed mask provides a
"reasonable amount of inherent real-world protection" to adjacent channels and thus, would
not require geographic separation between adjacent channels, regardless of technology or
bandwidth. 133 UPS expresses support, stating that the proposed mask, which is based upon
the existing 220 MHz mask, would allow a wide variety of modulations without requiring
adjacent channel coordination.'54

152 These included SEA, UPS, NTT, and Uniden. Securicor, an advocate of 5 kHz
channelization, suggests that the out-of-band emission limits of the UK standard MPT 1736,
be considered. Commenters supporting 12.5 kHz VHP channels (LMCC, Ericsson, and
AAR) or 6.25 kHz VHP channels (GEC-Marconi and those supporting the APCO-25
concept) did not make specific reference to the 5 kHz mask proposed in the Refarming
Notice.
153 Comments of SEA at 14.
154 Reply Comments of UPS at 3.
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85. Commenters* primarily favoring a 12.5 kHz channelization plan suggest a mask
designed specifically for 12.5 kHz spacing that would be applicable to either VHP or UHF
equipment and applicable to both analog and digital modulations. 155 TIA's comments also
include a recommended mask .for equipment operating on frequencies with 6.25 kHz channel
spacing. TIA notes that its proposed masks are derived from 'committee work performed by
various equipment manufacturers in APCO's Project 25, and are intended to provide a
transition from current equipment to 12.5 kHz digital and analog equipment, while also
supporting optional use of 6.25 kHz equipment. 156 TIA states that its suggested 6.25 kHz
mask will allow single sideband analog modulation or the CQPSK digital modulation as
proposed in APCO Project 25. GEC-Marconi states that they support our proposed
6.25 kHz mask, although their comments pictorially show a mask significantly different from
our proposed mask. 157 Stone suggests a mask where the authorized bandwidth could equal
the channel spacing provided a specific frequency stability is met, but that 50 dB of
attenuation must be provided at the edge of the authorized bandwidth of the adjacent
channel. 158 Ericsson recommends an emission mask for 12.5 kHz channels that would permit
the use of TDMA modulation. 159
86. Decision. Our decision in this proceeding is to establish narrowband channel
bandwidths in both the 150-174 MHz VHP and 421-512 MHz UHF bands. We will,
however, allow the use of equipment designed to operate on a 12.5 kHz channel bandwidth
in each band. We have carefully considered the comments that discuss the various factors
involved in developing appropriate emission masks for equipment operating with channel
bandwidths narrower than 25 kHz. With respect to the emission mask proposed in the
Refarming Notice applicable to equipment operating with a 12.5 kHz bandwidth, we concur
with the comments that our proposed mask is too restrictive and that it would make existing
155 Comments of TIA at Bl. Motorola and E.F. Johnson support the TIA proposal.
156 Id. at 13.
157 Comments of GEC-Marconi at Figure 5 for the 5 kHz channel mask and Figure 7 for
the 6.25 kHz mask. These masks show a "brick wall" configuration at the edge of the
proposed authorized bandwidth to 65 dB rather than, as proposed, 30 dB and then sloping to
65 dB in accordance with a specified formula.
158 Comments of Stone at 7. Stone proposes that Commission permit the maximum
authorized bandwidth, defined as containing those frequencies upon which 99% of the
radiated power appears, extended to include any discrete frequency upon which the power is
at least 0.25% of the total radiated power, to be equivalent to the channel spacing, if the
frequency stability is kept to 0.1 ppm. The attenuation at the edge of the authorized
bandwidth of the adjacent channel is required to be 50 dB.
159 Ex parte filing from the Ericsson Corporation to William F. Caton, Federal
Communications Commission, dated February 6, 1995 and addendum filed March 8, 1995.
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or contemplated 12.5 kHz equipment generally non-compliant. Existing equipment would
require redesign and the necessary modifications would not only be expensive but would
delay the use of 12.5 kHz bandwidth equipment in the marketplace. Considering the
technical discussions in the comments of adjacent channel protection, we agree that the
12.5 kHz emission mask proposed by TTA, although less restrictive than our proposed mask,
provides acceptable adjacent channel protection. However, the TIA mask is designed to
primarily accommodate only reduced deviation analog and digital FDMA modulations.
87. The emission mask submitted by Ericsson for equipment with a 12.5 kHz
bandwidth appears to be more flexible than the TIA mask because it would not only permit
the use of equipment that meets the TTA mask, but also equipment designed for wideband
modulations, such as QPSK modulation. The basic difference between the Ericsson mask
and the TTA mask is in the width of the mask's flat top region. The TTA mask, allowing for
a 5 kHz authorized bandwidth, is flat until 2.5 kHz removed from the center frequency while
the Ericsson mask, allowing for an 11.25 kHz authorized bandwidth, has a flat top that
extends 5.625 kHz from the center frequency to accommodate the other modulation
spectrums. There is some difference in the mask's skirt region, however, with the Ericsson
mask providing less protection at the edge of the channel. We conclude, therefore, that the
flat top region of the 12.5 kHz emission mask recommended by Ericsson will allow the use
of any generally used modulation technique, and that the TTA suggested mask will provide
better adjacent channel protection in the skirt region when compared to the Ericsson mask.
We, therefore, are adopting for equipment designed to operate with a 12.5 kHz channel
bandwidth in the 150-174 MHz and 421-512 MHz bands, a mask which incorporates the best
attributes of the Ericsson and the TTA recommendations. Our adopted mask has the flat top
characteristic of the Ericsson suggested mask and the roll off characteristic for the skirt
region of the TIA suggested mask.
88. Regarding the narrowband emission mask, TTA states that their suggested
6.25 kHz mask was developed in support of APCO Project 25, and is also based upon our
existing 220 MHz band mask as well as the 6.25 kHz mask proposed in the Refarming
Notice. As with its 12.5 kHz mask, TTA's 6.25 kHz mask is intended for both analog and
digital modulation. The only difference between our proposed mask and TIA's suggested
mask is that the flat top of the TTA mask is extended to 3 kHz removed from the center
frequency rather than the 2.5 kHz we proposed in order to accommodate a 9600 bps CQPSK
modulation signal. Because there was no opposition to either our proposed or TTA's
suggested mask, we are adopting the mask suggested by TTA for equipment that operates
with a 6.25 kHz bandwidth in the 421-512 MHz band.
89. We disagree with Stone's suggested mask because the emission mask shape
would be determined not only by the transmitter's frequency stability but also by the
authorized bandwidth of an adjacent channel, which may vary depending upon the needs of
the adjacent channel user. Separate type acceptance would then be required for each
transmitter having different filtering to provide the needed mask shape. Also, licensing
procedures would become complex because determination of an adjacent channel's bandwidth
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would require adjacent channel coordination.
90. In the adopted emission mask rules, we are including provisions for equipment
designed to operate on multiple contiguous channels. We are also specifying general
requirements for instrumentation and procedures to be used when measuring equipment
emissions. These are intended to provide general guidance to manufacturers. With the
broad range of equipment modulations and system requirements that may be encountered,
should our requirements prove inadequate or inappropriate, we will permit applicants for
equipment type acceptance to utilize alternate procedures provided prior Commission
approval is obtained.
(6) Frequency Stability.

91. Proposal. Following industry standards, the Refarming Notice proposed that
transmitter frequency stability be specified in parts per million (ppm) rather than in percent
of the carrier frequency. The Refarming Notice proposed a frequency stability of 0.1 ppm
for ISO-174 MHz and 421-512 MHz base stations, and stabilities of 1.5 ppm and 1.0 ppm
for 150-174 MHz and 421-512 MHz mobile units respectively. The Refarming Notice
further proposed to retain Part 90 frequency stability requirements for all other bands.
92. Comments. In its comments, TTA recommends differing frequency stabilities
for the VHP and UHF bands for equipment designed to operate on 12.5 kHz or 6.25 kHz
channels. SEA, supporting 5 kHz channelization hi the VHP band, expresses support for the
frequency stability schedule proposed in the Refarming Notice. 160 Other equipment
manufacturers did not specifically address the frequency stability issue.
93. Decision. Narrower channel spacing increases the importance of frequency
stability to reduce adjacent channel interference. As mentioned previously in the discussion
on emission masks, a properly designed emission mask must take frequency stability into
consideration. As stated by TIA, their recommended frequency stability requirements for
12.5 kHz equipment are based on the performance of equipment that has been operating for a
number of years in Europe and Asia in the same frequency bands, thus demonstrating that
the frequency stability recommendations, coupled with TIA's recommended emission masks,
will provide adequate adjacent channel interference protection. Therefore, we conclude that
TIA's proposal provides a reasonable transition from current equipment to advanced
12.5 kHz digital and analog equipment while also supporting the optional use of 6.25 kHz
equipment. Accordingly, we adopt the frequency stabilities as proposed by TIA for base and
mobile stations designed for operation with either a 12.5 kHz or 6.25 kHz bandwidth in the
150-174 MHz and 421-512 MHz bands. These frequency stabilities are the minimum
acceptable and are listed in the table of § 90.213(a). Manufacturers may choose to produce
equipment with greater frequency stability.

160 Comments of SEA at 15.
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94. Although the Refarming Notice proposed frequency stabilities for the
150-220 MHz band, our decision herein does not include a frequency stability for the
216-220 MHz band. Operation hi this band is secondary to Federal Government operations,
and equipment operating in the 216-220 MHz band is required to comply with Federal
Government technical standards. Also, we are retaining the current base and mobile station
frequency stabilities in the 220-222 MHz band.
(7) Spectrum Efficiency Standards.

95. Proposal. The purpose of a spectrum efficiency standard is, in combination with
a channelization plan, to expand capacity in a band of frequencies by requiring efficient
operation. Such a standard should allow equipment manufacturers to offer a wide array of
technologies using various bandwidths to satisfy diverse user needs. In the Refarming
Notice, we proposed spectrum efficiency standards that would permit the use of non-standard
bandwidths provided that such use is at least as efficient as narrowband technology. 161 Since
a communications link may convey either voice or data, two different formulas were
proposed. With respect to voice transmissions, our efficiency standard required at least one
voice circuit per channel being combined. For example, if four 6.25 kHz channels are
combined to enable a 25 kHz TDMA technology, then the resulting system must contain at
least four voice slots. Regarding an efficiency standard for digital technologies and data
applications, we proposed a requirement of at least 4800 bits per second per communications
link. 162 These proposed spectrum efficiency standards were intended to increase technical
flexibility.
e
96. Comments. Generally, this concept received strong support in the comments. 163
In their "User Coalition Plan", the User Associations state that "... licensees would be
permitted to exceed the maximum channel spacings, ... upon a demonstration that their
proposed system would operate with an efficiency that is equivalent to, or greater than the
efficiency normally achievable in the stated bandwidth." 16* Few comments were received on
our proposed efficiency standard for voice systems; most were hi regard to our proposed
standard for digital systems. Although the general approach is endorsed by the majority of
commenters, many differed on how to define spectrum efficiency. Ericsson, for example,
stated, "...the most germane measure of spectrum efficiency... is measured in terms of
quantity of communications achieved per unit of occupied spectrum as a function of the
161 Refarming Notice, text under Appendix A, "Spectrum Efficiency Standards."
162 As proposed, a communications link was 5 kHz in the 150-174 MHz VHP band and
6.25 kHz in the 421-512 MHz UHF bands.
163 Comments of E.F. Johnson, SEA, GEC-Marconi.
164 Letter from User Associations to William F. Caton, Federal Communications
Commission, dated January 13, 1995.
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geographic area occupied by the signal and the time required to achieve the
communications. " 16S Others strongly agreed with our approach. For example, SEA notes
that "the logistics of the implementation of any alternative to the Commission's enforcement
of a simple standard is conspicuously absent from the comments." 166 GEC-Marconi
recommends a standard of 1.28 bits/second/Hertz as a long term efficiency objective. 167
Finally, we note that the comments contained considerable discussion on potentially attainable
spectrum efficiencies. Other possible formulas suggested in the comments suffer from the
defect that the suggested spectrum efficiency measure would depend on the specific use, thus
creating a significant compliance problem. For example, information per second per hertz
depends on the exact nature of the information being communicated. Even a less elusive
measure like bits per second per hertz per square kilometer depends on antenna gain and
height, which varies from applicant to applicant.
97. Decision. After considering the comments on this issue, we are adopting our
proposal contained in the Refarmine Notice with minor modification. Although different
efficiency standards were proposed for the VHP and UHF bands, we are adopting a common
standard for all the reforming bands. In accordance with the transition dates for equipment
in the 150-174 MHz VHP and 421-512 MHz UHF bands, we are adopting a spectrum
efficiency standard of one voice channel per 12.5 kHz of channel bandwidth for equipment
type accepted after August 1, 1996, and a spectrum efficiency standard of one voice channel
per 6.25 kHz for equipment type accepted after January 1, 2005. Additionally, after August
1, 1996, equipment designed for data operation that uses more than a 6.25 kHz channel
bandwidth, must meet a minimum efficiency standard of at least 0.768 bits per second per
Hertz. 168 At the chosen standard of 0.768 bps/Hz, the 6.25 kHz equipment will have a data
rate of 4800 bps, and the 12.5 kHz equipment will have a data rate of 9600 bps. These are
standard data rates. Based on the comments, we believe that this standard is readily
attainable. This standard will be incorporated into the type acceptance process by having
equipment manufacturers certify as part of their application for type acceptance that their
equipment meets the spectrum efficiency standard. Therefore, licensees and new applicants
would be assured that any equipment they purchase would comply with the spectrum
efficiency standard.
(8) Itinerant and Color Dot Frequencies.
98. Proposal. The Refamiing Notice proposed that 45 VHP and UHF frequencies
165 Comments of Ericsson at 15.
166 Reply Comments of SEA at 6.
167 Comments of GEC-Marconi at 14.
168 Equipment designed for voice and data operation must meet the efficiency standards
for both voice and for data.
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be designated specifically for itinerant operations at unspecified temporary locations and that
users of these frequencies would not have any protection from other itinerant co-channel
licensees.
99. Comments. There was no opposition to our proposal for use of the itinerant
frequencies. Ritron, in its comments, recommends that we retain certain low power and
itinerant frequencies in the Business Radio Service as conventional FM (12.5 kHz) channels
for "very low tier, low cost, entry level communications". 169 These frequencies are
commonly referred to in the marketplace as "color dot" channels170 and are becoming
increasingly popular. The majority of radios operating on these channels are relatively
inexpensive, one-watt handheld portables, and are readily available from discount retailers
and mail order sources. The comments indicate that this type of equipment serves an
important need. We concur that there should be entry-level, economical equipment made
available to licensees who do not have a need for more sophisticated and more expensive
land mobile radios. Therefore, we will reserve the frequencies currently designated for low
power and itinerant operations for continued use in this manner.
100. Further, in reply comments, Motorola recommends that additional low-power
itinerant channels be created. Motorola states that these channels "serve a variety of business
communications needs as evidenced by the incredible loading that the itinerant channels
currently support", and "that there is a growing demand for low-cost and low-power
consumer portable land mobile equipment to serve individual recreational needs" 171 Motorola
recommends that the Commission consider designating several channels for this use.
101. Decision. We agree with these assessments. Accordingly, we are making six
additional frequencies in the 150 MHz band available to the Business Radio Service for
low-power and itinerant operations. These are: 151.700 MHz, 151.760 MHz, and 154.5275
for itinerant use, and 151.820 MHz, 151.880 MHz, and 151.940 MHz for low-power use.
Operation on these new low power frequencies will be limited to a maximum channel
bandwidth of 12.5 kHz and a maximum output power of 1 watt. Also, after January 1,
2005, we will continue to allow type acceptance of 12.5 kHz single mode radios that are
designed to only operate on any of the color dot frequencies and have an output power of
less than 2 watts.
169 Comments of Ritron at 4 and 6.
170 The operating frequencies of these radios are designated by a colored dot or star
attached to the radio. Channels currently designated by manufacturers as color dot or star
frequencies are: 151.625 MHz (Red dot), 154.570 MHz (Blue dot), 154.600 MHz (Green
dot), 464.500 MHz (Brown dot), 464.550 MHz (Yellow dot), 467.850 MHz (Silver star),
467.875 MHz (Gold star), 467.900 MHz (Red star), and 467.925 MHz (Blue star). The
frequencies 469.500 MHz and 469.550 MHz are also designated as itinerant in § 90.75(b).
171

Reply comments of Motorola at 25.
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(9) Type Acceptance.

102. As licensees transition to narrowband technologies, a primary concern of many
manufacturers is that they be able to provide continued support to their existing customer
base. With respect to this rule part and proceeding, a grant of type acceptance will be
required for new multi-mode, or narrowband equipment. The new grant of type acceptance
may cover a new transmitter design and/or upgraded units. 172 Existing wideband (25 kHz)
units that have the inherent capability for either multi-mode or narrowband operation may
have the current grant of type acceptance modified to show the additional capability by filing
a modification request which demonstrates that the original unit complies with the new
technical requirements applicable to multi-mode or narrowband operation.
103. In cases where manufacturers have developed a conversion kit to retrofit
existing wideband equipment and cause the modified unit to conform to the new technical
requirements for new multi-mode or narrowband operation, we will allow field modifications
to add multi-mode or narrowband capability to equipment currently installed. So that this
equipment can be recognized as having the revised capability, the modifying party, typically
the manufacturer or its representative, must replace the existing FCC ID label with a new
label that corresponds to the FCC ID of the associated new transmitter which was type
accepted with the multi-mode or narrowband capability.
(10) Miscellaneous Technical Issues.

104. Emission classifications. We continually receive inquiries concerning emission
designator symbols from applicants filling out application forms. Therefore, to assist
applicants in selecting the proper symbols, we are adding an introductory paragraph in
47 C.F.R. § 90.207 that defines in simple terms the most commonly used land mobile radio
emission classification symbols and makes reference to the detailed discussion of emission
classifications contained in 47 C.F.R. § 2.201.
105. Modulations. The Refarming Notice proposed that modulations other than
frequency modulation (FM) could be utilized by equipment on the narrowband channels, and
that frequency deviation limits, which are applicable only to FM, will no longer be specified
for equipment designed to operate on these channels. Additionally, the new emission mask
requirements make the need for a frequency deviation limit superfluous for FM equipment,
and irrelevant for non-FM equipment. Therefore, because no comments opposed this
proposal, we are eliminating references to frequency deviation limits for equipment operating
in the 150-174 MHz and 421-512 MHz bands.
106. Spread spectrum. In the Refarming Notice, we proposed to permit the use of

172 Upgraded units are those units that are converted in the field to conform to a new
transmitter design and performance specification.
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direct sequence spread spectrum devices for public safety use during covert operations.
Current Part 90 rules permit only frequency hopping spread spectrum to be used in the
Police Radio Service. Under Part 15 of the Rules, both direct sequence and frequency
hopping techniques may be used. Since there was no opposition to our proposal, we are
amending Section 90.19 of the Rules to permit the use of direct sequence spread spectrum
transmitters in the Police Radio Service.
107. Transmitter transient frequency criteria. Radio transmitters, when keyed on,
require a very short period of time (in milliseconds) to "warm-up" and attain their designed
operating frequency. During this short period of off-frequency operation, noise "chirps" are
transmitted. A similar transient frequency behavior occurs when the transmitter is keyed off.
Transmitters designed for digital transmissions produce in-band signals very close to an
adjacent channel. Thus, noise "chirps" can cause interference to adjacent channel operations.
The Refarming Notice proposed certain criteria to limit the amplitude of this type of noise.
The comments indicate support for limiting these emissions. E.F. Johnson states that n [t]he
Commission's regulations will insure that substandard equipment that could cause
interference to other users will not be type-accepted." 173 The comments also indicate that
since our original proposal, the industry has adopted voluntary standards, contained in
EIA/TIA Standard 603, to limit these "chirps." Motorola "... points out that the EIA/TIA
have already addressed the issue of transient frequency behavior in its publication
SP-22108." 174 Motorola further states that "... since the industry has already addressed this
matter through the adoption of voluntary standards, an FCC rule is unnecessary." 175 We
disagree with Motorola. In order to assure that "chirps" do not cause excessive interfere to
other land mobile licensees and to television receivers operating in adjacent bands,
manufacturers must limit "chirps" in their equipment. Therefore, we are adopting standards
similar to those used by industry for transient frequency behavior for equipment designed to
operate on 25, 12.5, or 6.25 kHz channel bandwidths.
108. Exemption from technical standards. Section 90.217 of the Rules exempts
transmitters used at stations licensed in the Business Radio Service from some technical
standards of Part 90, Subpart I, if the transmitters employed do not exceed 120 milliwatts in
output power. These transmitters, however, must meet limited out-of-band emission and
frequency stability criteria. Section 90.217 has been modified to include additional
out-of-band emissions limitations that are appropriate to the narrower channel bandwidths
being established.
109. Lastly, we adopt several minor editorial changes to Part 90 to correct
typographical errors, omissions, and obsolete text.
173 Comments of E.F. Johnson at 25.
174 Comments of Motorola at 34.
175 Comments of Motorola at 34 and 35.
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V. FURTHER NOTICE OF PROPOSED RULE MAKING

A.

Introduction

110. This Further Notice of Proposed Rule Making (FNPRM) explores methods to
promote more efficient and effective use of the PLMR bands below 800 MHz. We do not
believe that the current shared regulatory environment contains the proper incentives to
encourage efficient spectrum usage. We believe that introducing market-based incentives
into these bands will help to encourage more efficient spectrum use while allowing users to
make the equipment choices which best address their needs by attaching an economic cost to
inefficient use of the spectrum and promoting the use of more efficient technologies. The
user community will ultimately benefit from more efficient use of spectrum through the
availability of more channels and better quality service. This FNPRM proposes three options
to introduce market forces into these bands: exclusivity, user fees, and competitive bidding.
We seek comment on each of these options and believe that the information we gather will
assist us in developing and implementing an overall strategy on how to promote greater
efficiency in these bands.
111. The spectrum in the PLMR bands historically has been available on a shared
use basis. 176 The environment that has emerged is characterized by unlimited sharing of the
spectrum by over 500,000 licensees with over 12 million mobile units. 177 Because of the
significant and varied spectrum use, the PLMR bands have become highly congested and
there is a substantial risk that service in these bands will deteriorate to unacceptable levels.
Unfortunately, in this shared use environment, PLMR users generally have little incentive to
economize on spectrum use because users do not pay for their spectrum, cannot realize the
benefit of more efficient use, and generally share their frequency assignments with a number
of other users. Instead, other users gain most of the benefits of such conservation. Shared
use of spectrum also precludes the use of spectrum efficient technologies, such as trunking
and time division multiple access (TDMA) because they generally require centralized channel
control. For example, trunked operation (based upon computerized queuing of calls) cannot
coexist with other users employing conventional technologies because conventional
transmissions do not interact with the automatic equipment that queues trunked messages.
Thus, interference between trunked operations and conventional operations prevent their

176 Pursuant to Section 90.173(a), 47 C.F.R. § 90.173(a), channels below 470 MHz are
shared and additional licensees may be added at any time.
177 Small businesses represent a significant portion of these licensees due to the
availability of low cost radios. PLMR channels are used for a variety of purposes including
the transmission of voice and low speed data, paging, and remote control.
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coexistence on the same channels. 118 Similarly, TDMA technology requires that all
equipment on the same channels interact so that the time is shared among all the radios.
112. We have tentatively concluded that the introduction of market-based incentives
such as exclusivity with the right of resale, spectrum fees, and competitive bidding will help
address the fundamental inefficiencies inherent in an unlimited shared-use spectrum
environment. The application of such market based incentives to PLMR spectrum allocation
and assignment will provide greater flexibility in technology choices and open possibilities
for increased innovation into the PLMR bands, which will ultimately better serve private
user's needs.
113. In this FNPRM, we seek comment on how to best achieve the introduction of
exclusivity on channels in the PLMR bands, and to explicitly permit the leasing of excess
capacity on these exclusive channels. We believe that offering users the option of exclusivity
with the right to resell excess capacity if they agree to convert to narrowband technology by
a specified date will promote the use of more efficient technologies such as tmnking and
TDMA, which are incompatible with the use of other traditional technologies on the same
channel. In addition, affording users the opportunity to obtain exclusivity will enable them
to benefit directly from the increased capacity which results from their conversion to more
efficient technologies, thus encouraging more rapid transition to narrowband technology. In
this regard, users will be more likely to install trunked systems if they are certain that
additional users, who might interfere with their trunked systems, would not be licensed on
their channel. Our experience with the spectrum above 800 MHz supports this theory. The
introduction of exclusivity into the 800 MHz bands facilitated and encouraged the use of
more spectrum efficient technologies and equipment. We seek here to provide users of the
PLMR bands with that same flexibility to use the most advanced and efficient technology
available.
114. We also seek comment on how a system of user fees can be used in these bands
to encourage licensees to make the most efficient and effective use of the spectrum. Under
this approach, users would pay a fee based on the estimated value of the spectrum. The
spectrum fee would be calculated based on the area and population covered, and the amount
of spectrum used. This type of a user fee structure would attach an economic cost to
inefficient spectrum use, thereby motivating users to increase their efficient use of the
spectrum. Although the Commission does not currently have statutory authority to impose
such a fee structure, this option may be the most effective way to encourage efficiency in the
PLMR bands while recognizing the varying needs of the incumbent users. In addition, the
underlying budgetary assumptions in the Senate Budget Committee's FY 1996 Budget
Resolution proposes to grant the FCC expanded authority to impose fees to encourage more

178 Subpart S operations above 800 MHz have separate frequencies set aside for trunked
and conventional use. General Category channels above 800 MHz set aside for conventional
use may only be trunked with the consent of all users in a geographic area.
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"efficient" and "effective" use of the spectrum. Moreover, the user community itself has
recognized that market-based user fees may be appropriate in these bands. 179 Manufacturers
have also recognized the benefits of market-based user fees in these bands. 180 For the
forgoing reasons, we believe it is appropriate to seek comment at this time on whether such a
fee structure would be an appropriate mechanism to encourage greater spectrum efficiency in
the PLMR bands below 800 MHz and if so, how such fees should be calculated. We believe
that seeking further comment on the imposition of user fees at this time will enable the
Commission to consider how such fees can best be implemented in the PLMR bands, so that
if fee authority is granted, we will be able to act quickly to implement such authority.
115. We seek comment on introducing competitive bidding into these bands as an
alternative to user fees. Specifically, we seek comment on a proposal to create geographic
overlay licenses and use competitive bidding as the assignment mechanism for these overlay
licenses. Competitive bidding of overlay licenses could promote efficiency by allowing the
marketplace to determine the value of spectrum and by awarding licenses to those who value
them most highly, thus ensuring that spectrum will be put to its highest value use. As with
exclusivity, competitive bidding of overlay licenses attaches a cost to inefficient spectrum
use. Our experience with competitive bidding to date, shows that it also promotes economic
and market-based business decisions and fosters speedy licensing. 181
116. The Commission's current auction authority does not permit the use of
competitive bidding to assign private licenses because these licenses are not mutually
exclusive and the principal use of the spectrum does not involve the provision of service to
subscribers for a fee. 182 However, expanded auction authority which could include private

179 Letter from Harry C. McPherson, Thomas J. Keller, John B. Richards, and Mark E.
Crosby to Alice M. Rivlin dated February 2, 1995 at 3. "The Administration should
carefully consider . . . whether additional user fees may be appropriate to ensure that the
Federal government receives a fair return for private wireless use of the scarce national
spectrum resource."
180 See ex. pane letter from Linear Modulation Technology (LMT) dated May 16, 1995 at
page 1. "LMT believes that license fees for PLMR systems . . . would allocate the true costs
of PLMR service and spectrum usage hi an economically-efficient manner."
181 On average, winning bidders in the Commission's spectrum auctions have received
their licenses in four months.
182 In the matter of Implementation of Section 309(j) of the Communications Act Competitive Bidding, Second Report and Order, PP Docket No. 93-253, 9 FCC Red 2348 at
para. 13 (1994)
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wireless users is proposed by the Administration183 and the Senate. 184 Accordingly, we
believe that it is appropriate at this time to seek comment on how auctions could best be
implemented for PLMR licenses, if such authority is granted.
117. Additionally, we seek comment on the treatment of public safety users with
respect to market-based incentives. Public safety users are charged with the protection of life
and property, and the Commission is committed to ensuring that such users have access to
spectrum to perform their critical function. We seek comment on exempting public safety
users from spectrum fees and competitive bidding, or developing a reduced fee structure and
a protected auction environment for these users.
B.

Exclusivity

118. As we have indicated throughout this proceeding, we believe that exclusivity
will provide the proper incentives for users to efficiently use spectrum. Exclusivity enables
users to introduce more spectrally efficient technologies, such as trunking, without the
concern that other users will be licensed on their channels using conventional equipment that
may interfere with their trunked equipment. In the PLMR bands above 800 MHz, the
Commission implemented the use of exclusive frequencies in part to encourage spectrum
efficient technologies such as trunking. 185 Moreover, without exclusivity, other spectrum
efficient techniques, such as cellular radio and some digital multiple access techniques are
inefficient or impractical because users are not able to benefit from the use of these more
advanced technologies.
119. We have tentatively concluded that the introduction of exclusivity is important
in these bands because it will make users realize directly the opportunity cost of inefficient
spectrum use. Licensees will have greater incentive to convert to more efficient technologies
if they are granted exclusive rights to a particular channel or channels hi a given area. 186
While a licensee with exclusive use of a channel may continue to be inefficient in the short
term, over tune rational licensees will seek to maximize the value of "their11 spectrum in the

183 See United States Office of Management and Budget, Budget of United States
Government, Fiscal Year 1996, pages 255-256.
184 Senate Committee on Budget, Concurrent Resolution on Budget for FY 1996 to
accompany S. Con. Res. 13, S. Rep. No. 104-82, 104th Cong., 1st Sess. 199-200 (1995).
185 Report and Order, PR Docket No. 89-552, 56 Fed. Reg. 19598 (1991)
186 See Evan R. Kwerel and John R. Williams, Moving toward a Market for Spectrum,
Cato Review of Business & Government, 1993, Number 2; Ronald Coase, The Federal
Communications Commission, Journal of Law and Economics, vol. 2, 1-40 (1959).
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same way they would otherwise seek to maximize the value of an asset such as land. An
essential element of exclusivity, however, is the right to resell excess capacity. Allowing
exclusive licensees to resell excess capacity is necessary to ensure that the spectrum can be
efficiently used by another parry if that party has a higher valued use for the spectrum.
Higher valued uses can be achieved either through alternative applications or through better
operational or financial management (i.e.. economies of scale which result from
consolidation of multiple smaller operations). In addition, resale will ensure that the price
for spectrum use remains low and that new licensees retain the ability to use spectrum.
120. In this FNPRM, we propose to provide users the option of obtaining exclusive
channel assignments if they agree to convert to narrowband equipment by a specified date.
Such exclusivity will facilitate the deployment of new technologies and encourage more
efficient spectrum use. We propose to allow licensees who agree to convert to narrowband
technologies within five years from the effective date of this item to enter into contractual
agreements with neighboring co-channel licensees to establish areas of exclusive assignment,
thereby precluding new co-channel licensees from being licensed, except by mutual
agreement of all parties to the exclusivity plan. We also propose to allow licensees, who are
parties to an exclusivity agreement and who have converted their system to narrowband
technology, to have the right to resell excess capacity.
121. Reforming Notice. Generally, the Commission's Rules governing the PLMR
bands below 800 MHz do not provide for channel exclusivity. 187 Instead, they provide for
unlimited shared use. De facto exclusivity may exist where current channel occupants have
operations that may not be readily shared by others, or where a channel is so congested that
it is not a viable alternative for prospective new operations. We first discussed introducing
exclusivity into the PLMR bands in the Notice of Inquiry. Based on the comments
generated by the Notice of Inquiry, we noted in the Refarming Notice that traditional
exclusivity would not be suited to this highly shared environment. 188 Instead, we proposed to
introduce a type of shared exclusivity, referred to as Exclusive Use Overlay (EUO), below
470 MHz, which would enable users to protect their radio environment and limit future
assignments. Pursuant to the EUO plan, new and existing licensees would be granted "the
exclusive right" to add to the existing radio use on a given frequency in a specific geographic
area. The exclusive use overlay licensee would have sole access to the "current and future
residual communications capacity" on those channels in that market. In order to obtain an
exclusive overlay license, an applicant on a channel with no existing licensees was required
to employ highly efficient equipment based on an efficiency standard set above the level of
currently available equipment. 189
187 The current rules allow for exclusive assignments hi the 470-512 MHz band if a
certain number of mobiles are maintained.
188 Refarming Notice at para. 12.
189 Refarming Notice at Appendix A.
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122. Specifically^ under the EUO a licensee could convert channels to exclusive use
and thereby limit co-channel assignments within 80 km (50 mi) of a base station if other cochannel licensees, as determined by loading, concurred, and the following loading standards
were met: 70 mobiles per channel within the New York and Los Angeles metropolitan
areas; 50 mobiles per channel in 73 other geographically broad markets; or 20 mobiles per
channel in the rest of the country. In this manner, we hoped to provide a stimulus for
licensees to employ more efficient technologies, such as centralized trunking, which
generally require exclusive assignments. 190 In addition to providing this option for licensees
of large systems, we proposed allowing the EUO mechanism to be invoked when a licensee
could show that failure of a system would create an imminent danger to public safety. 191
Finally, we proposed to exclude a number of channels for general business use from
employing this option.
123. Comments. Our EUO proposal received broad commenter support. However,
some commenters argue that we should exercise caution and noted the benefits of shared
spectrum. In support of the exclusivity option, the Coalition of Industrial and Land
Transportation Land Mobile Radio Users state that n [i]nterference-free frequency assignments
are necessary for safety-related land mobile communications systems.... Exclusive
assignments are ... also necessary for advanced technology systems...."192 Ericsson supports
the EUO plan as proposed. Others, such as NABER and ATA however, support exclusivity
but note that sufficient loading requirements are necessary to maintain efficiency.193 Other
commenters generally supporting our EUO proposal include: LMCC, Arizona Department of
Public Safety, Arizona Chapter of APCO, and API. 194 A few commenters indicate that the
proposal is not actually exclusivity and suggest that the Commission avoid using the term
"exclusive."
124. AMRA, who opposes our proposal to designate some frequencies for exclusive
use, argues that all frequencies should be available for shared and exclusive assignments. 195
190 Trunking provides a three fold increase over conventional systems in spectrum
efficiency. See NTIA report 94-311.
191 For example, failure of a certain railroad radio system could directly lead to railroad
accidents. Reforming Notice at Appendix A, footnote 13.
192 Comments of the Coalition of Industrial and Land Transportation Land Mobile Radio
Users at 20.
193

See, for example, comments of ATA at 8.

194 Comments of LMCC at 22-23; Comments of Arizona Department of Public Safety at
9-10; Comments of Arizona Chapter of APCO at 10-11; Comments of API at 9-12.
195 Comments of AMRA at 8.
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In opposing our exclusivity proposal, Motorola emphasizes mat shared channels are an
efficient way to meet the needs of huge numbers of small PLMR users. Motorola notes that
in urban areas it is not uncommon for several hundred mobile units to be shared on a single
frequency, easily exceeding the exclusivity requirement of 70 mobiles per channel for
systems operating above 800 MHz. 196 NABER also expresses concern that for-profit carriers
would unduly benefit from the EUO proposal at the expense of small user-owned private land
mobile systems. 197 Public safety and safety-related services recognize the necessity of having
interference-free assignments; however, APCO, AASHTO, and AAR generally oppose the
proposal due to loading requirements.
125. Discussion. Channel exclusivity generally translates into better service for the
licensee and is necessary to facilitate the introduction of spectrum efficient technologies, e.g..
centralized trunking and TDMA. Exclusivity also creates incentives to use spectrum
efficiently by making users realize the opportunity cost of inefficient spectrum use.
Additionally, channel exclusivity serves the needs of major radio system operators, i.e..
those seeking to install large, wide area networks. Exclusivity creates "ownership" rights,
which motivate licensees to make more efficient use of spectrum because the advantages
gained from exclusivity accrue directly to the licensee. Whereas, on shared use channels the
benefits and increased capacity gained if one licensee installs more spectrally efficient
equipment are shared by all the channel's users. Therefore, we conclude that the option of
exclusive licensing will be an important element in our overall strategy to increase efficiency
in the PLMR bands.
126. The introduction of exclusivity into these bands is complicated by the fact that
this spectrum has historically been licensed on an unlimited shared basis. Thus, additional
users currently may be added at any time. 198 As a result, many of the channels, particularly
in large urban areas have become severely congested. On shared channels, the advantages
gained if one licensee is spectrum efficient are shared by all the licensees on the channel. In
certain radio services the number of existing licensees per channel is quite small. On such
channels, existing licensees would be in a position to quickly agree to maximize the value of
the channel by converting to more efficient technology and thereby obtain exclusivity.
Where channels are congested with numerous licensees, implementing advanced technologies
may be quite difficult. The need to relieve congestion and the ability to cap the number of
new co-channel users should, however, encourage coordination among existing users to
implement advanced technology. Moreover, while the introduction of exclusivity on these
channels will likely reduce the number of future licensees on certain channels, it will increase
the efficient use of the spectrum through the introduction of more advanced technology and
result in improved service. Thus, while we recognize that introducing exclusivity will in
196 Reply Comments of Motorola at 26 and 27.
197 Comments of NABER at 17.
198 See footnote 176.
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some ways change the profile of these bands, we believe that the overall efficiency gains and
improvements in the quality of service, will outweigh losses in the volume of users. In any
event, applicants seeking licenses for new systems would have the option of seeking
assignments on other shared bands or paying to lease excess capacity from exclusive
licensees. We also believe that, in this environment, licensees in other bands will have
incentives to implement advanced technologies that can be used to provide service, for a
profit, to new PLMR users.
127. While a majority of commenters supported the idea of exclusivity, the EUO
plan proposed in the Refarming Notice was not sufficiently specific and raised a substantial
number of additional questions that warrant further comment. For example, what efficiency
standard should be required before users are eligible to apply for exclusivity? Over what
period of time should users be required to convert to more efficient technology? Over what
geographic areas should exclusive licenses be granted? Should the option of exclusivity be
limited to existing users? Should exclusivity be permitted on all bands or should some bands
be reserved for shared use so that all new requests for spectrum assignments can be
accommodated? What rules should be adopted regarding adjacent channel interference
between shared and exclusive channels? How should exclusivity be implemented? How will
negotiations between existing users be effected by consolidation of the radio services.
Detailed comments addressing these important issues are necessary before the Commission
can adopt a workable exclusivity plan.
128. Since Congress is currently considering expanding the Commission's auction
authority, we believe that it is appropriate to seek further comment on whether our
exclusivity proposal should be modified if auction authority is obtained for these bands.
Similarly, Congress is currently considering granting the Commission authority to impose
fees to encourage more efficient use of the spectrum. We believe that imposing user fees in
conjunction with exclusivity may be the best way to achieve greater efficiency hi the PLMR
bands. Accordingly, we seek further comment on how such fees should be structured for
exclusive grants as opposed to licenses for shared use. In addition, a plethora of new
commercial mobile wireless services and technologies are being introduced that may serve as
economically efficient alternatives to existing private systems. For example, cellular, SMRs,
paging and PCS may provide efficient alternatives to existing private services.
Consequently, we seek comment on how these commercial services can be used to fulfill
some of the needs of private wireless users. Finally, we seek comment on how exclusivity
should be administered in light of the consolidation of the radio services.
129. FNPRM. For the purposes of this FNPRM, we propose a modified version of
the EUO proposal that is not based on loading, but rather provides economic and operational
incentives for existing licensees to convert early to narrowband (NB) technologies. 199 This

199 By narrowband (NB) technology, we mean equipment designed to operate on channel
bandwidths of 7.5 kHz or less at VHP and 6.25 kHz or less at UHF or any equivalent
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"shared exclusivity" plan will provide an option for existing licensees in the four refarming
bands (150-174, 421-430, 450-470, and 470-512 MHz) to develop arrangements that
facilitate the deployment of efficient technologies and increase their quality of service.200
Under the shared-exclusivity plan, we propose the following provisions for licensees:
(a) Licensees would have the option to enter into contractual agreements with
neighboring co-channel licensees to establish areas of exclusive assignment, thereby
precluding new co-channel licensees from being licensed within the area, except by
mutual agreement of all parties to the exclusivity plan. To achieve this cap on new
assignments, all licensees on the channel must agree to convert to narrowband
technology. Under our proposal, a single existing licensee may request exclusivity
over the extent of its service area if there are no other licensees in the area.
(b) These exclusivity agreements must be filed with the appropriate frequency
coordinator no later than August 31, 2000.201 To provide licensees a reasonable
amount of time to reach an agreement, we propose to allow licensees to request that
frequency coordinators stop processing any requests for new co-channel assignments
in their geographic area for a period of 90 days while an agreement is being
negotiated. Ninety days appears to strike a fair balance between the time required for
licensees to negotiate a mutual agreement and the time that would not cause any
prolonged delay in licensing, should a mutual agreement not be reached. The
licensees participating in such a mutual agreement must also file to modify their
licenses.
(c) Licensees that are parties to exclusivity agreements and have completed the
conversion of their systems to narrowband technologies would be granted the right to
lease any excess capacity created on their channels. This will permit licensees to
capture some of the benefits of their investment in spectrally-efficient technology as
well as ensure that spectrum is made available for other higher value uses.
130. Exclusivity will provide a strong incentive for early transition to narrowband
technologies.
200 It is important to note that the term "exclusivity" as it is used in this proceeding is
different from the way the term is used in the PLMR bands above 800 MHz. Above
800 MHz, exclusivity means that there are no other co-channel licensees within a certain
mileage radius of the base station. This can be assured since exclusivity was permitted when
the spectrum was first made available for PLMR use. The term "exclusivity" here applies to
protection from (e.g.. a cap on) future licensees. All existing licensees can remain on their
channel on a co-primary basis and add additional mobile units.
201 The licensee(s) must inform all coordinators who have responsibility over that
frequency or frequencies, regardless of the radio service in which they are applying.
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technologies because users can benefit directly from the additional capacity created, as well
as from better quality service. In addition, exclusivity will enable existing licensees to
employ certain spectrum efficient technologies and promote market-based decisions.
131. We seek comment specifically on the following issues as they relate to
exclusivity: (1) What amount of time should licensees who agree to convert to narrowband
technology in exchange for exclusivity be allowed to actually convert their systems?; (2)
Should exclusivity be available on all channels or should some channels be reserved for
shared use?; (3) Should single entities be permitted to obtain exclusivity?; (4) Should the
exclusivity option be limited to existing users?; and (5) What standards for narrowband
efficiency should be required for exclusivity? Comments should focus on how to best
implement exclusivity and how to remedy imperfections in the plan we have outlined.
132. We propose that to determine the geographic area in which we will grant
exclusive licenses, the composite service area of all licenses that are a party to the agreement
be used. Specifically, we propose that the geographic service area will be assumed to
encompass a circular area202 around each base station of all parties to the agreement.
Pursuant to this proposal, licensees would be permitted to cap future co-channel assignments
within this "exclusive" service area. In order to prevent interference to users within
exclusive service areas, we propose to require future co-channel licensees to meet minimum
distances to all stations participating in exclusivity agreements.203 Additionally, we propose
that if a licensee is participating in an exclusivity agreement and expands its system outside
the exclusive service area, the portion of its expanded service area that falls outside of the
exclusivity service area will not be afforded any protection from existing or future co-channel
licensees unless the agreement is modified to denote a new "exclusive" service area. We
seek comment on these proposals and encourage the submission of alternative proposals as
well.
133. We propose that all "shared exclusivity" agreements be processed by a
frequency coordinator and maintained on file. To reduce the filing of exclusivity agreements
by entities that have no real intention of implementing such agreements, we also propose that
each notification of an exclusivity agreement include a detailed plan on how the participants
will implement narrowband systems. This plan must include benchmarks by which we can
measure the licensee's progress towards fulfilling their plans. In the event that licensees fail
to meet these benchmarks, we propose to cancel the exclusive grant and convert the licenses
to shared use. We request comment on appropriate guidelines for measuring this progress.

202 The service area would be based on the tables which relate power heights and antenna
levels.
203 The proposed minimum distance separation tables are based on the LMCC safe harbor
tables.
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134. We further propose to permit licensees who choose to implement this
exclusivity option the right to lease excess capacity on their systems. We believe that
affording licensees the right to lease excess capacity will create economic incentives to
encourage more efficient use of the spectrum by attaching an opportunity cost to inefficient
spectrum use. We propose to 'allow licensees who choose the-exclusivity option to lease
excess capacity to any party without restriction in order to promote more flexible use of this
spectrum. We seek comment, however, on whether such leasing arrangements should be
limited to PLMR eligibles in order to ensure that sufficient spectrum is available to satisfy
the needs of the PLMR community. Our preliminary conclusion is that restriction on such
arrangements is not necessary because we believe spectrum will go to its highest value use if
it is available to the widest possible number of users. We do not believe that it will be
necessary to regulate the prices for spectrum that is leased in these bands since these
channels will compete with a wide variety of wireless communications options. Instead, we
believe that it is preferable to allow the marketplace to determine the value of the use of this
spectrum.
135. Finally, we seek comment on whether these proposals for PLMR exclusivity
will affect whether traditional PLMR users, who seek to lease excess capacity, are
considered commercial mobile radio service (CMRS) providers as defined in the
Commission's CMRS rule making proceeding.204 We tentatively conclude that licensees who
lease excess capacity will have that aspect of their operations regulated as CMRS. We seek
comment on our tentative conclusion that the lease of excess capacity will change the
regulatory status of that aspect of a PLMR entity's business. We also seek comment on
how our exclusivity proposals should be modified if legislation is passed which grants the
Commission authority to auction spectrum in the PLMR bands or to impose a user fee
structure, as discussed more fully below.
C.

User Fees

136. Another proposal for introducing market-based incentives into the PLMR bands
is to implement market-based user fees as an alternative to, or in conjunction with,
competitive bidding and exclusivity. We previously sought comment on the use of such fees
in the Notice of Inquiry205 and we continue to believe that such market-based user fees are a
desirable means for encouraging greater spectrum efficiency. As we previously noted, the
imposition of a market-based user fee would associate a direct economic cost with inefficient
spectrum use. Under our current proposal, users would pay a spectrum fee based on how

204 Implementation of Sections 3(n) and 332 of the Communications Act, Regulatory
Treatment of Mobile Services, GN Docket No. 93-352, Second Report and Order. 9 FCC
Red 1411 (1994)
205 See Notice Of Inquiry at para. 65.
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efficiently they use their spectrum.206 We propose to provide direct economic incentives to
implement spectrum efficient equipment by imposing spectrum fees that vary according to
factors such as bandwidth, area of operation and population. Although the Commission does
not currently have statutory authority to impose user fees in these bands,207 the underlying
budgetary assumptions of the Senate Budget Committee's FY 1996 Budget Resolution
proposes to grant the FCC expanded authority to impose fees to encourage more "efficient"
and "effective" use of the spectrum. Moreover, some members of the user community have
recognized that market-based user fees may be appropriate in these band.208 Manufacturers
have also recognized the potential advantages associated with market-based user fees.209
Accordingly, in this FNPRM we seek additional comment on how such user fees may be
implemented into the PLMR bands to provide incentives for more efficient spectrum use and
how such fees should be calculated.
137. If Congress grants the FCC fee authority, we propose to impose a fee structure
intended to cause users to realize the opportunity cost of their spectrum usage. We believe
that such a fee structure would include factors such as bandwidth, area of operation,
population coverage and population density. The imposition of such a fee structure would
enable users to select the technology best suited to their needs while providing direct
financial incentives for efficient spectrum use. A fee structure of this nature imposes a direct
economic cost on inefficient spectrum use and forces users to weigh the costs of employing
more spectrum efficient equipment against a fee designed to approximate the opportunity cost
of the spectrum to other users. This approach is also desirable because it emphasizes
technical flexibility rather than strict technical standards.
138. If the Commission receives authority to impose user fees, we believe that such
fees should reflect the market value of the spectrum. Therefore, we seek comment on
establishing a fee structure based on the market prices of similarly situated spectrum bands.
206 The imposition of user fees was addressed in the Refarming Inquiry. See Notice of
Inquiry at para 65-69.
207 47 U.S.C. §158 currently limits the FCC's fee authority to the imposition of
relatively nominal application fees.
208 See Letter to Alice Rivlin, Director of the Office of Management and Budget, dated
February 2, 1995 from the Association of American Railroads, the T^nd Mobile
Communications Council, the American Petroleum Institute and the Industrial
Telecommunications Council at P. 3. "The Administration should carefully consider . . .
whether additional user fees may be appropriate to ensure that the Federal government
receives a fair return for private wireless use of the scarce national spectrum resource."
209 See ex. pane letter from Linear Modulation Technology (LMT) dated May 16, 1995 at
page 1. "LMT believes that license fees for PLMR systems . . . would allocate the true costs
of PLMR service and spectrum usage in an economically-efficient manner."
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For example, IVDS and Narrowband PCS auction prices may provide relevant valuations to
assist us in determining the appropriate fee to impose hi these spectrum bands. Moreover,
user fees should also reflect the demographics of the licensed area so that a licensee in a
small rural area does not pay the same user fee as a licensee hi a major urban center, where
demand for spectrum is especially high. Therefore, we also seek comment on whether fees
should reflect the population and geographic size of the licensed area. We also seek
comment on the relationship between our proposals for exclusivity and user fees. For
example, we propose charging a lower fee for shared use than for exclusive use. Higher
fees for exclusive use are appropriate because exclusivity enables users to achieve a higher
quality of service than shared users. We also seek comment on the appropriateness of a fee
per mobile in shared (non-exclusive) bands.
139. We recognize that implementation and enforcement of this type of fee structure
may be difficult. For example, licensees may have an incentive to under report population
covered, bandwidth, and other operational parameters. Users might also exaggerate
efficiencies gamed from narrowband technologies or trunking. Accordingly, we seek
comment on what mechanisms should be adopted to ensure that such a fee program could be
adequately enforced.
140. Finally, we propose that public safety users should be exempt from user fees.
Public safety users have traditionally merited special treatment because they are charged with
the protection of human life and property.210 We seek comments regarding this proposal. As
an alternative, we seek comments on a reduced or nominal fee structure for public safety
users. Such an option would cause these users to recognize the opportunity cost of
inefficient spectrum use. Further, this alternative would provide a mechanism for individual
public safety entities to examine their need for critical safety related communication
resources. Therefore, we seek comment on the merits of a nominal fee versus a no-fee
approach with respect to the benefits that each would provide to public safety users and the
communities in which they serve. The Commission is committed to ensuring that needs of
public safety users are adequately addressed and that such users have access to sufficient,
affordable spectrum to perform their critical function.
D.

Competitive Bidding

141. Competitive bidding is an alternative mechanism that would lead to efficient use
of the PLMR bands below 800 MHz. If we use competitive bidding hi these bands, we
propose to create geographic overlay licenses and then use competitive bidding as the method
to assign these licenses. Our experience hi conducting PCS auctions shows that using
competitive bidding to assign licenses fosters speedy licensing and promotes economic and

210 For example, 6 MHz of spectrum was allocated for public safety use. Gen. Dkt.
Nos. 84-1231, 84-1233, and 84-1234, 2 FCC Red 1825 (1986).
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market-based business decisions over protracted government regulation. It also promotes
efficient spectrum use by allowing the marketplace to determine the value of licenses and by
awarding licenses to those who value them most highly. Competitive bidding further
promotes market-based decision making, by allowing bidders to obtain the aggregation of
licenses which best suit their business needs, without the need to acquire licenses in
inefficient secondary market transactions. Thus, auctions eliminate unnecessary transaction
costs in acquiring spectrum to implement advanced communications services. Finally,
competitive bidding can raise substantial new revenues for the U.S. Treasury, ensuring that
the public receives compensation for the use of the valuable spectrum resource.
142. The Commission's ability to introduce auctions for PLMR licenses is
complicated by the current shared use environment and by the large number of incumbents
licensed on some channels in some areas. Mandatory relocation of incumbents may not be
feasible in these bands because of the lack of alternative channels for relocation.
Accordingly, if auctions are used to award licenses in the PLMR bands, we propose to create
overlay licenses on a geographic basis then auction these licenses. Such overlay licenses
would contain certain rights and responsibilities relating to the incumbent users. For
example, the overlay licensee would be required to provide co-channel protection and
adjacent channel interference protection for incumbent users. While incumbents would be
entitled to full co-channel interference protection for their existing facilities, they would not
be allowed to expand beyond their existing service area unless they obtained the overlay
license, or negotiated with the overlay licensee. The overlay licensee would be able to cap
the number of users allowed on its channel within its geographic area and could negotiate
voluntary mergers, buyouts, frequency swaps, or similar arrangements with incumbents.
143. The objective of this proposal is to introduce market forces into the PLMR
bands through the overlay license, while allowing incumbents to continue existing operations
without harmful interference. A similar proposal was made with respect to 900 MHz SMR
systems in the Second Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed Rule Making, hi PR
Docket No. 89-553, PP Docket No. 93-253 (released April 17, 1995). We believe that this
overlay license will increase efficiency because of the economic incentives to promote
spectrum efficiency. The overlay licensee will incur an opportunity cost if spectrum is not
used as efficiently as possible and will therefore have incentives to encourage maximum
efficiency by incumbent users. We seek comment on this proposal. Specifically, we ask
commenters to indicate what geographic areas should be created for the overlay licenses.
We also seek comment on what interference standards should be adopted for incumbent
users. Commenters should also address how we should define "existing facilities" for which
incumbents would be entitled to interference protection. What types of modifications and
expansions, if any, should incumbents be permitted to make? Commenters should also
address what type of auction method should be used for these bands and whether any
eligibility restrictions are appropriate. We tentatively conclude that such auctions should be
open to all potential bidders in order to ensure that the overlay licenses will be awarded to
the parties that value them the most highly and to promote more flexible use of the spectrum.
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144. An alternative to our auction of overlay licenses is to hold in reserve any
channels that are created as users migrate to narrower channel widths. We would then
aggregate these channels in appropriate geographic areas and offer them for auction. We seek
comment on the feasibility of this proposal, whether sufficient channels will be available in a
reasonable time frame to conduct an auction, and whether geographic aggregation is realistic.
145. Except for licensees who choose to be private carriers,2" the PLMR bands are
occupied by licensees that do not provide subscriber-based services. Thus, pursuant to our
current statutory authority, competitive bidding for these licenses is precluded. In
implementing our statutory authority, we concluded that "where mutual exclusivity between
applications cannot exist because channels must be shared by multiple licensees'1 auctions are
precluded.212 In addition, we have also determined that our existing statutory authority
excludes from competitive bidding "those services or classes of services in which licensees
do not receive compensation from subscribers, and, hence, are outside the scope of Section
309(j)(2)(A) [47 U.S.C. § 309(j)(2)(A)]."213 Although the Commission does not currently
have statutory authority to auction spectrum for PLMR licenses, the underlying budgetary
assumptions of the Senate Budget Committee's FY 1996 Budget Resolution propose
expanding the Commission's auction authority to include additional spectrum.214 The
Administration has also proposed expanded auction authority.215
146. We tentatively conclude that public safety users should be exempt from
competitive bidding for overlay licenses, or another type of competitive bidding mechanism,
if adopted. Public safety users have traditionally argued for special treatment because they
are charged with protecting human life and property.216 We seek comment on whether
channels should be set aside for exclusive public safety use and therefore not be available for
211

See47C.F.R. § 90.179(a).

212 In the Matter of Implementation of Section 309(j) of the Communications Act ~
Competitive Bidding, Second Report and Order. PP Docket No. 93-253, 9 FCC Red 2348 at
para. 13 (1994).
213 Second Report and Order, PP Docket No. 93-253, 9 FCC Red 2348, at para. 23
(1994).
214 Senate Committee on Budget, Concurrent Resolution on Budget for FY 1996 to
accompany S. Con. Res. 13, S. Rep. No. 104-82, 104th Cong., 1st Sess. 199-200 (1995).
215 See United States Office of Management and Budget, Budget of United States
Government, Fiscal Year 1996, pages 255-256.
216 For example, 6 MHz of spectrum was allocated for public safety use. Gen. Dkt.
Nos. 84-1231, 84-1233, and 84-1234, 2 FCC Red 1825 (1986).
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auction. We also seek alternative proposals on the best mechanism to ensure that public
safety users maintain access to spectrum that is critical to the performance of their public
service responsibilities.
147. Finally, we seek comment on the types of services winning bidders should be
permitted to offer. We propose to amend the allocation rules for these bands to allow
winning bidders to use the spectrum to provide either private services, commercial services
or some combination of the two. However, we seek comment on whether some limitations
should be placed on the permissible use of this spectrum. Commenters are encouraged to
identify which PLMR bands, if any, should be excluded from competitive bidding.
E.

New Channels

148. Finally, the Commission seeks comment on how to treat new channels created
as a result of users converting from 25 kHz channels to 12.5 kHz or 6.25 kHz channels.
This issue will arise only in the absence of competitive bidding for overlay licenses.
Spectrum that may be "cleared" as the conversion to narrowband technologies occurs is
likely to be in small, non-contiguous blocks located geographically between groups of
existing licensees. We seek comment on how we can create channels from "cleared"
spectrum in a particular geographic area. Additionally, we seek comment on how to allocate
and assign such channels. We seek comment on various alternatives, including: freezing
licensing on such channels until they can be auctioned, allocating some or all of the "new"
channels to public safety users, or dividing such channels between the consolidated radio
services for assignment to new users.
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VI. PROCEDURAL MATTERS
149. Ordering Clause'. IT IS ORDERED that Part 90 of the Commission's Rules
and Regulations IS AMENDED as specified in Appendix F, effective 30 days after
publication in the Federal Register. Authority for issuance of this Report and Order and
Further Notice of Proposed Rule Making is contained in Sections 4(i), 302, 303(g), 303(r),
and 332(a) of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended, 47 U.S.C. §§ 154(i), 302,
303(g), 303(r), and 332(a).
150. Ex Parte Rules Non-Restricted Proceeding. This is a non-restricted notice
and comment rule making proceeding. Ex parte presentations are permitted, except during
the Sunshine Agenda period, provided they are disclosed as provided in the Commission
rules. See generally 47 C.F.R. §§ 1.202, 1.1203, and 1.1206(a).
151. Regulatory Flexibility Analysis. The analysis required by the Regulatory
Flexibility Act of 1980, 5 U.S.C. § 608 is set fonh hi Appendices D and £ attached.
152. Comment Dates. Pursuant to applicable procedures set forth in Sections 1.415
and 1.419 of the Commission's Rules, 47 C.F.R. §§ 1.415 and 1.419, interested parties may
file comments on or before September 15, 1995 and reply comments on or before
October 16,1995. To file formally in this proceeding you must file an original and .four
copies of all comments, reply comments, and supporting comments. If you want each
Commissioner to receive a personal copy of your comments, you must file an original plus
nine copies. You should send comments and reply comments to Office of the Secretary,
Federal Communications Commission, Washington, D.C. 20554. Comments and reply
comments will be available for public inspection during regular business hours hi the FCC
Reference Center, Room 239, 1919 M Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20554.
153. Contact Person. For further information regarding this proceeding, contact Ira
Keltz or Mark Rubin at 202-418-0680.

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

William F. Caton
Acting Secretary
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APPENDIX A
LIST OF FIGURES
Figure
Number
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Refarming Frequency Bands
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Adopted Band Plan for UHF 421 - 430 MHz, 470 - 512 MHz
Sample Channel Migration Paths
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A-2
A-4
A-5
A-6
A-7
A-8

FIGURE 1 - PRIVATE LAND MOBILE RADIO SERVICES

NUMBSR

DESCRIPTION OF
NUMBER OF
TRANSMITTERS1

PRIVATE LAND MOBILE RADIO SERVICES
BELOW 470 MHZ

OF
CBANKIBLS

FREQUENCY
COORD."

VHP2

UHF3
289

BUSINESS: educational, religious,
hospital, small business, etc.

3,575,223

109*

POLICE: protection of citizens in
emergency and non-emergency situations

1,550,394

75

86

APCO

LOCAL GOVERNMENT: official functions of
governmental activities

1,382,647

80

78

APCO

SPECIAL INDUSTRIAL: heavy construction
(roads /bridges) , farming, and mining

843,747

81s

30

ITA

NABER(PCIA)

FIRE: fire protection services by state
and local entities

826,773

38

48

IMSA

POWER: electricity, natural or
manufactured gas, water and steam

768,551

77

40

UTC

RAILROAD: rail transport of passengers and
freight

742,454

119

20

AAR

SPECIAL EMERGENCY: 6 protection of life and
property for emergency medical care

419,436

197

748

IMSA/1AFC
NABER(PCIA)

FORESTRY CONSERVATION: protection and
conservation of forests and wildlife

356,607

58

38

AASHTO

PETROLEUM: production, collection, and
refining petroleum products by pipeline

340,913

103

36

PFCC of API

HIGHWAY MAINTENANCE: construction and
maintenance of highway activities

335,109

43

38

AASHTO

MANUFACTURERS: plants, factories, mills,
and shipyards

308,227

52

48

MRFAC

MOTOR CARRIER: trucking (short and long
haul) and public buses

182,598

56

30

ATA

TELEPHONE MAINTENANCE: daily repair and
emergency restoration

137,640

10

36

TELFAC

TAXI CABS : nonscheduled passenger land
transportat ion

123,864

36

24

ITLA

FOREST PRODUCTS: logging, hauling, and
manufacturing of lumber products

119,428

106

50

FIT

AUTOMOBILE EMERGENCY: dispatching of
repair trucks, tow trucks, etc.

35,877

23

4

AAA

RELAY PRESS: publication and operation of
newspaper and press

22,017

12

4

ANPA

VIDEO PRODUCTION: producing, videotaping,
filming of movies and television programs

12,794

18

0

AMPTP

TOTALS: 20 Radio Services (includes EMRS) 6
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12,084,299

553'

3249

NOTES
1. Station count represents the total transmitters (including mobiles) licensed as of December 1994.
2. VHP denotes channels assigned in the ISO - 174 MHz band, including the 169 -174 MHz channels available
on a secondary basis to the Federal Government.
3. UHF denotes channels assigned in the 450 - 470 MHz band.
4. The number includes the 44 channels used only in Puerto Rico and the US Virgin Islands.
5. The number includes the 14 channels used only in Puerto Rico and the US Virgin Islands.
6. The Special Emergency channel count includes channels designated to the EMRS service. A recent
rulemaking directed that channels previously allocated to the Special Emergency Radio Service be reallocated
to the EMRS service. EMRS channels are used for time critical protection of life and property and
emergency medical care while Special Emergency is used for administrative communications regarding
safety.
7. The number includes 11 channels designated for Special Emergency, 7 channels designated for EMRS, and
g channels shared between the two.
8. The number includes 70 channels designated for EMRS, and 4 channels shared between the two.
9. Total channel count does not equal sum of the column because many channels are shared between services.
10. Frequency coordinator acronyms:
AAA
AASHTO
AAR
AMPTP
ANPA
APCO
API
FIT
IAFC
IMSA
ITA
ITLA
MRFAC
NABER
PCIA
PFCC
TELFAC
UTC

American Automobile Association
American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
Association of American Railroads
Alliance of Motion Picture and Television Producers
American Newspaper Publishers Association
Association of Public Safety Communications Officials - International, Inc.
American Petroleum Institute
Forest Industries Telecommunications
International Association of Fire Chiefs
International Municipal Signal Association
Industrial Telecommunications Association, Inc.
International Taxicab and Livery Association
Manufacturers Radio Frequency Advisory Committee
National Association of Business and Educational Radio (merged with PCIA)
Personal Communications Industry Association
Petroleum Frequency Coordinating Committee
Telephone Maintenance Frequency Advisory Committee
Utilities Telecommunications Committee
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422.2
MHz

150.8
MHz

AVAILABLE IN
THREE CITIES
3 OR 6 MHz

300 MHz

30MHz

430.0
MHz

NATIONWIDE

450.0
MHz

H-

SELECTED CITIES ONLY

15.08 MHz OF PLMR SPECTRUM

UHF

8.92 MHz OF PLMR SPECTRUM

VHP

24 MHz OF SPECTRUM NATIONWIDE
ADDITIONAL 3 TO 12 MHz IN SOME CITIES

REFARMING FREQUENCY BANDS

470.0
MHz

SHARED WITH UHF-TV
(AVAILABLE IN 11 CITIES)
6 OR 12 MHz PER CITY

MHz

512.0

3000 MHz

173.4
MHz

300 MHz

' -I

[« 7.5 kHz *|

\

I

INTERLEAVED CHANNELS

NARROWBAND CHANNELIZATION PLAN

OPTIONAL INTERMEDIATE STEP

CURRENT CHANNELIZATION

VHP 150-174 MHz

I

NO SEPARATION
REQUIREMENT

15 kHz SPACING
10 Ml. SEPARATION
(7 Ml. FOR TAXIS)

ADOPTED BAND PLAN

\

6.25 kHz -|

12.5 kHz

OPTIONAL INTERMEDIATE STEP

I

INTERLEAVED CHANNELS

\

NARROWBAND CHANNELIZATION PLAN

25 kHz BANDWIDTH

CURRENT CHANNELIZATION

UHF 450 - 470 MHz

J

ADOPTED BAND PLAN

LOW powen
OFFSET CHANNEL

DESIGNATED LOW
POWER CHANNEL

LOW POWER
OFFSET CHANNEL

FIGURE 5 - ADOPTED BAND PLAN FOR UHF 421 -430 MHz, 470 - 512 MHz
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/

INTERLEAVED CHANNELS
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/
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"

*
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APPENDIX B
LIST OF COMMENTERS

Comments
1033 Emergency Team of Nowata, OK
8th Police District Town
A & M Electronics Video & Communications System, Inc.
A-Sonic Guard, Incorporated
Academy Of Model Aeronautics
Academy Of Model et. al.
Ada County Sheriffs Office
Adams County Communications Center, Inc.
Adams Vounteer Fire Department
Advanced Communications & Electronics, Inc.
Advanced Mobilecomm, Inc.
Aeronautical Radio, Inc.
Airbourne Express/Airbourne Freight Corporation
Alabama Association, Public Safety Communication Officers
Alarm Industry Communications Committee
Alberta Roberts
Allan Worrest
Alpine Mother Lode, San Joaquin Emergency Medical Services Agency
Amelia Radosevich

American Association State Highway and Transportation Officials
American Automobile Association, Inc.
American Meter Company
American Mobile Radio Association
American Petroleum Institute
American Power Boat Assoc.
American Telemetry Equipment, Inc.
American Trucking Associations, Inc.
Amoco Production Company
Andrews Radio Service
Arizona Chapter Associated Public Safety Communications Officers, Inc.
Arizona Department Of Corrections
Arizona Department Of Public Safety
Arizona Game & Fish Department
Arkansas Department of Health
Artesia Fire Protection District
Ashland Police Department
Ashville Fire Department
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Association for Maximum Service Television, Inc.
Associated Public-Safety Communications Officers
Association For Maximum Service Television, Inc.
Association Of American Railroads
Association South Central Oklahoma Governments
Astoria Fire Department
Astoria Police Department
Azalea Rural Fire District
Azcom Paging, Inc.
Bandera County Constable (Pet. 2)
BARCOM Incorporated
Bamsdall Community Ambulance Association, Inc.
Barnsdall Police Department
Bamsdall Volunteer Fire Department
Bartlesville Fire Department
Bartlesville Police Department
Bartlesville Police Reserve
Bay Alarm Company
Bay City Fire Department
Bell Atlantic Personal Communications, Inc.
Bell County, Texas
Bellsouth Corporation
Beltronics, Inc.
Bemus Point Volunteer Fire Company, Inc.
Bendix/King Radio Corporation
Benton County Oregon
Birch Construction
Black Gold Well Service, Inc.
Blooston, Mordkofsky, Jackson & Dickens
Bluestem Girl Scott Council
Bomar Crystal Company
Bosshard Radio Service
Bostonia Fire Protection District
Boulder Regional Communications Center
Branch Country Board of Road Commissioners
Brentwood Police Department
Broward County Human Services Department
Brown And Schwaninger
Bryant, Kristi
Buckeye Power, Inc.
Business Communications
Butler Township Fire Department
Bust! Highway Superintendent
C-Comm Corporation
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C.A.R.T.S. Transportation
Cabarms County Fire Chiefs Association
Cabarnis County, North Carolina
Cagle Communications, Inc. '
.
California Department Of Transportation Office of Communications
California Department Of Corrections
California Emergency Medical Association
California Peace Officers Assoc.
California Public-Safety Radio Associations, Inc.
California State Automobile Association
California State University, Stanislaus
Campbell County Firefighters Educational Association
Canadian Couunty Commissioners
Canadian Volunteer Fire Department
Caney Fire Department
Cannon Beach Rfpd
Capital Cities/ABC, Inc.
Cardinal, Ralph
Carroll Highway Department
Cascade Telephone Communications
City of Casper Public Safety
Cattaraugus County Communications Coordinator
Cattaraugus Fire Company, Inc.
Ce-Bar Volunteer Fire Department
Cedar Lake Volunteer Fire Department
Celpage, Inc
Cen-Tex Electronics
Central Data Processing Authority
Central Lane Communication Center
Central Oregon Fire Fire Chiefs Association
Central School District 13J
Central Station Security Systems
Central Wyoming College
Centralina Council Of Governments
Chamness Radio Commications
Chautaugua County Councilman
Chautauqua County Department of Public Works
Chautauqua County Emergency
Choctaw County Commissioners
City Of Amarillo
City Of Antioch, California Police Department
City Of Astoria Fire Department
City Of Atlanta Fire Department
City Of Bakersfield Public Works Department
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City Of Baldwin Park Police Department
City Of Beaverton Washington County, Oregon
City Of Benicia Police Department
City Of Brentwood
City Of Canyonville Police Department
City Of Carlsbad Office of Chief of Police
City Of Casper
City Of Ceres Department
City Of Chula Vista Police Department
City Of Cincinnati Department of Safety
City Of Claremont Police Department
City Of Colorado Springs
City Of Cornelius
City Of Coronado Police
City Of Dallas, TX
City Of El Cerrito
City Of Gladstone
City Of Glendale
City Of Gold Beach
City Of Grants Pass
City Of Green River
City Of Hamilton
City Of Hillsboro
City Of Houston Texas
City Of Houston Texas
City Of Kansas City Water
City Of Kennewick
City Of Klamath Falls
City Of Lewiston
City Of Longmont
City Of Madison
City Of Martinez
City Of Mesa
City Of Modesto Fire Depa
City Of Myrtle Creek
City Of Newton Ambulance
City Of Oregon City
City Of Phoenix
City Of Phoenix Fire Depaartment
City Of Pinole Police Department
City Of Plainview, TX
City Of Pleasant HU1
City Of Port Angeles
City Of Prineville
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City Of Rocky Mount
City Of Roseburg
City Of Sacramento
City Of Salamanca
City Of Salisbury
City Of San Diego
City Of San Jose
City Of San Ramon
City Of Sheridan
City Of Springfield, Oregon
City Of Stinnett
City Of The Dalles
City Of Tigard, Oregon
City Of Topeka
City Of Torrance
City Of Tucson
City Of Victorville
City Of Visalia
City Of Walnut Creek
City Of Warrenton
City Of Weiser, Idaho
City Of West Richland
City Of Yonkers Police
City Port Orford
Clallam County Public Works Department
Clark County Engineer
Clark County Health District
Clatsop County Firefighters
Claudia Rodger
Cleveland County
Cloverdale Rural Fire Protection District
Clymer Volunteer Fire Dept.
Coalition Of Industrial and Land Transportation Land Mobile Radio Users
Coaltrain Corporation
Coastal Corporation
Coeur D'alene Aeromodelin
Cokeville Volunteer
Colorado Council Of React
Colorado Division Of Telecommunications
Colorado House of Representatives
Columbia County Emergency Communications Dist.
Columbia County Office of Emergency Services
Communications Maintenance, Inc.
Communitech, Inc.
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Community Systems Company
Compton Unified School District
Concord Police Department
Consolidated Rail Corporation'
Contra Costa County Health Department
Coos County Sheriff's Office
Corvallis Fire Department
Cotton County Board
County Of Coos Board
County Of Kern Information
County Of Lexington
County Of Lincoln
County Of Los Angeles
County Of Orange, CA
Crawford County
Crook County
Crook County Fire Department
Crook County Sheriff Office
Crossroad Trucking
Crowheart Volunteer Fire Department
Crown Point Community
Curry County Oregon
Custom Climate Control
Cycomm Corporation
Dalhart Police Dept.
David Beck
Davie County Emergency
Davis County Highway
Days Creek Rural Fire
Dee Dee Dickinson
Delano Police Dept.
Department Of Youth Authority
Deschutes County Sheriff
Detroit Department Of Police
Dewey Fire Dept.
Dewey Police Dept.
Diamond Hook Ranch
Don R. Fisher
Donald R. Brinka
Douglas County Board
Douglas County Emergency
Douglas County Fire
Douglas County Sheriffs
Du-Comm
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Dunkirk Dept. Of Police
Dutchess County Bureau
Dynamic Automotive
E.F. Johnson Company
Eagle Communications
Eagle Point Schools
Eagle Rock Farm
EARMARK
East Fishkill Fire District
East Randolph Fire Company
East Side Radio & Communications Co.
East Town Of Dunkirk
Economy Well Service
Edison Volunteer Fire Dept.
Edward R. Cenkner
El Cerrito Police Depart
El Paso County Vol. Fire Dept.
Elbert County Board of Commissioners
Elizabeth Vol. Fire Department
Elkins Group Internationa
Elkton Rural Fire District
Ellicott Vol. Fire Dept.
Ellingford Bros., Inc.
Emergency Dispatch Center
Emmet County Engineer
Emory University
Empire Fire District
Encinitas Fire Protection
Engineering Associates
Enron Oil & Gas Co.
Ericsson GE Mobile Communications, Inc.
Evanston Police Dept.
Evanston Regional Hospital
Everett S. Rice
F.H. Stoltze Land
Fagen-Miller, Inc.
Falcon Fire Protection
Falcon Property Owners
Falcon Volunteer Fire Department
Fennemore Craig
Findley Lake Volunteer Firemen's Assoc., Inc.

Firis Communications

Florida Department Of Agriculture
Florida Dept. Of Management Services (Div. of Communications)
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Florida Dept. Of Transportation
Florida Forestry Association

Forestry-Conservation
Frank P. Vetsch
Fred Roberts
Fremont County Agent
Fremont County Ambulance
Fremont County Board
Fremont County Communications
Fremont County Coroner
Fremont County E.M.S.
Fremont County Emergency
Fremont County Firefighters
Fremont County Hazardous
Fremont County Road
Fremont County School
Fremont County Search
Fremont County Sheriffs
Fremont County Vehicle
Ft. Washakie Fire
Fujitsu Ten Corp.
G. T. Ankrum
G.A. Henry Radio Electron

Gary C. Jensen
Gaston Rural Fire District

Gatlin Plumbing & Heating
Gee-Marconi Communications
General Paving Co.
George A. Wilson
Georgia Bureau Of Invest
Georgia Department Of Administration
Georgia Emergency
Gerald Mitsch
Gila County Community
Giustina Land & Timber
Glendale Rural Fire District

Goddard Trucking
Goodwill Hose Co.
Gospel Mission

Governor Of Iowa
Gowanda Fire Chief
Grady County Commissioner
Grand Traverse County
Grant County Emergency Management
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Grant E. Smith
Grassfield RC Club
Greater Philadelphia
Green River Fire DepartmentGreen River Police Department
Gregory M. Stone & Association
Gte Service Corportion
H. Nlizrahi
Hall County Central
Hamilton County Association
Hammond Furnace & Supply
Hanover Volunteer Fire
Harper County Community
Harris County Data Service
Harvey County Communication
Harvey J. Humphrey
Heartland Communications

Henderson Electric
Henry G. Schuett, Jr.
Hermosa Cliff Fire Department
Hewlett-Packard Company
Hill Communications
Hitec Radio Control
Hluska Enterprises
Homestake Mining
Hot Springs County
Houston Fire Depaartment
Hughes County Commissioners
Hughson Fire Protection
Idaho Dept. Of Lands
Idaho State Police Division
Idaho State Senate
IHC Evanston Regional Hospital, Evanston, NY
Illinois Association Of Chiefs of Police
Illinois Valley Fire Department
Independence Police Department
Indian River County
Industrial Telecommunication Association
Inland Steel Company
Intermountain Electric
International Association
International Bridge, Tunnel
International Municipal
Ketchum Police Department
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Kiantone Independent
King County Fire Department
Kinnear Ambulance
Klamath County 911
Klickitat County
Knappa-Svensen-Burnside
Kristi Bryant
Lake County Radio Department
Lakeview Fire Department.
Lambda Communications
Lander Rural Fire
Lander Vol. Fire Department
Lane County Public Works
Law Enforcement Administrators Telecommunications Advisory Committee (LA)
Lawrence County Highway
Lawton-Comanche County
Lazy Vd Land & Livestock Co.
Lenexa Police Dept.
Lewistown Rural Fire
Licom Communications
Likini Cab Company, Inc.
Lincoln County Civil
Linn County Fire Defense
Linn County Kansas
Llewellyn Wing
Long Lake Fire Department
Los Angeles County Transportation Communications Cooperative
Lou Ann Rowen
Lowell Police Dept.
Lubbock Radio Paging
Macedon Fire Department
Magic Concrete Company
Malin Volunteer Fire Department
Manhattan Beach Police Department
Marc Dickinson
Maricopa County Department
Maricopa County React
Maricopa County Sheriff
Marion County
Mariposa County
Marshall Communications
Metro. Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority
Martin L. Smith
Mason County Fire Protection
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Mass Transit Administration (Baltimore, MD)
Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority
Mayville Fire Department
MCI Telecommunications
MedTrans
Mercy Flights, Inc.
Metro-North Commuter
Michael G. Redman
Michigan State University
Midstate Electric Mike Siler
Mike Stuart
Mills Volunteer Fire
Milo Volunteer Fire
Minooka Fire Department
Mission Township Fire
Mist-Birkenfeld Rural
Mitchell Energy & Development
Mobile Radio Resources
Montana Chapter, APCO
Montana Power Company
Moon Island Farms
Moon Security Services
Morrow County
Morton Kinnear Fire
Moscow Police Department
Motorola, Inc.
Mountain Rescue Assoc.
Murphy Exploration
Myers Forklift, Inc.
Myrtle Creek Fire
National Association of Broadcasters
NABER
National Assoc. State Emergency Medical Services Directors
National Association of State Foresters
National Coal Association
National Security Service
National Solid Wastes Management Association
Nebraska Forest Service
Network USA
New Hackensak Fire Department
New Jersey State Police Department
New York City Fire Department
New York State Police Department
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Newportville Fire Company
Nicollet County
Nippon Telegraph & Telephone
New Jersey Transit Rail
Noble County, OK
North Carolina Division
North Central Elbert County Volunteer Fire Dept., Inc.
North Dakota State Radio Communications
Northern Indiana Commuter Transportation District
Northern Lake County
Nowata County Sheriff
Nowata Fire Department
Nowata Police Department
Nucop, Inc
Oakland Rural Fire
Oceanside Police Department
Ochelata Vol. Fire Department
Offshore Navigation, Inc.
Oglesby Fire Department
Oglesby Vol. Fire Department
Oregon City Public School
Oregon Department Of State Police
Oregon Dept. Of Agriculture
Oregon Dept. Of Human Services
Oregon Emergency Management
Osage Hills Rural Fire Department
Ositis Communications
Ottawa County Engineer
Otter Tail County
Otto Fire Department
Pacificorp
Pactel Paging
Page Communications
Page Hawaii, Inc.
Paging Network, Inc.
Park County Fire
Pauline Dickinson
Pavillion Volunteer Fire
Pennsylvania Turnpike
Peoria County
Peter E. Olsen
Peyton Fire Department
Phelps Dodge Corporation
Phelps Dodge Mining
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Phelps Dodge Morenci
Philomath Fire Dept.
Pikes Peak Fire Fighters
Pittsburg County
Platte Valley Communications
Poland Town Clerk's Office
Polk County
Pope County Highway
Powerspectrum, Inc.
Premier Construction Co.
Prince George's County
Public Safety Communications Council
R & D Communications
Radio Control Manufacture
Radio Shop, Inc.
Rainbow Water District
Ralph Keppel
Ramona Fire Dept.
Randolph Fire Co.
Ray's Electronics Inc.
Redmond Fire Dept.
Regional Fire Protection Authority (CA)
Security, Inc.
Richard Styffe
Richard Tokarz
Richland County
Richland Fire & Emergency
Ritron, Inc.
Riverton Fire
Riverton Valley E.M.T.
Robert Ameson
Robert F. Aberle
Rock Springs Police
Rock Springs Sweetwater
Rodeo-Hercules Fire
Ron Uyeyama
Routt County Communications
Rupp Rental & Sales
Rural Fire Protection
Sager, Pavlick
Saint Louis County
Salamanca Volunteer Fire Department
San Diego County
San Diego County Sheriff
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San Francisco Deptartment
Sandusky County Engineer
Saratoga Volunteer Fire Department
Scappoose City Police Department
Scott M. (illegible signature)
SEA, Inc.

Seaberg Communications
Seaside Volunteer Fire
Securicor Pmr Systems Ltd
Security Alarm Company
Security Couriers

Security Fire Department
Security Fire Protection
Sedona Fire Dept.

Senses International, Inc
Seward County Highway

Shasta Area Safety Commu
Shawnee Mission Medical
Shelby County 911
Shiver Security
Shoshone County, Idaho
Signal Communications
Sixes Rural Fire Protect
Soldier Township
Sonoma County, California

Sound Systems, Inc.
South County Agriculture
South Dakota Department of Agriculture/Division of Forestry
Southern Security Guard Service, Inc.
Southern California Edison Company
Southern California Gas

Southern California Rapid Transit District
Southern Oregon Regional Communications
Southwest Bell County Volunteer Fire Dept.
Southwestern Bell

Spacelabs Medical, Inc.
Spectrum Resources
Spokane County Fire District
Sports Flyers Association

St. Clair County
St. Helens Rural Fire
Staatsburgh Fire District
Stan's Towing
Stanislaus County Fire Chiefs' Assoc.
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Stanley Hose Co. No. 1 Star Valley Hospital

State Of Alaska Division of Information Service Telecommunications Section
State Of California

State Of Colorado Div. of Telecomm.
State Of Illinois
State Of Iowa Dept.
State Of Minnesota
State Of Montana
State Of Nebraska,
State Of South Carolina

State Of Vermont
State Of Wyoming
State Rep. Zickus
Stayton Fire District

Stephens County
Sti Mobile Communications
Stockton Volunteer Fire Company
Suffa And Cavell, Inc.
Suffolk County Policy Department
Sun Valley Aviation
Superior Petroleum
Sweetwater County Board
Sweetwater County Emergency
Sweetwater County Fire Department

Sweetwater County School
Symplex Communications
T. Wright Dickinson
Tannehill Scipio Lake
Technical Service Association
Techxotic
Tektronix, Inc.
Telecommunications Industry Association
Teton Communications
Texas Department Of Public

Texas Department Of Transportation
Texas Department Of Health
Texas Security Central
The Radio Shop
The Service Specialist
Thomas L. Ratcliff
Thomas Vandermolen
Thunder Basin Coal Company
Thurston County Department of Communications
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Tight Ten Off Road
Tillamook County Board Of
Tillamook County Sheriff
Tillamook Water
Tiller Rural Pure
Tom Prescott
Town Of Avon Fire
Town Of Bosti
Town Of Brookline
Town Of Carroll Town Of Carroll Highway
Town Of Chautauqua
Town Of Clymer
Town Of Copan Fire
Town Of Ellicott Police
Town Of Long Lake
Town Of Lyons Ambulance
Town Of Macedon
Town Of Poland Highway
Town Of Ripley Highway
Town Of Sheridan Highway
Town Of Sherman
Town Of Sherman Highway
Town Of Westfield
Tri-Com Communication
Tri-Lakes Fire Protection
Tuscaloosa County
Two-Way Communications, Inc.
Uinta County Commission
Uinta County School
Uniden America Corp.
Unified Sewerage Agency
Union Pacific Railroad
Unita County, Wyoming
Valley Burglar & Fire Alarm Co., Inc.
Valley County Sheriffs Office
Valley Two-Way, Inc.
Valley Water Service
Van Buren County Road
Vanguard Communication
Vera Community Fire Dept.
Village Of Celoron
Village Of East Randolph
Village Of Falconer
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Village Of Falconer
Village Of Mayville, Ny
Village Of Silver Creek
Village Of Westfield
Virginia Dept. Of Health
W. A. Hendrickson Co.
Wallace Communication
Wallowa County Sheriff
Wallowa Memorial Hospital
Walnut Knob Farms
Walter A. Neaves, P.E.
Walter D. Moore
Warren County (NJ)
Washakie County Sheriff
Washington County
Washington County Board of Commissioners
Washington County Consol
Washington County Sheriffs Dept.
Washington County Vol. Fire Dept.
Washington State Parks and Recreation Commission
Washington State Department Of Natural Resources
Washington State Patrol
Watchung Volunteer Fire Dept.
Wayne County Board of Supervisors
Wayne County Fire Advisory Bd.
Wayne Reser
Webster County Attorney
Wes Jenkins Builders
Western Management Corp.
Western Telecommunication
Westfield Fire Department
Weyerhaeuser Company
Wheatland Emergency
Wilburton-Latimer County
Willamette Valley
William T. Zuck Et Al.
Williamson Volunteer Ambulance
Wilson Iron Works
Winchuck Rural Fire Protection Dist.
Winston-Dillard Fire Protection Dist.
Wirth Company
Wissinoming Civic Association
Wolcott Volunteer Fire
Woodburn Ambulance
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World Enterprise
Wright Dickinson
Wyoming County Sheriff
Wyoming Department Of Health
Wyoming Dept. Of Transportation
Wyoming Emergency Management Agency
Wyoming State Engineer's Office
Wyoming Telecommunication
Yamhill Communications
Yellow Cab Service
Yoncalla Rural Fire District
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Reply Comments

911 Communications Control of Onondaga County, Syracuse, NY
Academy Of Model Aeronautics
Advanced Mobttecomm
Aeronautical Radio
Alarm Industry Communication
American Assoc. Of State
American Automobile Association
American Petroleum Institute
Aritech Corp.
Associated Public-Safety
Association Of American Railroads
California Dept. Of General Services, Telecommunications Division
California Public-Safety
City Of Greeley Police
City Of Los Angeles
County Of Los Angeles
County Of Orange, CA
Cycomm Corporation
Dr. Gregory M. Stone
Ericsson GE Mobile
Forest Industries Telecom
Forestry-Conservation Communications Assoc.
GTE Service Corp.
Hewlett-Packard Company
Illinois Department
Industrial Telecommunications Association, Inc.
International Municipal Signal Association
International Taxicab & Livery Association
IVHS America
Ketchum Fire Department
Land Mobile Communication
Metropolitan Water District
Montana Power Company
Land Mobile Communications Council
Metropolitan Water District
Montana Power Company
Motorola, Inc.
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NABER

Nassau County Police
National Telephone Coop.

Nevada Department Of Wildlife
New Hampshire Flying Tigers

New York City Police
Nippon Telegraph And Teleegraph

Northern States Power Co.

Pacific Bell And Nevada Bell

Pactel Paging

Paging Network, Inc.
panhandle Eastern Corp.
Public Safety Communications Council
Questar Service Corp.
Sea, Inc.

Securicor Pmr Systems Ltd.

Senses International
Spacelabs Medical, Inc.
Sport Flyers Association

Telecommunications Industry Association
Texas Chapter, APCO

United Central Telephone
United Parcel Service
Utilities Telecommunications Council
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APPENDIX C
LIST OF ACRONYMS

Acronym

Full Name of Commenter

AAA
AAR
AASHTO

American Automobile Association
Association of American Railroads
American Association of State Highway & Transportation
Officials
Airborne Express Corporation
Alarm Industry Communications Committee
Advanced Mobilecomm, Inc.
Amplitude Modulation
American Mobile Radio Association
Association of Maximum Service Television, Inc.
Association of Public Safety Communications Officers,
Inc.
American Petroleum Institute
Atlantic Richfield Company
Aeronautical Radio, Inc.
Arizona Chapter of APCO
Arizona Department of Public Safety
American Trucking Association, Inc.
American Trucking Association, Inc./Forest Industries

Airborne Express
Alarm Industry
AMI
AM
AMRA
AMST
APCO
API
ARCO
ARINC
Arizona APCO
Arizona DoPS
ATA
ATA/FTT/ITLA/MRFAC

Blooston-Mordkofsky
BPS

Brown and Scbwaninger
California DOT
California PSRA
Cedar Lake Fire
Chautaugua County EMS
City of Dallas
Coastal
CMRS
CQPSK

CSAA
Cycomm
dBu
DOD

Telecommunications/International Taxicab & Livery
Association/Manufacturers Radio Frequency Advisory
Committee, Inc.
Blooston, Mordkofsky, Jackson & Dickens
Bits Per Second
Brown and Schwaninger
California Department of Transportation
California Public Safety Radio Association, Inc.
Cedar Lake Volunteer Fire Department
Chautaugua County Emergency Medical Services
The City of Dallas
The Coastal Corporation
Commercial Mobile Radio Service
Compatible Differential Offset Quadrature Phase Shift
Keying
Central Station Alarm Association
Cycomm Corporation
Decibel with respect to one microvolt
Department of Defense
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Electronic Industries Association
E. F. Johnson Company
E.F. Johnson
Ericsson/GE
Communications, Inc. and the Ericsson
E/GE
Corporation
Emergency
Medical Radio Service
EMRS
Effective Radiated Power
ERP
Exclusive
Use Overlay
EUO
Forestry-Conservation Communications Association
FCCA
Frequency Division Multiple Access
FDMA
Frequency Modulation
FM
Florida Department of Transportation
Florida DOT
The Florida Forestry Association
Florida Forestry Assc
GEC-Marconi Communications Limited
GEC-Marconi
Height Above Average Terrain
HAAT
Hewlett-Packard Company
Hewlett-Packard
Illinois Chapter Association of Public Safety
Illinois APCO
Communications Officers, ( Inc.
International Municipal Signal Association/International
IMSA/IAFC
Association of Fire Chiefs, Inc.
Iowa Department of Transportation
Iowa DOT
Iowa Motor Truck Association
Iowa Motor Truck Assc
Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis
IRFA
Industrial Telecommunications Association, Inc./Council
ITA/CICS/TELFAC
of independent Communication Suppliers/Telephone
Maintenance Frequency Advisory Committee
Kilobits Per Second
KBPS
Kenwood Communications Corporation
Kenwood
Likini Cab Company, Inc.
Likini Cab Company
Land Mobile Communications Council
LMCC
The City of Los Angeles
Los Angeles
Madison Department of Transportation
Madison DOT
Modified Accelerated Cost Recovery System
MACRS
MCI Telecommunications Corporation
MCI
Montana Chapter Associated Public-Safety
Montana APCO
Communications Officers
Montana Power Company
Montana Power
Motorola, Inc.
Motorola
National Association of Business and Educational Radio,
NABER
Inc.
Nassau County Police
Nassau County Police Department
National Assoc. of State Foresters National Association of State Foresters
National Telephone Coop Assc
National Telephone Cooperative Association
Narrowband
NB
New Jersey State Police
New Jersey Division of State Police
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NJ Transit Rail
NTIA
NTT
NYC Police Department
Orange County CA
Pacific Bell
PCS
Pennsylvania Turnpike Authority
PLMR
PMRS
PPM
PSCC
PowerSpectrum
Rin-on
Sacramento
San Diego County Sheriff
SEA
Securicor
Signal Communcations
SMR
Southern California Gas
Spacelabs
Spectrum Resources
State of Colorado
State of Florida
State of Illinois
State of Minnesota
TDMA
Texas
Texas APCO
Texas DoPS.
TIA
UHF
Uniden
Union Pacific
UPS
UK
UTC
Vetsch
VHP
Virginia Dept. of Health

New Jersey Transit Rail
National Telecommunications Information Administration
Nippon Telegraph and Telephone
New York City Police Department
County of Orange, California
Pacific Bell and Nevada Bell
Personal Communications Services
Private Land Mobile Radio
Private Mobile Radio Service
Parts Per Million
Public Safety Communications Council
PowerSpectrum, Inc.
Sacramento, California
San Diego County Sheriffs Department
SEA, Inc.
Securicor PMR Systems Ltd.
Specialized Mobile Radio
Southern California Gas Company
Spacelabs Medical, Inc.
Spectrum Resources, Inc.

Time Division Multiple Access
Texas Chaper Association of Public-Safety
Communications Officers
Texas Department of Public Safety
Telecommunications Industry Association
Ultra-High Frequency
Uniden America Corporation
Union Pacific Railroad Company and Missouri Pacific
Railroad Company
United Parcel Service of America
United Kingdom
Utilities Telecommunications Council
Frank P. Vetsch/Radio Communications, Inc.
Very-High Frequency
Commonwealth of Virginia, Department of Health,
Office of Emergency Medical Services
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VNB
Washington State Patrol

Very Narrow Band
Washington State Patrol
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APPENDIX D
FINAL REGULATORY FLEXIBILITY ANALYSIS

Pursuant to the Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980, the Commission's final analysis is as
follows:
I. Need and purpose of this action.

This Report and Order amends Part 90 of the Commission's rules governing the
PLMR services. Specifically, this Report and Order: 1) increases channel efficiency by
splitting existing channels between 150 and 512 MHz; 2) provides users technical flexibility
to convert to narrowband technology; 3) introduces new power/antenna height limitations
that will permit advanced technologies and reduce interference; 4) specifies new technical
standards for emission masks, frequency stability, and spectrum efficiency. These actions
will reduce congestion, meet future communications capacity needs and generally permit,
facilitate and encourage licensees to be spectrum efficient. These proposals will not unduly
burden the public or increase administrative costs.
n. Summary of issues raised by public comments in response to the Initial Regulatory
Flexibility Analysis.

No party addressed the Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis (IRFA), although
several parties, including AAR and ATA, produced higher per unit estimates of the cost of
reducing transmitter power and deviation.
m. Significant alternatives considered and rejected.
Several proposals were suggested by commenters regarding the appropriate
channelization plan, transition period, and transmitter power/antenna heights. One
alternative which received strong support from the user community was to adopt a 12.5 kHz
channelization plan. Another alternative presented the view that narrowband is more
efficient than 12.5 kHz technology and recommended that the Commission convert to this
technology to make the most gains in relieving spectrum congestion. Based on the record
before us, we adopt a flexible channelization plan which is a combination of the above plans
and considers the needs and concerns of users. The plan gives users the option of converting
directly to narrowband technology or allowing users to first use 12.5 kHz equipment and
thereafter migrate to narrowband technology. The Commission also reviewed varying
proposals from users, ranging from 10 to 26 years, regarding the appropriate transition
period for implementation of the channelization plan. We again adopt a flexible approach
which permits users to amortize existing investments over standard equipment life cycles.
The rules adopted impose minimal hardship on users, as they consider the significant costs
users have already expended in imbedded equipment. The Commission also considered
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reducing the number of radio services. Generally, commenters did not agree on how many
radio services should exist, which is a central issue in this debate. Therefore, in this
document, because of the outstanding debate on this issue and several others issues, which
need further discussion, we wi|l not consolidate the radio services hi this Report and Order.
We believe that the move toward consolidation has merit and frequency coordinators of the
radio services can greatly assist hi the efficient implementation of the changes within this
document. Consequently, we will allow frequency coordinators to submit a consolidation
plan to the Commission within three months of the effective date of this item. Finally, we
also considered the "safe-harbor" power approach recommended by LMCC, and found it to
contain significant .merit. We are adopting a modified version of LMCC's plan. Power will
remain grandfathered until the licensed system is essentially replaced. Furthermore, most
existing licensees meet the revised power limitations.
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APPENDIX E
FURTHER INITIAL REGULATORY FLEXIBILITY ANALYSIS
As required by Section 603 of the Regulatory Flexibility Act, the Commission has
prepared a Further Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis of the expected impact on small
entities of the policies and rules proposed in the Further Notice of Proposed Rule Making.
1. Reason for Action: This rule making proceeding was initiated to secure comment
on proposals for establishing shared exclusive assignments arrangements in the PLMR bands
which will grant licensees flexibility to voluntarily adopt new technology and thereby achieve
more efficient use of spectrum. We also propose to permit licensees who convert to
narrowband technology to sell or lease excess capacity to PMRS eligibles as a means of
enhancing the competitive potential of the PLMR services in the marketplace. The proposals
advanced in the Further Notice of Proposed Rule Making are also designed to respond to the
increasing need for spectrum and considerable changes in the mobile communications
landscape.
2. Objectives; The Commission proposes changes to its rules for the PLMR services
for use of spectrum in a manner that yields the greatest potential benefit to the public.
Specifically, the exclusivity proposal will promote more efficient use of spectrum by
encouraging licensees participating in exclusive sharing agreements to convert to innovative
narrowband technology in an expeditious manner. Further, the proposal relating to the sale
or lease of excess capacity will provide for the enhancement of the PLMR services by
allowing marketplace mechanisms to intervene to give insight into the value of the PLMR
bands to private eligibles. These new proposals will result hi improving the quality of
service, increasing the level of technology, and fostering economic growth in the private land
mobile environment.
3. Legal Basis; The legal basis for these rule changes if found in Section 4(i), 303(g),
303(r), 332(a), 332(c), and 332(d) of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended,
47 U.S.C. §§ 303(g), 303(r), 332(a), 332(c), and 332(d), as amended.
4. Reporting. Recordkeeping. and other Compliance Requirements; Under the
proposal for shared exclusivity agreements in the Further Notice of Proposed Rule Making,
existing licensees will be required to report information regarding its plans for implemention
of narrowband systems within 5 year guidelines after entering the exclusivity arrangement.
These reports will serve as a benchmark for the Commission to measure the progress of
licensees in fulfilling their plans to determine whether a specific exclusivity agreement should
be rescinded.
5. Federal Rules Which Overlap. Duplicate or Conflict With These Rules; None.
6. Description. Potential Impact, and Number of Small Entities Involved; The
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Further Notice of Proposed Rule Making potentially affects numerous small entities, as the
private land mobile services is comprised of millions of small business entities operating in
urban and rural areas across the United States. The shared exclusivity and the sale or lease
of excess capacity proposals are options available for small business licensees, as well as all
other entities utilizing the private land mobile service. Many small entities could be
positively affected by the proposals because they provide for new exclusive communications
assignments that will foster new technologies and promote the competitive potential of the
PLMR spectrum. The full extent of the impact on small entities cannot be predicted until
various issues raised in the proceeding have been resolved. After evaluating the comments
filed hi response to the Further Notice, the Commission will examine further the impact of
all final rules in this proceeding on small entities and set forth its findings in the Final
Regulatory Flexibility Analysis.
7. Any Significant Alternatives Minimizing the Impact on Small Entities
Consistent with the Stated Objectives: This Further Notice of Proposed Rule Making
solicits comments on a variety of alternatives. Any additional significant alternatives
presented in the comments will also be considered.
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APPENDIX F
Part 90 of Chapter 1 of Title 47 of the Code of Federal Regulations is amended as follows:
PART 90 - PRIVATE LAND MOBILE RADIO SERVICES
1. The authority citation for Part 90 is amended to read as follows:

Authority: Sections 4, 302,303, and 332, 48 Stat. 1066,1082, as amended; 47
U.S.C. 154, 302, 303, and 332, unless otherwise noted.
2. Section 90.17 is amended by replacing the table of frequencies in paragraph (b),
revising limitation (13), replacing limitation (24), and adding limitations (28), (29), and (30)
in paragraph (c), and replacing paragraph (e)(3) to read as follows:
§ 90.17 Local Government Radio Service.
* * * * *
(b)

* * *
Local Government Radio Service Frequency Table

Frequency or band
Kilohenz:
530 ........
1610 .......
2726 .......
2000 to 10.000 .
Megahertz:
37.10. ......
37.18. ......
37.26 .......
39.06 .......
39.10. ......
39.18. ......
39.50 .......
39.58 .......
39.82 .......
39.90 .......
39.98 .......
45.08 .......
45.12 .......
45.16. ......
45.20 .......
45.24 .......
45.28 .......
45.32 .......
45.36 .......
45.40 .......

Class of stations)

Limitations

Frequency or band

Class of station(s)

45.44........... do ...........

.
.
.
.

Base (T.I.S.) .......
. . . do ...........
Base or mobile ......
Fixed, base or mobile . .

23
1
25

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Base or mobile ......
. .do ...........
. . . do ...........
Mobile ...........
Base or mobile ......
. . . do ...........
... do ...........
. . . do ...........
. . . do ...........
. . . do ...........
. . . do ...........

2
2
2
2.3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
. . . . do
. . . . do
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
...............
...............
...............
...............
...............
.
...............
...............

23

45.48 ........... do ...........
45.52........... do ...........
45.56........... do ...........
45.60........... do ............
45.64........... do ...........
46.52 ........... do ...........
46.54........... do ...........
46.56 ........... do ...........
46.58........... do ...........
72.00 to 76.00 . . Operational fixed ....
150 to 170 .... Base or Mobile ......
153.740 ...... Mobile ...........
153.7475 ........ do ...........
153.755 ......... do ...........
153.7625 ........ do ...........
153.785 ......... do ...........
153.7925 ........ do ...........
153.800 ......... do ...........
153.8075 ........ do ...........
153.815 ......... do ...........

153.8225 ........
153.845 .........
153.8525 ........
153.860 .........
153.8675 ........
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do
do
do
do
do

...........
...........
...........
...........
...........

6
29

24
24
24
24
24
24
24

Frequency or band

Class of sononts)

Limitations

153.875 ......... do ......
24
153.8825 ........ do ......
153.905 ......... do ......
24
153.9125 ........ do ......
153.920 ......... do ......
153.9275 ........ do ......
24
153.935 ......... do ......
153.9425 ........ do ......
24
153.965 ......... do ......
153.9725 ........ do ......
24
153.980 ......... do ......
153:9875 ........ do T .....
24
153.995 ......... do ......
154.0025 ........ do ......
24
154.025 ...... Base or mobile .
154.0325 ........ do ......
24
154.040 ......... do ......
5
154.0475 ........ do ......
5.24
154.055 ......... do ......
5
5,24
154.0625 ........ do ......
154.085 ......... do ......
5
5,24
154.0925 ........ do ......
154.100 ......... do ......
5
5.24
154.1075 ........ do ......
154.115 ......... do ......
5
5.24
154.1225 ........ do ......
154.45625 ..... Fixed or mobile
9. 20. 21. 22
154.46375 ;....... do ........... 7. 19. 20. 21, 22
154.47125 ........ do ...........
7. 20. 21. 22
154.47875 ........ do ...........
19. 20, 21, 22
154.965 ...... Base or mobile ..................
154.9725 ........ do ...........
24
154.980 ......... do .......................
154.9875 ........ do ...........
24
154.995 ......... do .......................
155.0025 ........ do ...........
24
155.025 ......... do .......................
155.0325 ........ do ...........
24
155.040 ......... do .......................
155.0475 ........ do ...........
24
155.055 ......... do .......................
155.0625 ........ do ...........
24
155.085 ......... do .......................
155.0925 ........ do ...........
24
155.100 ......... do .......................
155.1075 ........ do ...........
24
155.115 ......... do .......................
155.1225 ........ do ...........
24
155.145 ......... do .......................
155.1525 ........ do ...........
24
155.715 ......... do .......................
155.7225 ........ do ...........
24
155.745 ......... do .......................
155.7525 ........ do ...........
24
155.760 ......... do .......................
155.7675 ......*. do ...........
24
155.775 ......... do .......................
155.7825 ........ do ...........
24
155.805 ......... do .......................
155.8125 ........ do ...........
24

Frequency or band

Class of sarion(s)

155.820 .........
155.8275 ........
155.835 .........
155.8425 ........
155.865 .........
155.8725 ........
155.880 .........
155.8875 ........
155.895 .........
155.9025 ........

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

............
...........
............
...........
............
...........
............
...........
............
...........

1SS.925 ......... do ............

155.9325 ........ do ...........
155.940 ......... do ............
155.9475 ........ do ...........
155.955 ......... do ............
155.9625 ........ do ...........
155.985 ...... Mobile ............
155.9925 ........ do ...........
156.000 ......... do ............
156.0075 ........ do ...........
156.015 ......... do ............
156.0225 ........ do ...........
158.745 ...... Base and mobile ......
158.7525 ........ do ...........
158.760 ......... do ............
158.7675 ........ do ...........
158.775 ......... do ............
158.7825 ........ do ...........
158.805 ......... do ............
158.8125 ........ do ...........
158.820 ......... do ............
158.8275 ........ do ...........
158.835 ......... do ............
158.8425 ........ do ...........
158.865 ...... Mobile ............
158.8725 ........ do ...........
158.880 ......... do ............
158.8875 ........ do ...........
158.895 ......... do ............
158.9025 ........ do ...........
158.925 ......... do ............
158.9325 ........ do ...........
158.940 ......... do ............
158.9475 ........ do ...........
158.955 ......... do ............
158.9625 ........ do ...........
169-172 ......... do ...........
173.20375 ..... Fixed or mobile .....
173.2100 ........ do ...........
173.2375 ........ do ...........
173.2625 ........ do ...........
173.2875 ........ do ...........
173.3125 ........ do ...........
173.3375 ........ do ...........
173.3625 ........ do ...........
173.3900 ........ do ...........
173.39625........ do ...........
220 to 222 .... Base and mobile .....
450 to 470 .... Fixed, base, or mobile .
453.0125 ..... Mobile ...........
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24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
27
7,20,21.22
7, 8. 21. 22
9,20,21,22
9, 20, 21. 22
9. 20. 21, 22
9,20,21,22
9,20.21,22
9,20,21.22
7. 8. 21. 22
7, 20. 21. 22
4
10.29
30

Frequency or band

Frequency or bind

Class of stations)

453.025 ...... Genual control, fixed

453.0375 ..... Base or mobile ....
453.050 ......... do .........
453.05675........ do .........
453.06750........ do .........
453.06875........ do .........
453.075 ...... Centnl control, fixed
453.0875 ..... Base or mobile ....
453.100 ......... do .........
453.10675. ....... do .....'....
453.11250........ do .........
453.11875. . .. ...'. do".. .......

453.125 ...... Central control, fixed
453.1375 ..... Base or mobile ....
453.150 ......... do .........
453.15675........ do .........

453.16750. ....... do .........
453.16875. ....... do .........
453.175 ...... Central control, fixed ,
453.1875 ..... Base or mobile .....
4531200 ......... do ..........
453.20675........ do ..........
453.21250.. ...... do ..........
453.21875........ do ..........
453.225 ......... do .........
453.23125........ do .........
453.23750........ do .........
453.24375........ do ..........
453.250 ......... do ..........
453.25625........ do .........
453.26750........ do .........
453.26875........ do ..........
453.275 ......... do ..........
453.28125........ do ..........
453.28750........ do ..........
453.29375........ do ..........
453.300 ......... do ..........
453.30625........ do ..........
453.31250........ do ..........
453.31875........ do ..........

453.325 .........
453.33125. .......
453.33750........
453.34375 ........
453.350 .........
453.35625 ........
453.36250........
453.36875. .......
453.375 .........
453.38125........
453.38750........
453.39375........
453.400 .........
453.40625........
453.41250... .....
453.41875........
453.425 .........
453.43125........
453.43750........
453.44375........

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
...........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
.........
..........
.........
.........

Class of sorioofr)

11
24

453.450 ......... do .....
453.45625........ do .....

12.28
12. 24

453.46875........ do .....
453.475 ......... do .....

12, 28

453.48125........ do .....

11
24
12
12. 28
12,24
12.28
11
24
12
12. 28
12. 24
12, 28
11
24
12
12, 28
12.24
12. 28
... .
28
24
28
12

453.48750........ do .....
453.49375........ do .....
453.500 ......... do .....
453.50675........ do .....
"453.51250........ do ......
453.51875........ do .....
453.525 ......... do
453.53125........ do .....
453.53750..... ... do .....
453.54375........ do .....
453.550 ......... do .....
453.55625 ........ do .....
453.56750. ....... do
453.56875........ do .....
453.575 ......... do .....
453.58125 ........ do .....
453.58750........ do
453.59375........ do .....
453.600 ...... Base or mobile
453.60675........ do .....
453.61250........ do .....
453.61875 ........ do .....
453.675 ......... do .....

12

453.46750........ do .....

12, 28

453.63125 ........ do .....

12, 24

453.63750........ do .....

12. 28
. . . .

453.64375 ........ do .....
453.650 ......... do .....

28

453.65625........ do .....

24

453.66750.... .... do

28

453.66875........ do .....

12
12, 28
12, 24
12, 28
. . . .
28
24

453.675 .........
453.68125 ........
453.68750........
453.69375........
453.700 .........
453.70675........
453.71250........

do
do
do
do
do
do
do

.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....

28
12
12. 28
12, 24
12. 28

453.71875 ........
453.725 .........
453.73125 ........
453.73750........
453.74375........

do
do
do
do
do

.....
.....
.....
.....
.....

. . . .
28
24
28
12
12, 28

453.750 .........
453.75675........
453.76750........
453.76875 ........
453.775 .........
453.78125........

do
do
do
do
do
do

.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....

12. 24

12. 28
. . . .
28
24
28

453.78750. ....... do .....

453.79375........ do
453.800 ......... do
453.80675 ........ do
453.81250...... ..do
453.81875 ........ do
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.....
.....
.....
.....

12
12.28
12.24
12.28
28
24
28
12
12,28
12.24
12.28
28
24
28
12
12.28
12.24
12.28
28
24
28
12
12.28
12.24
12.28
28
24
28
12
12.28
12,24
12,28
28
24
28

12
12.28
12,24
12,28
28
24
28
12
12.28
12.24
12,28
28
24
28
12
12,28
12.24
12,28

Frequency or band

Class of stations)

453.825 ......... do ..........
453.83125........ do ..........
453.83750........ do ..........
453.84375........ do ..........
453.850 ......... do ..........
453.85625........ do ..........
453.86250........ do ..........
453.86875........ do ..........
453.875 ......... do ..........
453.88125........ do ...........
453.88750........ do ..........
453.89375. ....... do ".........
453.900 ......... do ..........
453.90625........ do ..........
453.91250........ do ..........
453.91875........ do ..........
453.925 ......... do ..........
453.93125........ do ..........
453.93750........ do ..........
453.94375 ........ do ..........
453.950 ......... do ..........
453.95625 ........ do ..........
453.96250........ do ..........
453.96875........ do ..........
453.975 ......... do ..........
453.98125........ do ..........
453.98750. ....... do ..........
453.99375........ do ..........
458.025 ...... Radio call boxes, fixed
458.03750..... Mobile ..........
458.050 ......... do ..........
458.05625........ do ..........
458.06250........ do ..........
458.06875........ do ..........
458.075 ...... Radio call boxes, fixed
458.08750..... Mobile ..........
458.100 ......... do ..........
458.10625. ....... do ..........
458.11250. ....... do ..........
458.11875. ....... do ..........
458.125 ...... Radio call boxes, fixed
458.13750. .... Mobile ..........
458.150 ......... do ..........
458.15625. ....... do ..........
458.16250. ....... do ..........
458.16875. ....... do ..........
458.175 ...... Radio cail boxes, fued
458.18750. .... Mobile ..........
458.200 ......... do ..........
458.20625........ do ..........
458.21250........ do ..........
458.21875........ do ..........
458.225 ......... do ..........
458.23125........ do ..........
458.23750........ do ..........
458.24375........ do ..........
458.250 ......... do ..........
458.25625........ do ..........
458.26250........ do ..........
458.26875........ do ..........

I .imitations
28
24
28
12
12,28
12,24
12.28
28
24
28
12
12.28
12,24
12,28
...28
24
28
12
12,28
12.24
12,28
28
24
28
11 13
24
12
12.28
12.24
12.28
11.13
24
12
12,28
12,24
12,28
11,13
24
12
12.28
12.24
12.28
11.13
24
12
12.28
12,24
12.28
28
24

28
12
12,28
12.24
12.28

Frequency or b3"^

Class of stadon(s)

458.275 .....
458.28125 ....
458 .28750 ....
458.29375 ....
458.300 .....
458.30625 ....
458.31250. ...
458.31875 ....
458.325 .....
458.33125 ....

do
....do ...........
. . . . do ...........
. . . . do ...........

. ... do ...........
.... do ...........
... . do ...........
.... do ...........

.do

.

....
....
....
. ...
... .
....
....

.... do ...... :, .....

458.63125 .... .... do ...........
458.63750 .... .... do ...........
458.64375 .... .... do ...........
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28
24
28
12
12.28
12.24
12.28

.........

do ...........
do ...........
458.33750....
do ...........
458.34375 ....
do ...........
458.350 .....
do ...........
458.35625 ....
do ...........
458.36250....
do ...........
458.36875 ....
....
do
458.375 .....
458.38125 .... .... do ...........
458.38750 .... .... do ...........
458.39375 .... .... do ...........
458.400 ..... . ... do ...........
458.40625 .... .... do ...........
458.41250 .... .... do ...........
458.41875 .... .... do ...........
458.425 ..... .... do ..............
458.43125 .... .... do ...........
458.43750 .... .... do ...........
458.44375 .... .... do ...........
458.450 ..... .... do ...........
458.45625 .... .... do ...........
458.46250 .... .... do ...........
458.46875 .... . . . . do ...........
458.475 ..... .... do .............
458.48125 .... .... do ...........
458.48750 .... .... do ...........
458.49375 .... .... do ...........
458.500 ..... .... do ...........
458.50625 .... .... do ...........
458.51250 .... .... do ...........
458.51875 .... .... do ...........
458.525 ..... .... do .............
458.53125 .... .... do ...........
458.53750 .... .... do ...........
458.54375 .... .... do ...........
458.550 ..... .... do ...........
458.55625 .... .... do ...........
458.56250 .... .... do ...........
458.56875 .... .... do ...........
458.575 ..... .... do .............
458.58125 .... .... do ...........
458.58750 .... .... do ...........
458.59375 .... .... do ...........
458.600 ..... .... do ...........
458.60625 .... .... do ...........
458.61250 .... .... do ...........
458.61875 .... .... do ...... j ....
458.625 .....

Limitations

28
24
28
12
12.28
12.24
12.28
28
24
28
12
12,28
12.24
12.28
28
24
28
12
12. 28
12.24
12,28
28
24
28
12
12,28
12,24

12,28
28
24
28
12
12,28
12,24
12,28
28
24
28
12
12.28
12.24
12.28
28
24
28

Frequency or band

Class of stations)

Frequency or band

Limitations

12
4S8.6SO ......... do ...........
12.28
458.65625........ do ...........
12.24
458.66250........ do ............
12.28
458.66875........ do ...........
458.675 ......... do .......................
28
458.68125........ do ...........
24
458.68750........ do ...........
28
458.69375. ....... do ...........
12
458.700 ......... do ...........
12,28
458.70625........ do ...........
12.24
458.71250........ do ...........
12.28
458.71875........ do"! ..........
458.725 ......... do .......................
458.73125 ........ do ...................... 28
458.73750........ do ...................... 24
458.74375........ do ...................... 28
12
458.750 ......... do ...........
12, 28
458.75625 ........ do ...........
12, 24
458.76250 ........ do ...........
12, 28
458.76875 ........ do ...........
458.775 ......... do .......................
28
458.78125 ........ do ...........
24
458.78750........ do ...........
28
458.79375 ........ do ...........
12
458.800 ......... do ...........
12, 28
458.80625 ........ do ...........
12, 24
458.81250........ do ...........
12, 28
458.81875........ do ...........
458.825 ......... do .......................
28
458.83125 ........ do ...........
24
458.83750........ do ...........
28
458.84375 ........ do ...........
12
458.850 ......... do ...........
12. 28
458.85625 ........ do ...........
12. 24
458.86250........ do ...........
12, 28
458.86875 ........ do ...........
458.875 ......... do .......................
28
458.88125 ........ do ...........
24
458.88750........ do ...........
28
458.89375 ........ do ...........
12
458.900 ......... do ...........
12, 28
458.90625 ........ do ...........
12, 24
458.91250........ do ...........
12. 28
458.91875 ........ do ...........
458.925 ......... do .......................
28
458.93125 ........ do ...........
24
458.93750........ do ...........
28
458.94375 ........ do ...........
12
458.950 ......... do ...........
12. 28
458.95625 ........ do ...........
12. 24
458.96250 ........ do ...........
12. 28
458.96875 ........ do ...........
458.975 ......... do .......................
28
458.98125 ........ do ...........
24
458.98750........ do ...........
28
458.99375 ........ do ...........
14
470 to 512 .... Base or mobile .....
15 '
806 to 824 .... Mobile ...........
15
851 to 869 .... Base or mobile ......
16
928 and above . . Operational-fixed ....

Class of $arion(s)

26
929-930 ...... Base only .........
17
1427 to 1435 ... Operational fixed. ....
base or mobile
18
2450 to 2500 ...» Base or mobile ......
10.550 to 10.680*... do .......................
< *> The frequencies in the band 10.55-10.68 GHz are available
for Digital Termination Systems and for ««« !' ) intemodal links
in me Point-to-Point Microwave Radio Service. No new licenses
win be issued under mis Subpan but cunem licenses will be
renewed.
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(c)

* * *

(13) Available for medical services mobile operations in the Emergency Medical
Radio Service in accordance with § 90.27(c)(22)
* * * * *

(24) This frequency is not available hi the 150-170 MHz band until August 16, 1996.
This frequency will be assigned with an authorized bandwidth not to exceed 11.25 kHz. In
the 450-470 MHz band, secondary telemetry operations pursuant to § 90.238(e) will be
authorized on this frequency.
* * * * *

(28) This frequency is not available until August 16, 1996. After August 16, 1996
this frequency will be assigned with an authorized bandwidth not to exceed 6 kHz.
(29) Assignment of frequencies in this band are subject to the provisions of § 90.173
(30) This frequency is available for systems first licensed prior to August 16, 1995.
No new systems will be authorized after August 16, 1995, but prior authorized systems may
be modified, expanded, and renewed.

(e) * * *

(3) Frequencies in the 25-50 MHz, 150-170 MHz, 450-512 MHz and 902-928 MHz
bands may be assigned for the operation of Location and Monitoring Service (LMS) systems
in accordance with the provisions of subpart M, notwithstanding this limitation.
*****

3. Section 90.19 is amended by replacing the table of frequencies in paragraph (d),
revising limitations (19), and (26), adding limitations (32), (33), and (34) in paragraph (e),
revising paragraph (f)(5)(ii), adding paragraph (g)(3)(iii), and replacing paragraph (g)(5) to
read as follows:
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§ 90.19 Police Radio Service.

(d)

* * *

Police Radio Service Frequency Table
Frequency or band
Kilohenr:
851 B 856 ....
928 and above . .
929 10 930 ....
1427 to 1435 . . .

Class of stations)

Limitations

f.

Base or Mobile ......
Operational-fixed ....
Base only .........
Operational-fixed, ....
base or mobile
. . . do ...........
. . . do ...........
. . . do ...........
. . . do ...........
. . . do ...........
. . . do ...........
. . . do ...........
. . . do ...........
. . . do ...........
. . . do ...........
... do ...........
. . . do ...........

1722 ........
1730 ........
2366 ........
2382 ........
2390 ........
2406 ........
2430 ........
2442 ........
2450 ........
2458 ........
2482 ........
2490 ........
Megahertz:
37.02 ........ Mobile ................
37.04 ........
37.06 ........ . . . do ................
37.08 ........ ... do ................
37.10. ....... . . . do ...........
37.12. ....... . . . do ................
37.14. ....... . . . do ................
37.16. ....... . . . do ................
37.18. ....... . . . do ...........
37.20 ........ . . . do ................
37.22 ........ . . . do ................
37.24 ........ . . . do ................
37.26 .......... . . do ...........
37.28 ........ . . . do ................
37.30 .......... . . do ................
37.32 ........ . . . do ................
37 34
Mobile ................
37.36 ........ Base or mobile
37.38 ........ Mobile ................
37.40 ........ Base or mobile
37.42 ........ MobUe ................
39.02 ........
39.04 ........ . . . do ................
39.06 ........ . . . do ...........
39.08 ........ ... do ................
39.10....
. . . do ...........
39.12... ....... . . do ................
39.14. .......
do
39.16 ........ . . . do ................
39.18 ........ . . . do ...........

22
23
27
24
2.3
2,3
1,2
2
1.2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2.3

9

9

9

9, 10
9

9

Frequency or band

Class of sao'on(s)

39.20........
do
39.22........
do
39.24........
do
39.26........ Mobile .....
39.28 ........ Base or mobile
39.30........ Mobile .....
39.32 ........ Base or mobile
39.34........ Mobile .....
39.36 ........ Base or mobile
39.38 ........ Mobile .....
39.40 ........ Base or mobile
39.42 ........... do .....
39.44........
do
39.46........
do
39.48........
do
3950........
do
39.52 ........
do
39.54........
do
39.56........
do
39.58 ........
do
39.60........
do
39.62........... do .....
39.64........... do .....
39.66........ Mobile .....
39.68 ........ Base or mobile
39.70........ Mobile .....
39.72 ........ Base or mobile
39.74........ Mobile .....
39.76 ........ Base or mobile
39.78 ........ Mobile .....
39.80 ........ Base or mobile
39.82 ........... do .....
...... do .........
39.86
39.88
...... do .........
39.90
...... do .........
39.92
...... do .........
39.94
...... do .........
39.96
...... do .........
39.98
....... do .........
42.02
...... do .........
42.04
....... do .........
42.06
....... do .........
42.08
....... do .........
42.10. ... ....... do .........
42.12............ do .........
42.14.
....... do ~. ........
42.16
....... do .........
42.18.
. . . . Mobile .........
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11

9

2, 3,
2, 3.
2. 3.
2. 3,
2, 3,
2, 3.
2, 3,
2. 3.
2,

9
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

Frequency or band

Frequency or band

Class of $anon($)

458.55625........ do .....
458.56250........ do .....
458.56875........ do .....
458.5875 ........ do .....
458.600 ......... do .....
458.60625........ do .....
458.61250........ do .....
458.61875........ do .....
458.6375 ........ do .....
458.650 ......... do .....
458.65625........ do .....
458.66250........" do ~. ....
458.66875........ do .....
458.6875 ........ do .....
458.700 ......... do .....
458.70625........ do .....
458.71250........ do .....
458.71875........ do .....
458.7375 ........ do .....
458.750 ......... do .....
458.75625........ do .....
458.76250........ do .....
458.76875........ do .....
458.7875 ........ do .....
458.800 ......... do .....
458.80625........ do .....
458.81250........ do .....
458.81875........ do .....
458.8375 ........ do .....
458.850 ......... do .....
458.85625........ do .....
458.86250........ do .....
458.86875........ do .....
458.8875 ........ do .....
458.900 ......... do .....
458.90625 ........ do .....
458.91250........ do .....
458.91875........ do .....
458.9375 ........ do .....
458.950 ......... do .....
458.95625........ do .....
458.96250........ do .....
458.96875........ do .....
460.0125 ........ do .....
460.01875 ..... Base or mobile
460.025 ......... do .....
460.03125........ do .....
460.03750. ....... do .....
460.04375........ do .....
460.050 ......... do .....
460.05625 ........ do .....
460.06250........ do .....
460.06875........ do .....
460.075 ......... do .....
460.08125........ do .....
460.08750........ do .....
460.09375........ do .....
460.100 ......... do .....
460.10625........ do .....
460.11250. ....... do .....

16.32
16,26
16,32
34

16
16.32
16.26
16.32
34

16
16.32
16,26
16,32
34

16
16.32
16.26
16.32
34

16
16.32
16.26
16.32
34

16
16,32
16,26
16,32
34

16
16.32
16,26
16.32
34

16
16,32
16,26
16,32
34

16
16,32
16,26
16.32
34

32
32
26
32
32
26
32
32
26
32
32
26

Class of smurafc)

460.11875 ....... .do
.do
460 125
460.13125 ....... .do
460.13750.....:. .do
460.14375....... .do
460 150
. do
460.15625 ....... .do
460.16250 ....... .do
460.16875 ....... . do
460 175
. do
460.18125... .... .do
460.18750....... .do
460.19375 ....... .do
460200
.do
460.20625 ....... . do
460.21250 ....... . do
460.21875 ....... .do
460.225 ........ do
460.23125 ....... .do
460.23750 ....... .do
460.24375 ....... . do
460.250 ........ do
460.25625 ....... -do
460.26250...... . . do
460.26875 ....... . do
460.275 ........ . do
460.28125 ....... .do
460.28750 ....... . do
460.29375 ....... .do
460.300 ........ do
460.30625 ....... . do
460.31250 ....... . do
460.31875 ....... .do
460.325 ........ . do
460.33125 ....... .do
460.33750 ....... . do
460.34375 ....... . do
460.350 ........ do
460.35625 ....... . do
460.36250 ....... .do
460.36875 ....... . do
460.375 ........ do
460.38125 ....... .do
460.38750 ....... .do
460.39375 ....... . do
460.400 ........ . do
460.40625 ....... .do
460.41250 ....... .do
460.41875 ....... . do
460:425 ........ .do
460.43125 ....... . do
460.43750 ....... .do
460.44375 ....... . do
460.450 ........ . do
460.45625 ....... .do
460.46250...... . .do
460.46875 ....... -do
460.475 ........ .do
460.48125 ....... . do
460.48750 ....... . do
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...........
. ...
...........
...........
...........
.............
...........
...........
...........
.............
............
...........
...........
.............
. ..........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
.............
...........
...........
...........

Lumaoons
32
32
26
32
32
26
32
32
26
32
32
26
32
32
26
32
32
26
32
32
26
32
32
26
32

...........
...........
...........
.............
...........
...........
...........

32
26
32

...........
...........
...........

32
26
32

...........
...........
...........
.............
...........
...........
...........
.............
...........
...........
...........

32
26
32
32
26
32

...........
...........
...........
.............

32
26
32

...........
...........

32
26

32
26
32

Frequency or band

Class of san'onfs)

460.49375 ..... ...do
. .do
460500
460.50625 ..... ...do
460.51250. .... . . . do
460.51875 ..... . . . do
460.525 ...... . . . do
460.53125 ..... . . . do
460.53750 ..... . . . do
460.54375 ....... . . do
460.550 ......., . . do
460.55625 ...... . . do
460.56250 ....... . . do
460.56875 ...... . . do
465.0125 ..... Mobile
465025 ..... . . do
465.03125 ...... . . do
... do
465.03750.
465.04375 ...... . . do
465.050 ....... . . do
465.05625 ....... . . do
465.06250 ....... . . do
465.06875 ...... . . do
465.075 ....... . . do
465.08125 ...... . . do
465.08750 ...... . . do
465.09375 ....... . . do
465.100 ....... .. do
. . . do
465.10625.
. . do
465.11250.
. . do
465.11875.
. . . do
465 125
465.13125 ....... . . do
. . . do
465.13750.
. . . do
465.14375.
465.150 ...... . . . do
. . . do
465.15625.
. . . do
465.16250.
. . . do
465.16875.
465.175 ...... . . . do
. . . do
465.18125.
465.18750.
. . . do
. . . do
465.19375.
465.200 ...... . . . do
465.20625 ......... do
. . . do
465.21250
465.21875 ....... . . do
465.225 ......... . . do
465.23125 ....... . . do
. . . do
465.23750
465.24375 ....... . . do
465.250 ...... . . . do
465.25625 ....... . . do
465.26250 ....... . . do
. . . do
465.26875
465.275 ...... . . . do
465.28125
. . . do
465.28750.
. . . do
465.29375 ....... . . do
465.300 ...... . . . do
465.30625 . . . . . . . . do

...........
.... ......
............
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
..............
...........

...........
...........
..............
...........
...........
...........
..............
...........
...........
...........
...............
...........
...........
...........
..............
...........
...........
...........
..............
...........
...........
...........
..............
...........
...........
...........
..............
...........
...........
...........
..............
...........
...........
...........
..............
...........
...........
...........
..............
...........
...........
...........
..............
...........

Limitations
32
32
26
32
17
17.32
17.26
17.32
17
17.32
17.26
17.32
34
32
26
32
32
26
32
32
26
32
32
26
32
32

26
32
32
26
32
32
26
32

32
26
32
32

26
32
32
26
32
32
26
32

Frequency or band

Class of station^)

465.31250........ do .......

26

465.31875........ do .......
465.325 ......... do .......
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465.33125........ do .......
465.33750.. ...... do .......

465.34375........
465.350 .........
465.35625........
465.36250...... . .

do
do
do
do

.......
.......
.......
.......

465.36875........ do .......
465.375 ......... do ........

465.38125........ do .......
465.38750........ do .......

465.39375........ do .......

465.400 ......... do .......
465.40625........ do .......
465.41250........ do .......
465.41875........ do .......
465.425 ......... do .......
465.43125........ do .......
465.43750........ do .......
465.44375........ do .......
465.450 ......... do .......
465.45625........ do .......
465.46250........ do .......
465.46875........ do .......
465.475 ......... do .......
465.48125........ do .......
465.48750.. ...... do .......
465.49375........ do .......
465.500 ......... do .......
465.50625........ do .......
465.51250. ....... do .......
465.51875........ do .......
465.525 ......... do .......
465.53125........ do .......
465.53750........ do .......
465.54375 ........ do .......
465.550 ...... Base or mobile . .
465.55625........ do .......
465.56250. ....... do .......
465.56875........ do .......
470-512 ......... do .......
806-824 ...... Mobile .......
851-869 ...... Base or mobile . .
928 and above . . Operational-fixed
929-930 ...... Base only .....
1427 to 1435 . . . Operational fixed.
base or mobile
2450 to 2500 . . . Base or mobile . .
10.550to 10,680*... do .......

32

26

32
32

26

32
32

26
32
32
26
32
32
26
32
32
26
32
32
26
32
32
26
32
17
17.32
17.26
17.32
17
17.32
17.26
17.32
21
22
22
23
27
24
25

•The frequencies in the band 10.55-10.68 GHz are available for
Digital Termination Systems and for associated interoodal links in
me Point-to-Point Microwave Radio Service. No new licenses will
be issued under mis Subpan but current licenses will be renewed.

32
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(e) * * *
(19) [Reserved]
* * * * *
(26) This frequency is not available in the 150-170 MHz band until August 16, 1996.
This frequency will be assigned with an authorized bandwidth not to exceed 11.25 kHz. In
the 450-470 MHz band, secondary telemetry operations pursuant to § 90.238(e) will be
authorized on this frequency.

(32) This frequency is not available until August 16, 1996. After August 16, 1996
this frequency will be assigned with an authorized bandwidth not to exceed 6 kHz.
(33) Assignment of frequencies in this band are subject to the provisions of § 90. 173
(34) This frequency is available for systems first licensed prior to August 16, 1995.
No new systems will be authorized after August 16, 1995, but prior authorized systems may
be modified, expanded, and renewed.
(f) ***
(5) * * *
(ii) * * *
460.0125- 460.5125
* * * * *

465.0125-465.5125
* * * * *
* * *

(3) * * *
(iii) The use of direct sequence spread spectrum equipment is also permitted.
Equipment must meet the technical standards of 47 C.F.R. § 15.247.
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(5) Frequencies in the 25-50 MHz, 150-170 MHz, 450-512 MHz and 902-928 MHz
bands may be assigned for the-operation of Location and Monitoring Service (LMS) systems
in accordance with the provisions of subpart M, notwithstanding this limitation.
*****

4. Section 90.21 is amended by replacing the table of frequencies in paragraph (b),
replacing limitation (16), and adding limitations (20), (21), and (22) in paragraph (c), and
replacing paragraph (e)(3) to read as follows:
§ 90.21 Fire Radio Service.
*****
(b) * * *
Fire Radio Service Frequency Table
Frequency or band

Class of station(s)

Kilohenz:
1630 ........ Base or mobile .
Megahertz:
33.42 ........ Mobile or fixed
33.44 ........ Base or mobile .
33.46........ Mobile ......
33.48 ........ Base or mobile .
33.50........ Mobile ......
33.52 ........ Base or mobile .
33.54 ........ Mobile ......
33.56 ........ Base or mobile .
33.58 ........ Mobile ......
33.60 ........ Base or mobile .
33.62 ........ Mobile ......
33.64 ........ Base or mobile .
33.66........ Mobile ......
33.68 ........ Base or mobile
33.70 ........... do ......
33.72 ........... do
33.74 ........... do
33.76........... do
33.78 ........... do
33.80 ........... do
33.82........... do
33.84... ....... do
33.86........... do
33.88 ........... do
33.90........... do
33.92........... do
33.94 ........... do
33.96........... do
33.98 ........... do
45.88 ........... do

Limitations

Frequency or band

Class of stations)

46.06........... do ...........
46.08 ........... do ...........
46.10........... do ...........
46.12 ........... do ...........
46.14........... do ...........
46.16........... do ...........
46.18. .......... do ...........
46.20........... do ...........
46.22 ........ Mobile ...........
46.24 ........... do ...........
46.26........... do ...........
46.28 ........... do ...........
46.30 ........ Mobile or fixed .....
46.32........ Mobile ...........
46.34........... do ...........
46.36 ........ Base or mobile ......
46.38 ........... do ...........
46.40 ........... do ...........
46.42 ........... do ...........
46.44........... do ...........
46.46........... do ...........
46.48 ........... do ...........
46.50........... do ...........
72.00 to 76.00 . . Operational fixed ....
72.44........ Mobile ...........
72.48 ........... do ...........
72.52 ........... do ...........
72.56........... do ...........
72.60........... do ...........
75.44 ........... do ...........
75.48 ........... do ...........
75.52 ........... do ...........
75.56........... do ...........
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I imitations

3
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19

Frequency or band

Frequency or band

Class of stations)

75.60........... do .....
150 u> 170 .... Base or mobile
153.77 ....... Mobile .....
153.7775 ........ do .....
153.83 ....... Mobile .....
153.8375 ........ do .....
153.890 ...... Mobile .....
153.8975 ........ do .....
153.950 ......... do .....
153.9575 ........ do .....
154.010 ......... do .....
154.0175 ........ do.,....
154.070 ......... do .....
154.0775 ........ do .....
154.130 ...... Base or mobile
154.1375 ........ do .....
154.145 ......... do .....
154.1525 ........ do .....
154.160 ......... do .....
154.1675 ........ do .....
154.175 ......... do .....
154.1825 ........ do .....
154.190 ......... do .....
154.1975 ........ do .....
154.205 ......... do .....
154.2125 ........ do .....
154.220 ......... do .....
154.2275 ........ do .....
154.235 ......... do .....
154.2425 ........ do .....
154.250 ......... do .....
154.2575 ........ do .....
154.265 ......... do .....
154.2725 ........ do .....
154.280 ......... do .....
154.2875 ........ do .....
154.295 ......... do .....
154.3025 ........ do .....
154.310 ......... do .....
154.3175 ........ do .....
154.325 ......... do .....
154.3325 ........ do .....
154.340 ......... do .....
154.3475 ........ do .....
154.355 ......... do .....
154.3625 ........ do .....
154.370 ......... do .....
154.3T75 ........ do .....
154.385 ......... do .....
154.3925 ........ do .....
154.400 ......... do .....
154.4075 ........ do .....
154.415 ......... do .....
154.4225 ........ do .....
154.430 ......... do .....
154.4375 ........ do .....
154.445 ......... do .....
154.4525 ........ do .....
166.250 ......... do .....
169-172 ...... Mobile .....

.

.
.
.

19
21
. ...
16
18
18.16
. ...
16
. . . .
16
... .
16
4
4, 16
4.
4. 16
4
4. 16
4
4. 16
4
4. 16
4
4, 16
4
4. 16
4
4, 16
4
4. 16
4
4, 16
2. 4
2. 4. 16
2. 4
2, 4. 16
2, 4 ,.
2, 4. 16
4
4. 16
4
4, 16
4
4, 16
4
4. 16
4
4. 16
4
4. 16
4
4. 16
4
4, 16
4
4. 16
4
4, 16
5 '
14

Class of sooonfe)

170.150 ...... Base or mobile .....
220-222 ...... Base and mobile ....
450-470 ...... Fixed, base, or mobile
453.0375 ..... Mobile ..........
453.050 ...... Base or mobile .....
453.05625........ do ..........
453.06250........ do ..........
453.06875 ........ do ..........
453.0875 ..... Mobile ..........
453.100 ...... Base or mobile .....
453.10625 ........ do ..........
453.11250.. ...... do ..........
453.11875..... ... do ..........
453.1375 ..... Mobile ..........
453.150 ...... Base or mobile .....
453.15625 ........ do ..........
453.16250.. ...... do ..........
453.16875 ........ do ..........
453.1875 ..... Mobile ..........
453.200 ...... Base or mobile .....
453.20625........ do ..........
453.21250........ do ..........
453.21875 ........ do ..........
453.2375 ..... Mobile ..........
453.250 ...... Base or mobile .....
453.25625 ........ do ..........
453.26250........ do ..........
453.26875 ........ do ..........
453.2875 ..... Mobile ..........
453.300 ...... Base or mobile .....
453.30625 ........ do ..........
453.31250........ do ..........
453.31875 ........ do ..........
453.3375 ..... Mobile ..........
453.350 ...... Base or mobile .....
453.35625........ do ..........
453.36250........ do ..........
453.36875 ........ do ..........
453.3875 ..... Mobile ..........
453.400 ...... Base or mobile
453.40625 ........ do ..........
453.41250........ do ..........
453.41875 ........ do ..........
453.4375 ..... Mobile ..........
453.450 ...... Base or mobile .....
453.45625 ........ do ..........
453.46250........ do ..........
453.46875 ........ do ..........
453.4875 ..... Mobile ..........
453.500 ...... Base or mobile
453.50625 ........ do ..........
453.51250........ do ..........
453.51875........ do ..........
453.5375 ..... Mobile ..........
453.550 ...... Base or mobile
453.55625 ........ do ..........
453.56250........ do ..........
453.56875 ........ do ..........
453.5875 ..... Mobile ..........
453.600 ...... Base or mobile
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LJmiiiriftns

5
17
6.21
22
7
20
16
20
22
7
7.20
7.16
7.20
22
7
7.20
7,16

7.20
22
7
7,20
7, 16
7.20
22
7
7,20
7, 16
7.20
22
7
7,20
7, 16
7.20
22
7
7,20
7,16
7,20
22
7
7.20
7,16
7.20
22
7
7,20
7,16
7.20
22
7
7.20
7, 16
7.20
22
7
7,20
7.16
7.20
22
7

Frequency or band

Class of stations)

453.60625........ do .....
453.61250........ do .....

453.61875........ do .....

453.6375 ..... Mobile .....
453.650 ...... Base or mobile
453.65625........ do .....
453.66250. ....... do .....
453.66875........ do .....
453.6875 ..... Mobile .....
453.700 ...... Base or mobile
453.70625........ do .....
453.71250........ do-.. ...
453.71875........ do .....
453.7375 ..... Mobile ......
453.750 ...... Base or mobile .
453.75625........ do ......
453.76250........ do ......
453.76875........ do ......
453.7875 ..... Mobile ......
453.800 ...... Base or mobile .
453.80625........ do ......
453.81250........ do ......
453.81875........ do ......
453.8375 ..... Mobile ......
453.850 ...... Base or mobile .
453.85625........ do ......
453.86250........ do ......
453.86875........ do ......
453.8875 ..... Mobile ......
453.900 ...... Base or mobile .
453.90625........ do ......
453.91250........ do ......
453.91875........ do ......
453.9375 ..... Mobile ......
453.950 ...... Base or mobile .
453.95625 ........ do ......
453.96250........ do ......
453.96875 ........ do ......
458.0375 ..... Mobile ......
458.050 ......... do ......
458.05625........ do ......
458.06250........ do ......
458.06875........ do ......
453.0875 ........ do ......
458.100 ......... do ......
458.10625........ do ......
458.11250. ....... do ......
458.11875. ....... do ......
458.1375 ........ do ......
458.150 ......... do ......
458.15625........ do ......
458.16250........ do ......
458.16875. ....... do ......
458.1875 ........ do ......
458.200 ......... do ......
458.20625........ do ......
458.21250........ do ......
458.21875........ do ......
458.2375 ........ do ......
458.250 ......... do ......

Frequency or band

Class of stations)

7. 20
7.16
7, 20
22
7
7. 20
7. 16
7. 20
22
7
7. 20

458.25625.....
458.26250.....
458.26875 .....
458.2875 .....
458.300 .........
458.30625 ........
458.31250........
458.31875 ........
458.3375 ........
458.350 .........
458.35625........

7,16
7, 20
22
7
7. 20
7, 16
7, 20
22
7
7, 20
7. 16
7, 20
22
7
7, 20
7, 16
7, 20
22
7
7. 20
7. 16
7. 20
22
7
7. 20
7, 16
7, 20
22
7
7, 20
7.16
7, 20
22
7
7. 20
7, 16
7. 20
22
7
7. 20
7. 16
7. 20
22
7
7. 20
7. 16
7. 20
22
7

458.36250........
458.36875........
458.3875 ........
458.400 .........
458.40625........
458.41250........
458.41875........
458.4375 ........
458.450 .........
458.45625 ........
458.46250........
458.46875........
458.4875 ........
458.500 .........
458.50625........
458.51250........
458.51875........
458.5375 ........
458.550 .........
458.55625 ........
458.56250........
458.56875 ........
458.5875 ........
458.600 .........
458.60625 ........
458.61250........
458.61875........
458.6375 ........
458.650 .........
458.65625........
458.66250.. ......
458.66875 ........
458.6875 ........
458.700 .........
458.70625........
458.71250........
458.71875........
458.7375 ........
458.750 .........
458.75625........
458.76250. .......
458.76875........
458.7875 ........
458.800 .........
458.80625 ........
458.81250........
458.81875 ........
458.8375 ........
458.850 .........

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
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7.20
7.16
7.20
22
7
7.20
7.16
7.20
22
7
7.20
7.16
7.20
22
7
7.20
7, 16
7,20
22
7
7.20
7.16
7,20
22
7
7.20
7.16
7.20
22
7
7.20
7.16
7.20
22
7
7.20
7, 16
7,20
22
7
7.20
7, 16
7,20
22
7
7,20
7. 16
7,20
22
7
7,20
7,16
7,20
22
7
7,20
7.16
7.20
22
7

Frequency or bud

Class of stations)

Frequency or band

458.8S62S. ....... do ...........
7.20
458.86250........ do ...........
7.16
458.86875. ....... do ...........
7,20
458.8875 ........ do ...........'
22
458.900 ......... do ...........
7
458.90625 ........ do ...........
7, 20
458.91250. ....... do ...........
7. 16
458.91875........ do ...........
7. 20
458.9375 ........ do ...........
22
458.950 ......... do ...........
7
458.95625 ........ do ...........
7, 20
458.96250........ do "...........
7, 16
458.96875 ........ do ...........
7. 20
460.5125 ..... Mobile ...........
22
460.525 ...... Base or Mobile ......
8
460.53125........ do ...........
8. 20
460.53750........ do ...........
8. 16
460.54375 ........ do ...........
8. 20
460.550 ......... do ...........
8
460.55625 ........ do ...........
8. 20
460.56250........ do ...........
8.16
460.56875........ do ...........
8, 20
460.575 ......... do .......................
460.58125 ........ do ...........
20
460.58750...... .. do ...........
16
460.59375 ........ do ...........
20
460.600 ......... do .......................
460.60625........ do ...........
20
460.61250........ do ...........
16
460.61875 ........ do ...........
20
460.625 ......... do .......................
460.63125 ........ do ...........
20
460.63750........ do ...........
16
460.64375 ........ do ...........
20
465.5125 ..... Mobile ...........
22
465.525 ......... do ...........
8
465.53125 ........ do ...........
8, 20
465.53750........ do ...........
8, 16
465.54375 ........ do ...........
8. 20
465.550 ......... do ...........
8
465.55625 ........ do ...........
8. 20
465.56250........ do ...........
8.16
465.56875........ do ...........
8, 20
465.575 ......... do .......................
465.58125 ........ do ...........
20
465.58750........ do ...........
16
465.59375 ........ do ...........
20
465.600 ......... do .......................
465.60625 ........ do ...........
20
465.61250........ do ...........
16
465.61875 ........ do ...........
20
465.625 ......... do .......................
465.63125 ........ do ...........
20
465.63750........ do ...........
16
465.64375 ........ do ...........

20

470-512 ......
806-824 ......
851-869 ......
928 and above . .
929-930 ......

9
10
10
11
IS

Base or mobile ......
Mobile ...........
Base or mobile ......
Operational-fixed ....
Base only .........

Class of stations)

1427 to 1435 ... Operational fixed, ....
base or mobile
2450 to 2500 ... Base or mobile ......
10.550 to 10.680* t <. . do ...........

12
13

"The frequencies in me band 10.55-10.68 GHz are available for
Digital Termination Systems and for associated intemodal links in

the Point-to-Point Microwave Radio Service. No new licenses will
be issued under this Subpan but cunent licenses will be renewed.
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(c)

* * *

(16) This frequency is not available in the 150-170 MHz band until August 16, 19%.
This frequency will be assigned with an authorized bandwidth not to exceed 11.25 kHz. In
the 450-470 MHz band, secondary telemetry operations pursuant to § 90.238(e) will be
authorized on this frequency.

(20) This frequency is not available until August 16, 1996. After August 16, 1996
this frequency will be assigned with an authorized bandwidth not to exceed 6 kHz.
(21) Assignment of frequencies in this band are subject to the provisions of § 90.173
(22) This frequency is available for systems first licensed prior to August 16, 1995.
No new systems will be authorized after August 1, 1995, but prior authorized systems may
be modified, expanded, and renewed.
*****
(e)* * *
(3) Frequencies in the 25-50 MHz, 150-170 MHz, 450-512 MHz and 902-928 MHz
bands may be assigned for the operation of Location and Monitoring Service (LMS) systems
in accordance with the provisions of subpart M, notwithstanding this limitation.
*****

5. Section 90.23 is amended by replacing the table of frequencies in paragraph (b),
replacing limitation (18), and adding limitations (20), (21), (22), and (23) hi paragraph (c),
and replacing paragraph (e)(2) to read as follows:
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§ 90.23 Highway-Maintenance Radio Service.
* * *

(b) * * *
Highway Maintenance Radio Service Frequency Table
Frequency or band

Class of station(s)

Limitations

Megahertz:
33.02 ........ Base or mobile . .
33.06........... do .......
33.10........... do .......
37.90........... do .......
37.92 ........... do .......
37.94........... do .......
37.%........... do .......
37.98 ........... do .......
45.68 ........... do .......
45.72 ........... do .......
45.76........... do .......
45.80. .......... do .......
45.84 ...........
1247.02 .........
1247.04 .........
1247.06 .........
1247.08 .........
1247.10 .........
1247.12 .........

do
do
do
do
do
do
do

.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......

1247.14 ......... do .......
1247.16 ......... do .......

1247.18 ......... do .......
1247.20 ......... do .......
1247.22 ......... do .......

1247.24 ......... do .......
1247.26 ......... do .......
1247.28 ......... do .......
1247.30 ......... do .......
1247.32 ......... do .......
1247.34 ......... do .......
1247.36 ......... do .......
1247.38 ......... do .......
1247.40 ......... do .......
72.00 to 76.00 . . Operational fixed
150 to 170 .... Base or mobile . .
150.995 ......... do .......
151.0025 ........ do .......
151.010 ......... do .......
151.0175 ........ do .......
151.025 ......... do .......
151.0325 ........ do .......
151.040 ......... do .......
151.0475 ........ do .......
151.055 ......... do .......
151.070 ......... do .......
151.085 ......... do .......
151.0925 ........ do .......

2,
2,
2,
2,
2.
2,
2.
2.
2,
2,
2.
2,
2,
2,
2,
2.
2,
2.
2,
2.

17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
3
21

4
4. 18
4
4. 18

4
4. 18
4

4. 18
4

4.22
4
4. 18

Frequency or band

Class of stanon(s)

151.100 ......... do
151.1075 ........ do
151.115 ......... do
151.1225 ........ do
151.130 ......... do
151.1375 ........ do
156.045 ...... Mobile
156.0525 ........ do
156.060 ......... do
156.0675 ........ do
156.075 ......... do
156.0825 ........ do
156.105 ...... Base or mobile
156.1125 ........ do .....
156.120 ......... do
156.1275 ........ do
156.135 ......... do
156.1425 ........ do .....
156.165 ......... do .....
156.1725 ........ do
156.180 ......... do
156.1875 ........ do
156.195 ......... do
156.2025 ........ do
156.225 ......... do .....
156.2325 ........ do
156.240 ......... do .....
156.2475 ........ do .....
158.985 ...... Mobile .....
158.9925 ........ do .....
159.000 ......... do .....
159.0075 ........ do .....
159.015 ......... do .....
159.0225 ........ do .....
159.045 ......... do .....
159.0525 ........ do .....
159.060 ......... do .....
159.0675 ........ do .....
159.075 ......... do .....
159.0825 ........ do .....
159.105 ...... Base or mobile
159.1125 ........ do .....
159.120 ......... do .....
159.1275 ........ do .....
159.135 ......... do .....
159.1425 ........ do .....
159.165 ......... do .....
159.1725 ........ do .....
159.180 ......... do .....
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.

4
4,18
4
A 18
4
4. 18
14
14,18
14
14.18
18
18
18
18
14
18
14
18
5
5,18
5
f 18
'" 5

5,
5, 14.
5,
5, 14,

5,20
5
5. 18
5
5, 18
5
5,18
5
5, 18
5
5. 18
5
5, 18
5
5, 18
5
5. 18
5
5, 18
.,.,. 5
5~. 18

Frequency or band

Class of saoooft)

159.1875 ........ do ..........
159.195 ......... do ..........
159.2025 ........ do ..........
169-172 ...... Mobile ..........
220-222 ...... Base and mobile ....
450-470 ...... Fixed, base, or mobile
453.0375 ..... Mobile ..........
453.050 ...... Base or mobile .....
453.05625........ do ..........
453.06250........ do ..........
453.06875........ do ..........
453.0875 ..... Mobile". .........
453.100 ...... Base or mobile .....
453.10625. ....... do ..........
453.11250. ....... do ..........
453.11875... ..... do ..........
453.1375 ..... Mobile ..........
453.150 ...... Base or mobile .....
453.15625. ....... do ..........
453.16250. ....... do ..........
453.16875. ....... do ..........
453.1875 ..... Mobile ..........
453.200 ...... Base or mobile .....
453.20625........ do ..........
453.21250........ do ..........
453.21875........ do ..........
453.2375 ..... Mobile ..........
453.250 ...... Base or mobile .....
453.25625........ do ..........
453.26250........ do ..........
453.26875........ do ..........
453.2875 ..... Mobile ..........
453.300 ...... Base or mobile .....
453.30625........ do ..........
453.31250. ....... do ..........
453.31875 ........ do ..........
453.3375 ..... Mobile ..........
453.350 ...... Base or mobile .....
453.35625........ do ..........
453.36250........ do ..........
453.36875 ........ do ..........
453.3875 ..... Mobile ..........

453.400 ...... Base or mobile .....
453.40625........ do ..........
453.41250........ do ..........
453.41875 ........ do ..........
453.4375 ..... Mobile ..........
453.450 ...... Base or mobile .....
453.45625 ........ do ..........
453.46250........ do ..........
453.46875........ do ..........
453.4875 ..... Mobile ..........

453.500 ...... Base or mobile .....
453.50625........ do ..........
453.51250. ....... do ..........
453.51875........ do ..........
453.5375 ..... Mobile ..........
453.550 ...... Base or mobile .....
453.55625........ do ..........
453.56250........ do ..........

Frequency or bud
18

18
15
19
7,21
23
8
8.20
8, 18
8.20
23
8
8,20
8,18
8.20
23
8

8.20
8. 18
8.20
23
8
8.20
8. 18
8.20
23
8

8.20
8. 18
8,20
23
8

8,20
8. 18
8,20
23
8

8.20
8. 18
8.20
23
8

8,20
8. 18
8.20
23
8
8.20
8, 18
8.20
23
8

8.20
8. 18

8.20
23
8
8,20
8. 18

Class of sationfc)

453.56875........ do .....
453.5875 ..... Mobile .....
453.600 ...... Base or mobile
453.60625........ do .....
453.61250.. ...... do .....
453.61875........ do .....
453.6375 ..... Mobile .....
453.650 ...... Base or mobile
453.65625........ do .....
453.66250........ do .....
453.66875........ do .....
453.6875 ..... Mobile .....
453.700 ...... Base or mobile
453.70625........ do .....
453.71250..... ... do
453.71875........ do .....
453.7375 ..... Mobile .....
453.750 ...... Base or mobile
453.75625........ do .....
453.76250........ do .....
453.76875........ do .....
453.7875 ..... Mobile .....

453.800 ...... Base or mobile
453.80625........ do .....
453.81250. ....... do .....
453.81875........ do .....
453.8375 ..... Mobile .....
453.850 ...... Base or mobile
453.85625........ do .....
453.86250........ do .....
453.86875........ do .....
453.8875 ..... Mobile .....
453.900 ...... Base or mobile
453.90625........ do .....
453.91250........ do .....
453.91875 ........ do .....
453.9375 ..... Mobile .....

453.950 ...... Base or mobile
453.95625........ do .....
453.96250........ do .....
453.96875........ do
458.0375 ..... Mobile
458.050 ......... do
458.05625........ do
458.06250........ do
458.06875........ do
458.0875 ........ do
458.100 ......... do
458.10625. ....... do
458.11250. ....... do
458.11875. ....... do
458.1375 ........ do
458.150 ......... do
458.15625........ do
458.16250. ....... do
458.16875........ do
458.1875 ........ do
458.200 ......... do
458.20625........ do
458.21250........ do
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.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....

8.20
23
8
8.20
8.18
8.20
23
8
8.20
8.18
8.20
23
9
9.20
9.18
9,20
23
8
8.20
8. 18
8.20
23
8
8,20
8. 18
8.20
23
8
8.20
8. 18
8,20
23
8
8.20
8. 18
8,20
23
8
8,20
8.18
8,20
23
8
8.20
8, 18
8.20
23
8
8.20
8. 18
8.20
23
8
8,20
8, 18
8.20
23
8
8.20
S, 18

Frequency or band

Class of stations)

458.21875........ do
458.2375 ........ do

458.250 ......... do
458.25625........ do
458.26250........ do
458.26875........ do
458.2875 ........ do
458.300 ......... do
458.30625........ do
458.31250. ....... do
458.31875........ do
458.3375 .......: do'
458.350 ......... do
458.35625........ do
458.36250........ do
458.36875........ do
458.3875 ........ do
458.400 ......... do
458.40625........ do
458.41250........ do
458.41875........ do
458.4375 ........ do

458.450 ......... do
458.45625........ do
458.46250........ do
458.46875........ do
458.4875 ........ do
458.500 ......... do
458.50625...:.... do
458.51250........ do
458.51875. ....... do
458.5375 ........ do
458.550 ......... do
458.55625 ........ do
458.56250........ do
458.56875 ........ do
458.5875 ........ do
458.600 ......... do
458.60625........ do
458.61250........ do
458.61875........ do
458.6375 ........ do
458.650 ......... do
458.65625 ........ do
458.66250........ do
458.66875........ do
458.6875 ........ do
458.700 ......... do
458.70625 ........ do
458.71250. ....... do
458.71875........ do
458.7375 ........ do
458.750 ......... do
458.75625........ do
458.76250........ do
458.76875........ do
458.7875 ........ do
458.800 ......... do
458.80625........ do
458.81250........ do

Frequency or band
8,20
23
8

8.20
8. 18
8.20
23
8

8.20
8, 18
8.20
23
8

8.20
8, 18
8.20
23
8
8.20
8. 18
8.20
23
8

8.20
8. 18
8.20
23
8

8.20
8. 18
8.20
23
8
8.20
8, 18
8.20
23
8
8.20
8. 18
8,20
23
8
8,20
8. 18
8.20
23
8
8.20

Class of $anon(s)

458.81875........ do .......

458.8375 ........ do .......
458.850 ......... do .......
458.85625........ do .......
458.86250........ do .......
458.86875........ do .......
458.8875 ........ do .......
458.900 ......... do .......
458.90625........ do .......
458.91250........ do .......
458.91875........ do .......
458.9375 ........ do .......
458.950 ......... do .......
458.95625........ do .......
458.96250........ do .......
458.96875........ do .......
470-512 ...... Base or mobile ..

806-824 ......
851-869 ......
928 and above . .
929-930 ......
1427-1435.....

Mobile .......
Base or mobile . .
Operational-fixed
Base only .....
Operational rued.
base or mobile
2450-2500..... Base or mobile . .
10,550 to 10,680*... do .......

Limitations
8.20
23
8
8.20
8.18
8.20
23
8
8,20
8.18
8,20
23
8
8,20
8. 18
8.20
9
10

10
11
16
12
13

The frequencies in the band 10.55-10.68 GHz are available for
Digital Termination Systems and for associated intemodal links in
the Point-to-Point Microwave Radio Service. No new licenses will
be issued under mis Subpart but current licenses will be renewed.

8, 18

8,20
23
8

8.20
8. 18
8.20
23
8
8.20
8. 18
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(c)

* * *

(18) This frequency is not available in the 150-170 MHz band until August 16, 1996.
This frequency will be assigned with an authorized bandwidth not to exceed 11.25 kHz. In
the 450-470 MHz band, secondary telemetry operations pursuant to § 90.238(e) will be
authorized on this frequency.

(20) This frequency is not available until August 16, 1996. After August 16, 1996
this frequency will be assigned with an authorized bandwidth not to exceed 6 kHz.
(21) Assignment of frequencies in this band are subject to the provisions of § 90.173
(22) This frequency will be authorized a channel bandwidth of 25 kHz.
(23) This frequency is available for systems first licensed prior to August 16, 1995.
No new systems will be authorized after August 16, 1995, but prior authorized systems may
be modified, expanded, and renewed.
*****
(e)* * *
(2) Frequencies in the 25-50 MHz, 150-170 MHz, 450-512 MHz and 902-928 MHz
bands may be assigned for the operation of Location and Monitoring Service (LMS) systems
in accordance with the provisions of subpart M, notwithstanding this limitation.
*****

6. Section 90.25 is amended by replacing the table of frequencies in paragraph (b),
replacing limitation (22), and adding limitations (24), (25), (26), and (27) in paragraph (c),
and replacing paragraph (e)(2) to read as follows:
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Frequency or band

Class of stations)

42.20........... do .....
42.22........... do .....
42.24........... do .....
42.26........... do .....
42.28........... do .....
42.30........... do .....
42.32 ........ Base or mobile
42.34........... do .....
42.36........... do .....
42.38........... do .....
42.40........... do .....
4142..........; do". ....
42.44........... do .....
42.46........... do .....
42.48........... do .....
42.50........... do .....
42.52........... do .....
42.54........... do .....
42.56........... do .....
42.58 ........... do .....
42.60........... do .....
42.62........... do .....
42.64........... do .....
42.66........ Mobile .....
42.68 ........... do .....
42.70........... do .....
42.72........... do .....
42.74........... do .....
42.76........... do .....
42.78 ........... do .....
42.80 ........ Base or mobile
42.82 ........... do .....
42.84 ........... do .....
42.86........... do .....
42.88 ........... do .....
42.90........... do .....
42.92 ........... do .....
42.94........... do .....
44.62 ........... do .....
44.66........... do .....
44.70........... do .....
44.74........... do .....
44.78 ........ Mobile .....
44.82 ........... do .....
44.86........... do .....
44.90........... do .....
44.94 ........ Base or mobile
44.98 ........... do .....
45.02........... do .....
45.06........... do .....
45.10........... do .....
45.14........... do .....
45.18........... do .....
45.22........... do .....
45.26........ Mobile .....
45.30........... do .....
45.34........... do .....
45.38 ........... do .....
45.42 ........ Base or mobile
45.46 ........... do .....

Limitations
2. 12
2.12
2, 12
2, 12
2, 12
2, 12
2, 3. 12
2, 3, 12
2, 3. 12
2. 3, 12
2, 3, 12. 28
2. 3. 12
2, 3, 12
2. 3, 12
2. 3, 12
2. 3, 12
2. 3, 12
2, 3, 12
2. 3, 12
2. 3. 12
2. 3. 12
2, 3, 12
2, 3, 12
2, 12
2.12
2, 12
2. 12
2. 12
2. 12
2, 12
2, 3. 12
2, 3, 12
2, 3, 12
2. 3. 12
2, 3. 12
2, 3, 12
2, 3. 12
2. 3. 12
2. 3. 12
2. 3, 12
2, 3. 12
2, 3, 12
2. 12
2. 12
2, 12
2, 12
2, 3. 12
2, 3, 12
2, 3, 12
2, 3, 12

Frequency or band

Class of stanon(s)

45.50........... do
45.54........... do
45.58 ........... do
45.62........
do
45.66........
do
45.70........
do
45.74........ Mobile
45.78 ........... do
45.86 ........ Base or mobile ......
45.90 ........ . . . do ...........
45.94 ........ . . . do .................
......
do .
45.98 ........
....
do
46.02 ........
72.00-76.00. . . . Operational fixed ....
150 to 170 .... Base or mobile ......
154.650 ...... Mobile ......
154.6575 ........ do ......

154.665 ...... Base or mobile .
154.6725 ........ do ......
154.680 ......... do ......
154.6875 ........ do ......
154.695 ..........do ......
154.7025 ........ do ......
154.710 ...... Mobile ......
154.7175 ........ do ......
154.725 ...... Base or mobile .
154.7325 ........ do ......
154.740 ......... do ......
154.7475 ........ do ......
154.755 ......... do ......
154.7625 ........ do ......
154.770 ...... Mobile ......
154.7775 ........ do ......
154.785 ...... Base or mobile .
154.7925 ........ do ......
154.800 ......... do ......
154.8075 ........ do ......
154.815 ......... do ......
154.8225 ........ do ......
154.830 ...... Mobile ......
154.8375 ........ do ......
154.845 ...... Base or mobile .
154.8525 ........ do
154.860 ......... do
154.8675 ........ do ......
154.875 ......... do
154.8825 ........ do
154.890 ...... Mobile
154.8975 ........ do .....
154.905 ...... Base of mobile
154.9125 ........ do .....
154.920 ......... do .....
154.9275 ........ do .....
154.935 ......... do .....
154.9425 ........ do .....
154.950 ...... Mobile .....
154.9575 ........ do .....
155.01 ....... Base or mobile
155.0175 ........ do .....
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11
29

13
33
26
12
12.26
12
12,26
12
12.26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
12
12.26
12
12.26
12
12.26
26
26

Frequency or band

Class of sanon(s)

155.07 .......... do
155.0775 ........ do
155.13 .......... do
155.1375 ........ do
155.19 .......... do
155.1975 ........ do
155.25 .......... do
155.2575 ........ do
155.31 .......... do
155.3175 ........ do
155.370 ......... do
155.3775 ........ do'
155.415 ......... do
155.4225 ........ do
155.430 ......... do
155.4375 ........ do
155.445 ......... do
155.4525 ........ do
155.460 ......... do
155.4675 ........ do
155.475 ......... do
155.4825 ........ do
155.490 ......... do
155.4975 ........ do
155.505 ......... do
155.5125 ........ do
155.520 ......... do
155.5275 ........ do
155.535 ......... do
155.5425 ........ do
155.550 ......... do
155.5575 ........ do
155.565 ......... do
155.5725 ........ do
155.580 ......... do
155.5875 ........ do
155.595 ......... do
155.6025 ........ do
155.610 ......... do
155.6175 ........ do
155.625 ......... do
155.6325 ........ do
155.640 . ....... do
155.6475 ........ do
155.655 ......... do
155.6625 ........ do
155.670 ......... do
155.6775 ........ do
155.685 ......... do
155.6925 ........ do
155.700 ......... do
155.7075 ........ do
155.730 ....... .do
155.7375 ........ do
155.79 .......... do
155.7975 ........ do
155.85 ....... Mobile
155.8575 ........ do
155.91 .......... do
155.9175 ........ do

Limitations
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
12
12.26
12
12.26
14
14.26
26
12
12.26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26

Frequency or band

Class of stations)

155.97 .......... do ..........
155.9775 ........ do ..........
156.03 .......... do ..........
156.0375 ........ do ..........
156.09 .......... do ..........
156.0975 ........ do ..........
156.15 .......... do ..........
156.1575 ........ do ..........
156.210 ...... Base or mobile .....
156.2175 ........ do ..........
158.7225 ........ do ..........
158.730 ......... do ..........
158.7375 ........ do ..........
158.790 ......... do ..........
158.7975 ........ do ..........
158.850 ......... do ..........
158.8575 ........ do ..........
158.910 ...... Mobile ..........
158.9175 ........ do ..........
158.970 ......... do ..........
158.9775 ........ do ..........
159.030 ......... do ..........
159.0375 ........ do ..........
159.090 ...... Base or mobile .....
159.0975 ........ do ..........
159.150 ......... do ..........
159.1575 ........ do ..........
159.210 ......... do ..........
159.2175 ........ do ..........
169-172 ...... Mobile ..........
173.075 ...... Base or mobile .....
220-222 ...... Base and mobile ....
450-470 ...... Fixed, base, or mobile
453.0375 ..... Mobile ..........
453.050 ...... Base or mobile .....
453.05625........ do ..........
453.06250........ do ..........
453.06875........ do ..........
453.0875 ..... Mobile ..........
453.100 ...... Base or mobile .....
453.10625. ....... do ..........
453.11250. ....... do ..........
453.11875. ....... do ..........
453.1375 ..... Mobile ..........

453.150 ...... Baseormobile .....
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26

453.15625. ....... do ..........

453.16250..... ... do ..........
453.16875........ do ..........
453.1875 ..... Mobile ..........
453.200 ...... Base or mobile .....
453.20625........ do ..........
453.21250........ do ..........
453.21875........ do ..........
453.2375 ..... Mobile ..........
453.250 ...... Base or mobile .....
453.25625........ do ..........
453.26250........ do ..........
453.26875. ....... do ..........
453.2875 ..... Mobile ..........
453.300 ...... Base or mobile .....
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26
26
26
26
26
32
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
30
31
4

15.33
34

16
16.32
16.26
16.32
34

16
16.32
16.26
16,32
34

16
16.32
16.26
16,32
34

16
16,32
16.26
16.32
34

16
16.32
16.26
16.32
34

16

Frequency or bud

Class of stations)

453.30625........ do ......
453.31250........ do ......
453.31875........ do ......
453.3375 ..... Mobile ......
453.350 ...... Base or mobile .
453.35625........ do ......
453.36250........ do ......
453.36875........ do ......
453.3875 ..... Mobile ......
453.400 ...... Base or mobile ,
453.40625........ do ......
453.41250........-do-. .. ...
453.41875........ do ......
453.4375 ..... Mobfle ......
453.450 ...... Base or mobile .
453.45625........ do ......
453.46250. ....... do ......
453.46875........ do ......
453.4875 ..... Mobile ......
453.500 ...... Base or mobile .
453.50625........ do ......
453.51250. ....... do ......
453.51875........ do ......
453.5375 ..... Mobile ......
453.550 ...... Base or mobile .
453.55625........ do ......
453.56250........ do ......
453.56875........ do ......
453.5875 ..... Mobile ......
453.600 ...... Base or mobile .
453.60625........ do ......
453.61250. ....... do .....
453.61875 ........ do .....
453.6375 ..... Mobile ......
453.650 ...... Base or mobile
453.65625........ do .....
453.66250........ do .....
453.66875........ do .....
453.6875 ..... Mobile .....
453.700 ...... Base of mobile
453.70625........ do .....
453.71250. ....... do .....
453.71875........ do .....
453.7375 ..... Mobile .....
453.750 ...... Base or mobile
453.75625 ........ do .....
453.76250........ do .....
453.76875 ........ do .....
453.7875 ..... Mobile .....
453.800 ...... Base or mobile
453.80625........ do .....
453.81250........ do .....
453.81875........ do .....
453.8375 ..... Mobfle .....
453.850 ...... Base or mobile
453.85625........ do .....
453.86250........ do .....
453.86875........ do .....
453.8875 ..... Mobile .....
453.900 ...... Base or mobile

Limitations

Frequency or band

Class of stanonfc)
.....
.....
.....
.....

16. 32
16. 26
16. 32
34

453.90625........ do
453.91250........ do
453.91875 ........ do
453.9375 ..... Mobile

16
16. 32
16.26
16. 32
34
16
16,32
16.26
16.32
34
16
16.32
16.26
16.32
34
16
16.32
16,26
16.32
34
16
16, 32
16,26
16. 32
34
16
16, 32
16. 26
16, 32
34
16
16. 32
16. 26
16. 32
34
16
16, 32
16,26
16. 32
34
16
16. 32
16. 26
16. 32
34
16
16. 32
16,26
16, 32
34
16
16. 32
16.26
16, 32
34
16

453.950 ...... Bue or mobile
453.95625 ........ do .....
453.96250........ do .....
453.96875 ........ do .....
458.0375 ..... Mobile .....
458.050 ......... do .....
458.05625........ do .....
458.06250........ do .... .
458.06875........ do .....
458.0875 ........ do .....
458.100 ......... do .....
458.10625........ do .....
458.11250.. ...... do
458.11875.. ...... do
458.1375 ........ do .....
458.150 ......... do .....
458.15625. ....... do
458.16250........ do .....
458.16875. ....... do ... . .
458.1875 ........ do
458.200 ......... do
458.20625........ do .....
458.21250........ do .....
458.21875........ do .....
458.2375 ........ do .....
458.250 ......... do
458.25625 ........ do
458.26250........ do
458.26875 ........ do
458.2875 ........ do
458.300 ......... do
458.30625 ........ do
458.31250........ do
458.31875 ........ do .....
458.3375 ........ do
458.350 ......... do
458.35625 ........ do .....
458.36250........ do .....
458.36875 ........ do
458.3875 ........ do
458.400 ......... do
458.40625 ........ do
458.41250........ do
458.41875 ........ do
458.4375 ........ do .....
458.450 ......... do .....
458.45625 ........ do
458.46250........ do .....
458.46875 ........ do
458.4875 ........ do .....
458.500 ......... do
458.50625 ........ do
458.51250........ do ....
458.51875 ........ do
458.5375 ........ do ....
458.550 ......... do ....
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16.32
16.26
16.32
34

16
16.32
16.26
16.32

34

16
16. 37.
16.26
16.32
34
16
16.32
16.26
16.32
34
16
16.32
16.26
16.32
34
16
16.32
16.26
16.32
34
16
16.32
16.26
16.32
34
16
16.32
16.26
16.32
34
16
16.32
16.26
16.32
34
16
16.32
16.26
16.32
34

16
16.32
16.26
16.32
34
16
16.32
16,26
16.32

34

16

§ 90.25 Forestry-Conservation Radio Service.
* * * * *

(b)

* * *

Forestry-Conservation Radio Service Frequency Table
Frequency or band

Class of stanon(s)

Hlohenz:
2212 ........ Base or mobile .
2226 ........... do ......
2236 ........... do ......
2244 ........... do ......
Megahertz:
30.86........... do ......
30.90........... do ......
30.94........... do ......
30.98 ........... do .......
31.02 ........... do .......
31.06........... do .......
31.10. .......... do .......
31.14. .......... do .......
31.18... ........ do .......
31.22 ........... do .......
31.26. .......... do .......
31.30- .......... do .......

31.34...........
31.38...........
31.42. ..........
31.46. ..........
31.50. ..........
31.54. ..........
31.58 ...........
31.62 ...........
31.66. ..........
31.70...........
31.74. ..........
31.78 ...........
31.82. ..........
31.86. ..........
31.90...........
31.94...........
31.98. ..........

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......

f -tmitariniK

1
1

1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2.3,4
2,3,4
2.3.4
3,4
3,4
3,4

3,4
3.4
3.4
3.4
3.4
3,4
3,4

3.4
3,4
3.4
3.4
3,4
3.4
3.4
3,4

3,4
3.4
3.4

44.64........... do .......

44.68 ...........
44.72 ...........
44.76 ...........
44.80...........

do
do
do
do

.......
.......
.......
.......

44.84 ........... do .......

44.88 ........... do .......
44.92........... do .......
44.96........... do .......

45.00........... do .......
45.04........... do .......
72.00 to 76.00 . . Operational fixed
150 to 170 .... Base or mobile . .
151.145 ......... do .......

Frequency or band
151.1525
151.160
151.1675
151.175
151.190
151.205
151.2125
151.220
151.2275
151.235
151.2425

151.250
151.2575
151.265
151.2725
151.280
151.2875

151.295
151.310
151.325
151.3325
151.340
151.3475

151.355
151.3625
151.370

151.3775
151.385
151.3925
151.400
151.4075
151.415
151.4225
151.430
151.4375
151.445
151.4525
151.460
151.4675
151.475
151.4825
151.490

151.4975
159.225
5
25
6

159.2325
159.240
159.2475
159.255
159.2625
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Class of starion(s)

....do
.... do
.... do
. . . . do
.... do
.... do
.... do
.... do
.... do
.... do
.... do
.... do
.... do
.... do
.... do
.... do
.... do
.... do
.... do
.... do
.... do
.... do
.... do
.... do
.... do
.... do
.... do
.... do
.... do
.... do
.... do
. ... do
.... do
.... do
.... do
.... do
.... do
.... do
.... do
.... do
.... do
.... do
.... do
.... do
. . . . do
.... do
. ... do
.... do
.. . . do

.........
......... ..
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
......... . .
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........

Umituioiis

6,22
6
6,22
6
6, 26
6
6,22
6
6,22
6
6.22
6
6, 22
6
6,22
6
6,22
6
6.26
6
6,22
6
6,22

6
6.22

6
6,22
6
6.22
6
6,22
6
6,22
6
6,22
6
6. 22
6
6.22
6
6.22
6,7
6. 7, 22
22
8
8.22
8
8.22

Frequency or band

Class of stations)

159.270 .........
159.2775 ........
159.285 .........
159.2925 ........

do
do
do
do

..........
..........
..........
..........

159.3075 ........
159.315 .........
159.3225 ........
159.330 .........

do
do
do
do

..........
..........
..........
..........

Limitations

Frequency or band

Class of statk>n(s)

453.2375 ..... Mobile ......

27

8. 22
8

453.250 ...... Base or mobile .
453.25625........ do ......

8.22

453.26250........ do ......

14.24
14.22
14.24

8

159.360 ......... do ..........

8
8. 22
8
8.22
8
8, 22
8
8. 22
8

453.26875 ........ do ......
453.2875 ..... Mobile ......
453.300 ...... Base or mobile .
453.30625. ....... do ......
453.31250. ....... do ......
453.31875........ do ......
453.3375 ..... Mobile ......
453.350 ...... Base or mobile .
453.35625.. ...... do ......

159.3675 ........ do ..........

159.300 ......... do ..........

159.3375 ........ do ..........

159.345 ......... do ...........

159.3525 ....... .do V. ........

8. 22

453.36250........ do ......

159.375 ......... do ..........

8

453.36875........ do ......

159.3825 ........ do .........
159.390 ......... do ..........
159.3975 ........ do ..........
159.405 ......... do ..........
159.4125 ........ do ..........
159.420 ......... do ..........
159.4275 ........ do .........
159.435 ......... do ..........
159.4425 ........ do ..........
159.450 ......... do ..........
159.4575 ........ do ..........
159.465 ......... do ..........
159.4725 ........ do .........
169-172 ...... Mobile ..........
170.425 ...... Base or mobile ....
170.475 ......... do .........
170.575 ......... do .........
171.425 ......... do ..........
171.475 ......... do .........
171.575 ....'..... do ..........
172.225 ......... do ..........
172.275 ......... do .........
172.375 ......... do .........
220-222 ...... Base and mobile . .
450-470 ...... Fixed, base or mobile
453.0375 ..... Mobile .........
453.050 ...... Base or mobile ....
453.05625........ do .........
453.06250........ do .........
453.06875........ do .........
453.0875 ..... Mobile .........
453.100 ...... Base or mobile ....
453.10625. ....... do .........
453.11250. ....... do .........
453.11875. ....... do .........
453.1375 ..... Mobile .........

8, 22
8
8. 22

453.3875 ..... Mobile ......
453.400 ...... Base or mobile .
453.40625 ........ do ......

8

453.41250. ....... do ......

8. 22
8

453.41875 ........ do ......
453.4375 ..... MobUe ......

14

27
14
14.24

14.22

14.24
27
14

14.24
14.22
14.24

27
14
14.24
14,22
14,24
27

8. 22

453.450 ...... Base or mobile .

14

8

453.45625........ do ......

8. 22

453.46250........ do ......

14.24
14.22

.....

453.46875........ do ......

14,24

22
.....
22
20
4. 9. 10
4. 9, 11
4. 9, 10
4, 9. 11
4. 10.12
4,9, 11
4, 9. 10
4, 11.12

453.4875 ..... Mobile ......
453.500 ...... Base or mobile
453.50625 ........ do ......
453.51250........ do ......
453.51875........ do ......
453.5375 ..... Mobile . . . . .
453.550 ...... Base or mobile
453.55625 ........ do
453.56250........ do
453.56875. ....... do ......
453.5875 ..... Mobile . . . . .
453.600 ...... Base or mobile

27
14

4, 9, 10

453.60625 ........ do

14,24

14,22
14.24
27
14
14.24
14.22
14,24
27
14
14,24
14.22
14.24
27
14
14.24
14.22
14,24
27
14
14.24
14.22
14.24
27

23
13. 25
27
14
14. 24
14. 22
14. 24
27
14
14. 24
14. 22
14. 24
27

453.61250........ do .... .
453.61875........ do
453.6375 ..... Mobile
453.650 ...... Base or mobile
453.65625 ........ do .....
453.66250........ do .....
453.66875 ........ do .....
453.6875 ..... Mobile .....
453.700 ...... Base or mobile
453.70625 ........ do .....
453.71250........ do .....
453.71875 ........ do .....
453.7375 ..... Mobile .....

453.150 ...... Base or mobile ....
453.15625........ do .........
453.16250. ....... do .........
453.16875........ do .........
453.1875 ..... Mobile .........
453.200 ...... Base or mobile ....

453.750 ...... Base or mobile

14

14, 24
14.22
14, 24
27
14

453.75625 ........ do .....
453.76250. ....... do
453.76875 ........ do .....
453.7875 ..... Mobile .....
453.800 ...... Base or mobile

14.24
14.22

453.21250........ do .........
453.21875........ do .........

14, 24
14. 22

453.80625 ........ do .....
453.81250........ do .....

14. 24

453.81875 ........ do .....

453.20625 ........ do .........

14
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14,24
27
14
14,24
14.22
14.24

Frequency or bud

Class of stations)

453.8375 ..... Mobile .....
453.850 ...... Baseormobile
453.85625........ do .....
453.86250........ do .....
453.86875........ do .....
453.8875 ..... Mobile .....
453.900 ...... Base or mobile
453.90625........ do .....
453.91250........ do .....
453.91875........ do .....
453.9375 ..... Mobile .....
453.950 ...... Baseormobile
453.95625........ do .....
453.96250........ do .....
453.96875........ do .....
458.0375 ..... Mobile .....
458.050 ......... do .....
458.05625........ do .....
458.06250........ do ......
458.06875. ....... do ......
458.0875 ........ do .....
458.100 ......... do ......
458.10625. ....... do ......
458.11250. ....... do ......
458.11875. ....... do ......
458.1375 ........ do ......
458.150 ......... do ......
458.15625. ....... do ......
458.16250, ....... do ......
458.16875........ do ......
458.1875 ........ do ......
458.200 ......... do ......
458.20625 ........ do ......
458.21250........ do ......
458.21875 ........ do ......
458.2375 ........ do ......
458.250 ......... do ......
458.25625........ do ......
458.26250........ do ......
458.26875 ........ do ......
458.2875 ........ do ......
458.300 ......... do ......
458.30625 ........ do ......
458.31250. ....... do ......
458.31875 ........ do ......
458.3375 ........ do ......
458.350 ......... do ......
458.35625 ........ do ......
458.36250........ do ......
458.36875........ do ......
458.3875 ........ do ......

458.400 .........
458.40625........
458.41250........
458.41875 ........
458.4375 ........
458.450 .........
458.45625 ........
458.46250........
458.46875........

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

......
......
......
......
......
......
......
......
......

27
14

14.24
14.22
14.24
27
14

14.24
14.22
14.24
27
14

14.24
14.22
14,24
27
14

14. 24
14.22
14.24
27
14

14.24
14.22
14.24
27
14
14.24
14,22
14,24
27
.14
14. 24

14.22
14. 24

27
14

14.24
14,22
14.24
27
14

14.24
14.22
14.24
27
14
14.24
14,22
14.24
27
14
14.24
14.22

14.24
27
14
14. 24,
14.22
14. 24

458.4875 ..... ... do ...........
458.500 ...... ... do ...........
458.50625
... do ...........
458.51250..... ... do ...........
458.51875
... do ...........
458.5375 ......... do ...........
458.550 .......... do ...........
458.55625 ...... .. do ...........
458.56250......... do ...........
458.56875......... do ...........
458.5875 ...... . . do ...........
458.600 .......... do ...........
458.60625 ......... do ...........
458.61250 ...... . . do ...........
458.61875 ......... do ...........
458.6375 ......... do ...........
458.650 ...... ... do ...........
458.65625 ......... do ...........
458.66250...... ..do ...........
458.66875 ....... . . do ...........
458.6875 .........do ...........
458.700 ........ . . do ...........
458.70625 ...... ..do ...........
458.71250.
..do ...........
458.71875 ......... do ...........
458.7375 ...... . . do ...........
458.750 .......... do ...........
458.75625 ......... do ...........
458.76250 ...... ..do ...........
458.76875 ...... . . do ...........
458.7875 ...... . . do ...........
458.800 ........ . . do ...........
458.80625 ...... . . do ...........
458.81250.
. . do ...........
458.81875 ...... . . do ...........
458.8375 ......... do ...........
458.850 .......... do ...........
458.85625 ......... do ...........
458.86250 ......... do ...........
458.86875 .........do ...........
458.8875 ......... do ...........
458.900 .......... do ...........
458.90625 ..... ... do ...........
458.91250 ......... do ...........
458.91875 ......... do ...........
458.9375 ......... do ...........
458.950 ...... ...do ...........
458.95625 ......... do ...........
458.96250. ...... . . do ...........
458.96875 ......... do ...........
470 to 512 .... Base or mobile ......
806 to 824 .... Mobile ...........
851 to 869 .... Base or Mobile ......
928 and above . . Operational-fixed ....
929 to 930 .... Base only .........
1427 to 1435 . . . Operational fixed, ....

base or mobile

2450 to 2500 . . . Base or mobile ......
10.550 to 10.680* . . . do ...............
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27
14
14,24
14.22
14,24
27
14
14.24
14.22
14.24
27
14
14.24
14.22
14.24
27
14
14,24
14.22
14.24
27
14
14,24
14.22
14.24
27
14
14.24
14,22
14.24
27
14
14.24
14.22
14.24
27
14
14.24
14.22
14.24
27
14
14,24
14.22
14.24
27
14
14.24
14,22
14.24
15
16

16
17

21
18
19

•The frequencies in (he bud 10.55-10..68 GHz are available for
Digital Termination Systems and for associated intemodal linirt in
the Poinwo-Point Microwave Radio Service. No new licenses will
be issued under this Subpart but current licenses will be renewed.
(C) *

*

*

(22) This frequency is not available in the ISO-170 MHz band until August 16, 1996.
This frequency will be assigned with an authorized bandwidth not to exceed 11.25 kHz. In
the 450-470 MHz band, secondary telemetry operations pursuant to § 90.238(e) will be
authorized on this frequency.

(24) This frequency is not available until August 16, 1996. After August 16, 1996
this frequency will be assigned with an authorized bandwidth not to exceed 6 kHz.
(25) Assignment of frequencies hi this band are subject to the provisions of § 90.173

(26) This frequency will be authorized a channel bandwidth of 25 kHz.
(27) This frequency is available for systems first licensed prior to August 16, 1995.
No new systems will be authorized after August 16, 1995, but prior authorized systems may
be modified, expanded, and renewed.
(e) * * *
(2) Frequencies in the 25-50 MHz, 150-170 MHz, 450-512 MHz and 902-928 MHz
bands may be assigned for the operation of Location and Monitoring Service (LMS) systems
in accordance with the provisions of subpart M, notwithstanding this limitation.
*****

7. Section 90.27 is amended by replacing the table of frequencies in paragraph (b),
replacing limitation (2), revising limitations (11), (12), and (13), and adding limitations (27)
and (28) in paragraph (c) to read as follows:
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§ 90.27 Emergency Medical Radio Service.
* * * * *

(b)

*

*

Emergency Medical Radio Service Frequency Table
Frequency or band

Class of staoon(s)

Megahertz:
72.00 to 76.00 . . Operational-fixed . . .
150 to 170 .... Base or mobile .....
150.775 ...... Mobile ..........
150.7825 ........ do ..........
150.790 ......... do ..........
150.7975 ........ do ..........
150.805 ......... do ..........
155.325 ...... Base or mobile .....
155.3325 ........ do ..........
155.340 ......... do ..........
155.3475 ........ do ..........
155.355 ......... do ..........
155.3625 ........ do ..........
155.385 ......... do ..........
155.3925 ........ do ..........
155.400 ......... do ..........
155.4075 ........ do ..........
169-172 ...... Mobile ..........
220.9025 ..... Base ...........
220.9075 ........ do ..........
220.9125 ........ do ..........
220.9175 ........ do ..........
220.9225 ........ do ..........
221.9025 ........ Mobile .......
221.9075 ........ do ..........
221.9125 ........ do ..........
221.9175 ........ do ..........
221.9225 ........ do ..........
450 to 470 .... Fixed, base, or mobile
453.025 ..... Base ...........
453.03125 ........ do ..........
453.03750........ do ..........
453.04375 ........ do ..........
453.050 ...... Base or mobile .....
453.05625 ........ do ..........
453.06250........ do ..........
453.06875........ do ..........
453.075 ...... Base ...........
453.08125........ do ..........
453.08750........ do ..........
453.09375........ do ..........
453.100 ...... Base or mobile .....
453.10625. ....... do ..........
453.11250. ....... do ..........
453.11875. ....... do ..........
453.125 ...... Base ...........
453.13125. ....... do ..........
453.13750. ....... do ..........

Frequency or band

i
28

3,4

2,3,4
4.5
2,4.5
3,4
2,3.4
3.4
2.3.4
3.4
2,3,4
6
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
7,28
9.19, 22.26
9, 19. 22 , 26. 27
2, 9. 19. 22,26
9. 19. 22, 26.27
8
8.27
2.8
8,27
9. 19 22.26
9. 19. 22, 26, 27
2, 9, 19, 22.26
9, 19, 22, 26. 27
8
8.27
2.8
8.27
9. 19 22.26
9. 19, 22, 26, 27
2. 9. 19 ,22.26

Class of stations)

453.14375. ....... do .'....
453.150 ...... Base or mobile
453.15625........ do .....
453.16250.. ...... do
453.16875........ do .....
453.175 ...... Base ......
453.18125..... ... do .....
453.18750........ do .....
453.19375........ do .....
453.200 ...... Base or mobile
453.20625........ do .....
453.21250........ do .....
453.21875........ do .....
453.250 ......... do .....
453.25625........ do .....
453.26250........ do .....
453.26875........ do .....
453.300 ......... do .....
453.30625........ do .....
453.31250........ do .....
453.31875........ do .....
453.350 ......... do .....
453.35625........ do .....
453.36250........ do .....
453.36875........ do .....
453.400 ......... do .....
453.40625........ do .....
453.41250........ do .....
453.41875........ do .....
453.450 ......... do .....
453.45625........ do .....
453.46250........ do .....
453.46875........ do .....
453.500 ......... do .....
453.50625........ do .....
453.51250........ do .....
453.51875........ do .....
453.550 ......... do .....
453.55625........ do .....
453.56250... ..... do .....
453.56875........ do .....
453.600 ......... do .....
453.60625........ do .....
453.61250........ do .....
453.61875........ do .....
453.650 ......... do .....
453.65625........ do .....
453.66250........ do .....
453.66875........ do .....
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9, 19, 22, 26. 27
8

8.27
2.8
8.27
9, 19, 22. 26
9, 19, 22, 26, 27
2, 9. 19,22, 26
9, 19, 22, 26. 27
8
8.27
2.8
8,27
8
8.27
2.8
8,27
8

8.27
2.8
8,27
8
8,27
2.8
8.27
8

8,27
2.8
8.27
8

8.27
2.8
8,27
8

8.27
2,8
8.27
8
8,27
2,8
8,27
8

8,27
2,8
8.27
8

8,27
2.8
8.27

Frequency or band

Class of sanon(s)

453.700 ......... do
453.70625........ do
453.71250. ....... do
453.71875........ do
453.750 ......... do
453.75625........ do
453.76250. ....... do
453.76875........ do
453.800 ......... do
453.80625........ do
453.81250........ do
453.81875.... .... do
453.850 ......... do
453.85625........ do
453.86250........ do
453.86875........ do
453.900 ......... do
453.90625........ do
453.91250........ do
453.91875........ do
453.950 ......... do
453.95625........ do
453.96250........ do
453.96875........ do
458.025 ...... Mobile

458.03125........
458.03750........
458.04375........
458.050 .........

do
do
do
do

458.05625........
458.06250........
458.06875........
458.075 .........
458.08125........
458.08750........
458.09375........
458.100 .........
458.10625. .......
458.11250. .......
458.11875. .......
458.125 .........
458.13125. .......
458.13750. .......
458.14375. .......
458.150 .........
458.15625. .......
458.16250. .......
458.16875. .......
458.175 .........
458.18125. .......
458.18750........
458.19375. .......
458.200 .........
458.20625........
458.21250........
458.21875........
458.250 .........
458.25625 ........
458.26250........
458.26875........

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Limitations

Frequency or band

Class of siatioii(s)

8
8. 27
2. 8

458.300 ......... do ......
458.30625........ do .....
458.31250........ do ......

8, 27
8
8. 27
2,8
8, 27
8
8, 27
2. 8
8. 27
8
8, 27
2, 8
8, 27
8
8. 27
2, 8

458.31875 ........
458.350 .........
458.35625. .......
458.36250........
458.36875 ........
458.400 .........
458.40625........
458.41250........
458.41875........
458.450 .........
458.45625........
458.46250........
458.46875 ........
458.500 .........
458.50625 ........
458.51250........

8, 27
8

458.51875 ........ do ......
458.550 ......... do ......

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

......
......
......
......
......
......
......
......
......
......
......
......
......
......
......
......

8, 27
2, 8
8, 27
9, 22, 26
9, 22, 26, 27
2, 9, 22, 26
9, 22, 26, 27
8

458.55625 ........
458.56250........
458.56875 ........
458.600 .........
458.60625........
458.61250........
458.61875 ........
458.650 .........

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

......
......
......
......
......
......
......
......

8, 27
2, 8
8. 27
9, 22, 26
9, 22, 26, 27

458.65625 ........
458.66250........
458.66875 ........
458.700 .........
458.70625 ........

do
do
do
do
do

......
......
......
......
......

2, 9, 22, 26
9, 22. 26, 27

458.71250........ do ......
458.71875 ........ do ......

8

458.750 ......... do ......

8, 27
2, 8

458.75625 ........ do ......
458.76250........ do

8. 27

9. 22, 26
9. 22, 26, 27
2. 9. 22. 26
9. 22. 26. 27
8
8, 27

2. 8
8. 27
9, 22. 26

9, 22, 26, 27
2, 9, 22. 26
9. 22, 26, 27
8
8. 27
2. 8
8. 27
8
8. 27
2. 8
8. 27

458.76875 ........ do ......

458.800 .........
458.80625 ........
458.81250........
458.81875 ........

do ......
do .....
do
do

458.850 ......... do . . . . .
458.85625 ........ do

458.86250........ do
458.86875 ........ do .....
458.900 ......... do .....

458.90625 ........
458.91250........
458.91875 ........
458.950 .........
458.95625 ........
458.96250 ........

do
do
do
do
do
do

.....
.....
.....
.....
.....

458.96875 ........ do .....
460.525 ...... Base or Mobile
460.53125 ........ do .....
460.53750........ do .....
460.54375 ........ do .....
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8
8,27
2,8
8.27
8
8.27
2,8
8.27
8
8,27
2.8
8,27
8
8,27
2,8
8,27
8
8.27
2.8
8,27
8

8,27
2,8
8,27
8

8,27
2.8
8.27
8
8,27
2.8
8.27
8
8.27
2.8
8,27
8
8.27
2.8
8,27
8
8.27
2,8
8,27
8
8.27
2.8
8.27
8

8,27
2.8
8.27
8

8.27
2.8
8,27
10
10,27
2, 10
10.27

Frequency or bind

Class of saoohfr)

460.550 .. ...... do
460.55625........ do
460.56250........ do
460.56875........ do
462.950 ......... do
462.95625........ do
462.96250.... .... do
462.96875........ do
462.975 ......... do
462.98125........ do
462.98750........ do
462.99375.. ...... do'
463.000 ......... do
463.00625........ do
463.01250........ do
463.01875........ do
463.025 ......... do
463.03125........ do
463.03750........ do
463.04375........ do
463.050 ......... do
463.05625........ do
463.06250........ do
463.06875........ do
463.075 ......... do
463.08125........ do
463.08750........ do
463.09375........ do
463.100 ......... do
463.10625. ....... do
463.11250. .......
463.11875. .......
463.125 .........
463.13125. .......
463.13750. .......
463.14375. .......
463.150 .........
463.15625. .......

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

463.16250. ....... do

463.16875. ....... do
463.175 ......... do
463.18125 ........ do
463.18750. ....... do
463.19375. ....... do
465.525 ...... Mobile
465.53125........ do
465.53750. ....... do
465.54375........ do
465.550 ......... do
465.55625........ do
465.56250........ do
465.56875........ do
467.950 ....... .do
467.95625........ do
467.96250........ do
467.96875........ do
467.975 ......... do
467.98125........ do
467.98750........ do
467.99375........ do

Limitations
10
10,27
2.10
10.27
3.11
3. 11.27
2. 3, 11
3. 11.27

3.11
3,11,27
2. 3, 11

3. 11.27
9. 13. 20

9. 13. 20. 27
2. 9. 13. 20
9. 13, 20. 27
9. 13, 20
9, 13. 20. 27

2. 9. 13. 20

9. 13, 20, 27
9, 13. 20
9, 13, 20, 27
2. 9. 13, 20
9, 13. 20. 27

9 ,13,21

9. 13.21. 27
2. 9, 13. 21
9. 13, 21. 27
9. 13.21
9, 13. 21. 27
2, 9, 13, 21
9, 13.21,27
9. 13, 21
9, 13. 21. 27

2. 9. 13, 21

9. 13, 21. 27
9. 13. 21
9, 13, 21. 27
2, 9, 13. 21
9, 13. 21, 27
9, 13, 21
9.13,21.27
2. 9. 13. 21
9, 13,21,27
10
10,27
2. 10
10,27

Frequency or bud

Class of sarion(s)

468.000 .........
468.00625........
468.01250........
468.01873.....'.'..
468.025 .........
468.03125........
468.03750.. ......
468.04375........
468.050 .........
468.05625........
468.06250........
468.06875........
468.075 .........
468.08125........
468.08750.. ......

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

468.09375........ do

468.100 ......... do

468.10625. ....... do
468.11250. ....... do
468.11875. ....... do
468.125 ......... do

468.13125........
468.13750. .......
468.14375........
468.150 .........

do
do
do
do

468.15625........ do

468.16250.. ...... do

468.16875........ do
468.175 ......... do
468.18125. ....... do
468.18750........ do
468.19375. ....... do

470 to 512
806 to 824
851 to 869
928 and above

929 to 930
1427 to 1435 .

2450 to 2500 .

Base or Mobile ..
Mobile .......
Base or Mobile ..
Operational-fixed
Base only
Operational-fixed
base or mobile
Base or Mobile . .

10,550 (o 10.680 ... do

10

10,27

2. 10
10,27
3. 11

3, 11,27
2,3. 11
3, 11,27
3. 11
3, 11,27
2. 3. 11
3. 11.27
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9, 13.20

9.13. 20.27
2.9. 13.20
9.13, 20,27
9. 13,20

9.13. 20.27
2.9. 13.20
9.13, 20.27
9. 13.20
9,13. 20.27
2.9, 13.20
9,13, 20.27
9, 13.21
9,13. 21.27
2,9. 13.21
9.13. 21.27
9, 13.21

9.13. 21.27
2.9. 13.21
9,13. 21.27
9. 13.21
9.13, 21,27
2,9, 13,21
9,13, 21.27
9. 13.21
9,13. 21.27
2.9. 13.21
9.13. 21.27
9. 13.21
9.13. 21.27
2.9, 13,21

9.13. 21.27
14
15
15

16

24
17
18

23

(c) * * *

(2) This frequency is not available in the 150-170 MHz band until August 16, 1996.
This frequency will be assigned with an authorized bandwidth not to exceed 11.25 kHz. In
the 450-470 MHz band, secondary telemetry operations pursuant to § 90.238(e) will be
authorized on this frequency.
* * * * *

(11) This frequency is primarily authorized for use in the dispatch of medical care
vehicles and personnel for the rendition or delivery of medical services. This frequency may
also be assigned for intra-system and inter-system mutual assistance purposes. For
uniformity hi usage these frequency pairs may be referred to by channel name as follows:
Frequencies base and mobile
(Megahertz)

Mobile only
(MHz)

462.950

467.950

462.95625

467.95625

462.9625

467.9625

462.96875

467.96875

462.975

467.975

462.98125

467.98125

462.9875

467.9875

462.99375

467.99375

Channel name

MED-9

MED-10

(12) [Reserved]
(13) For applications for new radio systems received after August 15, 1974, the
thirty-two frequency pairs listed below will be assigned hi a block for shared operation under
§ 90.27(a) subject to the following:

(i) For uniformity in usage, these frequency pairs may be referred to by channel name
as follows:
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Mobile only
(MHz)

Frequencies base and mobile
(Megahertz)

Channel name

463.000

468.000

MED-1

463.00625

468.00625

MED-A

463.0125

468.0125

MED-B

463.01875

468.01875

MED-C

463.025

468.025

MED-2

463.03125

468.03125

MED-D

463.0375

468.0375

MED-E

463.04375

468.04375

MED-F

463.050

468.050

MED-3

463.05625

468.05625

MED-G

463.0625

468.0625

MED-H

463.06875

468.06875

MED-I

46.075

46.075

MED-4

463.08125

468.08125

MED-J

463.0875

468.0875

MED-K

463.09375

468.09375

MED-L

463.100

468.100

MED-5

463.10625

468.10625

MED-M

463.1125

468.1125

MED-N

463.11875

468.11875

MED-O

463.125

468.125

MED-6

463.13125

468.13125

MED-P

463.1375

468.1375

MED-Q

463.14375

468.14375

MED-R

463.150

468.150

MED-7
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Frequencies base and mobile
(Megahertz)

Mobile only
(MHz)

Channel name

463.15625

468.15625

MED-S

463.1625

468.1625

MED-T

463.16875

468.16875

MED-U

463.175

468.175

MED-8

463.18125

468.18125

MED-V

463.1875

468.1875

MED-W

463.19375

468.19375

MED-X

(ii) Except as provided in paragraphs (c)(13)(iii) and (iv) of this section, mobile or
portable stations must employ equipment that is both wired and equipped to transmit/receive,
respectively, on each of these MED frequency pairs with transmitters operated on the
468 MHz frequencies.
(iii) * * *
(iv) * * *
* * * * *

(27) This frequency is not available until August 16, 1996. After August 16, 1996
this frequency will be assigned with an authorized bandwidth not to exceed 6 kHz.
(28) Assignment of frequencies hi this band are subject to the provisions of § 90.173

8. Section 90.53 is amended by replacing the table of frequencies in paragraph (a),
replacing limitation (30), and adding limitations (35), (36), (37), and (38) in paragraph (b),
and replacing paragraph (d)(5) to read as follows:
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§ 90.53 Special Emergency Radio Service.
(a)

*

*

*

Special Emergency Service Frequency Table
Frequency or band

KilooeRZ*
2000-3000.... . Fixed........
2726 ........ Base or mobile . .
3201 ........... do" . ......
Megahertz:
33.02 ........... do .......
33.04........... do .......
33.06........... do .......
33.08 ........... do .......
33.10. .......... do .......

35.02........ Mobile .......
35.64........ Base ........
35.68........... do .......
37.90........ Base or mobile . .
37.94........... do .......
37.98........... do .......
43.64........ Base ........
43.68 ........... do .......
45.92 ........ Base or mobile . .
45.%........... do .......
46.00........... do .......
46.04........... do .......
47.42 ........... do .......
47.46........... do .......
47.50........... do .......
47.54 ........... do .......
47.58 ........... do .......
47.62 ........... do .......
47.66........... do .......
72.00 to 76.00 . . Operational-fixed
150 to 170 .... Base or mobile . .
152.0075 ..... Base ........
155.160 ...... Base or mobile . .
155.1675 ........ do .......
155.175 ......... do .......
155.1825 ........ do .......
155.205 .........
155.2125 ........
155.220 .........
155.2275 ........
155.235 .........
155.2425 ........
155.265 .........
155.2725 ........
155.280 .........
155.2875 ........
155.295 .........

Frequency or band

Class of sanon($)

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......

3.25
25
3,25
25
3,25
27
4
4
3.25
3.25
3,25
4,28
4
25
25
25
25
5.25
25
25
25
25
25
25
6
36
«
4,31.37

25
25.30
25
25,30
25
25,30
25
25.30
25
25,30
25
25.30
25
25.30
25

Class of starion(s)

155.3025 ........ do ..........
157.450 ......... do ..........
163.250 ......... do ..........
169-172 ...... Mobile ..........
450-410 ...... Fixed, base, or mobile
453.0125 ..... Mobile ..........
453.025 ...... Base ...........
453.03125........ do ..........
453.03750........ do ..........
453.04375........ do ..........
453.075 ......... do ..........
453.08125........ do ..........
453.08750..... ... do ..........
453.09375........ do ..........

453.125 ......... do ..........
453.13125........ do
453.13750........ do
453.14375. ....... do
453.175 ......... do
453.18125........ do
453.18750..... ... do
453.19375........ do
458.0375 ..... Mobile
458.0625 ........ do
458.0875 ........ do
458.1125 ........ do
458.1375 ........ do
458.1625 ........ do
458.1875 ........ do
460.5125 ........ do
460.5375 ........ do
460.5625 ........ do
462.9375 ........ do
462.9625 ........ do
462.9875 ........ do
462.0125 ........ do
462.0375 ........ do
462.0625 ........ do
462.0875 ........ do
462.1125 ........ do
462.1375 ........ do
462.1625 ........ do
462.1775 ........ do
465.5125 ........ do
465.5375 ........ do
465.5625 ........ do
467.9375 ........ do
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..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........

25.30
4. 11. 37
4.37
33

12.36
38

26
26.35
26.30
26,35
26
26.35
26,30
26,35
26
26.35
26.30
26.35
26
26,35
26,30
26.35
38
38
38

38
38
38

38
38
38
38
38

38
38
38

38
38

38
38

38
38
38
38

38
38
38

Frequency or band

Class of stations)

467.9625 ........ do ...........
467.9875 ........ do ...........
467.0125 ........ do ...........
467.0375 ........ do ............
467.0625 ........ do ...........
467.0875 ........ do ...........
467.1125 ........ do ...........
467.1375 ........ do ...........
467.1625 ........ do ...........
467.1875 ........ do ...........
806 to 824 . .
Mobile .... .°. .....
851 to 869 . .
Base of mobile ......
928 and above
Operational-fixed ....
929 to 930 . .
Base only .........
1427 to 1435 .
Operational-fixed. ....

base or mobile
2450 to 2500 . . . Base or mobile ......

10,550to 10,680 ... do ...........

(b)

Limitations
38
38
38
38
38
38
38
38
38
38
21
21
22
7
23

24

9

* * *

(30) This frequency is not available in the 150-170 MHz band until August 16, 1996.
This frequency will be assigned with an authorized bandwidth not to exceed 11.25 kHz. In
the 450-470 MHz band, secondary telemetry operations pursuant to § 90.238(e) will be
authorized on this frequency.

(35) This frequency is not available until August 16, 1996. After August 16, 1996
this frequency will be assigned with an authorized bandwidth not to exceed 6 kHz.
(36) Assignment of frequencies in this band are subject to the provisions of § 90.173
(37) This frequency will be authorized a channel bandwidth of 25 kHz.
(38) This frequency is available for systems first licensed prior to August 16, 1995.
No new systems will be authorized after August 16, 1995, but prior authorized systems may
be modified, expanded, and renewed.
*****
(d) * * *
(5) Frequencies in the 25-50 MHz, 150-170 MHz, 450-512 MHz and 902-928 MHz
bands may be assigned for the operation of Location and Monitoring Service (LMS) systems
in accordance with the provisions of subpart M, notwithstanding this limitation.
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* * * * *

9. Section 90.63 is amended by replacing the table of frequencies in paragraph (c),
replacing limitation (24), and adding limitations (28), (29) and (30) in paragraph (d), and
replacing paragraph (f)(3) to read as follows:

§ 90.63 Power Radio Service.

(c) * * *
Power Radio Service Frequency Table
Frequency or band

Class of stations)

Kilohertz:
2000 to 25,000 . . Fixed, base or mobile . .
2292 ........ Base or mobile ......
2398 ........... do ...........
4637.5 .......... do ...........
Megahertz:
37.46........... do ...........
37.48 ........... do ...........
37.50........... do ...........
37.52 ........... do ...........
37.54........... do ...........
37.56........... do ...........
37.58 ........... do ...........
37.60 ........ Base, mobile or .....
operational fixed
37.62 ........ Base or mobile ......
37.64 ........... do ...........
37.66........... do ...........
37.68 ........... do ...........
37.70 ........... do ...........
37.72 ........... do ...........
37.74 ........... do ...........
37.76 ........... do ...........
37.78 ........... do ...........
37.80. .......... do ...........
37.82 ........... do ...........
37.84 ........ Operational fixed, ....
base or mobile
37.86 ........ Base or mobile ......
47.70 ........... do ...........
47.72 ........... do ...........
47.74........... do ...........
47.76........... do ...........
47.78 ........... do ...........
47.80 ........... do ...........
47.82 ........... do ...........
47.84........... do ...........
47.86........... do ...........
47.88 ........... do ...........
47.90........... do ...........

Frequency or band

Class of sonon(s)

47.92........
47.94........

do
do
47.96........
do
47.98 ........
do
48.00........... do .......
48.02........... do .......
48.04........... do .......
48.06........... do .......
48.08........... do .......
48.10........... do .......
48.12........... do .......
48.14. .......... do .......
48.16. .......... do .......
48.18. .......... do .......
48.20........... do .......
48.22........... do .......
48.24........... do .......
48.26........... do .......
48.28 ........... do .......
48.30 ........... do .......
48.32 ........... do .......
48.34 ........... do .......
48.36........... do .......
48.38........... do .......
48.40........... do .......
48.42 ........... do .......
48.44 ........... do .......
48.46........... do .......
48.48 ........... do .......
48.50........... do .......
48.52 ........... do .......
48.54........... do .......
72.00 to 76.00 . . Operational fixed
74.61 ........ Mobile .......
74.63 ........... do .......
74.65 ........... do .......
74.67 ........... do .......
74.69 ........... do .......
74.71 ........... do .......
74.73 ........... do .......
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3
27
27
27
27
27
27
27

Frequency or band

Class of sanonfs)

74.75 ........... do ......
74.77 ........... do ......
74.79........... do ......
75.21........... do ......
75.23 ........... do ......
75.25........... do ......
75.27........... do ......
75.29........... do ......
75.31 ........... do ......
75.33 ........... do ......
75.35 ........... do ......
.75.37. .......... do.. .....
75.39........... do ......
ISO to 170 .... Base or mobile .
153.410 ......... do ......
153.4175 ........ do ......
153.425 ......... do ......
153.4325 ........ do ......
153.440 ......... do ......
153.4475 ........ do ......
153.455 ......... do ......
153.4625 ........ do ......
153.470 ......... do ......
153.4775 ........ do ......
153.485 ......... do ......
153.4925 ........ do ......
153.500 ......... do ......
153.5075 ........ do ......
153.515 ......... do ......
153.5225 ........ do ......
153.530 ......... do ......
153.5375 ........ do ......
153.545 ......... do ......
153.5525 ........ do ......
153.560 ......... do ......
153.5675 ........ do ......
153.575 ......... do ......
153.5825 ........ do ......
153.590 ......... do ......
153.5975 ........ do ......
153.605 ......... do ......
153.6125 ........ do ......
153.620 ......... do ......
153.6275 ........ do ......
153.635 ......... do ......
153.6425 ........ do ......
153.650 ......... do ......
153.6575 ........ do ......
153.665 ......... do ......
153.6725 ........ do ......
153.680 ......... do ......
153.6875 ........ do ......
153.695 ......... do ......
153.7025 ........ do ......
153.710 ......... do ......
153.7175 ........ do ......
153.725 ......... do ......
153.7325 ........ do ......
154.45625 ..... Fixed or mobile
154.46375 ........ do ......

Limitations
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
29
........
24
4
4. 24
5
5. 24
4
4, 24
........
24
4
4. 24
5
5. 24
4
4, 24
........
24
4
4. 24
5
5. 24
4
4. 24
........
24
4
4, 24
5
5.24
4
4. 24
........

Frequency or band

Class of stations)

154.47125........ do ...........
154.47875........ do ...........
158.1225 ..... Base or mobile ......
158.130 ......... do ............
158.1375 ........ do ...........
158.145 ......... do ...........
158.1525 ........ do ...........
158.160 ......... do ...........
158.1675 ........ do ...........
158.175 ......... do ...........
158.1825 ........ do ...........
158.190 ......... do ............
158.1975 ........ do ...........
158.205 ......... do ...........
158.2125 ........ do ...........
158.220 ......... do ...........
158.2275 ........ do ...........
158.235 ......... do ...........
158.2425 ........ do ...........
158.250 ......... do ............
158.2575 ........ do ...........
158.265 ......... do ...........
158.2725 ........ do ...........
169-172 ...... Mobile, operational fixed
173.20375 ..... FUed or mobile .....
173.2100 ........ do ...........
173.2375 ........ do ...........
173.250 ...... Base or mobile ......
173.2625 ..... Fixed or mobile .....
173.2875 ........ do ...........
173.300 ...... Base or mobile ......
173.3125 ..... Fixed or mobile .....
173.3375 ........ do ...........
173.350 ...... Base or mobile ......
173.3625 ..... Fixed or mobile .....
173.3900 ........ do ...........
173.39625 ........ do ...........
216-220 ...... Base and Mobile .....
220-222 ...... Base and mobile .....
406-413 ...... Operational fixed ....
450-470 ...... Fixed, base, or mobile .
451.01875 ..... Base or mobile ......
451.025 ......... do ...........
451.03125...... . . do ...........
451.03750. ....... do ...........
451.04375 ........ do ...........
451.050 ......... do ...........

24
4

451.05625. ....... do ...........
451.06250. ....... do ...........

4. 24
5

451.06875 ........ do ...........
451.075 ......... do ...........
do
do
do
do
do
do

...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........

5.24
.......
24
........
24
........

451.08125. .......
451.08750. .......
451.09375.. ......
451.100 .........
451.10625. .......
451.11250. .......

24
7. 21. 22, 23
6,7.21

451.11875. ....... do ...........
451.125 ......... do ...........
451.13125. ....... do ...........
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7. 11.21,22
7, 21. 22, 23
28
24
8
8.24
9
9.24
8
8.24
24
8,24
8

9,24
9
8,24
8

24
8
8.24

10
7, 11.21,22
11, 12.21,22
7.21.22,23
9
7.21,22,23
7,21,22.23
9
7,21,22.23

7,21.22.23
9
7,21.22.23
11,12,21.22
7, 11,21.22
13
26
10
14,29
28
28
24
28
28
24
28
28
24
28
28
24
28
28

Frequency or band

Class of stations)

451.13750. ....... do ......
451.14375. ....... do ......
451.150 ......... do ......
451.15625. ....... do ......
451.16250. ....... do ......
451.16875. ....... do ......
451.175 ......... do ......
451.18125........ do ......
451.18750. ....... do ......
451.19375........ do ......
451.200 ......... do^. .....
451.20625. ......! do'. .....
451.21250. ....... do ......
451.21875. ....... do ......
451.225 ......... do ......
451.23125. ....... do ......
451.23750. ....... do ......
451.24375. ....... do ......
451.250 ......... do ......
451.25625. ....... do ......
451.26250. ....... do ......
451.26875........ do ......
451.275 ......... do ......
451.28125.. ...... do ......
451.28750. ....... do ......
451.29375. ....... do ......
451.3625 ..... Mobile ......
451.375 ...... Base and Mobile
451.38125. ....... do ......
451.38750. ....... do ......
451.39375. ....... do ......
451.4125 ..... Mobile ......
451.425 ...... Base or mobile .
451.43125. ....... do ......
451.43750. ....... do ......
451.44375. ....... do ......
451.4625 ..... Mobile ......
451.475 ...... Base or mobile .
451.48125. ....... do ......
451.48750. ....... do ......
451.49375. ....... do ......
451.5125 .... Mobile ......
451.525 ...... Base or mobile .
451.53125. ....... do ......
451.53750. ....... do ......

451.54375. ....... do ......
451.5625 ..... Mobile ......
451.575 ...... Base or mobile .
451.58125........ do ......
451.58750. ....... do ......
451.59375. ....... do ......
451.6125 ..... Mobile ......
451.625 ...... Base or mobile .
451.63125. ....... do ......
451.63750. ....... do ......
451.64375. ....... do ......
451.6625 ..... Mobile ......
451.675 ...... Base or mobile .
451.68125. ....... do ......
451.68750. ....... do ......

LlflUCttlOQS

24
28
28
24
28
15
15,28
15.24
15,28
28
24
28
15
15,28
15,24
15,28
28
24
28
15
15.28
15.24
15.28
30

15
28
24
28
30
15
15.28
15,24

15,28
30
15
28
24
28
30
15
15.28
15.24
15.28
30
15
15.28
15,24
15,28
30

15
15.28
15.24
15.28
30

15
15,28
15.24

Frequency or bud

Class of sabon(s)

451.69375 . . . . .... do
456.01875 . . . .....do
Mobile
456025 .
456.03125... .....do
456.03750... ..... do
456.04375 . . . .....do
456.050 .... .....do
456.05625 . . . ..... do
456.06250 . . . .....do
456.06875 . . . ..... do
456.075 ....
do
456.08125 . . . .....do
456.08750... .....do
456.09375 . . . ..... do
456.100 .... ... . . do
456.10625 . . . .... . do
456.11250. . . .....do
456.11875... .....do
456.125 .... ..... do
456.13125 . . . ..... do
456.13750... ..... do
456.14375... .....do
456.150 .... ..... do
456.15625... .....do
456.16250... . .... do
456.16875... . .... do
456.175 .... ..... do
456.18125. .. ..... do
456.18750. . . ..... do
456.19375... ..... do
456.200 .... ..... do
456.20625 . . . . . . .. do
456.21250 . . . ..... do
456.21875 . . . . .... do
456.225 .... ..... do
456.23125 . . . ..... do
456.23750 . . . ..... do
456.24375 . . . ..... do
456.250 .... ..... do
456.25625 . . . ..... do
456.26250 . . . ..... do
456.26875 . . . ..... do
456.275 .... ..... do
456.28125 . . . ..... do
456.28750 . . . ..... do
456.29375 . . . ..... do
456.3625 . . . . . Mobile
456.375 .... ..... do
456.38125 . . . ..... do
456.38750 . . . ..... do
456.39375 . . . ..... do
456.4125 . . . . .... do
456.425 .... ..... do
456.43125 . . . ..... do
456.43750 . . . ..... do
456.44375 . . . ..... do
456.4625 . . . ..... do
456.475 .... ..... do
456.48125 . . . ..... do
456.48750 . . . ..... do
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..........
..........

15.28
28

..........
..........
..........

28
24
28

..........

..........
..........
..........

28
24
28

..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........

28
24
28

..........

..........
.......... .........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
...........
..........
..........
..........
.........
..........
.........
.........
.........

28
24
28
28
24
28
28
24
28
15
15.28
15. 24
15.28
28
24
28
15
15,28
15.24
15.28
28
24
28
15
15.28
IS. 24
15, 28
30
15
15. 28
15. 24
15, 28
30
15
15, 28
15, 24
15.28
30
15
15, 28
15. 24

Frequency or band

Class of $aaon(s)

456.49375........
456.5125 ........
456.525 .........
456.53125 ........
456.53750. .......
456.54375........
456.5625 ........
456.575 .........
456.58125........
456.58750. .......
456.59375 ........
456.6125 ........
456.625 .........
456.63125 ........
456.63750........
456.64375 ........
456.6625 ........
456.675 .........
456.68125........
456.68750........
456.69375 ........
462.4625 ........

do ...........
do ...........
do ............
do ...........
do ...........
do ...........
do ...........
do ...........
do ...........
do ...........
do ...........
do '...........
do ...........
do ...........
do ...........
do ...........
do ...........
do ...........
do ...........
do ...........
do ...........
do ...........

Limitations
15, 28
30
15
;S. 28
15.24
15, 28
30
15
15.28
15, 24
15, 28
30
15
15, 28
15. 24
15, 28
30
15
15.28
15, 24
15, 28
30

462.475 ...... Base or mobile ......
462.48125 ........ do ...........
462.48750........ do ...........
462.49375 ........ do ...........
462.5125 ..... Mobile ...........
462.525 ...... Base or mobile ......
462.53125 ........ do ...........
467.4625 ..... Mobile ...........

15
15, 28
15. 24
15, 28
30
15
15, 28
30

467.475 ......... do ...........

15

467.48125 ........ do ...........
15. 28
467.48750........ do ...........
15, 24
467.49375 ........ do ...........
15, 28
467.5125 ........ do ...........
30
467.525 ......... do ...........
15
467.53125 ........ do ...........
15, 28
470 to 512 .... Base or mobile ......
16
806 to 821 .... Mobile ...........
17
851 to 866 .... Base or mobile ......
17
89610 901 .... Mobile ...........
17
928 and above . . Operational-fixed ....
18
929-930 ...... Base only .........
25
935 to 940 .... Base or mobile ......
17
1427 to 1435 . . . Base, mobile or .....
13
operational fixed
2450 to 2500 . . . Base or mobile ......
19
8400 to 8500 ...... do ...........
20
10,550 to 10,680* ... do .......................
The frequencies in the band 10.55-10.68 GHz are available for
Digital Termination Systems and for associated intenuxlal links in
the Poim-to-Point Microwave Radio Service. No new licenses will
be issued under this Subpart but current licenses will be renewed.
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(d) * * *
(24) This frequency is not available in the 150-170 MHz band until August 16, 1996.
This frequency will be assigned with an authorized bandwidth not to exceed 11.25 kHz. In
the 450-470 MHz band, secondary telemetry operations pursuant to § 90.238(e) will be
authorized on this frequency.

(28) This frequency is not available until August 16, 1996. After August 16, 1996
this frequency will be assigned with an authorized bandwidth not to exceed 6 kHz.
(29) Assignment of frequencies in this band are subject to the provisions of § 90.173
(30) This frequency is available for systems first licensed prior to August 16, 1995.
No new systems will be authorized after August 16, 1995, but prior authorized systems may
be modified, expanded, and renewed.
*****
(f) * * *

(3) Frequencies in the 25-50 MHz, 150-170 MHz, 450-512 MHz and 902-928 MHz
bands may be assigned for the operation of Location and Monitoring Service (LMS) systems
in accordance with the provisions of subpart M, notwithstanding this limitation.
*****

10. Section 90.65 is amended by replacing the table of frequencies in paragraph (b),
replacing limitation (41), and adding limitations (44), (45), and (46) in paragraph (c), and
replacing paragraph (e)(4) to read as follows:
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§ 90.65 Petroleum Radio Service.

(b) * * *
Petroleum Radio Service Frequency Table
Class of station(s)

Frequency or band
Kilobenz:
1614 ....... .
1628 .........
1652 ....... .
1676 ........,
1700 ....... .
2000(025,000. .
2292 ....... .
2398 ....... .
4637.5 ...... .
Megahertz:
25.02 ....... .
25.04 ....... .
25.06 ....... .
25.08 ....... .
25.10. ...... .
25.12. ...... .
25.14 ....... .
25.16. ...... .
25.18. ........
25.20 ....... .
25.22 ....... .
25.24 ....... .
25.26 ....... .
25.28 .........
25.30 ....... .
25.32 .........
30.66 ....... .
30.70 ....... .
30.74 ....... .
30.78 ....... .
30.82 ....... .
31.32. ...... .
31.40. ...... .
31.44. ......

31.48 .......
31.52. ......
31.60. ......
31.64. ......
31.72 .......
31.76. ......
33.18. ......
33.20 .......
33.22 .......
33.24 .......
33.26 .......
33.28 .......
33.30 .......
33.32 .......
33.34 .......

. ' Base or mobile . . .
. . . do ...........
. . . do ...........

. . . do ...........
... do ...........
Fixed, base or mobile . .
Base or mobile ......
... do ...........
... do ...........

. ..
.. .
...
...
...
. . .
. ..
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
. . .
. . .
. , .
. . .
. . .
...
. ...
....
. . ..
... .
. ...
....
. ...
. ...
. . ..
. . . .
. . . .
.. . .
....
.. ..
....
. . ..

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
.............
...........
.............
...........
.............
...........
.............
...........
.............
...........
.............
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
.............
.............
.............
.............
.............
.............
.............
.............
.............

Limitations
1,2,3.4
1. 2. 3, 4
1,2.3.4
1.2,3.4
1, 2, 3, 4
1
1, 2, 4, 5
1. 2, 4, 5
1. 2. 4. 5
3.4
6
3,4
6.7
3,4,7
3.4
3,4
4.5
4,5
4,5
4,5,8
4,5
4,5,8
4.5
4,5.8
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37

Frequency or band

Class of stark>n(s)

33.36 ......
33.38 ......
35.48 ......
36.25 ......
41.71 ......
48.56 ......
48.58 ......
48.60 ......
48.62 ......
48.64 ......
48.66 ......
48.68 ......
48.70 ......
48.72 ......
48.74 ......
48.76 ......
48.78 ......
48.80 ......
48.82 ......
48.84 ......
48.86 ......
48.88 ......
48.90 ......
48.92 ......
48.94 ......
48.% ......
48.98 ......
49.00 ......
49.02 ......
49.04 ......
49.06 ......
49.08 ......

do
do

..... do
..... do
. .... do
..... do
..... do
..... do
..... do
..... do
..... do
..... do
..... do
..... do
..... do
..... do
..... do
..... do
..... do
..... do
..... do
..... do
..... do
..... do
..... do
..... do
..... do
..... do
..... do
..... do
..... do
..... do
49.10.
..... do
49.12.
..... do
49.14.
..... do
49.16 ...... ..... do
49.18 ...... ..... do
49.20 ...... ..... do
49.22 ...... ..... do
49.24 ...... ..... do
49.26 ...... ..... do
49.28 ...... ..... do
49.30 ...... ..... do
49.32 ...... ..... do
49.34 ...... ..... do
49.36 ...... ..... do
49.38 ...... ..... do
49.40 ............ do
49.42 ............ do
49.44
...... do
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.

.

...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........

37
9
9
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

10
10
10
10

Frequency or bud

Class of satidn(s)

Frequency or band

Class of stumors)

10
10
10
11
43
43
43

153.275 .........
153.2825 ........
153.290 .........
153.2973 .........
153.305 .........
153.3125 ........
153.320 .........

do
do
do
do
do
do
do

43
43

153.335 ......... do ......
153.3425 ........ do ......

43
43
43
43
43
43
43
43
43
43
43
43

153.3575 ........
153.365 .........
153.3725 ........
153.380 .........
153.3875 ........
153.395 .........
153.4025 ........
153.425 .........
153.4325 ........
153.440 .........
153.4475 ........
153.455 .........

do .......
do .......
49.50......
do .......
72.00 to 76.00
Operational fixed
74.61 ........... Mobile
49.46......

49.48 ......

74.63........... do .....
74.65........... do .....
74.67........... do .....

43

74.69........... do .....

74.71 ........... do .....
74.73 ........... do .....
74.75. .......... do". ....
74.77........... do .....
74.79........... do .....
75.21 ........... do .....
75.23 ........... do .....
75.25 ........... do .....
75.27........... do .....
75.29........... do .....
75.31 ........... do .....
75.33 ........... do .....
75.35 ........... do .....
75.37 ........... do .....
75.39 ........... do .....
150 to 170 .... Base or mobile
150.980 ......... do .....
150.9875 ........ do .....
153.035 .......... do .....
153.0425 ........ do .....
153.050 ......... do .....
153.0575 ........ do .....
153.0650 ........ do .....
153.065 ......... do .....
153.0725 ........ do .....
153.080 ......... do .....
153.0875 ........ do .....
153.095 ......... do .....
153.1025 ........ do .....
153.110 ......... do .....
153.1175 ........ do .....
153.125 ......... do .....
153.1325 ........ do .....
153.140 ......... do .....
153.1475 ........ do .....
153.155 ......... do .....
153.1625 ........ do .....
153.170 ......... do .....
153.1775 ........ do .....
153.185 ......... do .....
153.1925 ........ do .....

153.200 ......... do .....

153.2075 ........
153.215 .........
153.2225 ........
153.230 .........
153.2375 ........
153.245 .........
153.2525 ........
153.260 .........
153.2675 ........

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....

153.3275 ........ do ......

43

153.350 ......... do ......

43

153.4925 ........ do ......

6, 41
12
12. 41
4. 5. 13, 38, 40
5. 13, 38, 40, 41
4, 5, 13. 38, 40

153.500 .........
153.5075 ........
153.515 .........
153.5225 ........
153.545 .........
153.5525 ........

do
do
do
do
do
do

......
......
......
......
......
......

153.575 .........
153.5825 ........
153.605 .........
153.6125 ........

do
do
do
do

......
......
......
......

13
13. 41

4. 5, 13

4, 5, 13, 41
13, 38. 40
13. 38. 40, 41
4, 5, 13
4, 5. 13, 41

13
13. 41

4. 5. 13

4. 5. 13. 41
13
13. 41

4, 5. 13
4, 5, 13, 41

13

13. 41
4, 5, 13

4, 5, 13. 41
13

13, 41
4, 5. 13

4, 5. 13, 41

......
......
......
......
......
......
......
......
......
......
......
......

153.485 ......... do ......

6

4, 5. 13
4. 5, 13. 41
13
13, 41

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

153.4625 ........ do ......

45

4,

......
......
......
......
......
......
......

153.560 ......... do ......
153.5675 ........ do ......

153.620 ......... do ......

153.6275 ........
153.635 .........
153.6425 ........
153.665 .........

do
do
do
do

......
......
......
......

153.6725 ........ do ......

153.680 ......... do ......
153.6875 ........ do ......

154.45625..... Fixed or mobile

154.46375........ do ......
154.47125........ do ......
154.47875........ do ......

154.585 ...... Mobile ......
158.145 ...... Base or mobile .

158.1525 ........ do ......

158.160 ......... do ......
158.1675 ........ do ......

158.175 ......... do ......
158.1825 ........ do ......

158.205 ......... do ......
158.2125 ........ do ......
158.220 ......... do ......
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13

13,41
4, 5. 13
4, 5, 13. 41
13
13.41
4. 5. 13

4, 5. 13. 41

13.38
13. 38. 41

4. 5. 13. 38
4. 5. 13, 38.41
13.38

13, 38.41
13.38
13. 38, 41
13.38

13. 38. 41

14

14.41

10.15
10. IS. 41
f4

14,41
14
14.41

10.15
10, 15. 41

14

14,41
.14
14,41
10,15
10, 15, 41
14
14,41
14

14.41

10. 15
10, 15. 41

14
14.41
14
14.41

10,15

10, 15. 41

16. 18. 24. 34
16,18, 24. 35. 36
16. 18. 24. 35
16. 18. 24. 34
6.19
20
20,41
10.21
10, 21, 41
20
20,41
20
20,41
10.21

Frequency or band

Frequency or band

Class of stations)

158.2275 ........ do ...........
158.235 ......... do ...........
158.2425 ........ do ...........
158.265 ......... do ............
158.2725 ........ do ...........
158.280 ......... do ...........
158.2875 ........ do ...........
158.295 ......... do ...........
158.3025 ........ do ...........
158.310 ......... do ...........
158.3175 ........ do ...........
158.325 .......... do., ..........
158.3325 ........ do ...........
158.355 ......... do ...........
158.3625 ........ do ...........
158.370 ......... do ...........
158.3775 ........ do ...........
158.415 ......... do ...........
158.4225 ........ do ...........
158.430 ......... do ...........
158.4375 ........ do ...........
158.445 ...... Mobile ...........

159.480 ...... Base or mobile ......
159.4875 ........ do ...........
169-172 ..... Mobile, operational fixed
173.20375 ..... Fixed or mobile .....
173.2100 ........ do ...........
173.2375 ........ do ...........
173.250 ...... Base or mobile ......
173.2625 ..... Fixed or mobile .....
173.2875 ........ do ...........
173.300 ...... Base or mobile ......
173.3125 ..... Fixed or mobile .....
173.3375 ........ do ...........
173.350 ...... Base or mobile ......
173.3625 ..... Fixed or mobile .....
173.3900 ........ do ...........
173.39625 ........ do ...........
216-220 ...... Base or mobile ......
220-222 ...... Base and mobile .....
406-413 ...... Operational fixed ....
450-470 ...... Fixed, base, or mobile .
451.1625 ..... Mobile ...........
451.175 ...... Base or mobile ......
451.18125. ....... do ...........
451.18750. ....... do ...........
451.19375 ........ do ...........
451.2125 ..... Mobile ...........
451.225 ...... Base or mobile ......
451.23125 ........ do ...........
451.23750........ do ...........
451.24375 ........ do ...........
451.2625 ..... Mobile ...........
451.275 ...... Base or mobile ......
451.28125. ....... do ...........
451.28750. ....... do ...........
451.29375 ........ do ...........
451.3625 ..... Mobile ...........
451.375 ...... Base or mobile ......
451.38125 ........ do ...........

20. 21, 41
20
20, 41
20
20,41
13
13.41
13
13,41
4, 5. 13
4.5,13,41
13. 38. 40
13. 38, 40,41
10. 39
10. 39, 41
4, 5, 10
4, 5. 10. 41
13, 38.40
13, 38. 40, 41
4, 5, 13
4, 5, 13. 41
6. 22

6
6, 41
23
16. 18, 24, 35
16, 24, 25. 35
16, 18, 24. 34
10. 21
16, 18, 24, 34
16, 18.24, 34
10,21
16, 18, 24, 34
16, 18, 24, 34
10, 21
16, 18. 24, 34
16, 24, 25. 35
16, 18, 24, 35
26
17
23
27, 45
46
28
28.44
28,41
28. 44
46
28
28. 44
28, 41
28. 44
46
28
28,44
28,41
28, 44
46
28
28, 44

Class of sation(s)

451.38750. ....... do ......
451.39375. ....... do ......
451.4125 ..... Mobile ......
451.425 ...... Base or mobile .
451.43125........ do ......
451.43750. ....... do ......
451.44375........ do ......
451.4625 ..... Mobile ......

431.475 ...... Base or mobile .
451.48125. ....... do ......

451.48750. ....... do ......
451.49375. ....... do ......
451.5125 ..... Mobile ......
451.525 ...... Base or mobile .
451.53125........ do ......
451.53750.. ...... do ......
451.54375........ do ......
451.550 ......... do ......
451.55625........ do ......
451.56250........ do ......
451.56875........ do ......
451.575 ......... do ......
451.58125........ do .....
451.58750. ....... do .....
451.59375........ do .....
451.600 ......... do .....
451.60625........ do .....
451.61250. ....... do .....
451.61875.. ...... do
451.625 ......... do .....
451.63125. ....... do
451.63750. ....... do
451.64375 ........ do .....
451.650 ......... do .....
451.65625. ....... do .....
451.66250. ....... do .....
451.66875........ do .....
451.675 ......... do .....
451.68125. ....... do .....
451.68750. ....... do .....
451.69375. ....... do .....
451.700 ......... do .....
451.70625. ....... do .....
451.71250. ....... do .....
451.71875. ....... do .....
451.7375 ..... Mobile . ....
451.750 ...... Base or mobile
451.75625. ....... do .....
451.76250. ....... do .....
451.76875. ....... do .....
454.000 ......... do .....
456.1625 ..... Mobile .....
456.175 ......... do .....
456.18125........ do .....
456.18750. ....... do
456.19375........ do .....
456.2125 ........ do .....
456.225 ......... do .....
456.23125........ do
456.23750........ do
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Limitations
28,41
28.44
46
28
28.44
28,41
28.44
46
28
28,44
28.41
28.44
46
28
28,44
28,41
28.44
4. 5. 10
4. 5. 10.44
4, 5. 10,41
4, 5, 10.44
28
28.44
28,41
28,44
4, 5, 10
4, 5, 10, 44
4, 5. 10. 41
4, 5. 10, 44
28
28.44
28,41
28.44
4, 5, 10
4, 5. 10, 44
4, 5. 10, 41
4, 5. 10, 44
28
28.44
28,41
28.44
4, 5, 10
4, 5, 10. 44
4, 5, 10, 41
4, 5, 10, 44
46
4. 5, 10
4, 5, 10, 44
4. 5, 10, 41
4, 5. 10, 44
6
46
28
28,44
28,41
28.44
46

28
28.44
28,41

Frequency or band

Class of station(s)

456.24375........ do .....
456.2625 ........ do .....
456.275 ......... do .....
456.28125........ do .....
456.28750........ do .....
456.29375........ do .....
456.3625 ........ do .....
456.375 ......... do .....
456.38125........ do .....
456.38750........ do .....
456.39375........ do .....
456.4125 ........ do'. ....
456.425 ......... do .....
456.43125........ do .....
456.43750........ do .....
456.44375........ do .....
456.4625 ........ do .....
456.475 ......... do .....
456.48125........ do .....
456.48750........ do .....
456.49375........ do .....
456.5125 ........ do .....
456.525 ......... do .....
456.53125........ do .....
456.53750........ do .....
456.54375........ do .....
456.550 ......... do .....
456.55625........ do ......
456.56250........ do .....
456.56875. ....... do .....
456.575 ......... do .....
456.58125........ do .....
456.58750........ do .....
456.59375........ do .....
456.600 ......... do .....
456.60625........ do .....
456.61250........ do .....
456.61875........ do .....
456.625 ......... do .....
456.63125........ do .....
456.63750........ do .....
456.64375 ........ do .....
456.650 ......... do .....
456.65625........ do .....
456.66250........ do .....
456.66875........ do .....
456.675 ......... do .....
456.68125........ do .....
456.68750. ....... do .....
456.69375........ do .....
456.700 ......... do .....
456.70625........ do .....
456.71250........ do .....
456.71875........ do .....
456.750 ......... do .....
456.75625........ do .....
456.76250........ do .....
456.76875........ do .....
459.000 ...... Base or mobile
462.4625 ..... Mobile .....

Limitations
28.44
46
28
28,44
28.41
28.44
46
28
28,44
28,41
28.44
46
28
28.44
28.41
28.44
46
28
28,44
28.41
28,44
46
28
28,44
28,41
28.44
10
10.44

Frequency or band

Class of station(s)

462.475 ...... Base or mobile . .
462.48125........ do .......
462.48750........ do .......
462.49375........ do .......
456.5125 ..... Mobile .......
462.525 ...... Base or mobile . .
462.53125........ do .......
467.4625 ..... Mobile .......
467.475 ......... do .......
467.48125........ do .......
467.48750. ....... do ........
467.49375........ do .......
467.5125 ........ do .......
467.525 ......... do .......
467.53125........ do .......
470 to 512 .... Base or mobile . .
806-821 ...... Mobile only ....
851-866 ...... Base or mobile . .
896 to 901 .... Mobile .......
928 and above . . Operational-fixed
929-930 ...... Base only .....
935 to 940 .... Base or mobile . .
1427 to 1435 . . . Operational fixed,
base or mobile
2450 to 2500 . . . Base or mobile . .
8400 to 8500 ...... do .......
10,550 to 10,680* ... do .......

28
28.44
28.41
28.44
46
28
28.44
46
28.41
28.44
28
28.44
46
28.41
28.44
29
30
• 30
30
31

42
30

26
32
33

10.41

10.44
28
28.44
28.41
28.44
10

The frequencies in the band 10.55-10.68 GHz are available for
Digital Termination Systems and for associated intemodal links in
the Point-to-Point Microwave Radio Service. No new licenses will
be issued under this Subpan but current licenses will be renewed.

10,44
10.41

10.44
28
28.44
28.41
28.44
10
10.44
10.41

10,44
28
28.44
28.41
28.44
10
10,44

10.41
10.44
10
10.44
10.41
10.44
6
46
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(c)

* * *

(41) This frequency is not available hi the 150-170 MHz band until August 16, 1996.
This frequency will be assigned with an authorized bandwidth not to exceed 11.25 kHz. In
the 450-470 MHz band, secondary telemetry operations pursuant to § 90.238(e) will be
authorized on this frequency.

(44) This frequency is not available until August 16, 1996. After August 16, 1996
this frequency will be assigned with an authorized bandwidth not to exceed 6 kHz.
(45) Assignment of frequencies in this band are subject to the provisions of § 90.173
(46) This frequency is available for systems first licensed prior to August 16, 1995.
No new systems will be authorized after August 16, 1995, but prior authorized systems may
be modified, expanded, and renewed.
*****
(e) * * *
(4) Frequencies in the 25-50 MHz, 150-170 MHz, 450-512 MHz and 902-928 MHz
bands may be assigned for the operation of Location and Monitoring Service (LMS) systems
in accordance with the provisions of subpart M, notwithstanding this limitation.
*****

11. Section 90.67 is amended by replacing the table of frequencies in paragraph (b),
replacing limitation (36), and adding limitations (38), (39), (40), and (41) hi paragraph (c),
and replacing paragraph (e)(3) to read as follows:
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§ 90.67 Forest Products Radio Service.

(b) * * *
Forest Products Radio Service Frequency Table
Frequency or band
Kilohenz:
1676 ...........
1700 ...........
2398 ...........
Megahertz:
29.71 ...........
29.73 ...........
29.75...........
29.77...........
29.79...........
30.68...........
30.72...........
31.48. ..........
31.52...........
31.64...........
31.72. ..........
31.76...........
37.44............
37.88...........
43.02...........
43.28...........
43.36...........
43.40...........
43.52...........

Class of stanon(s)
Base or mobile . .
do ..........
do ..........
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........

48.56 ........... do ..........

48.58 ...........
48.60...........
48.62 ...........
48.64...........
48.66...........
48.68 ...........
48.70...........
48.72 ............
48.74...........
48.76...........
48.78 ...........
48.80...........
48.82 ...........
48.84...........
48.86...........
48.88 ...........
48.90...........
48.92 ...........
48.94...........
48.96...........
48.98...........
49.00...........
49.02...........
49.04...........

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........

I
1
1

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

49.06.....:..... do .......
49.08 ........... do .......
49.10. .......... do .......
49.12 ........... do .......
49.14........... do .......
49.16. .......... do .......
49.18........... do .......
49.20........... do .......
49 32 ........... do .......
49.24........... do .......
49.26........... do .......
49.28 ........... do .......
49.30........... do .......
49.32 ........... do .......
49.34 ........... do .......
49.36........... do .......
49.38. .......... do .......
49.40........... do .......
49.42........... do .......
49.44 ........... do .......
49.46 ........... do .......
49.48 ........... do .......
49.50 ........... do .......
49.54 ........... do .......
49.58 ........... do .......
72.00 to 76.00 . . Operational fixed
72.44 ........ Mobile .......
72.48 ........... do .......
72.52 ........... do .......
72.56 ........... do .......
72.60........... do .......
75.44 ........... do .......
75.48 ........... do .......
75.52 ........... do .......
75.56 ........... do ......
75.60 ........... do ......
150 to 170 .... Base or mobile .
152.465 ......... do ......
152.480 ......... do ......
153.050 ......... do ......
153.0575 ........ do ......
153.065 ......... do ......
153.0725 ........ do ......
153.080 ......... do ......
153.0875 ........ do ......
153.095 ......... do ......
153.1025 ........ do ......
153.110 ......... do ......
153.1175 ........ do ......
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2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
4
34
34
34
34

34
34
34
34
34
34

39
29
5.40
6. 31. 33
6, 31. 33. 36
6
6.36
6
6.36

6
6.36

6
6,36

Frequency or band

Class of station^)

153.125 ......... do
153.1325 ........
153.140 .........
153.1475 ........
153.155 .........
153.1625 ........
153.170 .........
153.1775 ........
153.185 .........
153.1925 ........
153.200 .........
153.2075 ........
153.215 .........
153.2225 ........
153.230 .........
153.2375 ........
153.245 .........
153.2525 ........
153.260 .........
153.2675 ........
153.275 .........
153.2825 ........
153.290 .........

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

153.2975 ........ do

153.305 .........
153.3125 ........
153.320 .........
153.3275 ........
153.335 .........
153.3425 ........
153.350 .........
153.3575 ........
153.365 .........

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

153.3725 ........ do

153.380 .........
153.3875 ........
153.395 .........
153.4025 ........
153.425 .........
153.4325 ........
153.440 .........

do
do
do
do
do
do
do

153.4475 ........ do
153.455 ......... do
153.4625 ........ do

153.485 .........
153.4925 ........
153.500 .........
153.5075 ........
153.515 .........

do
do
do
do
do

153.5225 ........ do

153.545 ......... do
153.5525 ........ do

153.560 .........
153.5675 ........
153.575 .........
153.5825 ........
153.605 .........
153.6125 ........
153.620 .........

do
do
do
do
do
do
do

153.6275 ........ do

Limitations
6,31,33
6,31.33.36
6
6,36
6
6.36
6
6. 36
6
6. 36
6
6.36
6
6.36
6
6.36
6
6.36
6

Frequency or band

Class of san'onfs)

153.635 .........
153.6425 ........
153.665 .........
153.6725 ........
153.680 .........

do
do
do
do
do

LimiODom

...........
...........
...........
...........
...........

7
7.36
7
7.36
2.8

153.6875 ........ do ...........
154.45625..... Fixed or mobile .....
154.46375 ........ do ...........
154.47125 ........ do ...........
154.47875........ do ...........
154.570 ...... Mobile ...........
154.600 ......... do ...........
154.625 ...... Base or mobile ......
154.640 ......... do ...........
157.725 ......... do ...........
157.740 ......... do ...........
158.145 ......... do ...........
158.1525 ........ do ...........
158.160 ......... do ...........

2,8.36
13.14,25,27
13, 14, 24, 25.26
13. 14. 24, 25
13. 14. 25. 27
9
9
5.40
5.36
29
5,40
10
10,36
2, 11

6.36
6
6,36
6
6,36
6
6.36
6
6,36
6,31
6.31,36
6,31
6,31,36

158.1675 ........
158.175 .........
158.1825 ........
158.205 .........
158.2125 ........
158.220 .........
158.2275 ........
158.235 .........
158.2425 ........
158.265 .........
158.2725 ........
158.280 .........
158.2875 ........

...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........

2, 11,36
10
10,36
IP
10,36
2, 11
2. 11,36
10
10,36
10
10,36
6
6,36

6, 31
6, 31,36

158.295 ......... do ...........
158.3025 ........ do ...........

6
6,36

6.31
6,31.36

158.310 ......... do ...........
158.3175 ........ do ...........

6
6,36

6. 31

158.325 ......... do ...........

6,31,33

6, 31, 36
7

158.3325 ........ do ...........
158.355 ......... do ...........

6, 31, 33, 36
2.32

7.36

158.3625 ........ do ...........

2, 32,36

2.8
2.8.36

158.370 ......... do ...........
158.3775 ........ do ...........

2
2.36

7

7. 36
7
7, 36
2, 8
2,8.36
7
7. 36
7
7,36
2. 8
2, 8, 36
7
7. 36
7
7.36
2.8
2, 8. 36

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

158.415 ......... do ...........

158.4225 ........
158.430 .........
158.4375 ........
158.460 .........

do
do
do
do

6,31,33

...........
...........
...........
...........

6, 31, 33, 36
6
6,36
5,40

169-172 ...... Mobile, operational fixed
173.20375 ..... Fixed or mobile .....
173.2100 ........ do ...........
173.2375 ........ do ...........
173.250 ...... Base or mobile ......
173.2625 ..... Fixed or mobUe .....
173.2875 ........ do ...........
173.300 ...... Base or mobile ......
173.3125 ..... Fixed or mobile .....
173.3375 ........ do ...........
173.350 ...... Base or mobile ......
173.3625 ..... Fixed or mobile .....
173.3900 ........ do ...........

12
13, 14. 24. 25
13, 15, 24, 25
13, 14. 25. 27
2. 11
13, 14, 25, 27
13, 14,25. 27
2. 11
13. 14, 25,27
13, 14, 25.27
2. 11
13,14,25,27
13, 15.24,25
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Frequency or band

Class of station^)

173.39625........ do ..........
216-220 ...... Base or mobile .....
220-222 ...... Base and mobile ....
406-413 ...... Operational fixed ...
450-470 ...... Fixed, base, or mobile
451.1625 ..... Mobile ..........
451.175 ...... Base or mobile .....
451.18125........ do ..........
451.18750........ do ..........
451.19375........ do ..........
451.2125 ..... Mobile ..........
'451.225 ...... Base or mobile .....
451.23125 ........ do ..........
451.23750.... .... do ..........
451.24375........ do ..........
451.2625 ..... Mobile ..........
451.275 ...... Base or mobile .....
451.28125........ do ..........
451.28750........ do ..........
451.29375........ do ..........
451.3625 ..... Mobile ..........
451.375 ...... Base or mobile .....
451.38125. ....... do ..........
451.38750........ do ..........
451.39375. ....... do ..........
451.4125 ..... Mobile ..........
451.425 ...... Base or mobile .....
451.43125. ....... do ..........
451.43750. ....... do ..........
451.44375. ....... do ..........
451.4625 ..... Mobile ..........
451.475 ...... Base or mobile .....
451.48125. ....... do ..........
451.48750. ....... do ..........
451.49375. ....... do ..........
451.5125 ..... Mobile ..........
451.525 ...... Base or mobile .....
451.53125. ....... do ..........
451.53750. ....... do ..........
451.54375. ....... do ..........

451.550 .........
451.55625. .......
451.56250. .......
451.56875........
451.575 .........
451.58125. .......
451.58750. .......
451.59375. .......
451.600 .........
451.60625. .......
451.61250. .......
451.61875........
451.625 .........
451.63125. .......
451.63750. .......
451.64375 ........
451.650 .........
451.6^625........
451.66250. .......

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........

451.66875........ do ..........

Limitations

Frequency or band

Class of sanon(s)

13, 14, 24. 25
16
37

451.675 ......... do .....
451.68125........ do .....
451.68750... ..... do . ... .

12
17. 39
41
18
18. 38
18,36
18. 38
41

451.69375......... do .....
451.700 ......... do .....
451.70625........ do .....
451.71250........ do .....
451.71875........ do .....
451.7375 ..... Mobile .....
451.750 ...... Base or mobile
451.75625. ....... do ......

18

451.76250.. ...... do

18. 38
18. 36
18,38
41
18
18. 38
18. 36
18,38
41
18
18, 38
18. 36
18. 38
41
18
18. 38
18, 36
18, 38
41
18
18. 38
18. 36
18, 38
41
18
18. 38
18. 36
18. 38
2
2, 38
2, 36
2. 38
18
18. 38
18.36
18,38
2
2.38
2, 36
2, 38
18
18. 38
18. 36
18. 38
2
2, 38
2. 36
2. 38

451.76875........ do
452.100 ......... do
452.10625. ....... do
452.11250.. ...... do
452.11875........ do
452.200 ......... do
452.20625........ do
452.21250........ do
452.21875 ........ do
452.225 ......... do
452.23125 ........ do
452.23750........ do
452.24375........ do
452.250 ......... do
452.25625........ do
452.26250........ do
452.26875 ........ do
452.275 ......... do
452.28125........ do
452.28750.. ...... do
452.29375........ do
452.350 ......... do
452.35625........ do
452.36250.. ...... do
452.36875 ........ do
452.400 ......... do
452.40625........ do
452.41250........ do
452.41875 ........ do
452.450 ......... do
452.45625........ do
452.46250........ do
452.46875 ........ do
456.1625 ..... Mobile
456.175 ......... do
456.18125.. ...... do
456.18750. ....... do
456.19375. ....... do
456.2125 ........ do
456.225 ......... do
456.23125 ........ do
456.23750........ do
456.24375........ do
456.2625 ........ do
456.275 ......... do
456.28125........ do
456.28750........ do
456.29375 ........ do
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.....
.....
.... .
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....

Limitations
18

18,38
18.36
18.38
2
2.38
2.36
2.38
41
2
2.38
2,36
2,38
28
28.38
28.36
28,38
28
28.38
28.36
28,38
28
28.38
28.36
28.38
28
28.38
28,36
28.38
28
28.38
28,36
28.38
28
28.38
28.36
28.38
28
28.38
28.36
28.38
28
28.38
28.36
28,38
41

18
18.38
18.36
18.38
41
18
18.38
18,36

18.38
41

18
18.38
18.36
18.38

Frequency or band

Class of stations)

456.3625 ........
456.375 .........
456.38125........
456.38750........
456.39375........
456.4125 ........
456.425 .........
456.43125........
456.43750........
456.44375 ........
456.4625 ........
456.475 ..........
456.48125........
456.48750........
456.49375........
456.5125 ........
456.525 .........
456.53125........
456.53750........
456.54375........
456.550 .........
456.55625........
456.56250........
456.56875........
456.575 .........
456.58125........
456.58750........
456.59375........
456.600 .........
456.60625........
456.61250........
456.61875........
456.625 .........
456.63125........
456.63750........
456.64375 ........
456.650 .........
456.65625........
456.66250........
456.66875 ........
456.675 .........
456.68125 ........
456.68750........
456.69375 ........
456.700 .........
456.70625........
456.71250........
456.71875 ........
456.7375 ........
456.750 .........
456.75625 ........
456.76250........
456.76875........
457.100 .........
457.10625. .......
457.11250. .......
457.11875.... ....
457.200 .........
457.20625........
457.21250........

do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do -.do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .
do .

Limitations

41
18
18,38
18.36
18.38
41
18

18.38
18.36
18.38
41

18
18.38
18.36
18,38

41
18
18,38
18.36
18.38

2
2,38
2,36
2.38
18
18.38
18.36
18.38
2
2,38
2.36
2,38
18
18.38
18,36
18.38
2
2,38
2.36
2.38
18
18.38
18.36
18.38
2
2,38
2.36
2.38
41
2
2.38
2,36
2.38
28
28.38
28,36
28.38
28
28.38
28,36

Frequency or band

Class of sation(s)

457.21875........ do ..........
457.225 ......... do ..........
457.23125........ do ..........
457.23750... ..... do ..........
457.24375........ do ..........
457.250 ......... do ..........
457.25625........ do ..........
457.26250........ do ..........
457.26875........ do ..........
457.275 ......... do ..........
457.28125........ do ..........
457.28750........ do ..........
457.29375........ do ..........
457.350 ......... do ..........
457.35625........ do ..........
457.36250........ do ..........
457.36875........ do ..........
457.400 ......... do ..........
457.40625........ do ..........
457.41250........ do ..........
457.41875........ do ..........
457.450 ......... do ..........
457.45625........ do ..........
457.46250........ do ..........
457.46875........ do ..........
462.4625 ........ do ..........
462.475 ...... Base or mobile
462.48125........ do ..........
462.48750........ do ..........
462.49375........ do ..........
462.5125 ........ do ..........
462.525 ...... Base or mobile
462.53125........ do ..........
467.4625 ..... Mobile ..........
467.475 ......... do ..........
467.48125........ do ..........
467.48750........ do .........
467.49375........ do .........
467.5125 ........ do .........
467.525 ......... do .........
467.53125 ........ do .........
470-512 ...... Base or mobile . . . .
806^21 ...... Mobile only ......
851-866 ...... Base or mobile ....
896-901 ...... Mobile .........
928 and above . . Operational-fixed ..
929-930 ...... Base only .......
935-940 ...... Base or mobile ....
1427-1435 ..... Operational fixed. . .
base or mobile
2450-2500..... Base or mobile ....
8400-8500........ do .........
10,550-10.680* .... do .........

Limitations
28.38
28
28,38
28.36
28.38
28
28,38
28.36
28.38
28
28.38
28.36
28.38
28
28,38
28,36
28.38
. 28
28.38
28.36
28.38
28
28.38
28.36
28,38
41
18
18.38
18,36
18.38
41
18
18,38
41
18
18,38
18.36
18.38
41
18
18.38

19
20
20
20
21
35
20
16
22
23

The frequencies in the band 10.55-10.68 GHz are available for
Digital Termination Systems and for associated mteroodal links in
the Point-to-Point Microwave Radio Service. No new licenses will
be issued under mis Subpart but current licenses will be renewed.
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(c) * * *

(36) This frequency is not available in the 150-170 MHz band until August 16, 1996.
This frequency will be assigned with an authorized bandwidth not to exceed 11.25 kHz. In
the 450-470 MHz band, secondary telemetry operations pursuant to § 90.238(e) will be
authorized on this frequency.

(38) This frequency is not available until August 16, 1996. After August 16, 1996
this frequency will be assigned with an authorized bandwidth not to exceed 6 kHz.
(39) Assignment of frequencies in this band are subject to the provisions of § 90.173
(40) This frequency will be authorized a channel bandwidth of 25 kHz.
(41) This frequency is available for systems first licensed prior to August 16, 1995.
No new systems will be authorized after August 16, 1995, but prior authorized systems may
be modified, expanded, and renewed.
*****
(e) * * *
(3) Frequencies in the 25-50 MHz, 150-170 MHz, 450-512 MHz and 902-928 MHz
bands may be assigned for the operation of Location and Monitoring Service (LMS) systems
in accordance with the provisions of subpart M, notwithstanding this limitation.
*****

12. Section 90.69 is amended by replacing the table of frequencies in paragraph (b),
replacing limitation (12), and adding limitations (14) and (15) in paragraph (c), and replacing
paragraph (e)(3) to read as follows:
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§ 90.69 film and Video Production Radio Service.
* * * * *

(b) * * *
Film and Video Production Radio Service Frequency Table
Frequency or band

Class of station(s)

Limitations

KHohertz:

1628 ........ Base or mobile ......
1652 ........... do ...........
2292 ........... do ...........
2398 ........... do ...........
4637.5 .......... do ...........
Megahertz:
72 to 76 ...... Operational fixed ....
150 to 170 .... Base or mobile ......
152.8625 ........ do ...........

2
15
3. 14

152.87 ..........
152.8775 ........
152.90 ..........
152.9075 ........
152.93 ..........

do
do
do
do
do

...........
...........
...........
...........
...........

3
3, 12
3
3. 12
3

152.9375 ........
152.96 ..........
152.9675 ........
152.99 ..........

do
do
do
do

...........
...........
...........
...........

3, 12
3
3. 12
3

1
1
1
1
1

152.9975 ........ do ...........
3, 12
153.02 .......... do ...........
3
153.0275 ........ do ...........
3. 12
169-172 ...... Mobile ...........
11
173.225 ...... Base or mobile ......
4
173.275 ......... do ...........
4
173.325 ......... do ...........
4
173.375 ......... do ...........
4
220-222 ...... Base and mobile .....
13
806 to 821 .... Mobile ...........
5
851 to 866 .... Base or mobile ......
5
896 to 901 .... Mobile ...........
5
928 and above . . Operational-fixed ....
6
929-930 ...... Base only .........
10
935 to 940 .... Base or mobil.......
5
1427 to 1435 . . . Base, mobile or .....
7
operational fixed
2450 to 2500 . . . Base or mobile ......
8
8400 to 8500 ...... do ...........
9
10.550 to 10.680* ... do .......................
*The frequencies in the band 10.55-10.68 GHz are available for
Digital Termination Systems and for associated internodal links in
the Point-to-Point Microwave Radio Service. No new licenses will
be issued under this subpart out cuntnt licenses will be renewed.
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(c) * * *

(12) This frequency is not available in the 150-170 MHz band until August 16, 1996.
This frequency will be assigned with an authorized bandwidth not to exceed 11.25 kHz. In
the 450-470 MHz band, secondary telemetry operations pursuant to § 90.238(e) will be
authorized on this frequency.

(14) This frequency is not available until August 16, 1996. After August 16, 1996
this frequency will be assigned with an authorized bandwidth not to exceed 6 kHz.
(15) Assignment of frequencies in this band are subject to the provisions of § 90.173
*****
(e) * * *
(3) Frequencies in the 25-50 MHz, 150-170 MHz, 450-512 MHz and 902-928 MHz
bands may be assigned for the operation of Location and Monitoring Service (LMS) systems
in accordance with the provisions of subpart M, notwithstanding this limitation.
*****

13. Section 90.71 is amended by replacing the table of frequencies in paragraph (b)
and adding limitations (12), (13), (14), and (15) in paragraph (c), and replacing paragraph
(e)(3) to read as follows:
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§ 90.71 Relay Press Radio Service.

(b) * * *
Relay Press Radio Service Frequency Table
Frequency or band

Class of sanon(s)

Limiarions

Megahertz:
72.0 to 76.0 . . . Operational fixed ....
I
169-172 ...... Mobile ...........
8
173.225 ...... Base or mobile ......
2
173.275 ......... do ...........
2
173.325 ......... do ...........
2
173.375 ......... do ...........
2
220-222 ...... Base and mobile .....
10
450-470 ...... Fixed or mobile .....
11, 14
452.9625 ..... Mobile ...........
15
452.975 ...... Fixed or mobile .................
452.98125 ........ do ...........
13
452.98750. ....... do ...........
12
452.99375 ........ do ...........
13
453.000 ......... do .......................
453.00625........ do ...........
13
453.01250. ....... do ...........
12
453.01875 ........ do ...........
13
457.9625 ..... MobUe ...........
15
457.975 ......... do .......................

457.98125 ........ do ...........

13

457.98750........ do ...........
457.99375 ........ do ...........

12
13

458.000 ......... do .......................
458.00625 ........ do ...........

13

458.01250 ........ do ...........

12

458.0.1875 ........ do ...........
13
806 to 821 ....... do ...........
3
851 to 866 .... Base or mobile ......
3
896 to 901 .... Mobile ...........
3
929-930 ...... Base only .........
9
928 and above . . Operational fixed ....
4
935 to 940 .... Base or mobile ......
3
1427 to 1435 . . . Operational fixed, ....
5
base or mobile
2450 to 2500 . . . Base or mobile ......
6
8400 to 8500 ...... do ...........
7
10,550 to 10,680* ... do .......................
"The frequencies in the band 10.55-10.68 GHz are available for
Digital Termination Systems and for associated internodal links in
the Point-to-Point Microwave Radio Service. No new licenses will
be issued under this Subpart but current licenses will be renewed.
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(c)* * *
(12) This frequency is not available in the 150-170 MHz band until August 16, 1996.
This frequency will be assigned with an authorized bandwidth not to exceed 11.25 kHz. In
the 450-470 MHz band, secondary telemetry operations pursuant to § 90.238(e) will be
authorized on this frequency.
(13) This frequency is not available until August 16, 1996. After August 16, 1996
this frequency will be assigned with an authorized bandwidth not to exceed 6 kHz.
(14) Assignment of frequencies in this band are subject to the provisions of § 90.173
(15) This frequency is available for systems first licensed prior to August 16, 1995.
No new systems will be authorized after August 16, 1995, but prior authorized systems may
be modified, expanded, and renewed.
(e) * * *

(3) Frequencies hi the 25-50 MHz, 150-170 MHz, 450-512 MHz and 902-928 MHz
bands may be assigned for the operation of Location and Monitoring Service (LMS) systems
in accordance with the provisions of subpart M, notwithstanding this limitation.

14. Section 90.73 is amended by replacing the table of frequencies hi paragraph (c),
replacing limitation (35) and adding limitations (38), (39), (40), and (41) in paragraph (d),
revising paragraph (e)(4), and replacing paragraph (f)(4) to read as follows:
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§ 90.73 Special Industrial Radio Service.
*****
(c) * * *
Special Industrial Radio Service Frequency Table
Frequency or band

Class of stations)

Kilohenz:
2.000 to 25.000 . Fixed, base or mobile .
2292 ........ Base or mobile .....
2398 ........... do ..........
4637.5 .......... do .........
Megahenz:
30.58........... do ..........
30.60........... do ..........
30.62 .......... do ..........
30.64........... do .........
31.28........... do .........
31.32........... do .........
31.36........... do .........
31.40. .......... do .........
31.44. .......... do .........
31.48. ........... do ..........
31.52........... do ..........
31.56........... do ..........
31.60........... do .........
31.64........... do .........
31.68. .......... do .........
31.72. .......... do .........
31.76... ........ do .........
31.80... ........ do .........
31.84. .......... do .........
31.88........... do .........
31.92. .......... do .........
31.96. .......... do .........
33.12 ........... do .........
35.28 ........ Base or mobile ....
do
35.32 ........
35.36.......
do
do
35.40.......
35.44.......
do
do
35.48 .......
do
35.52 .......
35.74 .......
do
35.76 .......
do
do
35.78 .......
do
35.80.......
35.82 .......
do
35.84 .......
do
35.86.......
do
43.02 .......
do
43.04 ........... do
43.06........... do
43.08 ........... do
43.10. .......... do
43.12........... do

Limitations
1

1.34
1.34
1,34
2
2
2
34
34

29,34
34

29.34
29.34
29, 31. 34
29. 31. 34
34
29.34
29. 31, 34
34

29, 31. 34
29,31,34
34
34

34
34

34
3.34
34
34
34
34
34

29.34
34
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
31.34
4
34

34
34
34

Frequency or band

Class of starion(s)

43.14........... do .......
43.18 ........... do .......
43.28........... do .......
43.32........... do .......
43.36........... do .......
43.40........... do .......
43.44........... do .......
43.48........... do .......
43.52 ........... do .......
47.44........... do .......
47.48 ........... do .......
47.52 ........... do .......
47.56........... do .......
47.60........... do .......
47.64........... do .......
47.68........... do .......
49.52........... do .......
49.54........... do .......
49.56........... do .......
49.58........... do .......
72-76........ Operational fixed
72.44........ Mobile .......
72.48 ........... do .......
72.52........... do .......
72.56........... do .......
72.60........... do .......
75.44........... do .......
75.48 ........... do .......
75.52 ........... do .......
75.56........... do .......
75.60........... do ......
150 to 170 .... Base or mobile .
151.490 ......... do ......
151.4975 ........ do ......
151.505 ......... do ......
151.5125 ........ do ......
151.520 ......... do ......
151.5275 ........ do ......
151.535 ......... do ......
151.5425 ........ do ......
151.550 ......... do ......
151.5575 ........ do ......
151.565 ......... do ......
151.5725 ........ do ......
151.580 ......... do ......
151.5875 ........ do ......
151.595 ......... do ......
151.6025 ........ do ......
152.465 ......... do ......
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34

2
31,34
34

31.34
31,34
34
34
31.34

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
34
5,34

2
5.34
6
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

39
2.8
2. 8. 35
4
4.35
2
2.35
2
2,35
2
2,35
2
2,35
2
2,35
2
2,35
2, 28, 35

Frequency or band

Class of stan 6n(s)

152.480 ......... do .....
152.8625 ........ do .....
152.870 ......... do .....
152.8775 ........ do ......
152.885 ......... do ......
152.8925 ........ do ......
152.900 ......... do ......
152.9075 ........ do ......
152.915 ......... do ......
152.9225 ........ do ......
152.930 ......... do ......
152.9375 .......: do'......
152.945 ......... do ......
152.9525 ........ do ......
152.960 ......... do ......
152.9675 ........ do ......
152.975 ......... do ......
152.9825 ........ do ......
152.990 ......... do ......
152.9975 ........ do ......
153.005 ......... do ......
153.0125 ........ do ......
153.020 ......... do ......
153.0275 ........ do ......
153.035 ......... do ......
153.0425 ........ do ......
153.050 ......... do ......
153.0575 ........ do ......
153.125 ......... do ......
153.1325 ........ do ......
153.335 ......... do ......
153.3425 ........ do ......
153.350 ......... do ......
153.3575 ........ do ......
153.365 ......... do ......
153.3725 ........ do ......
153.380 ......... do ......
153.3875 ........ do ...,/..
153.395 ......... do ......
153.4025 ........ do ......
154.45625 ..... Fixed or mobile
154.46375........ do ......
154.47125........ do ......
154.47875........ do ......
154.4825 ..... Base or mobile .
154.490 ......... do ......
154.4975 ........ do ......
154.505 ......... do ......
154.625 ......... do ......
154.640 ......... do ......
157.725 ......... do ......
157.740 ......... do ......
158.325 ......... do ......
158.3325 ........ do ......
158.355 ......... do ......
158.3625 ........ do ......
158.385 ......... do ......
158.3925 ........ do ......
158.400 ......... do ......
158.4075 ........ do ......

Frequency or band

Class of sorion(s)

2, 9. 35.40
10, 34, 38
10.34
10.34.35
2
2. 35
2, 10
2, 10. 35
2

158.415 ......... do ...........
158.4225 ........ do ...........
158.460 ......... do ...........
169 to 172 .... Mobile, operational fixed
173.20375..... Fixed or mobile .....
173.2100 ........ do ...........
173.2375 ........ do ...........
173.2625 ........ do ...........
173.2875 ........ do ...........

2, 30.33
2. 30. 33, 35
2.9.40
14
12.13,15.27
12.15, 16.27
12, 13. 15. 25
12,13, 15. 25
12. 13. 15. 25

2, 35
2. 10

173.3125 ........ do ...........
173.3375 ........ do ...........

12.13,15,25
12,13, 15, 25

2. 10. 35

173.3625 ........ do ...........

12, 13. 15, 25

2

173.3900 ........ do ...........

12. 15. 16. 27

2, 35
2, 10
2,10,35
2
2, 35
2. 10
2, 10.35
2
2.35
2, 10
2, 10.35
2, 11
2, 11.35
2,30.33
2.30,33,35
2,30,33
2, 30. 33, 35
2.30
2,30.35
2, 30
2,30.35
2,30
2,30,35
2, 30
2,30.35

173.39625 ........ do ...........
216 to 220 ... . Base or mobile ......
220-222 ...... Base and mobile .....
406413 ...... Operational fixed ....
450 to 470 .... Fixed, base, or mobile .
451.7125 ..... Mobile ...........
451.725 ...... Base or mobile ......
451.73125........ do ...........
451.73750. . ...... do ...........
451.74375........ do ...........
451.7625 ..... Mobile ...........
451.775 ...... Base or mobile ......
451.78125........ do ...........
451.78750........ do ...........
451.79375........ do ...........
451.800 ...... Operational fixed, ....
base or mobile
451.80625........ do ...........
451.81250........ do ...........
451.81875........ do ...........
451.825 ...... Base or mobile ......
451.83125........ do ...........
451.83750........ do ...........
451.84375........ do ...........
451.850 ......... do ...........

12,13,15. 27
17
37
14
18.39
41
2
2.38
2,35
2.38
41
2
2,38
2,35
2.38
4,19

2,38

4, 19,38
4. 19,35
4, 19,38
2
2,38
2,35
2,38
2

2, 30

451.85625........ do ...........

2.30,35

451.86250........ do ...........

2,35

12. 13, 15,25

451.86875........ do ...........

2, 38

12, 13, 15,26,27

12, 13, 15,27
12. 13, 15,25
2,35
2
2.35
2.35
2.9,40
2,9. 35

2.28
2.9,40
2.30.33
2.30.33,35
2,32
2,32,35
2
2.35
4
4.35

451.875 ......... do ...........

451.88125........
451.88750........
451.89375........
451.900 .........
451.90625........
451.91250........
451.91875........

do
do
do
do
do
do
do

...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........

451.925 ......... do ...........

451.93125........
451.93750........
451.94375........
451.950 .........
451.95625........
451.96250........
451.96875........

do
do
do
do
do
do
do

2

2,38
2.35
2,38
2
2,38
2,35
2,38
2

...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........

2.38
2.35
2.38
2
2,38
2,35
2,38

451.975 ......... do ...........
451.98125........ do ...........
451.98750........ do ...........

2
2.38
2.35
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Frequency or band

451.99375........ do .......

452.000 .........
452.00625........
452.01250... .....
452.01875........
452.025 .........
452.03125........
452.03750.. ......

f jm«

Class of stanon(s)
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......

452.04375 ........ do .......
452.0625 ..... Mobile .......
452.075 ...... Base or mobile . .
452.08125. ....... do'. ......

452.08750........ do .......
452.09375........ do .......
452.1125 ..... Mobile .......
452.125 ...... Base or mobile . .
452.13125. ....... do .......
452.13750. ....... do .......
452.14375.. ...... do .......
452.1625 ..... Mobile .......
452.175 ...... Base or mobile . .
452.18125. ....... do .......
452.18750. ....... do .......
452.19375. ......: do .......
456.7125 ..... Mobile .......
456.725 ......... do .......
456.73125.. ...... do .......
456.73750........ do .......
456.74375........ do .......
456.7625 ........ do .......
456.775 ......... do .......
456.78125........ do .......
456.78750.. ...... do .......
456.79375........ do .......
456.800 ...... Operational fixed,
base or mobile
456.80625 ........ do .......
456.81250........ do .......
456.81875........ do .......
456.825 ...... Mobile .......
456.83125........ do .......
456.83750........ do .......
456.84375 ........ do .......
456.850 ......... do .......
456.85625........ do .......
456.86250........ do .......
456.86875 ........ do .......
456.875 ......... do .......
456.88125........ do .......
456.88750........ do .......
456.89375........ do .......
456.900 ......... do .......
456.90625........ do .......
456.91250........ do .......
456.91875........ do .......
456.925 ......... do .......
456.93125. ....... do .......
456.93750........ do .......
456.94375........ do .......
456.950 ......... do .......

2,38
2
2.38
2,35
2.38
2
2.38
2.35
2,38
41
2
2,38
2.35
2,38
41
2
2,38
2.35
2,38
41
2
2,38
2,35
2.38
41
2
2.38
2.35
2,38
41
2
2,38
2,35
2.38
4. 19
4,19. 38
4,19. 35
4,19, 38
2
2,38
2,35
2,38
2
2,38
2.35
2.38
2
2.38
2.35
2.38
2
2.38
2,35
2.38
2
2.38
2,35
2.38
2

456.9S625 ........ . do ...........
456.96250.........do ...........
456.96875 ...... . . do ...........
456.975 ....... ..do ...........
456.98125 ...... . . do ...........
456.98750...... . . do ...........
456.99375 ...... . . do ...........
457.000 ....... . . do ...........
457.00625 ...... . . do ...........
457.01250 ...... . . do ...........
457.01875 ...... . . do ...........
457.025 ....... . . do ...........
457.03125 ...... . . do ...........
457.03750 ...... . . do ...........
457.04375 ...... ..do ...........
457.0625 ...... . . do ...........
457.075 ....... . . do ...........
457.08125 ...... . . do ...........
457.08750 ....... . . do ...........
457.09375 ....... . . do ...........
457.1125 ...... . . do ...........
457.125 ....... . . do ...........
457.13125 ...... . . do ...........
457.13750 ...... . . do ...........
457.14375 ....... . . do ...........
457.1625 ...... . . do ...........
457.175 .......... do ...........
457.18125 ....... . . do ...........
457.18750 ....... . . do ...........
457.19375 ......... do ...........
470 to 512 .... Base or mobile ......
806 to 821 .... Mobile ...........
851 to 866 .... Base or mobile ......
896 to 901 .... Mobile ...........
928 and above . . Operational fixed ....
929-930 ...... Base only .........
935 to 940 .... Base or mobile ......
1427 to 1435 . . . Operational fixed, ....

2.38
2.35
2.38
2
2.38
2.35
2.38
2
2,38
2.35
2.38
2
2.38
2,35
2.38
41
2
2,38
2,35
2.38
41
2
2,?8
2,35
2,38
41
2
2.38
2.35
2,38
20
21
21
21
22
36
21
17

base or mobile
2450 to 2500 . . . Base or mobile ......
. . . do ...........
8400 to 8500
10.550 to 10.680* . . . do ................

23
24

The frequencies in me band 10.55-10.68 GHz are available for
Digital Termination Systems and for associated intemodal links in
the Point-to-Point Microwave Radio Service. No new licenses will
be issued under this Subpan but current licenses will be renewed.
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(d) * * *

(35) This frequency is. not available in the 150-170 MHz band until August 16, 1996.
This frequency will be assigned with an authorized bandwidth not to exceed 11.25 kHz. In
the 450-470 MHz band, secondary telemetry operations pursuant to § 90.238(e) will be
authorized on this frequency.
* * * * *
(38) This frequency is not available until August 16, 1996. After August 16, 1996
this frequency will be assigned with an authorized bandwidth not to exceed 6 kHz.
(39) Assignment of frequencies in this band are subject to the provisions of § 90.173
(40) This frequency will be authorized a channel bandwidth of 25 kHz.
(41) This frequency is available for systems first licensed prior to August 16, 1995.
No new systems will be authorized after August 16, 1995, but prior authorized systems may
be modified, expanded, and renewed.
* * * * *
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(e)* * *
(4) * * *
Base and Mobile
159.240 ..................

159.2475 .................
159.255 ..................
159.2625 .................
159.270 ..................
159.2775 .................
159.285 ..................
159.2925 .................
159.300 ..................
159.3075 ..............:..
159.315 ..................
159.3225 .................
159.330 ..................
159.3375 .................
159.345 ..................
159.3525 .................
159.360 ..................
159.3675 .................
159.375 ..................
159.3825 .................
159.390 ..................
159.3975 .................
159.405 ..................
159.4125 .................
159.420 ..................
159.4275 .................
159.435 ..................
159.4425 .................

Mobile
Only
160.41CT
160.4175
160.425
160.4325
160.440
160.4475
160.455
160.4625
160.470
160.4775
160.485
160.4925
160.500
160.5075
160.515
160.5225
160.530
160.5375
160.545
160.5525
160.560
160.5675
160.575
160.5825
160.590
160.5975
160.605
160.6125

(f) * * *
(4) Frequencies in the 25-50 MHz, 150-170 MHz, 450-512 MHz and 902-928 MHz
bands may be assigned for the operation of Location and Monitoring Service (LMS) systems
in accordance with the provisions of subpart M, notwithstanding this limitation.
*****
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15. Section 90.75 is amended by replacing the table of frequencies in paragraph (b),
revising limitation (23), replacing limitation (24), revising limitation (38), adding limitations
(46), (47), (48), (49), (50), and (51) in paragraph (c), revising paragraph (d)(4), and
replacing paragraph (e)(4) to read as follows:
§ 90.75 Business Radio Service.

(b)

*

*. * ..

Business Radio Service Frequency Table
Frequency or band
Megahertz:
27.43 ......
27.45 ......
27.47 ......
27.49 ......
27.51 ......
27.53 ......
30.76 ......
30.80 ..:...
30.84 .....
30.88 ......
30.92 ......
30.96 ......
31.00.
31.04.
31.16.
31.20.
31.24.
33.14.
33.16.
33.40 ......
35.02 ......
35.04 ......
35.06 ......
35.08 ......
35.10.
35.12.
35.14.
35.18 ......
35.70 ......
35.72 ......
35.88 ......
35.90 ......
35.92 ......
35.94 ......
35.96 ......
35.98 ......
42.96 ......
42.98 ......
43.00 ......
72 to 76 ....
74.61 ......

Class of starion(s)

. . Base or Mobile ......
..... do ...........
. . . . . do ...........
..... do ...........
. . Mobile ...........
. . . . . do ...........

. . Base or mobile ......
..... do ...........
. . MobUe ...........
. . Base or mobile ......
..... do ...........
. . . . . do ...........
. . . . . do ...........
. . . . . do ...........
..... do ...........
..... do ...........
..... do ...........
. . Mobile ...........
. . Base or mobile ......
. . MobUe ...........
..... do ...........
. . Base or mobile ......
. . . . . do ...........
..... do ...........
. . . . . do ...........
..... do ...........
..... do ...........
..... do ...........
..... do ...........
..... do ...........
..... do ...........
..... do ...........
..... do ...........
..... do ...............
do
. . .
do .
..... do ...........
. . Mobile ...........
. . Base or mobile ......
. . Operational fixed ....
. . Mobile ..........

Limi&oons
1.2
1.2
1.2
1,3
4
4
1.2
1.2
4.22
1,2
1.2
1,2
1.2
1,2
1.2
1.2
1.2
4,22
1.2
6.22
4.5.22
,3
.2
,2
,2
,2
,2
.2
2
2
1,2
1.2
1.2

1.2
4.22
1.2
7
45

Frequency or band

Class of station(s)

74.63 ........... do .....
74.65........... do .....
74.67........... do .....
74.69........... do .....
74.71 ........... do .....
74.73 ........... do .....
74.75 ........... do .....
74.77........... do .....
74.79........... do .....
75.21........... do .....
75.23 ........... do .....
75.25 ........... do .....
75.27........... do .....
75.29........... do .....
75.31 ........... do .....
75.33 ........... do .....
75.35 ........... do .....
75.37 ........... do .....
75.39........... do .....
150 to 170 .... Base or mobile
150.815 ...... MobUe .....
150.830 ...... Base ......

150.845 ...... Base or mobile
150.8525 ........
150.860 :........
150.8675 ........
150.875 .........
150.8825 ........

do
do
do
do
do

.....
.....
.....
.....
.....

150.890 ......... do .....
150.8975 ........ do .....
150.905 ......... do .....
150.920 ...... Base ......
150.935 ...... Base or mobile
150.9425 ........ do .....
150.950 ......... do .....
150.9575 ........ do .....
150.965 ......... do .....
150.9725 ........ do .....
150.995 ......... do .....
151.0025 ........ do .....
151.010 ......... do .....
151.0175 ........ do .....
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Limitations
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
48
8

8. 10, 12, 49

8
8.24
8
8,24
8

8,24
8
8.24
8
8, 10. 12, 49
8

8.24
8
8.24
8

8.24
8
8,24
8

8.24

Frequency or band

Class of sarioa(s)

151.025 ......... do .....

151.0325 ........ do ......

151.040 ......... do .....
151.0475 ........ do .....

Limitations

151.6625 ........ do .....
151.670 ......... do ......
151.6775 ......... do ......

8.24

151.685 ......... do ......

1. 2. 24
1. 2. 24
1.2.24
1.2

8

151.7225 ........ do ......

3, 30. 47
1.2
1.2.24

151.730 ......... do ......

1. 2. 24

8
8. 24

151.7375 ........ do ......
151.745 ......... do ......

.

1,2.24
1.2
3, 30, 47

8, 24
8

151.775 ......... do ......
151.7825 ........ do ......

1.2
1. 2. 24

8
8. 10, 12,49

151.0925 ........ do .....

8, 24

151.100 ......... do .....

151.1075 ........
151.115 .........
151.1225 ........
151.130 .........
151.1375 ........
151.145 .........
151.1525 ........
151.160 .........
151.1675 ........
151.175 .........

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

.....
.....
-.-....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....

Class of sonoafs)

8
8. 24
8

151.055 ......... do .....
151.070 ...... Base ......
151.085 ...... Base or mobile

Frequency or band

8

151.700 ......... do ......
151.715 ......... do ......

151.760 ......... do ....

8, 24

151.790 ......... do ......

1.2.24

8
8, 24

151.7975 ........ do ......
151.805 ......... do ......

8, 24
8

151.190 ...... Base ......

8. 10, 12, 49

151.835 ...... Base or mobile .
151.8425 ........ do ......

1. 2. 24
1.2
13. 22, 47, 51
. 1.2
1. 2. 24
1.2.24

151.205 ...... Base or mobile
151.2125 ........ do .....
151.220 ......... do .....
151.2275 ........ do .....
151.235 ......... do .....
151.2425 ........ do .....
151.250 ......... do .....
151.2575 ........ do .....
151.265 ......... do .....
151.2725 ........ do .....
151.280 ......... do .....
151.2875 ........ do .....
151.295 ......... do .....
151.310 ...... Base ......
151.325 ...... Base or mobile
151.3325 ........ do .....
151.340 ......... do .....
151.3475 ........ do .....
151.355 ......... do .....
151.3625 ........ do .....
151.370 ......... do .....
151.3775 ........ do .....
151.385 ......... do .....
151.3925 ........ do .....
151.400 ......... do .....
151.4075 ........ do .....
151.415 ......... do .....
151.4225 ........ do .....
151.430 ......... do .....
151.4375 ........ do .....
151.445 ......... do .....
151.4525 ........ do .....
151.460 ......... do .....
151.4675 ........ do .....
151.475 ......... do .....
151.4825 ........ do .....

8
8, 24
8
8. 24
8
8, 24
8

151.8575 ........ do ......
151.865 ......... do ......
151.880 ...... Mobile ......
151.895 ...... Base or mobile .
151.9025 ........ do ......
151.910 ......... do ......
151.9175 ........ do ......

151.625 ......... do .....

151.640 ......... do .....
151.6475 ........ do .....
151.655 ......... do .....

8

151.820 ...... Mobile ......
151.850 ......... do ......

8, 24
8
8, 24
8

151.925 ......... do ......
151.940 ...... Mobile ......
151.955 ...... Base or mobile .
151.9625 ........ do . . . . .

8. 24
8
8. 10. 12, 49
8
8, 24
8
8, 24
8
8. 24
8
8. 24
8
8. 24
8
8.24
8
8. 24
8
8. 24
8
8. 24
8
8. 24
8
8, 24
1,3
1, 2, 46
1. 2, 24
1,2

151.970 ......... do ......
151.9775 ........ do ......
152.300 ......... do ......
152.3075 ........ do ......
152.315 ......... do ......
152.3225 ........ do
152.345 ......... do ......
152.3525 ........ do ......
152.360 ......... do ......
152.3675 ........ do .....
152.375 ......... do
152.3825 ........ do .....
152.405 ......... do . . . . .
152.4125 ........ do .....
152.420 ......... do .....
152.4275 ........ do .....
152.480 ...... Base ......
154.45625 ..... Mobile .....
154.46375 ........ do
154.47125 ........ do ....
154.515 ...... Base or mobile
154.5275 ..... Mobile .....
154.540 ...... Base or mobile
154.5475 ........ do .....
154.555 ......... do .....
154.570 . ..... Mobile
154.600 ......... do .....
154.610 ...... Base or mobile
154.625 ...... Base ......
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1.2.24

1.2
13. 22. 47. 51
1.2

1.2.24
1.2,24
1.2,24

13. 22. 47, 51
1. 2. 24
1. 2. 24
1.2,24
9
9.24
1.9

1, 9, 24
1,9

1. 9. 24
9
9,24
1.9

1.9.24
1.9
1. 9, 24
9
9.24
10. 11,12,49
18. 19. 36
18, 19, 35, 37
18, 19. 35

1.2
3. 30,47

1.2
1. 2, 24

1.2.46

4.13.22
4, 14.22
1.2,46
10,11,15.49

Frequency or bud

Class of stations)

Limitations

154.640 ......... do ...........
10.11.15.24
157.560 ...... Base or mobile ......
9
9.24
157.5675 ........ do ...........
157.575 ...... Mobile ...........
1,9
1,9,24
157.5825 ........ do ...........
157.605 ...... Mobile ...........
1.9
157.6125 ........ do ...........
1.9.24
157.620 ...... Base or mobile ......
9
9.24
157.6275 ........ do ...........
1.9
157.635 ...... Mobile ...........
1, 9. 24
157.6425 ........ do ...........
1.9
157.665 ...... Mobite ...........
1.9,24
157.6725 ........ do ...........
157.680 ......... do ...........
9
9,24
157.6875 ........ do ...........
157.740 ...... Base ............
10,11.12.49
158.460 ......... do ........... 10, 11,12,15.49
17
169 to 172 .... Mobile, operational fixed

173.20375 ..... Mobile
173.2100 ........ do
173.2375 ........ do
173.2625 ........ do

..........
..........
..........
..........

173.2875 ........ do ..........
173.3125 ........ do ..........
173.3375 ........ do ..........

173.3625 ........ do ..........
173.3900 ........ do ..........
173.39625........ do ..........
216 to 220 .... Base or mobile .....
220-222 ...... Base and mobile ....
406 to 413 .... Operational fixed . . .
450 to 470 .... Base or mobile .....

18. 19. 35

18. 20, 35

18. 19. 36
18. 19. 36
18, 19, 36
18, 19. 36
18. 19. 36
18.19.36
18, 20.35
18. 19, 35

21
17
48
50
4. 14. 22, 23
4. 14, 22. 23, 46
4. 14, 22. 23, 24

457.5125 ..... Mobile
457.525 ......... do
457.53125 ....... do
457.53750 ...... do
457.54375 ....... do
457.550 ......... do
457.55625 ........ do

..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........

457.56875........
457.575 .........
457.58125. .......
457.58750........
457.59375........

..........
..........
..........
..........
..........

4, 14, 22.23,46
4. 14. 22, 23, 24
4. 14, 22. 23. 46

457.60625........ do ...........
457.61250........ do ..........
457.61875........ do ..........

4. 14. 22.23.46
4. 14. 22. 23. 24
4. 14. 22, 23. 46

457.56250........ do ..........

do
do
do
do
do

457.600 ......... do ..........

460.650 ...... Base or mobile .....

460.65625........ do ..........

460.66250........
460.66875. .......
460.675 .........
460.68125........
460.68750........
460.69375........
460.700 .........
460.70625........
460.71250........

do
do
do
ao
do
do
do
do
do

..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........

4. 14. 22. 23. 46
4, 14, 22. 23
4, 14. 22, 23. 46
4. 14. 22. 23. 24
4. 14. 22.23,46

4. 14. 22. 23

4, 14. 22. 23

2. 15, 25, 26
2.15, 25. 26. 46
2,15, 24. 25. 26
2, 15, 25.26.46
2. 15, 25. 26

2.15. 25. 26. 46
2. 15. 24. 25, 26
2,15. 25. 26. 46
2. 15. 25. 26
2.15. 25. 26. 46
2. 15. 24. 25. 26

Frequency or band

Class of satkmft)

460.71875........
460.725 .........
460.73125........
460.73750........

do
do
do
do

...........
...........
...........
...........

460.75625........ do
460.76250....... .do
460.76875........ do
460.775 ......... do
460.78125........ do
460.78750....... .do
460.79375........ do
460.800 ......... do
460.80625........ do
460.81250........ do
460.81875........ do
460.825 ......... do
460.83125........ do
460.83750........ do
460.84375........ do
460.850 ......... do
460.85625........ do
460.86250........ do
460.86875........ do
460.875 ......... do
460.88125........ do
460.88750........ do
460.89375........ do
460.900 ......... do
460.90625. ....... do
460.91250. ....... do
460.91875........ do
460.925 ......... do
460.93125........ do
460.93750........ do

...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........

460.98125........
460.98750........
460.99375........
461.000 .........
461.00625.. ......
461.01250........
461.01875........
461.025 .........
461.03125. .......
461.03750. .......
461.04375. .......
461.050 .........
461.05625. .......
461.06250........
461.06875. .......
461.075 .........
461.08125. .......
461.08750. .......

..........
..........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........

460.74375........ do ...........
460.750 ......... do ...........

460.94375........
460.950 .........
460.95625........
460.96250. .......
460.96875........
460.975 .........
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do
do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

...........
...........
..........
..........
..........
..........

2. 15, 25. 26.46
2, 15.25.26
2, 15,25. 26. 46
2, 15. 24.25.26
2, 15. 25. 26. 46
2. 15.25.26
2. 15.25.26.46
2. 15. 24. 25. 26
2. 15.25. 26, 46
2. 15,25.26
2. 15. 25. 26. 46
2. 15. 24. 25. 26

2. 15.25.26.46
2, 15. 25. 26
2.15.25. 26,46
2.15.24.25.26
2, 15. 25. 26.46
2. 15. 25.26
2. 15.25.26.46

2. 15.24. 25.26
2. 15. 25, 26.46
2. 15, 25,26
2, 15. 25, 26, 46
2, 15. 24,25.26
2. 15. 25. 26. 46
2. 15.25.26
2. 15.25.26.46
2. 15. 24, 25, 26
2, 15. 25. 26. 46
1. 2. 27, 39. 40
1 2, 27, 39, 40, 46
1 2, 24, 27. 39. 40
1 2. 27, 39. 40. 46
1. 2, 27, 39.40
1 2, 27, 39, 40,46
1 2, 24, 27, 39,40
1 2, 27, 39, 40. 46
1.2,27.39.40
2, 27, 39, 40,46
2, 24, 27, 39. 40
2. 27, 39, 40, 46
1. 2, 28, 39.40
, 2. 28. 39.40.46
2. 24. 28. 39. 40
1 2. 28, 39.40.46
1,2.28.39.40
1 , 2. 28. 39. 40, 46
1 , 2. 24. 28. 39.40
1 , 2. 28, 39. 40.46

1, 2. 26

2.26.46
2. 24,26
2.26,46
1.2.26
2.26.46
1. 2. 24. 26
1. 2. 26.46
1.2,26
1,2,26,46
1. 2. 24, 26

Limitations

Frequency or band

Class of sanon(s)

Limitations

461.09375........ do
461.100 ......... do
461.10625..... ... do
461.11250........ do
461.11875..... ... do
461.125 ......... do
461.13125. ....... do
461.13750. ....... do
461.14375. ....... do.
461.150 ......... do
461.15625........ do
461.16250........ do'
461.16875........ do
461.175 ......... do
461.18125........ do
461.18750. ....... do
461.19375. ....... do
461.200 ......... do
461.20625. ....... do
461.21250. ....... do
461.21875........ do
461.225 ......... do
461.23125........ do
461.23750........ do
461.24375........ do
461.250 ......... do
461.25625........ do
461.26250. ....... do
461.26875. ....... do
461.275 ......... do
461.28125........ do
461.28750. ....... do
461.29375........ do
461.300 ......... do
461.30625. ....... do

1. 2, 26, 46
1, 2, 26
1.2,26.46
1,2.24.26
1, 2. 26. 46
1,2.26

461.46875........
461.475 .........
461.48125........
461.48750.... ....
461.49375 ........
461.500 .........

do
do
do
do
do
do .

1, 2. 26.46
1.2.24.26
1.2.26.46
1, 2. 26
1. 2. 26.46
1.2.24,26
1, 2. 26. 46
I. 2. 26
1. 2. 26.46
1. 2. 24.26
1, 2. 26,46
1. 2. 26
1, 2, 26. 46
1.2,24.26
1.2,26.46
1. 2. 26
1,2,26.46
1,2,24,26
1,2,26,46
1, 2. 26
1.2,26,46
1, 2. 24.26
1,2,26,46
1, 2, 26
1,2.26,46
1. 2, 24. 26
1,2,26.46
1.2.26
1.2.26.46

461.50625........ do .
461.51250. ....... do
461.51875. ....... do
461.525 ......... do
461.53125........ do
461.53750........ do
461.54375........ do
461.550 ......... do
461.55625........ do
461.56250........ do
461.56875........ do
461.575 ......... do
461.58125........ do
461.58750.. ...... do
461.59375.... .... do
461.600 ......... do
461.60625. ....... do
461.61250.... .... do
461.61875........ do
461.625 ......... do
461.63125. ....... do
461.63750........ do
461.64375..... ... do
461.650 ......... do
461.65625. ....... do
461.66250........ do
461.66875. ....... do
461.675 ......... do
461.68125... ..... do

461.31250. .......
461.31875........
461.325 .........
461.33125........

do
do
do
do

1, 2, 24. 26

461.68750. ....... do

461.33750. .......
461.34375. .......
461.350 .........
461.35625........
461.36250. .......
461.36875........
461.375 .........
461.38125. .......
461.38750. .......
461.39375. .......
461.400 .........
461.40625. .......
461.41250. .......
461.41875. .......

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
dp

461.43125........
461.43750. .......
461.44375. .'......
461.450 .........
461.45625........
461.46250. .......

do
do
do
do
do
do

1, 2, 26, 46
1,2,26
1, 2. 26. 46
1.2,24.26
1, 2, 26, 46
1, 2, 26
1. 2, 26, 46
1.2,24,26
1.2,26.46
1,2. 26
1.2.26.46
1,2.24,26
1,2.26.46
1,2,26
1, 2, 26, 46
1,2.24,26
1. 2. 26. 46
1. 2. 26
1,2.26.46
1. 2, 24. 26
1,2.26.46

461.69375 ........ do
461.700 ......... do
461.70625........ do
461.71250. ....... do
461.71875 ........ do
461.725 ......... do
461.73125 ........ do
461.73750. ....... do
461.74375. ....... do
461.750 ......... do
461.75625. ....... do
461.76250. ....... do
461.76875. ....... do
461.775 ......... do
461.78125 ........ do
461.78750..... ... do
461.79375 ........ do
461.800 ......... do
461.80625. ....... do
461.81250........ do
461.81875. ....... do

1. 2. 26
1,2.26.46
1. 2, 24. 26

461.825 ......... do
461.83125. ....... do
461.83750........ do

1.2.26,46
1.2.26
1. 2. 26.46
1. 2. 24.26
1. 2. 26.46
1.2.26
1, 2. 26.46
1.2.24.26
1.2.26.46
1.2.26
1.2.26.46
1.2,24,26
1,2.26.46
1.2.26
1. 2.26.46
1.2.24.26
1.2,26.46
1.2.26
1. 2. 26,46
1.2.24.26
1, 2, 26.46
1. 2, 26
1.2,26.46
1, 2. 24.26
1.2.26.46
1. 2.26
1. 2. 26.46
1, 2. 24.26
1. 2, 26,46
1. 2, 26
1.2,26.46
1. 2. 24. 26
1. 2. 26. 46
1. 2. 26
1.2.26.46
1, 2. 24. 26
1, 2, 26, 46
1, 2, 26
1, 2, 26. 46
1. 2, 24, 26
1. 2, 26, 46
1. 2, 26
1, 2. 26, 46
1, 2. 24, 26
1, 2. 26, 46
1, 2. 26
1. 2, 26, 46
1, 2. 24. 26
1. 2. 26, 46
1. 2. 26
1. 2, 26.46
1.2. 24.26
1. 2. 26. 46
1.2.26
1,2.26.46
1, 2, 24, 26
1, 2, 26. 46
1. 2, 26
1.2.26.46
1.2.24.26

Frequency or band

Class of stations)

461.425 ......... do

10240

Frequency or band

Class of satibn(s)

461.84375........ do
461.850 ......... do

461.85625........ do
461.86250. ....... do

461.86875........ do
461.875 ......... do
461.88125........ do
461.88750. .......
461.89375........
461.900 .........
461.90625. .......
461.91250. .......
461.91875........
461.925 .........
461.93125........
461.93750.. ......
461.94375. .......
461.950 .........
461.95625. .......
461.96250. .......
461.96875. .......

do
do
do
do
dodo
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

461.975 ......... do
461.98125. ....... do
461.98750........ do

461.99375. ....... do

Limitations

Frequency or band

1. 2. 26,46

Class of sation(s)

462.7875 ..... Mobile .....

1. 2, 26
1. 2. 26,46
1,2.24.26
1. 2. 26.46
1, 2. 26
1. 2. 26. 46

462.800 ......
462.8125 .....
462.825 ......
462.8375 .....
462.850 ......
462.8625 .....

1. 2. 24. 26
1. 2. 26.46

462.875 ...... Base ......
462.8875 ..... Mobile .....

Base ......
Mobile .....
Base ......
Mobile .....
Base ......
Mobile .....

1. 2. 26
1. 2. 26.46
1. 2, 24. 26
1, 2, 26, 46
1,2,26
1. 2. 26.46
1. 2, 24. 26
1, 2, 26. 46
1. 2. 26
1. 2. 26. 46
1. 2. 24. 26

462.900 ...... Base ......
462.9125 ..... Mobile .....
462.925 ...... Base ......
462.93750........ do .....
462.94375... ..... do .....
463.200 ...... Base or mobile
463.20625........ do .....
463.21250........ do .....
463.21875........ do .....
463.225 ......... do .....
463.23125........ do .....

1. 2. 26. 46
1,2,26

463.23750........ do .....
463.24375.. ...... do .....

1, 2, 26, 46

463.250 ......... do .....

1, 2, 24, 26
1,2,26,46

463.25625........ do .....
463.26750........ do .....

462.000 ......... do

1. 2, 26

462.00625........ do

463.26875 ........ do .....

1, 2, 26, 46
1, 2. 24, 26

463.275 ......... do .....
463.28125........ do .....

1, 2, 26, 46
1. 2, 26
1, 2, 26. 46
1. 2, 24. 26

463.28750........
463.29375........
463.300 .........
463.30625 ........

1, 2. 26, 46
1,2,26
1. 2. 26. 46

463.31250........ do .....
463.31875. ....... do .....
463.325 ......... do .....

1, 2, 24, 26
1, 2. 26, 46
1. 2, 26

463.33125 ........ do .....
463.33750........ do .....
463.34375 ........ do .....

462.01250. ....... do
462.01875........ do
462.025 ......... do
462.03125 ........ do

462.03750........
462.04375........
462.050 .........
462.05625........

do
do
do
do

462.06250........ do

462.06875........ do
462.075 ......... do
462.08125........ do
462.08750........ do

do
do
do
do

.....
.....
.....
.....

1, 2, 26, 46

463.350 ......... do .....

1, 2, 24, 26

462.09375........ do
462.100 ......... do

463.35625 ........ do .....

1. 2, 26,46

463.36250 ........ do .....

1.2.26

462.10625. ....... do

463.36875. ....... do .....

1, 2, 26, 46

463.375 ......... do .....

1, 2. 24. 26
1, 2, 26, 46
1. 2. 26
1. 2. 26. 46

463.38125 ........
463.38750........
463.39375........
463.400 .........

1, 2, 24. 26
1. 2. 26. 46
1,2,26

463.40625........ do .....
463.41250........ do .....
463.41875. ....... do .....

1. 2. 26. 46
1. 2. 24, 26
1. 2. 26, 46

463.425 ......... do .....
463.43125 ........ do .....
463.43750. ....... do .....

1, 2, 26

463.44375 ........ do .....

1, 2, 26, 46

463.450 ......... do .....

462.11250. .......
462.11875. .......
462.125 .........
462.13125. .......

do
do
do
do

462.13750. ....... do

462.14375........
462.150 .........
462.15625. .......
462.16250. .......
462.16875........
462.175 .........
462.18125........

do
do
do
do
do
do
do

462.18750. ....... do
462.19375. ....... do
462.750 ...... Base .

462.7625 ..... Mobile
462.775 ...... Base .

do
do
do
do

.....
.....
.....
.....

1. 2. 24, 26

463.45625 ........ do .....

1, 2, 26. 46
10, 49
50
10. 49

463.46250........
463.46875 ........
463.475 .........
463.48125 ........

10241

do
do
do
do

.....
.....
.....
.....

50
10.49
SO

10,49
50
10.49
50
10.49
50
10.49
50
10.49
24.49
46
1,2,26
1. 2. 26.46
1,2.24.26
1,2,26.46
1. 2. 26
1. 2. 26. 46
1.2,24,26
1. 2. 26,46
1. 2,-26
1. 2, 26, 46
1, 2, 24. 26
1. 2. 26.46
1.2.26
1, 2. 26,46
1. 2. 24,26
1. 2. 26.46
1, 2, 26
1, 2, 26. 46

1, 2, 24, 26

1, 2. 26,46
1. 2, 26
1, 2. 26,46

1, 2, 24. 26
1. 2. 26, 46

1.2,26
1.2,26.46

1, 2, 24,26
1. 2, 26, 46
1. 2, 26
1, 2. 26, 46

1, 2. 24. 26
1.2.26.46

1. 2. 26

1.2,26.46

1. 2, 24. 26

1, 2. 26. 46
1. 2, 26
1.2.26.46

1, 2. 24. 26

1. 2. 26. 46
I. 2, 26
1.2.26.46
1.2,24,26
1. 2. 26, 46
1.2,26
1.2,26.46

Frequency or band

Class of sanan(s)

463.48750.. ...... do
463.49375........ do
463.500 ......... do
463.50625........ do
463.51250........ do
463.51875........ do
463.525 ......... do
463.53125........ do
463.53750........ do
463.54375........ do
463.550 ......... do
463.55625......... do .
463.56250.. ...... do
463.56875........ do
463.575 ......... do
463.58125........ do
463.58750.... .... do
463.59375........ do
463.600 ......... do
463.60625........ do
463.61250. ....... do
463.61875........ do
463.625 ......... do
463.63125........ do
463.63750........ do
463.64375........ do
463.650 ......... do
463.65625........ do
463.66250........ do
463.66875 ........ do
463.675 ......... do
463.68125........ do
463.68750........ do
463.69375. ....... do
463.700 ......... do
463.70625........ do
463.71250........ do
463.71875........ do
463.725 ......... do
463.73125........ do
463.73750........ do
463.74375........ do
463.750 ......... do
463.75625 ........ do
463.76250........ do
463.76875........ do
463.775 ......... do
463.78125 ........ do
463.78750........ do
463.79375........ do
463.800 ......... do
463.80625........ do
463.81250........ do
463.81875........ do
463.825 ......... do
463.83125........ do
463.83750........ do
463.84375........ do
463.850 ......... do
463.85625 ........ do

Class of sarion(s)

Limitations

Frequency or band

1.2,24.26
1. 2. 26,46
1. 2. 26
1. 2. 26.46
1.2.24.26
1. 2, 26. 46
1. 2. 26
1. 2. 26.46
1. 2. 24.26
1. 2. 26.46
1. 2. 26
1. 2. 26.46
1.2.24,26
1. 2. 26.46
1. 2. 26
1, 2. 26. 46
1. 2. 24. 26
1, 2. 26. 46
1. 2. 26
1.2.26,46
1, 2, 24, 26
1, 2. 26, 46
1. 2. 26
1,2.26,46
1. 2. 24, 26
1, 2. 26, 46
1, 2. 26
1. 2, 26, 46
1, 2, 24, 26
1, 2, 26, 46
1. 2, 26
1, 2, 26, 46
1, 2. 24, 26
1, 2, 26. 46
i, 2. 26
1. 2. 26, 46
1, 2, 24/26
1, 2, 26, 46
1, 2, 26
1,2.26.46
1.2,24,26
1,2.26,46
1.2.26
1, 2. 26. 46
1.2.24.26
1. 2. 26. 46
1, 2. 26
1,2.26.46
1. 2. 24. 26
1. 2. 26. 46
1. 2. 26
1. 2. 26. 46
1. 2, 24, 26
1. 2. 26, 46
1, 2, 26
1. 2, 26. 46
1. 2. 24, 26
1. 2. 26. 46
1. 2. 26
1. 2, 26, 46

463.86250........ do
463.86875 ........ do
463.875 ......... do
463.88125........ do
463.88750.. ...... do
463.89375 ........ do
463.900 ......... do
463.90625 ........ do
463.91250........ do
463.91875........ do
463.925 ......... do
463.93125........ do
463.93750........ do
463.94375........ do
463.950 ......... do
463.95625........ do
463.96250........ do
463.96875........ do
463.975 ......... do
463.98125........ do
463.98750........ do
463.99375 ........ do
464.000 ......... do
464.00625...... .. do
464.01250........ do
464.01875........ do
464.025 ......... do
464.03125........ do
464.03750........ do
464.04375 ........ do
464.050 ......... do
464.05625 ........ do
464.06250........ do
464.06875 ........ do
464.075 ......... do
464.08125 ........ do
464.08750........ do
464.09375 ........ do
464.100 ......... do
464.10625........ do
464.11250. ....... do
464.11875. ....... do
464.125 ......... do
464.13125 ........ do
464.13750. ....... do
464.14375 ........ do
464.150 ......... do
464.15625. ....... do
464.16250........ do
464.16875 ........ do
464.175 ......... do
464.18125 ........ do
464.18750........ do
464.19375 ........ do
464.200 ......... do
464.20625 ........ do
464.21250........ do
464.21875 ........ do
464.225 ......... do
464.23125 ........ do
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1. 2. 24,26
1. 2. 26,46
1.2.26
1.2.26.46
1.2.24.26
1,2.26.46
1. 2,26
1. 2. 26.46
1. 2. 24.26
1.2,26.46
1,2,26
1, 2, 26.46
1. 2. 24.26
1. 2. 26.46
1.2.26
1. 2. 26.46
1. 2. 24. 26
1. 2, 26. 46
1, 2, 26
1. 2. 26, 46
1, 2, 24. 26
1.2,26.46
1.2,26
1, 2. 26, 46
1. 2. 24. 26
1. 2. 26. 46
1.2.26
1. 2. 26.46
1,2,24.26
1.2.26.46
1.2.26
1. 2. 26.46
1.2.24.26
1. 2. 26.46
1,2.26
1.2.26.46
1,2,24,26
1, 2. 26,46
1.2,26
1.2.26.46
1.2.24.26
1.2.26.46
1.2,26
1, 2. 26.46
1.2.24.26
1.2.26.46
1,2,26
1. 2. 26.46
1,2,24,26
1,2,26,46
1.2,26
1. 2. 26,46
1. 2, 24,26
1.2,26.46
1, 2. 26
1, 2. 26.46
1, 2. 24,26
1,2.26.46
1.2,26
1. 2. 26.46

Frequency or baud

Class of satftafc)

464.23750.. ...... do
464.24375........ do

464.250 ......... do
464.25625. ....... do
464.26250........ do

464.26875.. ...... do
464.275 ......... do
464.28125........ do
464.28750. ....... do
464.29375........ do
464.300 ......... do
464.30625........ do'
464.31250........ do
464.31875........ do
464.325 ......... do
464.33125........ do
464.33750........ do
464.34375........ do
464.350 ......... do
464.35625........ do
464.36250.. ...... do
464.36875........ do
464.375 ......... do
464.38125........ do
464.38750... ..... do
464.39375........ do
464.400 ......... do
464.40625........ do
464.41250........ do
464.41875........ do
464.425 ......... do
464.43125........ do
464.43750........
464.44375........
464.450 .........
464.45625 ........
464.46250........
464.46875........

do
do
do
do
do
do

464.475 .........
464.48125........
464.4875 ........
464.500 .........

do
do
do
do

464.5125 ........ do

464.51875........ do
464.525 ......... do
464.53125........ do
464.5375 ........ do
464.550 ......... do
464.5625 ........ do
464.56875........ do
464.575 ......... do
464.58125........ do
464.58750........ do
464.59375........ do
464.600 ......... do
464.60625........ do
464.61250. ....... do
464.61875........ do
464.625 ......... do
464.63125........ do

,

,

,
.

T-imii

Frequency or band

1, 2. 24, 26
1. 2. 26. 46
1.2.26
1. 2. 26.46
1. 2. 24. 26
1. 2. 26. 46
1. 2. 26
1. 2. 26. 46
I. 2. 24. 26
1. 2. 26. 46
1.2.26
1.2.26.46
1. 2. 24,26
1.2. 26.46
1. 2. 26.29
1. 2,26.29.46
1, 2. 24, 26. 29
1. 2. 26, 29. 46
1. 2. 26
1, 2. 26. 46
1. 2, 24, 26
1. 2. 26, 46
1. 2. 26, 29
1. 2. 26.29,46
1. 2. 24, 26, 29
1, 2, 26,29,46
1.2,26
1, 2, 26,46
1. 2. 24, 26
1,2, 26,46
1, 2, 26.29
1.2.26.29.46
1. 2. 24. 26. 29
1. 2, 26. 29, 46
1. 2, 26
1.2,26,46
1, 2, 24, 26
1. 2. 26. 46
1. 2. 26, 29
1.2,26,29,46
1. 2, 26. 29, 46
3,30
1, 2. 26. 29. 46
1, 2, 26, 29, 46
1. 2. 26. 29
1.2.26,29,46
1,2,26.29.46
3.30
1,2,26,29,46
1.2.26.29.46
1,2,26.29
1 2. 26. 29. 46
1. 2, 24, 26. 29
1,2,26,29.46
1.26
1, 26. 46
1, 24, 26
1. 26. 46
1.26
1.26,46

Class of sarion(s)

464.63750........ do
464.64375........ do

464.650 ......... do
464.65625......... do
464.66250... ..... do

464.66875........ do
464.675 ......... do
464.68125........ do
464.68750........ do
464.69375........ do
464.700 ......... do
464.70625........ do
464.71250........ do
464.71875........ do
464.725 ......... do
464.73125........ do
464.73750........ do
464.74375........ do
464.750 ......... do
464.75625........ do
464.76250...... .. do
464.76875........ do
464.775 ..........do
464.78125........ do
464.78750........ do
464.79375........ do
464.800 ......... do

464.80625........ do
464.81250........ do
464.81875........ do
464.825 ......... do
464.83125........ do
464.83750.... .... do
464.84375..... ... do
464.850 ......... do
464.85625........ do
464.86250.. ...... do
464.86875........ do
464.875 ......... do
464.88125........ do
464.88750........ do
464.89375........ do
464.900 ......... do
464.90625........ do
464.91250........ do
464.91875........ do
464.925 ......... do
464.93125........ do
464.93750........ do
464.94375........ do
464.950 ......... do
464.95625........ do
464.96250........ do
464.96875........ do
464.975 ......... do
464.98125........ do
464.98750. ....... do
465.000 ...... Base .
465.01250 ....... do
465.01875 ....... do
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1.24,26
1.26.46
1.26
1.26.46
1. 24.26
1.26.46
1.2.26.29
1.2.26.29,46
1.2.24.26.29
1.2.26,29.46
1.26
1.26.46
1.24.26
1.26.46
1.26
1. 26.46

1.24,26
1.26,46
1.26
1. 26.46
1. 24. 26
1. 26. 46
1.2.26.29
1. 2, 26, 29, 46
1.2,24.26,29
1,2,26,29,46
1.2,26
1.2.26,46
1. 2. 24,26
1, 2. 26,46
1. 2, 26.29
1. 2, 26. 29, 46
1, 2. 24, 26.29
1. 2. 26. 29.46
1.2, 26
1.2,26,46
1.2,24,26
1, 2, 26,46
1. 2,26,29
1, 2, 26,29,46
1, 2. 24,26,29
1, 2, 26.29,46
1. 2, 26
1.2,26,46
1. 2. 24. 26
1. 2. 26,46
1.2. 26. 29
1, 2, 26.29.46
1, 2, 24.26.29
1. 2. 26.29.46
1. 2, 26
1. 2. 26. 46
1. 2, 24. 26
1,2,26,46
1.2.26,29
1.2.26.29,46
1. 2. 24,26.29
10. 30,49
24.30
30.46

Frequency or bud

Class of sntianU)

Frequency or band

Class of sarionfc)

f Jmii

2.4. 25.26,31
465.650 ...... Mobile ...........
465.65625........ do ........... 2,4. 25, 26.31.46
465.66250........ do ........... 2.4,24, 25.26.31

466.025 ......... do
466.03125........ do
466.03750........ do

465.66875 ........ do ........... 2, 4, 25. 26. 31.46
2, 4. 25,26,31
465.675 ......... do ...........
465.68125 ........ do ........... 2. 4. 25. 26, 31.46
465.68750........ do ........... 2. 4, 24. 25. 26. 31

466.04375........
466.050 .........
466.05625........
466.06250........

465.69375 ........ do ........... 2, 4. 25, 26. 31,46

466.06875 ........ do

1,2.24.26
1,2,26,46

465.700 ......... do ...........

2. 4. 25.26. 31

do ...........
do ...........
do ............
do ...........
do ...........

2, 4. 25. 26. 31.46
2. 4, 24, 25.26.31
2, 4, 25, 26,31.46
2, 4, 25,26.31
2. 4, 25, 26.31.46

466.075 ......... do
466.08125........ do
466.08750........ do

1.2.26
1. 2. 26.46

466.09375........ do
466.100 ......... do

1. 2, 26.46

465.70625 ........
465.71250........
465.71875 ........
465.725 .........
465.73125 ........

do
do
do
do

1.2.26

1. 2, 26, 46
1. 2,24.26

1,2,26,46
1.2.26
1.2,26.46

1. 2, 24,26
1,2,26
1.2.26,46
1. 2. 24. 26
1. 2, 26.46
1. 2, 26
1, 2, 26,46
1. 2, 24, 26
1.2.26.46
1.2.26
1, 2. 26.46
1. 2, 24, 26
1. 2. 26. 46
1, 2, 26
1, 2. 26,46
1, 2, 24. 26

465.73750........ do ........... 2, 4. 24. 25.26.31

466.10625........ do
466.11250........ do

465.74375 ........ do ........... 2. 4. 25, 26,31.46
2, 4, 25. 26, 31
465.750 ......... do ...........
465.75625 ........ do ........... 2, 4, 25, 26. 31.46
465.76250........ do ........... 2, 4. 24. 25. 26. 31
465.76875 ........ do ........... 2, 4. 25, 26. 31.46
2, 4. 25.26. 31
465.775 ......... do ...........
465.78125 ........ do ........... 2, 4, 25, 26. 31. 46
465.78750. ....... do ........... 2, 4, 24. 25.26.31
465.79375 ........ do ........... 2, 4. 25, 26.31,46
2, 4, 25.26.31
465.800 ......... do ...........
465.80625 ........ do ........... 2, 4, 25, 26.31,46
465.81250. ....... do ........... 2, 4, 24, 25, 26. 31
465.81875 ........ do ........... 2, 4, 25, 26,31.46
2, 4, 25,26.31
465.825 ....:.... do ...........
465.83125 ........ do ........... 2. 4. 25, 26, 31.46
465.83750........ do ........... 2, 4. 24, 25. 26. 31
465.84375 ........ do ........... 2, 4. 25. 26. 31. 46
2. 4, 25. 26. 31
465.850 ......... do ...........
465.85625 ........ do ........... 2. 4. 25, 26,31,46

466.11875........
466.125 .........
466.13125 ........
466.13750........
466.14375 ........
466.150 .........
466.15625........
466.16250........
466.16875........
466.175 .........
466.18125........
466.18750........
466.19375........
466.200 .........
466.20625........
466.21250........
466.21875 ........
466.225 .........
466.23125. .......

465.86250........ do ........... 2. 4. 24, 25. 26. 31
465.86875 ........ do ........... 2, 4, 25. 26. 31. 46
2, 4, 25. 26. 31
465.875 ......... do ...........

466.23750........ do
466.24375 ........ do

2, 24. 26
2, 26, 46

do
do
do
do
do

1, 2, 26
1. 2. 26. 46
1. 2. 24. 26
1. 2. 26. 46
1, 2. 26

466.28125 ........ do

1.2.26,46
1,2,24.26
1.2,26,46

do ........... 2. 4. 25, 26. 31,46
do ........... 2, 4, 24, 25,26.31
do ........... 2. 4, 25. 26. 31.46
do
1 . 2. 27. 39
465.90625........ do
1.2. 27. 39. 46
465.91250........ do
1.2, 24, 27, 39
465.91875........ do
1.2, 27, 39, 46
465.925 ......... do
1 . 2. 27, 39
465.93125 ........ do
1,2. 27. 39, 46
465.93750........ do
1.2. 24. 27. 39
465.94375 ..... . . do
1.2. 27. 39. 46
465.950 ......... do
. 2. 27. 39
465.95625 ........ do
1.2. 27. 39. 46
465.96250........ do
1.2. 24. 27. 39
465.96875........ do
1.2. 27. 39. 46
465.975 ......... do
1 . 2, 28, 39
465.98125........ do
1,2. 28. 39. 46
465.98750........ do
1.2, 24, 28. 39
465.99375........ do
1.2. 28. 39.46
466.000 ....... .do
1 . 2. 28. 39
466.00625........ do
1.2, 28, 39. 46
466.01250........ do
1,2. 24,28.39
466.01875........ do
1.2. 28. 39. 46
465.88125 ........
465.88750........
465.89375........
465.900 .........

466.250 .........
466.25625 ........
466.26250........
466.26875........
466.275 .........

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

466.28750........ do
466.29375 ........ do

466.300 .........
466.30625 ........
466.31250........
466.31875 ........
466.325 .........
466.33125 ........
466.33750........
466.34375 ........
466.350 .........
466.35625 ........
466.36250........
466.36875........
466.375 .........
466.38125 ........
466.38750. .......

do
do
do
do
do ,
do
do .
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

466.39375 ........ do
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1, 2, 26.46

1, 2, 26
1. 2, 26, 46
2, 24. 26
2, 26. 46
1. 2, 26
2,26,46

1, 2. 26

1.2,26,46
1. 2, 24, 26
1.2.26,46
1.2.26
1.2.26.46
1.2,24.26
1.2.26.46
1.2.26
1,2.26.46
1, 2, 24, 26
1,2.26.46
1. 2, 26
1, 2, 26. 46
1,2.24.26
1. 2. 26, 46

Frequency or band

Class of satibnfe)

466.400 ......... do

466.40625........ do
466.41250........ do
466.41875........ do
466.425 ......... do
466.43125........ do
466.43750........ do
466.44375........ do
466.450 ......... do
466.45625...... .. do
466.46250........ do
466.46875. ....... do"
466.475 ......... do
466.48125........ do
466.48750........ do
466.49375........ do
466.500 ......... do
466.50625........ do

466.51250........ do
466.51875........ do
466.525 ......... do

,466.53125........ do
466.53750........ do
466.54375........
466.550 .........
466.55625........
466.56250....... .

do
do
do
do

466.56875........ do
466.575 ......... do

466.58125........ do

466.58750........ do
466.59375........ do

466.600 .........
466.60625 ........
466.61250........
466.61875........

1, 2. 26
1,2.26.46
1. 2. 24.26
1.2,26.46
1. 2. 26
1.2.26.46
1.2.24.26
1. 2. 26.46
1. 2. 26
1. 2, 26.46
1.2,24,26

1.2, 26,46
1, 2. 26
1. 2. 26,46
1,2.24.26
1. 2, 26. 46
1. 2. 26
1.2.26.46
1. 2. 24. 26
1, 2, 26.46
1. 2, 26
1, 2. 26, 46
1, 2, 24, 26
1. 2, 26, 46
1. 2, 26
1, 2. 26. 46
1, 2, 24, 26
1.2,26,46
1, 2, 26
1, 2. 26. 46
1. 2, 24. 26
1. 2. 26. 46

Frequency or bud

Class of soaon(s)

466.775 .........
466.78125........
466.78750........
466.79375........
466.800 .........
466.80625........
466.81250........
466.81875........
466.825 .........
466.83125........
466.83750........

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

466.84375........ do
466.850 ......... do
466.85625 ........ do
466.86250........ do
466.86875........ do
466.875 ......... do
466.88125........ do
466.88750........ do
466.89375 ........ do
466.900 ......... do
466.90625........ do
466.91250. ....... do
466.91875........ do
466.925 ......... do
466.93125........ do
466.93750........ do
466.94375.. ...... do
466.950 ......... do
466.95625 ........ do
466.96250........ do
466.96875 ........ do

do
do
do
do

1. 2. 26

466.975 ......... do

1. 2. 26, 46

466.98125 ........ do

1. 2, 24, 26
1, 2. 26. 46

466.98750........ do
466.99375 ........ do

do
do
do
do

466.66875........ do

1, 2, 26
1. 2. 26. 46
1, 2, 24,26
1. 2. 26. 46
1. 2. 26
1. 2. 26. 46
1. 2, 24. 26

467.000 .........
467.00625........
467.01250........
467.01875 ........
467.025 .........
467.03125........
467.03750........

1,2,26.46
1.2,26

467.04375..... ... do
467.050 ......... do

466.68750........ do
466.69375 ........ do

1.2,26.46

467.05625........ do

1.2.24.26

467.06250. ....... do

466.625 ......... do
466.63125........ do
466.63750........ do

466.64375........
466.650 .........
466.65625........
466.66250........

466.675 ......... do
466.68125........ do
466.700 ......... do

466.70625........ do

466.71250........ do

466.71875........
466.725 .........
466.73125........
466.73750........
466.74375........

466.750 .........
466.75625........
466.76250........
466.76875........

do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do
do
do

1,2,26.46

467.06875... ..... do

1, 2. 26
1. 2. 26. 46
1. 2. 24. 26
1, 2, 26. 46
1, 2. 26
1,2,26.46

467.075 .........
467.08125 ........
467.08750........
467.09375........
467.100 .........
467.10625........

do
do
do
do
do
do

1.2.24.26

467.11250. ....... do

1, 2. 26. 46
1.2.26
1,2.26.46
1.2.24.26

467.11875 ........
467.125 .........
467.13125..... ...
467.13750. .......

1.2.26.46

467.14375. ....... do
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do
do
do
do

1. 2.26
1. 2, 26.46
1.2.24.26
1.2.26.46
1.2.26
1. 2. 26.46
1, 2. 24,26
1.2.26.46
1. 2. 26
1. 2. 26.46
1. 2, 24. 26
1. 2. 26.46
1. 2, 26
1. 2. 26, 46
1,2.24.26
1,2.26.46
1. 2. 26
1,2.26,46
1.2,24.26
1, 2, 26, 46
1,2,26
1. 2. 26.46
1,2.24,26
1 2.26,46
1.2.26
1,2,26,46
1,2,24,26
1. 2, 26,46
1, 2. 26
1,2.26,46
1, 2. 24,26
1.2,26.46
1. 2, 26
1,2.26.46
1.2.24.26
1. 2. 26.46

1.2,26
1. 2. 26. 46
1, 2, 24. 26
1. 2. 26. 46
1. 2. 26
1 2. 26. 46
1.2.24.26
1. 2. 26, 46
1. 2. 26
1.2,26,46
1. 2. 24. 26
1. 2. 26. 46

1.2.26
1. 2, 26, 46
1. 2, 24, 26
1.2,26,46
1.2.26
1. 2, 26, 46
1.2,24,26
1.2.26.46
1.2.26
1. 2. 26. 46
1. 2, 24. 26
1.2.26.46

Frequency or band

Class of saoon(s)

467.150 ......... do
467.15625........ do
467.16250. ....... do
467.16875........ do
467.175 ......... do
467.18125........ do
467.18750. ....... do
467.19375 ........ do
467.74375........ do
467.750 ......... do
467.75625........ do
467.76250. ....... do'
467.76875........ do
467.775 ......... do
467.78125........ do
467.78750........ do
467.79375........ do
467.800 ......... do
467.80625........ do
467.81250........ do
467.81875 ........ do
467.825 ......... do
467.83125........ do
467.8375 ........ do
467.850 ......... do
467.8625 ........ do
467.875 ......... do
467.8875 ........ do
467.900 ......... do
467.9125 ........ do
467.925 ......... do
467.93125 ........ do
467.94375 ........ do
468.200 ......... do
468.20625 ........ do
468.21250........ do
468.21875........ do
468.225 ......... do
468.23125 ........ do
468.23750........ do
468.24375 ........ do
468.250 ......... do
468.25625 ........ do
468.26250........ do
468.26875 ........ do
468.275 ......... do
468.28125 ........ do
468.28750........ do
468.29375 ........ do

468.300 .........
468.30625........
468.31250. .......
468.31875 ........
468.325 .........
468.33125........
468.33750........
468.34375........
468.350 .........
468.35625........
468.36250........

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Limitations
1. 2, 26
1. 2. 26. 46
1, 2, 24. 26
1. 2. 26. 46
1. 2, 26
1. 2. 26. 46
1, 2. 24. 26
1, 2, 26. 46
1.2.26,46
4, 13, 22, 23
4, 13, 22. 23.46
4, 13.22. 23. 24
4, 13, 22, 23,46
4, 13, 22, 23
4, 13, 22. 23. 46
4. 13, 22,23, 24
4, 13.22,23,46
4, 13, 22, 23
4. 13. 22, 23, 46
4, 13, 22, 23, 24
4, 13, 22, 23. 46
4,13,22,23
4, 13, 22, 23, 46
4, 13, 22, 23,46
4, 13, 22
50
4. 13. 22
50
4, 13, 22
50
4, 13,22
1,2.46
1.2.46
1. 2. 26
1,2.26.46
, 2, 24. 26
, 2. 26, 46
1, 2, 26
, 2. 26, 46
, 2. 24, 26
1, 2, 26, 46
1, 2, 26
1. 2. 26, 46
1,2.24.26
1.2,26.46
1, 2. 26
1,2.26,46
!. 2, 24. 26
1, 2, 26. 46
1.2.26
1. 2. 26, 46
1, 2, 24, 26
1, 2. 26. 46
1. 2. 26
1, 2, 26. 46
1, 2, 24, 26
1,2,26.46
1.2.26
1. 2. 26. 46
1,2,24.26

Frequency or h"^

Class of statk>n(s)

468.36875........ do
468.375 ......... do
468.38125........ do
468.38750........ do
468.39375........ do
468.400 ......... do
468.40625........ do
468.41250....... . do
468.41875........ do
468.425 ......... do
468.43125........ do
468.43750........ do
468.44375........ do
468.450 ......... do
468.45625........ do
468.46250........ do
468.46875........ do
468.475 ......... do
468.48125........ do
468.48750........ do
468.49375........ do
468.500 ......... do
468.50625........ do
468.51250........ do
468.51875........ do
468.525 ......... do
468.53125........ do
468.53750........ do
468.54375........ do
468.550 ......... do
468.55625........ do
468.56250........ do
468.56875........ do
468.575 ......... do
468.58125........ do
468.58750........ do
468.59375........ do
468.600 ......... do
468.60625. ....... do
468.61250........ do
468.61875........ do
468.625 ......... do

468.63125........
468.63750. .......
468.64375........
468.650 .........

do
do
do
do

468.65625........
468.66250........
468.66875........
468.675 .........
468.68125........
468.68750........
468.69375........
468.700 .........
468.70625........
468.71250........
468.71875........
468.725 .........
468.73125........
468.73750........

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
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LioixtaQoos

1. 2. 26.46
1.2,26
1,2.26,46
1, 2. 24.26
1. 2. 26.46
1. 2. 26
1. 2. 26.46
1. 2.24.26
1.2,26.46
1. 2. 26
1. 2. 26.46
1. 2. 24, 26
1, 2, 26.46
1.2.26
1. 2. 26.46
1, 2. 24.26
1. 2, 26, 46
1,2,26
1. 2, 26, 46
1, 2. 24. 26
1, 2, 26, 46
1. 2. 26
1, 2. 26, 46
1. 2. 24, 26
1. 2, 26, 46
1. 2. 26
1, 2, 26, 46
1,2,24.26
1, 2, 26, 46
1, 2. 26
1, 2. 26, 46
1, 2, 24, 26
1, 2, 26, 46
1, 2, 26
1, 2, 26, 46
1, 2, 24, 26
1. 2, 26. 46
1, 2, 26
1, 2, 26, 46
1,2,24,26
1. 2, 26, 46
1, 2, 26
1, 2, 26, 46
1. 2. 24, 26
1, 2, 26, 46
1.2,26
1. 2, 26, 46
1,2,24,26
1.2.26,46
1. 2, 26
1,2.26,46
1,2.24,26
1.2,26,46
1. 2, 26
1,2.26.46
1.2,24,26
1.2.26,46
1. 2, 26
1. 2. 26, 46
1,2.24,26

Frequency or band

Class of staoon(s)

468.74375........ do
468.750 ......... do
468.75625........ do
468.76250. ....... do
468.76875........ do
468.775 ......... do
468.78125........ do
468.78750... ..... do
468.79375........ do
468.800 ......... do
468.80625........ do
468.81250........ do468.81875........ do
468.825 ......... do
468.83125........ do
468.83750........ do
468.84375........ do
468.850 ......... do
468.85625........ do
468.86250........ do
468.86875........ do
468.875 ......... do
468.88125........ do
468.88750........ do
468.89375........ do
468.900 ......... do
468.90625........ do
468.91250. ....... do
468.91875........ do
468.925 ......... do
468.93125. ....... do
468.93750........ do
468.94375........ do
468.950 ......... do
468-95625........ do
468.96250........ do
468.96875 ........ do
468-975 ......... do
468.98125........ do
468.98750........ do
468.99375........ do ,
469.000 ......... do
469.00625 ........ do
469.01250........ do
469.01875 ........ do
469.025 ......... do .
469.03125. ....... do
469.03750........ do
469.04375 ........ do
469.050 ......... do .
469.05625........ do
469.06250........ do .
469.06875........ do
469.075 ......... do ,
469.08125........ do .
469.08750........ do .
469.09375........ <lo .
1 469.100 ......... do .
*" 469.10625. ....... do .
469.11250. ....... do .

Limitations
1.2.26.46
1.2.26
1. 2. 26. 46
1. 2. 24. 26
1.2.26.46
1. 2. 26
1. 2, 26. 46
1. 2, 24. 26
1. 2. 26. 46
1.2,26
1. 2. 26, 46
1. 2, 24, 26
1, 2, 26. 46
1. 2. 26
1. 2. 26. 46
1, 2. 24. 26
1. 2. 26. 46
1. 2, 26
1. 2, 26. 46
1, 2. 24, 26
1,2.26.46
1.2,26
1. 2. 26, 46
1. 2. 24, 26
1. 2, 26. 46
1. 2. 26
1. 2, 26. 46
1. 2. 24. 26
1 2. 26. 46
1. 2, 26
1. 2, 26, 46
1. 2, 24, 26
1, 2. 26, 46
1. 2. 26
1. 2.26.46
1. 2. 24. 26
1.2,26.46
1. 2, 26
1. 2. 26. 46
1, 2, 24. 26
1, 2, 26. 46
1, 2. 26
1. 2. 26. 46
1.2.24,26
1. 2. 26, 46
1,2,26
1, 2, 26, 46
1, 2, 24, 26
1,2,26,46
1. 2. 26
1,2.26,46
1. 2. 24. 26
1. 2, 26. 46
1,2,26
1.2,26.46
1,2.24,26
1.2.26.46
1,2,26
1.2.26.46
1.2.24,26

Frequency or band

Class of saoon(s)

469.11875........ do
469.125 ......... do
469.13125........ do
469.13750........ do
469.14375.. ...... do
469.150 ......... do
469.15625........ do
469.16250........ do
469.16875........ do
469.175 ......... do
469.18125........ do
469.18750........ do
469.19375.... .... do
469.200 ......... do
469.20625........ do
469.21250..... ... do
469.21875........ do
469.225 ......... do
469.23125........ do
469.23750........ do
469.24375........ do
469.250 ......... do
469.25625........ do
469.26250........ do
469.26875........ do
469.275 ......... do
469.28125........ do
469.28750........ do
469.29375........ do
469.300 ......... do
469.30625........ do
469.31250.. ...... do
469.31875........ do
469.325 ......... do
469.33125.. ...... do

469.33750........
469.34375........
469.350 .........
469.35625........
469.36250........
469.36875........
469.375 .........
469.38125........
469.38750........
469.39375........
469.400 .........

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

469.40625........ do
469.41250........ do

469.41875........ do
469.425 ......... do
469.43125........ do
469.43750 , ....... do

469.44375. ........ do

469.450 .. f...... do
469.45625........ do

469.46250........
469.46875........
469.475 .........
469.48125........
469.4875 ........
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do
do
do
do
do

1. 2. 26,46
1,2,26
1,2,26.46
1. 2. 24.26
1.2.26.46
1.2.26
1, 2.26,46
1. 2. 24. 26
1. 2. 26.46
1.2.26
1.2,26,46
1. 2. 24. 26
1. 2.26.46
1,2.26
1, 2. 26. 46
1. 2. 24. 26
1, 2.26.46
1.2.26
1. 2. 26,46
1, 2. 24.26
1, 2. 26,46
1. 2. 26
1. 2. 26, 46
1. 2. 24. 26
1,2.26,46
1.2,26
1. 2, 26, 46
1. 2, 24, 26
1. 2, 26,46
1. 2, 26
1. 2, 26,46
1. 2. 24, 26
1, 2. 26. 46
1. 2, 26
I. 2, 26,46
1. 2. 24,26
1, 2, 26, 46
1.2.26
1, 2, 26,46
1, 2. 24.26
1. 2, 26. 46
1.2.26
1. 2. 26. 46
1. 2, 24. 26
1.2,26.46
1.2.26
1.2.26.46
1, 2. 24.26
1, 2. 26.46
1.2.26
1. 2. 26, 46
1, 2. 24, 26
1. 2. 26. 46
1.2,26
1, 2. 26.46
1,2,24.26
1.2,26,46
1. 2. 26
1.2,26.46
1. 2. 26. 46

Frequency or band

Class of stations)

Limitations

Frequency or band

Class of sanon(s)

469.500 .........
469.5125 ........
469.51875........
469.525 .........
469.53125. .......

do
do
do
do
do

3,30.47
1. 2. 26,46
1.2,26.46
1, 2. 26
1.2,26,46

469.91250. .......
469.91875........
469.925 .........
469.93125........
469.93750. .......

do
do
do
do
do

...........
...........
...........
...........
...........

1.2.24.26
1. 2, 26.46
1.2,26
1, 2. 26, 46
1.2,24,26

1, 2, 26.46
3,30.47
1, 2, 26.46

469.94375 ........ do ...........
469.950 ......... do ...........
469.95625........ do ...........

1, 2. 26, 46
1,2.26
1, 2,26,46

...........
...........
...........
............
...........

469 5375 ........ do ...........
469.550 ......... do ...........
469.5625 ........ do ...........

469.56875. ....... do ...........

1,2,26.46

469.575 .........
469.58125........
469.58750.........
469.59375........
469.600 .........
469.60625........
469.61250........
469.61875........
469.625 .........
469.63125........
469.63750........
469.64375........
469.650 .........
469.65625 ........
469.66250........
469.66875........
469.675 .........
469.68125........
469.68750........
469.69375...:....

469.96250. ....... do ...........

do ...........
do .....'......
do............
do ...........
do ...........
do ...........
do ...........
do ...........
do ...........
do ...........
do ...........
do ...........
do ...........
do ...........
do ...........
do ...........
do ...........
do ...........
do ...........
do ...........

1.2,26
1, 2.26.46
1,2,24,26
1,2,26,46
1,26
1,26,46
1.24.26
1.26.46
1,26
1. 26,46
1, 24.26
1,26,46
1. 26
1, 26,46
1, 24, 26
1,26.46
1. 2, 26
1, 2, 26,46
1,2, 24,26
1. 2, 26. 46

469.96875........ do ...........
1, 2.26,46
469.975 ......... do ...........
1.2,26
469.98125........ do ...........
1,2.26,46
470 to 512 .... Base or mobile ......
32
806tt 821 .... Mobile ...........
33
851 to 866 .... Base or mobile ......
33
896 to 901 .... Mobile ...........
33
928 and above .. Operational fixed ....
34
929-930 ...... Base only .........
42
935 to 940 .... Base or mobile ......
33
1427 to 1435 . . . Operational fixed, ....
21
base or mobile
2450 to 2500 . . . Base or mobile ......
43
10.550 to 10,680* Base or mobile ..................

469.700 ......... do ...........

1. 26
1, 26, 46
, 24. 26
, 26. 46
1, 26
. 26, 46
.24,26
. 26. 46
1. 26
. 26. 46
. 24. 26
1, 26. 46
1. 2, 26
1. 2, 26. 46
1, 2. 24. 26
1. 2, 26. 46
1.2.26
1, 2, 26. 46
1. 2, 24. 26
1. 2, 26. 46
1.2.26
1. 2. 26, 46
1. 2. 24. 26
i, 2. 26. 46
50
1.2,26
1. 2. 26. 46
1, 2. 24. 26
1, 2. 26, 46
1. 2. 26
1. 2. 26, 46

469.70625 ........
469.71250........
469.71875 ........
469.725 .........
469.73125 ........
469.73750.. ......
469.74375 ........
469.750 .........
469.75625 ........
469.76250........
469.76875 ........
469.775 .........
469.78125........
469.78750........
469.79375 ........
469.800 .........
469.80625 ........
469.81250........
469.81875 ........
469.825 .........
469.83125 ........
469.83750........
469.84375 ........
469.8625 ........
469.875 .........
469.88125........
469.88750........
469.89375 ........
469.900 .........
469.90625 ........

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........

1.2.24,26

The frequencies in me band 10.55-10.68 GHz are available for
Digital Termination Systems and for associated imemodal links in
the Point-to-Point Microwave Radio Service. No new licenses will
be issued under mis Subpan but current licenses will be renewed.
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(0* * *
(23)* * *
Mobile Relay (MHz)
457.525 ....................
457.53125 ..................
457.5375 ...................
457.54375 ..................
457.550 ....................
457.55625 ..................
457.5625 ...................
457.56875 ..................
457.575 ....................
457.58125 ..................
457.5875 ...................
457.59375 ..................
457.600 ....................
457.60625 ..................
457.6125
457.61875

Mobile (MHz)
467.750
467.75625
467.7625
467.76875
467.775
467.78125
467.7875
467.79375
467.800
467.80625
467.8125
467.81875
467.825
467.83125

(24) This frequency is not available in the 150-170 MHz band until August 16, 1996.
This frequency will be assigned with an authorized bandwidth not to exceed 11.25 kHz. In
the 450-470 MHz band, secondary telemetry operations pursuant to § 90.238(e) will be
authorized on this frequency.

(38) [Reserved]
*****

(46) This frequency is not available until August 16, 1996. After August 16, 1996
this frequency will be assigned with an authorized bandwidth not to exceed 6 kHz.
(47) This frequency will be assigned with an authorized bandwidth not to exceed
11.25kHz.
(48) Assignment of frequencies in this band are subject to the provisions of § 90.173
(49) This frequency will be authorized a channel bandwidth of 25 kHz.
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(50) This frequency is available for systems first licensed prior to August 16, 1995.
No new systems will be authorized after August 16, 1995, but prior authorized systems may
be modified, expanded, and renewed.
(51) Operation on this frequency is limited to a maximum output power of 1 watt;
and each station authorized will be classified and licensed as a mobile station. Any units of
such a station, however, may provide the operational functions of a base or fixed station on a
secondary basis to mobile service operations, Provided, That the separation between the
control point and the center of the radiating portion of the antenna of any units so used does
not exceed 8 m (25 ft).
*

*

*

*

*

(d) * * *
(4) Low power mobile stations of 100 mw or less output power used for one-way,
non-voice medical telemetry operations in hospitals or in medical convalescent centers are
subject to the provisions of § 90.238.
* * * * *

(e) * * *
(4) Frequencies in the 25-50 MHz, 150-170 MHz, 450-512 MHz and 902-928 MHz
bands may be assigned for the operation of Location and Monitoring Service (LMS) systems
in accordance with the provisions of subpart M, notwithstanding this limitation.
* * * * *

16. Section 90.79 is amended by replacing the table of frequencies in paragraph (c),
replacing limitation (23), and adding limitations (29), (30), and (31) in paragraph (d), and
replacing paragraph (f)(3) to read as follows:
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§ 90.79 Manufacturers Radio Service.

(c)

*

*

*

Manufacturers Radio Service Frequency Table
Frequency or band

Class of stadon(s)

Megahertz
72-76 ........ Operational fixed . . .
72.02........ Mobile ..........
72.04........... do ..........
72.06........... do ..........
72.08 ........... do ..........
72.10........... do ..........
72.12. .......... do ..........
72.14. .......... do ..........
72.16. .......... do ..........
72.18 ........... do ..........
72.20........... do ..........
72.22........... do ..........
72.24........... do ..........
72.26........... do ..........
72.28 ........... do ..........
72.30........... do ..........
72.32 ........... do ..........
72.34........... do ..........
72.36 ........... do ..........
72.38 ........... do ..........
72.40 ........... do ..........
72.44 ........... do ..........
72.48 ........... do ..........
72.52 ........... do ..........
72.56 ........... do ..........
72.60........... do ..........
74.61 ........... do ..........
74.63 ........... do ..........
74.65 ........... do ..........
74.67 ........... do ..........
74.69........... do ..........
74.71 ........... do ..........
74.73 ........... do ..........
74.75 ........... do ..........
74.77 ........... do ..........
74.79 ........... do ..........
75.21 ........... do ..........
75.23 ........... do ..........
75.25 ........
do
75.27 ........
do
75.29........
do
75.31 ........
do
75.33 ........
do
75.35 ........
do
75.37........
do
75.39........... do
75.44 ........... do
75.48 ........... do

Limitations
25
1.2
1.2
1,2
1.2.3
1,2
1.2
1.2
1.2.3
1.2
1.2
1.2

1.2.3
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2.3
1.2

1,2
1.2

1.2.3
2.4
2,4
2.4
2,4
2,4
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28

28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28'
2.4
2.4

Frequency or band
75.52....
75.56....
75.60....
15010170

Class of starion(s)
... do .....
... do .....
... do ......

Base or mobile
153.050 ......... do
153.0575 ........ do
153.065 ......... do
153.0725 ........ do

153.080 ......... do
153.0875 ........ do
153.095 ......... do
153.1025 ........ do
153.110 ......... do
153.1175 ........ do
153.125 ......... do
153.1325 ........ do
153.140 ......... do
153.1475 ........ do
153.155 ......... do
153.1625 ........ do
153.170 ......... do
153.1775 ........ do
153.185 ......... do
153.1925 ........ do
153.200 ......... do
153.2075 ........ do
153.215 ......... do
153.2225 ........ do
153.230 ......... do
153.2375 ........ do
153.245 ......... do
153.2525 ........ do
153.260 ......... do
153.2675 ........ do
153.275 ......... do
153.2825 ........ do
153.290 ......... do
153.2975 ........ do
153.305 ......... do
153.3125 ........ do
153.320 ......... do
153.3275 ........ do
153.335 ......... do
153.3425 ........ do
153.350 ......... do
153.3575 ........ do
153.365 ......... do
153.3725 ........ do
153.380 ......... do
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2.4
2,4
2.4
30

5,21.22
5.21.22,23
. 5
5.23
5
5.23
5
5.23
5
5,23
5,21.22
5. 21.22, 23
5
5.23
5
5.23
5
5.23
5
5.23
5
5.23
5
5,23
5
5.23
5
5,23
5
5,23
5
5.23
5
5,23
5
5.23
5
5.23
5,21
5, 21. 23
5.21
5. 21.23
5,21
5. 21. 23
5.21

Frequency or band

Frequency or band

Class of stations)

153.3875 ........ do ..........
153.395 ......... do ..........
153.4025 ........ do ..........
154.45625 ..... Fixed or mobile ....
154.46375........ do ..........
154.47125 ........ do ..........
154.47875........ do ..........
158.280 ...... Base or mobile .....
158.2875 ........ do ..........
158.295 ......... do ..........
158.3025 ........ do ..........
158.310 ........ .-do ...........
158.3175 ........ do ..........
158.325 ......... do ..........
158.3325 ........ do ..........
158.415 ......... do ..........
158.4225 ........ do ..........
158.430 ......... do ..........
158.4375 ........ do ...........
169-172 ...... Mobile ..........
173.20375 ..... Fixed or mobile ....
173.2100 ........ do ..........
173.2375 ........ do ..........
173.2625 ........ do ..........
173.2875 ........ do ..........
173.3125 ........ do ..........
173.3375 ........ do ..........
173.3625 ........ do ..........
173.3900 ........ do ..........
173.39625........ do ..........
216-220 ...... Base or mobile .....
220-222 ...... Base and mobile ....
450-470 ...... Fixed, base, or mobile
451.1625 ..... Mobile ..........
451.175 ...... Base or mobile .....
451.18125. ....... do ..........
451.18750. ....... do ..........
451.19375. ....... do ..........
451.2125 ..... Mobile ..........
451.225 ...... Base or mobile .....
451.23125. ....... do ..........
451.23750. ....... do ..........
451.24375. ....... do .........
451.2625 ..... Mobile ..........
451.275 ...... Base or mobile .....
451.:8125. ....... do ..........
451.28750. ....... do ..........
451.29375. ....... do ..........
451.3625 ..... Mobile ..........
451.375 ...... Base or mobile .....
451.38125. ....... do ..........
451.38750. ....... do ..........
451.39375. ....... do ..........
451.4125 ..... Mobile ..........
451.425 ...... Base or mobile .....
451.43125. ....... do ..........
451.43750. ....... do ..........
451.44375. ....... do ..........
451.4625 ..... Mobile ..........
451.475 ...... Base or mobile .....

5,21,23
5.21
5, 21. 23
6, 9. 10. 19
6, 7, 9. 10.20
6, 7, 9. 10
6, 9. 10. 19
5
5. 23
5
5, 23
5
5, 23
5. 21. 22
5, 21, 22. 23
5. 21, 22
5. 21. 22. 23
5
5. 23
26
6. 7. 9. 10
7. 8. 9, 10
6. 9, 10, 19
6. 9, 10. 19
6. 9. 10, 19

19
19
19
10
10
11
27
12. 30
31
13
13. 29
13, 23
13, 29
31
13
13, 29
13. 23
13. 29
31
13
13. 29
13. 23
13, 29
31
13
13, 29
13,23
13. 29
31
13
13. 29
13,23
13, 29
31
13

6. 9. 10.
6, 9, 10.
6. 9. 10.
7. 8. 9,
6, 7. 9,

Class of station^)

451.48125. ....... do .....
451.48750.. ...... do .....
451.49375......... do .....
451.5125 ..... Mobile .....
451.525 ...... Base or mobile
451.53125 ........ do .....
451.53750........ do .....
451.54375........ do .....
451.5625 ..... Mobile .....
451.575 ...... Baseounobile^
451.58125........ do .....
451.58750........ do .....
451.59375........ do .....
451.6125 ..... Mobile .....
451.625 ...... Base or mobile
451.63125........ do .....
451.63750. ....... do .....
451.64375. ....... do .....
451.6625 ..... Mobile .....
451.675 ...... Base or mobile
451.68125........ do .....
451.68750........ do .....
451.69375 ........ do .....
456.1625 ..... Mobile .....
456.175 ......... do .....

456.18125 ........ do
456.18750........ do
456.19375........ do
456.2125 ........ do
456.225 ......... do
456.23125. ....... do
456.23750........ do
456.24375 ........ do
456.2625 ........ do
456.275 ......... do
456.28125 ........ do
456.28750........ do
456.29375 ........ do
456.3625 ........ do
456.375 ......... do
456.38125 ........ do
456.38750........ do
456.39375 ........ do
456.4125 ........ do
456.425 ......... do
456.43125 ........ do
456.43750........ do
456.44375 ........ do
456.4625 ........ do
456.475 ......... do
456.48125 ........ do
456.48750. ....... do
456.49375 ........ do
456.5125 ........ do
456.525 ......... do
456.53125 ........ do
456.53750.. ...... do
456.54375 ........ do
456.5625 ........ do
456.575 ......... do
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.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....

I .imii

13.29
13.23
13.29
31

13
13,29
13,23
13.29
31
-

13

13.29
13.23
13.29
31
13

13.29
13.23
13.29
31
13
13.29
13,23
13,29
31
13

13.29
13.23
13.29
31
13
13,29
13,23
13,29
31
13

13,29
13,23
13.29
31
13

13.29
13,23
13.29
31
13
13,29
13,23
13.29
31

13
13,29
13.23
13,29
31
13
13,29
13.23
13,29
31
13

Frequency or band

Class of stations)

456.58125........ do .....
456.58750........ do .....
456.59375........ do .....
456.6125 ........ do .....
456.625 ......... do .....
456.63125........ do .....
456.63750........ do .....
456.64375........ do .....
456.6625 ........ do .....
456.675 ......... do . . . . :
456.68125........ do .....
456.68750.. ......do'.....
456.69375........ do .....
462.1875 ........ do .....
462.200 ...... Base or mobile
462.20625........ do .....
462.21250. ....... do .....
462.21875........ do .....
462.225 ......... do .....
462.23125........ do .....
462.23750........ do .....
462.24375........ do .....
462.250 ......... do .....
462.25625........ do .....
462.26250........ do .....
462.26875........ do .....
462.275 ......... do .....
462.28125........ do .....
462.28750........ do .....
462.29375........ do .....
462.300 ......... do .....
462.30625........ do .....
462.31250........ do .....
462.31875 ........ do .....
462.325 ......... do .....
462.33125........ do .....
462.33750........ do .....
462.34375........ do .....
462.350 ......... do .....
462.35625........ do .....
462.36250........ do .....
462.36875........ do .....
462.375 ......... do .....
462.38125........ do .....
462.38750........ do .....
462.39375 ........ do .....
462.400 ......... do .....
462.40625 ........ do .....
462.41250........ do .....
462.41875........ do .....
462.425 ......... do .....
462.43125........ do .....
462.43750........ do .....
462.44375........ do .....
462.450 ......... do .....
462.45625........ do .....
462.46250........ do .....
462.46875........ do .....
462.475 ......... do .....
462.48125........ do .....

I-imitations

13,29
13,23
13,29
31

13
13.29
13.23
13.29
31
13

13.29
13.23
13.29
31
29
23
29
29
23
29
29
23
29
29
23
29
29
23
29
29
23
29
29
23
29
29
23
29
29
23
29
29
23
29
29
23
29
13
13.29

Frequency or band

Class of stations)

462.48750... ..... do
462.49375 . . . .. .. . do
..... do
462.500
462.50625 . . . ..... do
462.51250. . . ..... do
462.51875 . . . ..... do
462:525 .... ..... do
462 .53125 . . . ..... do
467.1875 . . . . . Mobile
467.200 ....
do
467.20625 . . . . . . . . do
467.21250 . . . . .... do
467.21875 . . . ..... do
467.225 .... ..... do
467.23125 . . . ..... do
467.23750 . . . ..... do
467.24375 . . . ..... do
467.250 .... ..... do
467.25625 . . . ..... do
467.26250 . . . ..... do
467.26875 . . . ..... do
467.275 .... ..... do
467.28125 . . . ..... do
467.28750 . . . ..... do
467.29375 . . . ..... do
467.300 .... ..... do
467.30625 . . . ..... do
467.31250 . . . ..... do
467.31875 . . . ..... do
467.325 .... ..... do
467.33125 . . . ..... do
467.33750 . . . ..... do
467.34375 . . . ..... do
467.350
..... do
467.35625 . . . . .... do
467.36250 . . . ..... do
467.36875 . . . ..... do
467.375 .... ..... do
467.38125 . . . ..... do
467.38750 . . . ..... do
467.39375 . . . ..... do
467.400 .... ..... do
467.40625 . . . ..... do
467.41250 . . . ..... do
467.41875 . . . ..... do
467.425 .... ..... do
467.43125 . . . ..... do
467.43750 . . . ..... do
467.44375 . . . ..... do
467.450
do
467.45625 . . . ..... do
467.46250. .. ..... do
467.46875 . . . ..... do
467.475 .... ..... do
467.48125 . . . ..... do
467.48750... ..... do
467.49375 . . . ..... do
467.500
..... do
467.50625 . . . ..... do
467.51250 . . . ..... do
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.........

.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
..........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
........
.........
.........
.........
.........
........
.........
........
.........
........
........
........
........
........
........
........
........
........
........
........
........
........
........
........
........
........

Limitations
13. 23
13. 29
29
23
29
13
13, 29, 29
31
29
23
29
29
23
29
29
23
29

29
23
29
29
23
29
29
23
29
29
23
29
29
23
29
29
23
29
29
23
29

29
23

29
13
13, 29
13. 23
13. 29
29
23

Frequency or band

Class of stations)

467.51875 ........ do ...........
.........
467.525 ...... do
... do . . . f. .......
467.53125 . . .
*
frasc or mobile
470W512 .
Mobile ...........
806to821 .
Base or mobile
851 to 866 .
Mobile ...........
896(0901 .
Operational fixed ....
928 and above
Base only
929 to 930 .
Base or mobile .......
935 to 940 .
Operational fixed, ....
1427 to 1435
base or mobile
Base or mobile ......
2450 to 2500 .
... do ...........
8400 to 8500
10.550 to 10.680* ... do ................

Limitations
29
13
13.29
14
15
15
15
16
24
15
1
17
18

The frequencies in the band 10.55-10.68 GHz are available for
Digital Termination Systems and for associated intemodal links in
the Point-to-Point Microwave Radio Service. No new licenses will
be issued under this Subpart but current licenses will be renewed.

(d) * * *
(23) This frequency is not available in the 150-170 MHz band until August 16, 1996.
This frequency will be assigned with an authorized bandwidth not to exceed 11.25 kHz. In
the 450-470 MHz band, secondary telemetry operations pursuant to § 90.238(e) will be
authorized on this frequency.

(29) This frequency is not available until August 16, 1996. After August 16, 1996
this frequency will be assigned with an authorized bandwidth not to exceed 6 kHz.
(30) Assignment of frequencies in this band are subject to the provisions of § 90.173
(31) This frequency is available for systems first licensed prior to August 16, 1995.
No new systems will be authorized after August 16, 1995, but prior authorized systems may
be modified, expanded, and renewed.
*****
(f)* * *

(3) Frequencies hi the 25-50 MHz, 150-170 MHz, 450-512 MHz and 902-928 MHz
bands may be assigned for the operation of Location and Monitoring Service (LMS) systems
in accordance with the provisions of subpart M, notwithstanding this limitation.
* * * * *
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17. Section 90.81 is amended by replacing the table of frequencies in paragraph (c),
replacing limitation (11), and adding limitations (16), (17), and (18) in paragraph (d), and
replacing paragraph (f)(3) to read as follows:
§ 90.81 Telephone Maintenance Radio Service.

(c)

* * *

Telephone Maintenance Radio Service Frequency Table
Frequency or band

Class of satknKs)

Kilobenz:
2,000 to 25.000 . Fixed, base or mobile .
Megahertz:
35.16 ........ Base or mobile .....
43.16........ Mobile ..........
72-76 ........ Operational fixed . . .
150 to 170 .... Base or mobile .....
151.985 ...... Base or mobile .....
152.9925 ........ do ..........
158.34 ....... Mobile ..........
158.3475 ........ do ..........
169-172 ......... do ..........
216 to 220 .... Base or mobile .....
220-222 ...... Base and mobile ....
450 to 470 .... Fixed, base, or mobile
451.1625 ..... Mobile ..........
451.175 ...... Base or mobile .....
451.18125. ....... do ..........
451.18750. ....... do ..........
451.19375. ....... do ..........
451.2125 ..... Mobile ..........
451.225 ...... Base or mobile .....
451.23125. ....... do ..........
451.23750. ....... do ..........
451.24375. ....... do ..........
451.2625 ..... Mobile ..........
451.275 ...... Base or mobile .....
451.28125........ do ..........
451.28750. ....... do ..........
451.29375. ....... do ..........
451.300 ......... do ..........
451.30625. ....... do ..........
451.31250. ....... do ..........
451.31875. ....... do ..........
451.325 ......... do ..........

451.33125. .......
451.33750. .......
451.34375. .......
451.350 .........
451.35625. .......
451.36250.. ......
451.36875. .......
451.375 .........
451.38125. .......

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........

LunittfioDS
14

13

451.38750........
451.39375 ........
451.400 .........
451.40625........
451.41250. .......
451.41875.. ......

do
do
do
do
do
do

......
......
.....
......
.....
......

4,11
4, 16
16

11
16
4

451.425 ......... do .....

16

451.43125........ do ......
451.43750........ do .....

4, 16
4.11

451.44375........
451.450 .........
451.45625... .....
451.46250.... ....
451.46875........
451.475 .........

4.16

15
2
I
3. 17

4.

Ctess of $Buofi($)

17

11

4.
4.
4.

Frwjuency or tand

do .....
do .....

do
do
do
do

.....
.....
.....
.....

16
11
16
4

18

451.48125. ....... do .....

4
16
11
16
18
4
16

451.48750. .......
451.49375.. ......
451.500 .........
451.50625. .......
451.51250..... ...
451.51875........
451.525 .........

4. 16
4, 11
4, 16

do
do
do
do
do
do
do

.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....

4. 11

451.53125. ....... do .....

4, 16
18
4
4.16
4, 11
4. 16

451.53750... ..... do .....
451.54375........ do .....
451.5625 ..... Mobile .....
451.575 ...... Base or mobile
451.58125... ..... do .....
451.58750. ....... do .....

16
II
16
16

11

16
16
11
16
4
4. 16

451.59375........ do .....
451.6125 ..... Mobile .....
451.625 ...... Base or mobile
451.63125........ do .....
451.63750. ....... do .....
451.64375... ..... do .....
451.6625 ..... Mobile .....
451.675 ...... Base or mobile
451.68125... ..... do .....
451.68750.. ...... do .....
451.69375. ....... do .....
456.1625 ..... Mobile .....
456.175 ......... do .....
456.18125 ........ do .....
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16
11

16
4
4. 16
4, 11
4, 16
18

4
4. 16

4. 11
4. 16
18

4
4. 16
4. 11

4.16
18
4
4.16
4. 11
.4. 16

18
4
4. 16

Frequency or band

Oissof sarion(s)

456.18750........
456.19375........
456.2125 ........
456.225 .........
456.23125........
456.23750........
456.24375........

do
do
do
do
do
do
do

456.2625 ........ do

456.275 ......... do
456.28125........ do
456.28750........ do
456.29375........ do 456.300 ......... do
456.30625........ do
456.31250. ....... do
456.31875........ do
456.325 ......... do
456.33125........ do
456.33750..... ... do
456.34375........ do
456.350 ......... do
456.35625........ do
456.36250. ....... do
456.36875........ do
456.375 ......... do
456.38125........ do
456.38750........ do
456.39375........ do
456.400 ......... do
456.40625........ do
456.41250........ do
456.41875 ........ do
456.425 ......... do
456.43125........ do
456.43750........ do
456.44375........ do
456.450 ......... do
456.45625........ do
456.46250........ do
456.46875........ do
456.475 ......... do
456.48125........ do
456.48750........ do
456.49375 ........ do
456.500 ......... do
456.50625 ........ do
456.51250........ do
456.51875........ do
456.525 ......... do
456.53125........ do
456.53750........ do
456.54375........ do
456.5625 ........ do
456.575 ......... do
456.58125........ do
456.58750........ do
456.59375........ do
456.6125 ........ do
456.625 ......... do
456.63125........ do

Limitations

Frequency or band

Class of stations)

4.11
4.16

456.63750........ do .....
456.64375........ do .....

18
4

456.675 ......... do .....

4.16

456.68125........ do .....

4. 11

4. 16
18

4

4.16
4.11
4. 16

5
5.16
5.11
5.16
5
5. 16
5.11
5. 16
5
5.16

5, 11
5, 16
4
4.16
4.11

4, 16
5
5.16
5.11
5.16
4

4, 16
4. 11

456.6625 ........ do .....

456.68750........ do .....
456.69375........ do .....
462.4625 ........ do .....
462.475 ...... Base or mobile
462.48125........ do .....
462.48750........ do .....
462.49375. ....... do .....
462.5125 ..... Mobile .....
462.525 ...... Base or mobile
462.53125........ do .....
467.4625 ..... Mobile .....
467.475 ......... do .....
467.48125........ do .....
467.48750........ do .....
467.49375........ do .....
467.5125 ........ do .....
467.525 ......... do .....
467.53125........ do .....
Base or mobile ....
470 to 512
Mobile .........
80610821 ..
Base or mobile ....
851 to 866 ..
Mobile .........
896 to 901
Operational fixed ..
928 and above

929-930 ...... Base only .......
935 to 940 .... Base or mobile ....
1427 to 1435 . . . Operational fixed. . .
base or mobile
2450to 2500 . . . Base or mobile ....
8400(08500 ...... do .........
10,550 to 10,680» ... do .........

4.11
4.16
18
4

4.16
4. 11
4.16
18
4

4.16
4.11
4.16

18
4

4,16
18

4
.4. 16

4.11
4. 16
18
4
4.16

6
7
7
7
8

12
7
2
9
10

4. 16

5
5. 16
5, 11
5, 16

*The frequencies in the band 10.55-10.68 GHz are available for
Digital Termination Systems and for associated intemodal links in
me Point-to-Poim Microwave Radio Service. No new licenses will
be issued under this Subpan but current licenses will be renewed.

4

4. 16
4. 11

4. 16

5
5. 16
5. 11
5.16
4
4. 16
4. 11
4. 16

18
4

4. 16
4. 11
4. 16

18
4

4, 16
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(d) * * *
(1 1) This frequency is. not available in the 150-170 MHz band until August 16, 1996.
This frequency will be assigned with an authorized bandwidth not to exceed 11.25 kHz. In
the 450-470 MHz band, secondary telemetry operations pursuant to § 90.238(e) will be
authorized on this frequency.
*

*

*

*

#

(16) This frequency is not available until August 16, 1996. After August 16, 1996
this frequency will be assigned with an authorized bandwidth not to exceed 6 kHz.
(17) Assignment of frequencies in this band are subject to the provisions of § 90.173
(18) This frequency is available for systems first licensed prior to August 16, 1995.
No new systems will be authorized after August 16, 1995, but prior authorized systems may
be modified, expanded, and renewed.
* * * * *
(f)* * *
(3) Frequencies in the 25-50 MHz, 150-170 MHz, 450-512 MHz and 902-928 MHz
bands may be assigned for the operation of Location and Monitoring Service (LMS) systems
in accordance with the provisions of subpart M, notwithstanding this limitation.

18. Section 90.89 is amended by replacing the table of frequencies in paragraph (b),
replacing limitation (21), and adding limitations (23), (24), and (25) in paragraph (c), and
replacing paragraph (e)(2) to read as follows:
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§ 90.89 Motor Carrier Radio Service.
* * * * *

(b)

*

*

*

Motor Carrier Radio Service Frequency Table
Frequency or band

Class of stanon(s)

Limitations

Megahertz:

30.66 ........ Base or mobile
30.74........... do .....
30.82 ........... do .....
30.86........... do .....

30.90........... do .....

30.94...........
30.98...........
31.02...........
31.06...........
31.08 ...........
31.10...........

do
do
do
do
do
do

.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....

31.12 ...........
31.14...........
43.70...........
43.72 ...........
43.74...........
43.76 ...........
43.78 ...........
43.80...........
43.82........

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....

43.84........

43.86........
43.88 ........
43.90 ........
43.92 ........
43.94 ........

43.% ........... do

43.98 ........... do
44.00 ........... do
44.02 ........... do
44.04 ........... do
44.06 ........... do

44.08 ........... do
44.10. .......... do
44.12 ........... do

44.14. ..........
44.16 ...........
44.18 ...........
44.20...........

do
do
do
do

44.22 ........... do
44.24 ........... do
44.26
44.28
44.30
44.32
44.34

...........
...........
...........
...........
...........

do
do
do
do
do

44.36........... do

44.38 ........... do

1.2
1,2
1.2
1.3

1.3

1.3

1.3

1,3
1.3
1

1,3

1
1,3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5.6
5,6
5,6
5,6
5.6

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

5, 19

5
5
5
5

5,20

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5,6

5.6

Frequency or band

Class of stations)

44.40...........
44.42...........
44.44...........
44.46...........

do
do
do
do

.......
.......
.......
.......

5.6
5.6
5.6

44.48 ........... do .......

44.50........... do .......

44.52........... do .......

44.54........... do .......
44.56........... do .......
44.58........... do .......
44.60........... do .......
72.0-76.0 ..... Operational fixed
150 to 170 .... Base or mobile . .
159.495 ......... do .......
159.5025 ........ do .......
159.510 ......... do .......

159.5175 ........ do .......

7

24

8

8.21

8

8.21

159.525 ......... do .......
159.5325 ........ do .......
159.540 ......... do .......

8.21

159.5475 ........ do .......

8.21

159.5625 ........ do .......
159.570 ......... do .......
159.5775 ........ do .......

8,21
8
8.21

159.555 ......... do .......

159.585 .........
159.5925 ........
159.600 .........
159.6075 ........
159.615 .........

do
do
do
do
do

.......
.......
.......
.......
.......

159.6225 ........ do .......

8
8

8

8

8.21

8
8.21
8

8.21

159.630 ......... do .......
159.6375 ........ do .......
159.645 ......... do .......

8.21

159.6525 ........ do .......

8.21

159.660 .........
159.6675 ........
159.675 .........
159.6825 ........
159.690 .........
159.6975 ........
159.705 .........

do
do
do
do
do
do
do

.......
......
......
......
......
......
......

159.7125 ........ do ......
159.720 ......... do ......

8

8
8

8.21

8

8.21

8

8.21

8

8.21

8

159.7275 ........ do ......

8.21

159.7425 ........ do ......

8.21

159.735 ......... do ......
159.750 ......... do ......
159.7575 ........ do ......
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8

8

8.21

Frequency or band

Frequency or band

Class of stations)

159.765 ......... do
159.7725 ........ do
159.780 ......... do
159.7875 ........ do
159.795 ......... do
159.8025 ........ do
159.810 ......... do
159.8175 ........ do
159.825 ......... do
159.8325 ........ do
159.840 ......... do
159.8475 ......... do .
159.855 ......... do
159.8625 ........ do
159.870 ......... do
159.8775 ........ do
159.885 ......... do
159.8925 ........ do
159.900 ......... do
159.9075 ........ do
159.915 ......... do
159.9225 ........ do
159.930 ......... do
159.9375 ........ do
159.945 ......... do
159.9525 ........ do
159.960 ......... do
159.9675 ........ do
159.975 ......... do
159.9825 ........ do
159.990 ......... do
159.9975 ........ do
160.005 ......... do
160.0125 ........ do
160.020 ......... do
160.0275 ........ do
160.035 ......... do
160.0425 ........ do
160.050 ......... do
160.0575 ........ do
160.065 ......... do
160.0725 ........ do
160.080 ......... do
160.0875 ........ do
160.095 ......... do
160.1025 ........ do
160.110 ......... do
160.1175 ........ do
160.125 ......... do
160.1325 ........ do
160.140 ......... do
160.1475 ........ do
160.155 ......... do
160.1625 ........ do
160.170 ......... do
160.1775 ........ do
160.185 ......... do
160.1925 ........ do
160.200 ......... do
160.2075 ........ do

Class of staooafs)

8
8.21
8
8.21
8
8,21
8
8. 21
8
8. 21
8

169-172 ...... Mobile ..........
220-222 ...... Base and mobile ....
450-470 ...... Fixed, base, or mobile
452.3125 ..... Mobile ..........
452.325 ...... Base or mobile .....
452.33125........ do ..........
452.33750........ do ..........
452.34375........ do ..........
452.3625 ..... Mobile ..........
452.375 ...... Base or mobile .....
452.38125........ do ..........

8, 21
8
8. 21
8
8. 21

452.38750. ....... do ..........
452.39375........ do ..........
452.4125 ..... Mobile ..........
452.425 ...... Base or mobile .....
452.43125........ do ..........

8
8. 21

452.43750........ do ..........
452.44375........ do ..........

8
8. 21
8

452.4625 ..... Mobile ..........
452.475 ...... Base or mobile
452.48125........ do ..........

8, 21
8
8,21
8
8, 21

452.48750........ do ..........
452.49375........ do ..........
452.6125 ..... Mobile ..........
452.625 ...... Base or mobile .....
452.63125........ do ..........

8

452.63750. ....... do ..........

8. 21
8
8, 21
8
8. 21
8
8. 21
8
8. 21
8
8. 21
8
8. 21
8
8, 21
8
8. 21
8
8. 21
8
8, 21
8
8. 21
8
8, 21
8
8. 21
8
8, 21
8

452.64375 ........
452.650 .........
452.65625........
452.66250........
452.66875 ........
452.675 .........
452.68125........
452.68750.. ......
452.69375........
452.700 .........
452.70625........
452.71250........
452.71875........
452.725 .........
452.73125........
452.73750........
452.74375........
452.750 .........
452.75625 ........
452.76250........
452.76875........
452.775 .........
452.78125 ........
452.78750........
452.79375 ........
452.800 .........
452.80625........
452.81250........
452.81875........
452.825 .........

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........

8. 21

452.83125........ do ..........

8
8. 21

452.83750........ do ..........
452.84375. ....... do ..........
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17
22

9.24

25

10
10.23
10.21
10.23

25
10
10.23
10.21
10.23
25
10

10.23
10.21
10.23
25
10
10,23
10.21
10.23
25
23
21
23
23
21
23
23
21
23
23
21
23
23
21
23
23
21
23
10

10.23
10.21

10.23
23
21
23
10

10.23
10.21

10.23

Frequency or band

Class of station(s)

Limitations

452.850 ......... do .......................
23
452.85625........ do ...........
21
452.86250........ do ...........
23
452.86875........ do ............
10
452.875 ......... do ...........
10.23
452.88125........ do ...........
10.21
452.88750.. ...... do ...........
10.23
452.89375........ do ...........
25
457.3125 ..... Mobile ...........
10
457.325 ......... do ...........
10.23
457.33125........ do .....'......
10,21
457.33750........ do.. ..........
10.23
457.34375........ do ...........
25
457.3625 ........ do ...........
10
457.375 ......... do ...........
10.23
457.38125........ do ...........
10,21
457.38750........ do ...........
10.23
457.39375........ do ...........
25
457.4125 ........ do ...........
10
457.425 ......... do ...........
10.23
457.43125. ....... do ...........
10.21
457.43750........ do ...........
10.23
457.44375. ....... do ...........
25
457.4625 ........ do ...........
10
457.475 ......... do ...........
457.48125 ........ do ...........

457.48750. .......
457.49375 ........
457.6125 ........
457.625 .........
457.63125 ........
457.63750........
457.64375 ........
457.650 .........
457.65625 ........
457.66250........
457.66875 ........
457.675 .........
457.68125 ........
457.68750........
457.69375 ........
457.700 .........
457.70625 ........
457.71250. .......
457.71875 ........
457.725 .........
457.73125 ........
457.73750........
457.74375 ........
457.750 .........
457.75625 ........
457.76250........
457.76875 ........
457.775 .........
457.78125 ........
457.78750. .......
457.79375 ........
457.800 .........
457.80625 ........
457.81250........

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Frequency or band

Class of stations)

23
457.81875........ do ...........
10
457.825 ......... do ...........
10.23
457.83125. ....... do ...........
10.21
457.83750........ do ...........
10.23
457.84375........ do ...........
457.850 ......... do .......................
23
457.85625. ....... do ...........
21
457.86250. ....... do ...........
23
457.86875........ do ...........
10
457.875 ......... do ...........
10.23
457.88125........ do ...........
10.21
457.88750. ....... do ...........
10.23
457.89375........ do ...........
11
470 to 512 .... Base or mobile ......
12
806 to 821 .... Mobile ...........
12
851 ID 866 .... Base or mobile ......
12
896 to 901 .... Mobile ...........
13
928 and above . . Operational fixed ....
18
929-930 ...... Base only .........
12
935 to 940 .... Base or mobile ......
14
1427 to 1435 ... Operational fixed. ....
base or mobile
15
2450 to 2500 ... Base or mobile ......
16
8400 to 8500 ...... do ...........
10,550to 10,680»... do .......................

10. 23

10.21
...........
10, 23
...........
25
...........
.......................
23
...........
21 .
...........
23
...........
.......................
23
...........
21
...........
23
...........
.......................
23
...........
21
...........
23
...........
.......................
23
...........
21
...........
23
...........
.......................
23
...........
21
...........
23
...........
.......................
23
...........
21
...........
23
...........
10
...........
10. 23
...........
10,21
...........
10. 23
...........
.......................
23
...........
21
...........

*The frequencies in the band 10.55-10.68 GHz are available for
Digital Termination Systems and for associated intemodal links in
me Point-to-Point Microwave Radio Service. No new licenses will
be issued under misSubpart but current licenses will be renewed.
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(c)

* * #

(21) This frequency is not available in the 150-170 MHz band until August 16, 1996.
This frequency will be assigned with an authorized bandwidth not to exceed 11.25 kHz. In
the 450-470 MHz band, secondary telemetry operations pursuant to § 90.238(e) will be
authorized on this frequency.
* * * * *

(23) This frequency is not available until August 16, 1996. After August 16, 1996
this frequency will be assigned with an authorized bandwidth not to exceed 6 kHz.
(24) Licensing for frequencies in this band are subject to the provisions of § 90.173.
(25) This frequency is available for systems first licensed prior to August 16, 1995.
No new systems will be authorized after August 16, 1995, but prior authorized systems may
be modified, expanded, and renewed.

(c) * * *
(2) Frequencies in the 25-50, 150-170, 450-512, and 902-928 MHz bands may be
assigned for the operation of Location and Monitoring Service (LMS) systems in accordance
with the provisions of subpart M, notwithstanding this limitation.
*****

19. Section 90.91 is amended by replacing the table of frequencies in paragraph (b),
replacing limitation (18), and adding limitations (22), (23), and (24) in paragraph (c), and
replacing paragraph (e)(2) to read as follows:
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§ 90.91 Railroad Radio Service.
* * * * *

(b)

* * *

Railroad Radio Service Frequency Table
Frequency or band

Class of sarion(s)

Megahertz:
72.0 to 76.0 . . . Operational fixed
72.44 ........ Mobile .......
72.48 ........... do .......

72.52 ........... do .......
72.56........... do .......
72.60........... do .......
74.61........... do .......
74.63 ........... do .......
74.65 ........... do .......
74.67 ........... do .......
74.69........... do .......
74.71 ........... do .......
74.73 ........... do .......
74.75 ........... do .......
74.77 ........... do .......
74.79 ........... do .......
75.21 ........... do ......
75.23 ........... do .......
75.25 ........... do .......
75.27 ........... do ......
75.29........... do ......
75.31 ........... do ......
75.33 ........... do ......
75.35 ........... do ......
75.37 ........... do ......
75.39 ........... do ......
75.44........... do ......
75.48 ........... do ......
75.52 ........... do ......
75.56 ............ do ......
75.60........... do ......
150 to 170 .... Base or mobile .
160.215 ......... do ......
160.2225 ........ do ......
160.230 ......... do ......
160.2375 ........ do ......
160.245 ......... do ......
160.2525 ........ do ......
160.260 ......... do ......
160.2675 ........ do ......
160.275 ......... do ......
160.2825 ........ do ......
160.290 ......... do ......

Limitations
1
2
2
2
2
2
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
2
2
2
2
2
23
3,4

3. 4, 18
3.4

3, 4. 18
3.4
3, 4, 18
3,4

3, 4, 18
3.4

Frequency or band

Class of stttion(s)

160.335 .........
160.3425 ........
160.350 .........
160.3575 ........
160.365 .........
160.3725 ........
160.380 .........
160.3875 ........

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

160.395 ......... do
160.4025 ........ do

160.410 .........
160.4175 ........
160.425 .........
160.4325 ........
160.440 .........
160.4475 ........

do
do
do
do
do
do

160.455 ......... do

160.4625 ........
160.470 .........
160.4775 ........
160.485 .........
160.4925 ........
160.500 .........
160.5075 ........
160.515 .........
160.5225 ........

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

160.530 ......... do

160.5375 ........ do
160.545 ......... do
160.5525 ........ do

160.560 ......... do

160.5675 ........ do
160.575 ......... do
160.5825 ........ do
160.590 ......... do

160.5975 ........
160.605 .........
160.6125 ........
160.620 .........
160.6275 ........
160.635 .........

do
do
do
do
do
do

3. 4. 18

160.6425 ........ do
160.650 ......... do

3.4

160.6575 ........ do

I .-1 ntitt nATIs
3,4
3, 4, 18
3.4

3. 4. 18
3,4

3, 4, 18
3,4

3, 4, 18
3,4

3. 4, 18
3,4,5
3, 4. 5, 18
3.4.5
3. 4. 5. 18
3.4,5
3. 4. 5, 18
3.4.5
3. 4, 5, 18
3.4,5
3,4,5, 18
3.4,5
3. 4, 5, 18
3.4.5
3. 4, 5. 18
3,4,5
3. 4. 5, 18
3,4.5
3, 4. 5. 18

3.4.5
3. 4. 5, 18
3.4.5
3, 4. 5, 18
3,4,5
3, 4, 5, 18
3,4,5
3, 4. 5. 18
3,4,5
3, 4. 5. 18
3.4

3, 4. 18
3.4

3. 4. 18
3.4

3. 4. 18
3. 4, 18

3. 4. 18

160.665 ......... do
160.6725 ........ do
160.680 ......... do

3.4

160.6875 ........ do

3. 4. 18

160.2975 ........ do ......

3. 4. 18

160.305 ......... do ......

3,4

160.3125 ........ do ......
160.320 ......... do ......
160.3275 ........ do ......

3. 4. 18

160.695 ......... do
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3,4

3.4
3.4

Frequency or bud

Class of stations)

160.7025 ........ do

Limitations

3.4.18

3.4
3, 4, 18
3,4
3, 4, 18
3,4
3. 4. 18
3.4

Frequency or band

Class of saoon(s)

161.1525 ........ do ...........

161.160 .........
161.1675 ........
161.175 .........
161.1825 ........
161.190 .........
161.1975 ........
161.205 .........

do
do
do
do
do
do
do

3.4.6.18

...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........

3.4.6
3, 4. 6. 18
3.4.6
3. 4. 6. 18
3.4.6
3. 4. 6. 18
3.4.6

3. 4. 18

161.2123 ........ do ...........

3. 4. 6. 18

3.4

161.220 ......... do ...........

3.4.6

160.785 ........ .do
160.7925 ........ do
160.800 ......... do

3, 4, 18
3,4

161.2275 ........ do ...........
161.235 ......... do ...........

3. 4, 6. 18
3.4.6

3. 4. 18
3.4

161.2425 ........ do ...........
161.250 ......... do ...........

3. 4. 6, 18
3.4.6

160.8075 ........ do

3. 4, 18

161.2575 ........ do ...........

3. 4. 6. 18

160.830 ......... do
160.8375 ........ do

3,4
3. 4, 18
3.4
3. 4, 18

161.265 .........
161.2725 ........
161.280 .........
161.2875 ........

3.4.6
3. 4, 6. 18
3.4.6
3. 4. 6, 18

160.710 .........
160.7175 ........
160.725 .........
160.7325 ........
160.740 .........
160.7475 ........
160.755 .........
160.7625 ........

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

160.770 ......... do
160.7775 ........ do

160.815 ......... do
160.8225 ........ do

do
do
do
do

...........
...........
...........
...........

160.845 ......... do

3,4

161.295 ......... do ...........

3.4,6

160.8525 ........ do

3. 4, 18
3.4,6

161.3025 ........ do ...........
161.310 ......... do ...........

3. 4. 6. 18
3.4.6

3, 4, 6, 18

161.3175 ........ do ...........

3, 4. 6. 18

3,4,6

161.325 ......... do ...........

160.860 ......... do
160.8675 ........ do

160.875 .........
160.8825 ........
160.890 .........
160.8975 ........
160.905 .........
160.9125 ........
160.920 .........
160.9275 ........
160.935 .........
160.9425 ........
160.950 .........
160.9575 ........
160.965 .........
160.9725 ........
160.980 .........
160.9875 ........
160.995 .........
161.0025 ........
161.010 .........
161.0175 ........
161.025 .........
161.0325 ........
161.040 .........
161.0475 ........

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

161.055 ......... do
161.0625 ........ do

161.070 ......... do
161.0775 ........ do
161.085 ......... do

161.0925 ........
161.100 .........
161.1075 ........
161.115 .........

161.1225 ........
161.130 .........
161.1375 ........
161.145 .........

do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do

3. 4. 6, 18
3.4.6
3. 4. 6. 18
3.4.6
3. 4. 6. 18

161.3325 ........
161.340 .........
161.3475 ........
161.355 .........
161.3625 ........

do
do
do
do
do

...........
...........
...........
...........
...........

3.4,6

3, 4. 6. 18
3.4.6
3. 4. 6. 18
3.4.6
3. 4, 6. 18

3,4.6

161.370 ......... do ...........

3.4.6

3, 4. 6. 18

161.3775 ........ do ...........

3. 4. 6. 18

3.4,6

161.385 ......... do ...........

3.4.7

3. 4. 6. 18

161.3925 ........ do ...........

3. 4, 7. 18

3.4,6

3, 4. 6, 18
3,4.6
3, 4, 6. 18
3.4.6

161.400 ......... do ...........

161.4075 ........
161.415 .........
161.4225 ........
161.430 .........

do
do
do
do

3.4,7

...........
...........
...........
...........

3, 4, 7, 18
3.4,7
3.4, 7. 18
3.4.7

3. 4. 6. 18

161.4375 ........ do ...........

3. 4. 7. 18

3,4.6

161.445 ......... do ...........

3.4.7

3. 4. 6. 18

161.4525 ........ do ...........

3, 4. 7. 18

3,4,6
3, 4. 6, 18
3.4,6
3. 4. 6, 18

161.460 .........
161.4675 ........
161.475 .........
161.4825 ........

do
do
do
do

...........
...........
...........
...........

3.4.7
3. 4, 7, 18
3,4.7
3. 4, 7. 18

3.4.6
3. 4. 6, 18
3,4.6
3, 4, 6. 18
3.4.6

161.490 .........
161.4975 ........
161.505 .........
161.5125 ........
161.520 .........

do
do
do
do
do

...........
...........
...........
...........
...........

3,4.7
3, 4, 7. 18
3.4,7
3, 4. 7. 18
3.4.7

3. 4. 6. 18

161.5275 ........ do ...........

3. 4, 7. 18

3.4.6
3. 4. 6. 18
3.4.6

161.535 ......... do ...........
161.5425 ........ do ...........
161.550 ......... do ...........

3.4.7
3. 4, 7. 18
3.4.7

3. 4. 6. 18

161.5575 ........ do ...........

3. 4. 1, 18

3.4.6
3.4. 6. 18
3. 4, 6
3.4.6. 18
3. 4. 6

161.565 ......... do .......... •'.
169 to 172 .... Mobile, operational fixed
220-222 ...... Base and mobile . .... I
406 to 413 .... Operational fixed ....
450 to 470 .... Fixed, base, or mobile .

3.4,7
8
20
8
9.23
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Frequency or bind

Frequency or band

Class of tanonfs)

452.3125 ..... Mobile .....
452.325 ...... Base or mobile
452.33125........ do .....
452.33750........ do .....
452.34375........ do .....
452.3675 ..... Mobile .....
452.375 ...... Base or mobile
452.38125........ do .....
452.38750........ do .....
452.39375........ do .....
452.4125 ..... Mobile......
452.425 ...... Base or mobile
452.43125........ do .....
452.43750........ do .....
452.44375........ do .....

452.4625 ..... Mobile .....
452.475 ...... Base or mobile
452.48125........ do .....
452.48750........ do .....
452.49375........ do .....
452.7625 ..... Mobile .....
452.775 ...... Base or mobile
452.78125........ do .....
452.78750........ do .....
452.79375........ do .....
452.8125 ..... Mobile .....
452.825 ...... Base or mobile
452.83125 ... ; .... do .....
452.83750........ do .....
452.84375........ do .....
452.8625 ..... Mobile .....
452.875 ...... Base or mobile
452.88125........ do .....

452.88750........ do .....
452.89375........ do .....

24
10

10.22
10.18
10.22
24
10

10.22
10.18
10.22
24
10
10.22
10,18
10.22
24

10

10.22
10.18
10,22
24
10
10.22
10.18
10.22

24
10
10.22
10.18
10,22
24
10
10.22
10.18

10.22

452.900 ......... do .....

.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....

22

457.325 ......... do .....

10

457.33125........ do .....

10,22
10, 18
10.22
24

452.90625........ do
452.91250........ do
452.91875........ do
452.925 ......... do
452.93125........ do
452.93750........ do
452.94375........ do
452.950 ......... do
452.95625........ do
452.96250........ do
452.96875........ do
457.3125 ..... Mobile

457.33750........ do .....

457.34375........ do .....
457.3625 ........ do .....
457.375 ......... do .....
457.38125........
457.38750........
457.39375........
457.4125 ........
457.425 .........
457.43125........

do
do
do
do
do
do

.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....

18

22
11
22
18

22
11

22
18
22

24

Class of ntfeafs)

457.43750.........do ...........
457.44375.........do ...........
457.4825 ...... ..do ...........
457.475 ....... ..do ...........
457.48125 ...... ..do ...........
457.48750......... do ...........
457.49375...... ..do ...........
457.7675 ...... .. do ...........
457.775 ....... ..do ...........
457.78125 ...... ..do ...........
457.78750...... ..do ...........
457.79375 ...... ..do ...........
457.8125 ...... ..do ...........
457.825 ....... ..do ...........
457.83125...... ..do ...........
457.83750...... ..do ...........
457.84375...... ..do ...........
457.8625 ...... .. do ...........
457.875 ....... ..do ...........
457.88125 ...... ..do ...........
457.88750......... do ...........
457.89375 ......... do ...........
457.900 ....... .. do ...............
457.90625 ......... do ...........
457.91250.........do ...........
457.91875 ......... do ...........
457.925 ....... ..do ...........
457.93125 ...... ..do ...........
457.93750... ......do ...........
457.94375...... ..do ...........
457.950 .......... do ...........
457.95625 ...... ..do ...........
457.96250.........do ...........
457.96875 .........do ...........
470W512 .... Base or mobile ......
806 to 821 .... Mobile ...........
851 to 866 .... Base or mobile ......
896 to 901 .... Mobile ...........
928 and above . . Operational fixed ....
929-930 ...... Base only .........
935 to 940 .... Base or mobile ......
1427 to 1435 . . . Operational fixed. ....
base or mobile
245002500 ... Base or mobile ......
8400 to 8500 .. . .. . do ...........
10.550 to 10.680* ...do ...............

Lmuotions
10.18
10.22
24
10
10.22
10.18
10.22
24
10
10.22
10.18
10.22
24
10
10.22
10.18
10.22
24
10
10.22
10.18
10.22
22
18
22
11
11.22
11.18
11.22
11
11.22
11.18
11.22
12
13
13
13
14
19
13
15
16
17

•The frequencies in me band 10.55-10.68 GHz are available for
uigrau teiiuiuinon systems tna tor assocutca mraoau tiiucs m
the Potato-Point Miciowive Radio Service. No new licenses will
be issued under inis Subput but cutimt lirfHtft will be renewed.
m»iMl ^A^HMMMflMMk Cb^ka^K* .».—J JW_ • mmmtimmtmit «•* mmtmAmt iHtkV* m

10

10.22
10.18
10.22
24
10

10.22
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(c) * * *

(18) This frequency is not available in the 150-170 MHz band until August 16, 1996.
This frequency will be assigned with an authorized bandwidth not to exceed 11.25 kHz. In
the 450-470 MHz band, secondary telemetry operations pursuant to § 90.238(e) will be
authorized on this frequency.
* * * * *

(22) This frequency is not available until August 16, 1996. After August 16, 1996
this frequency will be assigned with an authorized bandwidth not to exceed 6 kHz.

(23) Assignment of frequencies in this band are subject to the provisions of § 90.173
(24) This frequency is available for systems first licensed prior to August 16, 1995.
No new systems will be authorized after August 16, 1995, but prior authorized systems may
be modified, expanded, and renewed.
(e) * * *
(2) Frequencies in the 25-50 MHz, 150-170 MHz, 450-512 MHz and 902-928 MHz
bands may be assigned for the operation of Location and Monitoring Service (LMS) systems
in accordance with the provisions of subpart M, notwithstanding this limitation.
* * * * *

20. Section 90.93 is amended by replacing the table of frequencies in paragraph (b),
replacing limitation (15), and adding limitations (21), (22), and (23) in paragraph (c), and
replacing paragraph (d)(2) to read as follows:
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§ 90.93 Taxicab Radio Service.

(b)

* * *

Taxicab Radio Service Frequency Table
Frequency or band

Frequency or band

Class of stations)

Megahertz:
72-76........ Operational fixed
150 to 170 .... Base or mobile ..
152.2625 ..... Base or mobile . .
152.270 ......... do .......
152.2775 ........ do .......
152.285 ......... do .......
152.2925 ........ do .......
152.300 ......... do .......
152.3075 ........ do .......
152.315 ......... do .......
152.3225 ........ do .......
152.330 ......... do .......
152.3375 ........ do .......
152.345 ......... do .......
152.3525 ........ do .......
152.360 ......... do .......
152.3675 ........ do .......
152.375 ......... do .......
152.3825 ........ do .......
152.390 ......... do .......
152.3975 ........ do .......
152.405 ......... do .......
152.4125 ........ do .......
152.420 ......... do .......
152.4275 ........ do .......
152.435 ......... do .......
152.4425 ........ do .......
152.450 ......... do .......
152.4575 ........ do .......
152.465 ......... do .......
157.530 ...... Mobile .......
157.5375 ........ do .......
157.545 ......... do .......
157.5525 ........ do .......
157.560 ......... do .......
157.5675 ........ do .......
157.575 ......... do .......
157.5825 ........ do .......
157.590 ......... do .......
157.5975 ........ do .......
157.605 ......... do .......
157.6125 ........ do .......
157.620 ......... do .......
157.6275 ........ do .......
157.635 ......... do .......
157.6425 ........ do ......
157.650 ......... do ......
157.6575 ........ do .......

14

22
21
15
15
1.2
1, 2, 15
1.2
1. 2. 15
15
1,2
1, 2, 15
1,2
1,2. 15
1,2
1.2.15
15
1.2
1, 2, 15
1.2
1.2, 15
15
15
11
15
15
1.2
1.2. 15
1.2
1,2. 15
15
1.2
1.2. 15
1.2
1.2. 15
1.2
1. 2, 15
15

Class of stan on(s)

157.665 ......... do ..........
157.6725 ........ do ..........
157.680 ......... do ..........
157.6875 ........ do ..........
157.695 ......... do ..........
157.7025 ........ do ..........
157.710 ......... do ..........
157.7175 ........ do ..........
157.725 ......... do ..........
169-172 ......... do ..........
220-222 ...... Base and mobile ....
450 » 470 .... Fixed, base, or mobile
452.0375 ..... Mobile ..........
452.050 ...... Base or mobile .....
452.05625........ do ..........
452.06250........ do ..........
452.06875........ do ..........
452.0875 ..... Mobile ..........
452.100 ...... Base or mobile .....
452.10625. ....... do ..........
452.11250.. ...... do ..........
452.11875. ....... do ..........
452.1375 ..... Mobile ..........
452.150 ...... Base or mobile
452.15625. ....... do ..........
452.16250. ....... do ..........
452.16875. ....... do ..........
452.1875 ..... Mobile ..........
452.200 ...... Base or mobile .....
452.20625........ do ..........
452.21250........ do ..........
452.21875........ do ..........
452.225 ......... do ..........
452.23125........ do ..........
452.23750........ do ..........
452.24375........ do ..........
452.250 ......... do ..........
452.25625........ do ..........
452.26250.. ...... do ..........
452.26875........ do ..........
452.275 ......... do ..........
452.28125........ do ..........
452.28750........ do ..........
452.29375........ do ..........
452.300 ......... do ..........
452.30625........ do ..........
452.31250........ do ..........
452.31875........ do ..........
452.3375 ..... Mobile ..........
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LtSQlQQOOS

1.2
1. 2, 15
1.2
I. 2. 15
15
15
11
12
16
3.22
23
21
15
21
23
10
10,21
10.15
10,21
23
21
15
21
23
10

10. 21
10,15
10,21
10
10.21
10,15
10.21
10
10.21
10.15
10.21
10
10.21
10,15
10.21
21
15
21
23

Frequency or band

Out of sabot**)

452.350 ...... Base or nobik ......
452.35625........ do ...........
452.36250........ do ...........
452.36875........ do ...........'
452.3875 ...... Mobfle ...........
452.400 ...... Base or mobile ......
452.40625........ do ...........
452.41250. ....... do ...........
452.41875........ do ...........
452.4375 ..... Mobile ...........

452.450 ...... Base or mobile ......
452.45625......./ do '. ..........

Ltnuabons
10
10.21
10,15
10,21
23
.10
10,21
10. 15
10,21
23

10
10.21

452.46250.. ...... do ...........
10,15
452.46875........ do ...........
10.21
-452.4875 ..... Mobile ...........
23
452.500 ...... Base or mobile ......
452.50625........ do ...........
21
452.51250. ....... do ...........
15
452.51875........ do ...........
21
457.0375 ..... Mobile ...........
23
457.050 ......... do .......................
457.05625........ do ...........
21

457.06250........ do ...........
457.06875........ do ...........
457.0875 ........ do ...........

457.100 .........
457.10625.. ......
457.11250........
457.11875 ........
457.1375 ........

do
do
do
do
do

...........
...........
...........
...........
...........

15
21
23

10
10.21
10, 15
10, 21
23

Frequency or band

Class of stukm(s)

457.3875 ........
457.400 .........
457.40625........
457.41250. .......
457.41875........
457.4375 ........
457.450 .........
457.45625........
457.46250. .......
457.46875........

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Until

...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........

23
10
10.21
10.15
10.21
23
10
10.21
10. 15
10,21

457.50625. ....... do ...........
457.51250........ do '. ..........
457.51875........ do ...........
470-512 ...... Base or mobile ......
806tt>821 .... Mobfle ...........
851 »866 .... Base or mobile ......
89610 901 .... Mobile ...........
928 and above .. Operational fixed ....
929-930 ...... Base only .........
935 to 940 .... Base or mobile ......

21
15
21
4
5
5
5
6
13
5

1427 to 1435 ... Base, mobile, or .....
operational fixed
2450 to 2500 ... Base or mobile ......

7

457.4875 ........ do ...........
23
457.500 ......... do ......................

8

8400to 8500 ...... do ...........
9
10,550 to 10.680*.. .do .......................
*n» frequencies in me band 10.55-10.68 GHz are available for

457.150 ......... do .......................
457.15625........ do ...........

21

Digital Termination Systems and for associated mtemodal links in

457.16250........ do ...........

15

be issued under mis Subpanbut current licenses will be renewed.

457.16875. ....... do ...........
457.1875 ........ do ...........
457.200 ......... do ...........

21
23
10

457.20625 ........ do .,-:........

the Point-o-Poim Microwave Radio Service. No new licenses will

10. 21

457.21250........
457.21875 ........
457.225 .........
457.23125. .......

do
do
do
do

...........
...........
...........
...........

10. 15
10. 21
10
10.21

457.23750........
457.24375 ........
457.250 .........
457.25625 ........
457.26250. .......
457.26875 ........
457.275 ..... : ...

do
do
do
do
do
do
do

...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........

10, 15
10, 21
10
10, 21
10. 15
10, 21
10

457.28125 ........
457.28750.. ......
457.29375 ........
457.300 .........

do
do
do
do

...........
10, 21
...........
10.15
...........
10, 21
.......................

457.30625 ........
457.31250........
457.31875 ........
457.3375 ........

do
do
do
do

...........
...........
...........
...........

21
15
21
23

457.350 ......... do ...........

10

S»57.35625 ........ do ...........

10. 21

457.36250........ do ...........

10. 15

457.36875 ........ do ...........

10, 21
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(c) * * *

(15) This frequency is not available in the 150-170 MHz band until August 16, 1996.
This frequency will be assigned with an authorized bandwidth not to exceed 11.25 kHz. In
the 450-470 MHz band, secondary telemetry operations pursuant to § 90.238(e) will be
authorized on this frequency.
* * * * *

(21) This frequency is not available until August 16, 1996. After August 16, 1996
this frequency will be assigned with an authorized bandwidth not to exceed 6 kHz.
(22) Assignment of frequencies in this band are subject to the provisions of § 90.173
(23) This frequency is available for systems first licensed prior to August 16, 1995.
No new systems will be authorized after August 16, 1995, but prior authorized systems may
be modified, expanded, and renewed.
(d) * * *
(2) Frequencies in the 25-50 MHz, 150-170 MHz, 450-512 MHz and 902-928 MHz
bands may be assigned for the operation of Location and Monitoring Service (IMS) systems
in accordance with the provisions of subpart M, notwithstanding this limitation.

21. Section 90.95 is amended by replacing the table of frequencies in paragraph (c),
revising limitations (2) and (6), replacing limitation (18), and adding limitations (20), (21),
(22), and (23) in paragraph (d), and replacing paragraph (e)(2) to read as follows:
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§ 90.95 Automobile Emergency Radio Service.
*

(c)

*

*

*

*

Automobile Emergency Radio Service Frequency Table
Frequency or band

Class of stations)

Megahertz:
72-76 ........ Operational fixed . . .
150 to 170 .... Base or mobile .....
150.815 ......... do ..........
150.830 ......... do ..........
150.845 ......... do ..........
150.8525 ........ do ..........
150.860 ......... do ..........
150.8675 ........ do ..........
150.875 ......... do ..........
150.8825 ........ do ..........
150.890 ......... do ..........
150.8975 ........ do ..........
150.905 ......... do ..........
150.920 ......... do ..........
150.935 ......... do ..........
150.9425 ........ do ..........
150.950 ......... do ..........
150.9575 ........ do ..........
150.965 ......... do ..........
150.9725 ........ do ..........
157.470 ......... do ..........
157.4775 ........ do ..........
157.485 ......... do ..........
157.4925 ........ do ..........
157.500 ......... do ..........
157.5075 ........ do ..........
157.515 ......... do ..........
157.5225 ........ do ..........
169-172 ...... Mobile ..........
220-222 ...... Base and mobile ....
450 to 470 .... Fixed, base, or mobile
452.5125 ..... Mobile ..........
452.525 ...... Base or mobile .....
452.53125........ do ..........
452.53750........ do ..........
452.54375........ do ..........
452.550 ......... do ..........
452.55625 ........ do ..........
452.56250........ do ..........
452.56875........ do ..........
452.575 ......... do ..........
452.58125........ do ..........
452.58750........ do ..........
452.59375........ do ..........
452.600 ......... do ..........
452.60625........ do ..........
452.61250........ do ..........
452.61875........ do ..........

Limitations
16
21
1,2.3
1, 2. 3, 22
1.2.3
1. 2. 3, 18
1,2.3
1. 2. 3, 18
1.2.3
1. 2. 3, 18
1.2,3
1, 2. 3. 18
3.4
3.4.22
3,4
3. 4, 18
3,4

Frequency or band
470 to 512 ....
80610 821 ....
851 to 866 ....
8960901 ....
928 and above ..
929-930 ......
935 to 940 ....
1427 to 1435 . ..

Class of sarion(s)

. . . do .......
Mobile .......
Base or mobile ..
Mobile .......
Operational fixed
Base only
Base or mobile ..
Operational fixed,
base, or mobile
2450 to 2500 . .. Base or mobile . .
8400 to 8500 . . . . . . do .......
10.550 to 10.680* . . do .......

I rimitations

9
10
10

10
11
15
10

12
13
14

* The frequencies in the band 10.55-10.68 GHz are available for
Digital Termination Systems and for associated intemodal links in
the Point-to-point Microwave Radio Service. No new licenses will
be issued under this subpait but cunent licenses will be renewed.

3. 4. 18
3,4
3, 4, 18
5,6
5, 6, 18
5.6
5. 6. 18
5.6
5. 6. 18
5.6
5, 6. 18
17
19
7,21
23
8

8,20
8. 18
8.20
8
8,20
8. 18
8.20
8

8.20
8. 18
8.20
8
8,20
8. 18
8.20
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(d) * * *
(2) Only one of the frequencies 150.815, 150.8225, 150.830, 150.8375, 150.845,
150.8525, 150.860, 150.8675, 150.875, 150.8825, 150.890, or 150.8975 MHz may be
assigned to the same licensee in a given area.

(6) Only one of the frequencies 157.470, 157.47.75, 157.485, 157.4925, 157.500,
157.5075, 157.515, or 157.5225 MHz may be assigned to the same licensee in a given area.
*****

(18) This frequency is not available in the 150-170 MHz band until August 16, 1996.
This frequency will be assigned with an authorized bandwidth not to exceed 11.25 kHz. In
the 450-470 MHz band, secondary telemetry operations pursuant to § 90.238(e) will be
authorized on this frequency.
*****
(20) This frequency is not available until August 16, 1996. After August 16, 1996
this frequency will be assigned with an authorized bandwidth not to exceed 6 kHz.
(21) Assignment of frequencies in this band are subject to the provisions of § 90.173
(22) This frequency will be authorized a channel bandwidth of 25 kHz.
(23) This frequency is available for systems first licensed prior to August 16, 1995.
No new systems will be authorized after August 16, 1995, but prior authorized systems may
be modified, expanded, and renewed.
*****
(e)* * *
(2) Frequencies in the 25-50 MHz, 150-170 MHz, 450-512 MHz and 902-928 MHz
bands may be assigned for the operation of Location and Monitoring Service (LMS) systems
in accordance with the provisions of subpart M, notwithstanding this limitation.
*****
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22. Section 90.173 is amended by revising paragraph (f) and adding paragraphs (1)
and (m) to read as follows:
§ 90.173 Policies governing the assignment of frequencies.

(f) After August 16, 1995, applications for stations in the 150-174 MHz and 421-512
MHz bands for operation on frequencies 15 kHz or less removed from existing stations in the
same geographic area will be granted based upon a recommendation from the applicable
frequency coordinator.
*****

(1) In the 150-174 MHz band, authorizations for frequencies available prior to August
16, 1995 will be granted with channel bandwidths of 25 kHz or less. After August 16,
1995, authorizations for all other frequencies in this band will be granted with channel
bandwidths of 12.5 kHz or less.
(m) In the 421-512 MHz band, authorizations for frequencies available prior to
August 16, 1995 will be granted with channel bandwidths of 25 kHz or less. After
August 16, 1995, new authorizations for frequencies 12.5 kHz removed from these
frequencies will be made for channel bandwidths of 12.5 kHz or less, and authorizations for
frequencies 6.25 kHz removed from these frequencies will be granted with channel
bandwidths of 6.25 kHz or less.
*****

23. Section 90.175 is amended by revising paragraph (a) to read as follows:
§ 90.175 Frequency coordination requirements.

*****
(a) For frequencies between 25 and 470 MHz: A statement from the applicable
frequency coordinator recommending the most appropriate frequency. The coordinator's
recommendation may include comments on technical factors such as power, antenna height
and gain, terrain and other factors which may serve to minimize potential interference. Until
August 16, 1995, for PLMR frequencies between 150 and 470 MHz, the coordinator: (1)
must not recommend any adjacent channel frequency 15 kHz or less removed to existing
stations which would result in a separation of less than 16 km (10 mi), or 12 km (7 mi) hi
the Taxicab Radio Service, unless written concurrence is received from the licensee of such
station(s); and (2) if the frequency recommended is in the 150 - 170 MHz band, and is 17.5
kHz or less removed from frequency which is available to another radio service, the
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coordinators statement must show that approval has been received from the coordinator for
the other service. Frequencies in the 450 - 470 MHz band, when used for secondary fixed
operations, shall be assigned and coordinated pursuant to § 90.261.

24. Section 90.203 is amended by adding paragraph (j) to read as follows:

§ 90.203 Type acceptance.
*****
(j) For transmitters operating on frequencies in the ISO-174 MHz and 421-512 MHz
bands:
(1) Prior to August 1, 1996, type acceptance will be granted for equipment with
channel bandwidths up to 25 kHz.
(2) On or after August 1, 1996, type acceptance will only be granted for equipment
with the following channel bandwidths:
(i) 12.5 kHz or less for single bandwidth mode equipment or multi-bandwidth mode
equipment with a maximum channel bandwidth of 12.5 kHz.
(ii) 25 kHz for multi-bandwidth mode equipment with a maximum channel bandwidth
of 25 kHz if it is capable of operating on channels of 12.5 kHz or less.
(iii) 25 kHz if the equipment meets the efficiency standard of paragraph 0)(3) of this
section.
(3) On or after August 1, 1996, requests for Part 90 type acceptance of transmitters
designed to operate on frequencies in the 150-174 MHz and 421-512 MHz bands must
include a cenification that the equipment meets a spectrum efficiency standard of one voice
channel per 12.5 kHz of channel bandwidth. If the equipment is capable of transmitting data
and has an overall bandwidth of 6.25 kHz or more, the equipment must be capable of
supporting a minimum data rate of 4800 bits per second per 6.25 kHz of bandwidth.
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(4) On or after January 1, 2005, except for hand-held transmitters with an output
power of two watts or less, type acceptance will only be granted for equipment with the
following channel bandwidths:
(i) 6.25 kHz or less for single bandwidth mode equipment.
(ii) 12.5 kHz for multi-bandwidth mode equipment with a maximum channel
bandwidth of 12.5 kHz if it is capable of operating on channels of 6.25 kHz or less.
(iii) 25 kHz for multi-bandwidth mode equipment with a maximum channel
bandwidth of 25 kHz if it is capable of operating on channels of 6.25 kHz or less.
(iv) Up to 25 kHz if the equipment meets the efficiency standard of paragraph (j)(5)
of this section.
(5) On or after January 1, 2005, requests for Part 90 type acceptance of transmitters
designed to operate on frequencies in the 150-174 MHz and 421-512 MHz bands must
include a certification that the equipment meets a spectrum efficiency standard of one voice
channel per 6.25 kHz of channel bandwidth. If the equipment is capable of transmitting data
and has an overall bandwidth of 6.25 kHz or more, the equipment must be capable of
supporting a minimum data rate of 4800 bits per second per 6.25 kHz of bandwidth.
(6) The Commission's Equipment Authorization Division will not accept applications
for modification or permissive changes of Type Acceptance grants for single bandwidth mode
transmitters designed to operate on channel bandwidths wider than 12.5 kHz granted prior to
August 1, 1996, except under the following conditions:
(i) Transmitters that have the inherent capability for multi-mode or narrowband
operation allowed in paragraph (j)(2) and (j)(4), may have then* grant of Type Acceptance
modified upon demonstrating that the original unit complies with the technical requirements
for operation.
(ii) New FCC Identifiers will be needed to identify modified equipment that complies
with the requirements of (j)(2) and (j)(4)(7) Transmitters designed for one-way paging operations will be type accepted with a
25 kHz channel bandwidth.
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25. Section 90.205 is revised to read as follows:
§ 90.205 Power and antenna height limits.
Applicants for licenses must request and use no more power than the actual power
necessary for satisfactory operation. Except where otherwise specifically provided for, the
maximum power that wUl be authorized for new stations authorized after August 16, 1995 is
as follows:
(a) Below 25 MHz. For single sideband operations (J3E emission), the maximum
transmitter peak envelope power is 1000 watts.
(b) 25-50 MHz. The maximum transmitter output power is 300 watts.
(c) 72-76 MHz. The maximum effective radiated power (ERP) for stations operating
on fixed frequencies is 300 watts. Stations operating on mobile-only frequencies are limited
to one watt transmitter output power.
(d) 150-174 MHz.
(1) The maximum allowable station ERP is dependent upon the station's antenna
HAAT and required service area and will be authorized in accordance with Table 1.
Applicants requesting an ERP in excess of that listed in Table 1 must submit an engineering
analysis based upon generally accepted engineering practices and standards that includes
coverage contours to demonstrate mat the requested station parameters will not produce
coverage in excess of that which the applicant requires.
(2) Applications for stations with ERPs higher than permitted in Table 1 will be
submitted to the frequency coordinator accompanied by an technical analysis, based upon
generally accepted engineering practices and standards, that demonstrates that the requested
station parameters will not produce a signal strength in excess of 37 dBu at any point along
the edge of the requested service area. The coordinator may then recommend any ERP
appropriate to meet this condition.
(3) An applicant for a station with a service area radius greater than 40 km (25 mi)
must justify the requested service area radius, which will be authorized only in accordance
with Table 1, note 4. Base stations with a service area radius greater than 80 km (50 mi)
will be authorized only on a secondary basis.
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Table 1 — 150-174 MHz - Maximum ERP/Reference HAAT for a Specific
Service Area Radius
Service area
radius (km)

3

8

13

16

24

32

40

4S4

644

80*

Maximum
ERP(w)'

1

28

178

5002

5002

5002

SOO2

5002

500*

5002

Up to
reference
HAAT (m)3

15

15

15

15

33

65

110

160

380

670

Maximum ERP indicated provides for a 37 dfiu signal strength at the edge of the
service area per FCC Report R-6602, Fig. 19 (See § 73.699, Fig. 10).
Maximum ERP of 500 watts allowed. Signal strength at the service area contour
may be less than 37 dBu.
When the actual antenna HAAT is greater than the reference HAAT, the allowable
ERP will be reduced in accordance with the following equation:
,^ x (HAAT,* / HAAT^J2.
Applications for this service area radius may be granted upon specific request with
justification and must include a technical demonstration that the signal strength at
the edge of the service area does not exceed 37 dBu.
(e) 220-222 MHz. Limitations on power and antenna heights are specified in
§ 90.729.
(f) 421-430 MHz. Limitations on power and antenna heights are specified in
§ 90.279.
(g) 450-470 MHz.

(1) The maximum allowable station effective radiated power (ERP) is dependent
upon the station's antenna HAAT and required service area and will be authorized in
accordance with Table 2. Applicants requesting an ERP in excess of that listed in Table 2
must submit an engineering analysis based upon generally accepted engineering practices and
standards that includes coverage contours to demonstrate that the requested station parameters
will not produce coverage in excess of that which the applicant requires.
(2) Applications for stations with ERPs higher than permitted in Table 2 will be
submitted to the frequency coordinator accompanied by an technical analysis, based upon
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generally accepted engineering practices and standards, that demonstrates that the requested
station parameters will not produce a signal strength in excess of 39 dBu at any point along
the edge of the requested service area. The coordinator may then recommend any ERP
appropriate to meet this condition.
(3) An applicant for a station with a service area radius greater than 32 km (20 mi)
must justify the requested service area radius, which may be authorized only hi accordance
with Table 2, note 4. Base stations with a service area radius greater than 80 km (SO mi)
will be authorized only on a secondary basis.

Table 2 — 450-470 MHz - Maximum ERP/Reference HAAT for a Specific
Service Area Radius
Service area
radius (km)

3

Maximum
ERP(w) 1

2

Up to
reference
HAAT (m)3

15

16

24

32

40*

4S4

644

80*

100 5002

5002

5002

5002

5002

5002

5002

5002

15

27

63

125

250

410

950

2700

8

13

15

Maximum ERP indicated provides for a 39 dBu signal strength at the edge of the
service area per FCC Report R-6602, Fig. 29 (See § 73.699, Fig. 10 b).
Maximum ERP of 500 watts allowed. Signal strength at the service area contour
may be less than 39 dBu.
When the actual antenna HAAT is greater than the reference HAAT, the allowable
ERP will be reduced in accordance with the following equation:
= ERP, x (HAATref / HAAT^)2 .

Applications for this service area radius may be granted upon specific request with
justification and must include a technical demonstration that the signal strength at
the edge of the service area does not exceed 39 dBu.

(h) 470-512 MHz. Power and height limitations are specified in §§ 90.307 and
90.309.
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(j) 806-824/851-S69 MHz and 896-901/935-940 MHz. Power and height limitations
are specified in § 90.635.
(k) 902-928 MHz. LMS systems operating pursuant to Subpart M of this part in the
902-927.25 MHz band will be authorized a maximum of 30 watts ERF. LMS equipment
operating in the 927.25-928 MHz band will be authorized a maximum of 300 watts ERP.
ERP must be measured as peak envelope power. Antenna heights will be as specified in
§ 90.353(h).
(1) Above 928 MHz.
26. Section 90.207 is amended by replacing the introductory text, adding a new
paragraph (a), redesignating existing paragraphs (a) through (1) as (b) through (m), and
adding paragraph (n) to read as follows:
§ 90.207 Types of emissions.
Unless specified elsewhere in this part, stations will be authorized emissions as
provided for in the following paragraphs. For a complete listing of emission symbols see
§ 2.201 of the Commissions's rules 47 C.F.R. § 2.201.
(a) Explanation of emission symbols.
The first symbol indicates the type of modulation on the transmitter carrier.
r

A - Amplitude modulation, double sideband with identical information on
each sideband.
F - Frequency modulation
G - Phase modulation.
J - Single sideband with suppressed carrier.
P - Unmodulated pulse.
The second symbol indicates the type of signal modulating the transmitter carrier.
0
1
2
3

-

No modulation.
Digital modulation, no subcarrier.
Digital modulation, modulated subcarrier.
Analog modulation.
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The third symbol indicates the type of transmitted information.
A
B
C
D
E
N

-

Telegraphy for aural reception.
Telegraphy for machine reception.
Facsimile
Data, telemetry, and telecommand.
Voice.
No transmitted information.

(b) - (m) *-.* *
(n) Other emissions. Requests for emissions other than those listed in paragraphs
(c) through (e) of this section will be considered on a case-by-case basis to ensure that the
requested emission will not cause more interference than other currently permitted emissions.
27. Section 90.209 is revised to read as follows:
§ 90.209 Bandwidth limitations.
(a) Each authorization issued to a station licensed under this part will show an
emission designator representing the class of emission authorized. The designator will be
prefixed by a specified necessary bandwidth. This number does not necessarily indicate the
bandwidth occupied by the emission at any instant. In those cases where § 2.202 of Part 2
of this chapter does not provide a formula for the computation of necessary bandwidth, the
occupied bandwidth, as defined in Part 2, may be used in lieu of the necessary bandwidth.
(b) The maximum authorized single channel bandwidth of emission corresponding to
the type of emission specified in § 90.207 of this part is as follows:
(1) For A1A or A1B emissions, the maximum authorized bandwidth is 0.25 kHz.
The maximum authorized bandwidth for type A3E emission is 8 kHz.
(2) For operations below 25 MHz utilizing J3E emission, the bandwidth occupied by
the emission shall not exceed 3000 Hz. The assigned frequency will be specified in the
authorization. The authorized carrier frequency will be 1400 Hz lower in frequency than the
assigned frequency. Only upper sideband emission may be used. In the case of regularly
available double sideband radiotelephone channels, an assigned frequency for J3E emissions
is available either 1600 Hz below or 1400 Hz above the double sideband radiotelephone
assigned frequency.
i
(3) For all other types of emissions, the maximum authorized bandwidth shall not be
more than that normally authorized for voice operations
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(4) Where a frequency is assigned exclusively to a single licensee, more than a single
emission may be used within the authorized bandwidth. In such cases, the frequency stability
requirements of § 90.213 must be met for each emission.
(5) Unless specified elsewhere, channel spacings and bandwidths that will be
authorized in the following frequency bands are given in the following Table.
Standard Channel Spacing/Bandwidth
Channel Spacing
(kHz)

Authorized Bandwidth
(kHz)

25-50

20

20

72-76

20

20

150 - 174

7.5 '

25/11. 25/6 1- 3

220 - 222

5

4

421 - 512 2

6.25 '

25/11. 25/6 '- 3

806 - 821/851 - 866

25

20

821 - 824/866 - 869

12.5

20

896 - 901/935 - 940

12.5

13.6

929 - 930

25

20

1427 - 1435 2

~

Frequency Band
(MHz)
Below 25 2

902-928 4
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Frequency Band
(MHz)

Channel Spacing
(kHz)

Authorized Bandwidth
y
(kHz)

2450 - 2483.5 2

~

Above 2500 2
For stations authorized on or after August 16, 1995.

Bandwidths for radiolocation stations in the 420-450 MHz band and for stations
operating in bands subject to this footnote will be reviewed and authorized on a
case-by-case basis.
Operations using equipment designed to operate with a 25 kHz channel bandwidth
will be authorized a 20 kHz bandwidth. Operations using equipment designed to
operate with a 12.5 kHz channel bandwidth will be authorized a 11.25 kHz
bandwidth. Operations using equipment designed to operate with a 6.25 kHz
channel bandwidth will be authorized a 6 kHz bandwidth.
The maximum authorized bandwidth shall be 12 MHz for non-multilateration LMS
operations in the band 909.75-921.75 MHz and 2 MHz in the band 902.00-904.00
MHz. The maximum authorized bandwidth for multilateration LMS operations
shall be 5.75 MHz in the 904.00-909.75 MHz band; 2 MHz in the
919.75-921.75 MHz band; 5.75 MHz in the 921.75-927.25 MHz band and its
associated 927.25-927.50 MHz narrowband forward link; and 8.00 MHz if the
919.75-921.75 MHz and 921.75-927.25 MHz bands and their associated
927.25-927.50 MHz and 927.50-927.75 MHz narrowband forward links are
aggregated.
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28. Section 90.210 is added to read as follows:
§ 90.210 Emission masks.
(a) Except as indicated elsewhere in this part, transmitters used in the radio services
governed by this part must comply with the emission masks outlined in this section. Unless
otherwise stated, per paragraphs (d)(4), (e)(4), and 0) of this section, measurements of
emission power can be expressed in either peak or average values provided that emission
powers are expressed with the same parameters used to specify the unmodulated transmitter
carrier power." For transmitters that do not produce a full power unmodulated carrier,
reference to the unmodulated transmitter carrier power refers to the total power contained in
the channel bandwidth. Unless indicated elsewhere, the Table below specifies the emission
masks for equipment operating in the frequency bands governed under this part.
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Applicable Emission Masks
Frequency band
(MHz)
Below 25 >
25-50
72-76
150-174 2
150 Paging-only
220-222
421-512 2
450 Paging-only
806-821/851-866
821-824/866-869
896-901/935-940
902-928
929-930
Above 940
All other bands

Mask for equipment with
audio low pass filter
AorB
B
B
B, D, or E
B
F
B, D, or E
B
B
B
I
K
B
B
B

Mask for equipment without
audio low pass filter
AorC
C
C
C, D, or E
C
F
C, D, or E
G
G
H
J
K
G
C
C

1

Equipment using single sideband J3E emission must the requirements of Emission
Mask A. Equipment using other emissions must meet the requirements of Emission
Mask B or C, as applicable.

2

Equipment designed to operate with a 25 kHz channel bandwidth must meet the
requirements of Emission Mask B or C, as applicable. Equipment designed to
operate with a 12.5 kHz channel bandwidth must meet the requirements of Emission
Mask D, and equipment designed to operate with a 6.25 kHz channel bandwidth
must meet the requirements of Emission Mask E.

(a) Emission Mask A. For transmitters utilizing J3E emission, the carrier must be
at least 40 dB below the peak envelope power and the power of emissions must be reduced
below the output power (P in watts) of the transmitter as follows:
(1) On any frequency removed from the assigned frequency by more than 50 percent,
but not more than 150 percent of the authorized bandwidth: At least 25 dB.
(2) On any frequency removed from the assigned frequency by more than 150
percent, but not more than 250 percent of the authorized bandwidth: At least 35 dB.
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(3) On any frequency removed from the assigned frequency by more than 250 percent
of the authorized bandwidth: At least 43 + 10 log P dB.
(b) Emission Mask B. For transmitters that are equipped with an audio low-pass
filter pursuant to § 90.21 l(a), the power of any emission must be below the unmodulated
carrier power (P) as follows:
(1) On any frequency removed from the assigned frequency by more than 50 percent,
but not more than 100 percent of the authorized bandwidth: At least 25 dB.
(2) On any frequency removed from the assigned frequency by more than 100
percent, but not more than 250 percent of the authorized bandwidth: At least 35 dB.
(3) On any frequency removed from the assigned frequency by more than 250
percent of the authorized bandwidth: At least 43 + 10 log (P) dB.
(c) Emission Mask C. For transmitters that are not equipped with an audio
low-pass filter pursuant to § 90.21 l(b), the power of any emission must be attenuated below
the unmodulated carrier output power (P) as follows:
(1) On any frequency removed from the center of the authorized bandwidth by a
displacement frequency (fd in kHz) of more than 5 kHz, but not more than 10 kHz: At least
83 log (fd/5) dB;
(2) On any frequency removed from the center of the authorized bandwidth by a
displacement frequency (fd in kHz) of more than 10 kHz, but not more than 250 percent of
the authorized bandwidth: At least 29 log (fd2/ll) dB or 50 dB, whichever is the lesser
attenuation;
^-

(3) On any frequency removed from the center of the authorized bandwidth by more
than 250 percent of the authorized bandwidth: At least 43 + 10 log (P) dB.
(d) Emission Mask D - 12.5 kHz channel bandwidth equipment. For transmitters
designed to operate with a 12.5 kHz channel bandwidth, any emission must be attenuated
below the power (P) of the highest emission contained within the authorized bandwidth as
follows:
(1) On any frequency from the center of the authorized bandwidth fo to 5.625 kHz
removed from f0 : Zero dB.
(2) On any frequency removed from the center of the authorized bandwidth by a
displacement frequency (fd in kHz) of more than 5.625 kHz but no more than 12.5 kHz:
At least 7.27(fd- 2.88 kHz) dB.
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(3) On any frequency removed from the center of the authorized bandwidth by a
displacement frequency (fd in kHz) of more than 12.5 kHz: At least 50 + 10 log (P) dB or
70 dB, whichever is the lesser attenuation.
(4) The reference level for showing compliance with the emission mask shall be
established using a resolution bandwidth sufficiently wide (usually two to three times the
channel bandwidth) to capture the true peak emission of the equipment under test. In order
to show compliance with the emissions mask up to and including 50 kHz removed from the
edge of the authorized bandwidth, adjust the resolution bandwidth to 100 Hz with the
measuring instrument in a peak hold mode. A sufficient number of sweeps must be
measured to insure that the emission profile is developed. If video filtering is used, its
bandwidth must not be less than the instrument resolution bandwidth. For emissions beyond
50 kHz from the edge of the authorized bandwidth see paragraph (1) of this section. If it can
be shown that use of the above instrumentation settings do not accurately represent the true
interference potential of the equipment under test, then an alternate procedure may be used
provided prior Commission approval is obtained.
(e) Emission Mask E - 6.25 kHz or less channel bandwidth equipment. For
transmitters designed to operate with a 6.25 kHz or less bandwidth, any emission must be
attenuated below the power (P) of the highest emission contained within the authorized
bandwidth as follows:
(1) On any frequency from the center of the authorized bandwidth fo to 3.0 kHz
removed from f0 : Zero dB.
(2) On any frequency removed from the center of the authorized bandwidth by a
displacement frequency (fd in kHz) of more than 3.0 kHz but no more than 4.6 kHz: At
least 30 + 16.67(fd - 3 kHz) or 55 + 10 log (P) or 65 dB, whichever is the lesser
attenuation.
(3) On any frequency removed from the center of the authorized bandwidth by more
than 4.6 kHz: At least 55 + 10 log (P) or 65 dB, whichever is the lesser attenuation.
(4) The reference level for showing compliance with the emission mask shall be
established using a resolution bandwidth sufficiently wide (usually two to three times the
channel bandwidth) to capture the true peak emission of the equipment under test. In order
to show compliance with the emissions mask up to and including 50 kHz removed from the
edge of the authorized bandwidth, adjust the resolution bandwidth to 100 Hz with the
measuring instrument in a peak hold mode. A sufficient number of sweeps must be
measured to insure that the emission profile is developed. If video filtering is used, its
bandwidth must not be less than the instrument resolution bandwidth. For emissions beyond
50 kHz from the edge of the authorized bandwidth see paragraph (1) of this section. If it can
be shown that use of the above instrumentation settings do not accurately represent the true
interference potential of the equipment under test, then an alternate procedure may be used
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provided prior Commission approval is obtained.
(f) Emission Mask F. For transmitters operating in the 220-222 MHz frequency
band, any emission must be attenuated below the power (P) of the highest emission contained
within the authorized bandwidth as follows:
(1) On any frequency from the center of the authorized bandwidth 4 to the edge of
the authorized bandwidth fe: Zero dB.
(2) On any'frequency removed from the center of the authorized bandwidth by a
displacement frequency (fd in kHz) of more than 2 kHz up to and including 3.75 kHz:
30 + 20(fd -2) dB or 55 + 10 log (P), or 65 dB, whichever is the lesser attenuation.
(3) On any frequency beyond 3.75 kHz removed from the center of the authorized
bandwidth fd: At least 55 + 10 log (P) dB.
(g) Emission Mask 6. For transmitters that are not equipped with an audio
low-pass filter pursuant to § 90.21 l(b), the power of any emission must be attenuated below
the unmodulated carrier power (P) as follows:
(1) On any frequency removed from the center of the authorized bandwidth by a
displacement frequency (fd in kHz) of more than 5 kHz, but no more than 10 kHz: At least
83 log (f,/5) dB;
(2) On any frequency removed from the center of the authorized bandwidth by a
displacement frequency (fd in kHz) of more than 10 kHz, but no more than 250 percent of
the authorized bandwidth: At least 116 log (fd/6.1) dB, or 50 + 10 log (P) dB, or 70 dB,
whichever is the lesser attenuation;

(3) On any frequency removed from the center of the authorized bandwidth by more
than 250 percent of the authorized bandwidth: At least 43 + 10 log (P) dB.
(h) Emission Mask H. For transmitters that are not equipped with an audio
low-pass filter pursuant to § 90.21 l(b), the power of any emission must be attenuated below
the unmodulated carrier power (P) as follows:
(1) On any frequency removed from the center of the authorized bandwidth by a
displacement frequency (fd in kHz) of 4 kHz or less: Zero dB.
(2) On any frequency removed from the center of the authorized bandwidth by a
displacement frequency (fd in kHz) of more than 4 kHz, but no more than 8.5 kHz: At least
107 log (fj/4) dB;
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(3) On any frequency removed from the center of the authorized bandwidth by a
displacement frequency (fd in kHz) of more than 8.5 kHz, but no more than 15 kHz: At
least 40.5 log (fa/1.16) dB;
(4) On any frequency removed from the center of the authorized bandwidth by a
displacement frequency (fd in kHz) of more than 15 kHz, but no more than 25 kHz: At least
116 log (fa/6.1) dB;
(5) On any frequency removed from the center of the authorized bandwidth by more
than 25 kHz: At least 43 + log (P) dB.
(i) Emission Mask I. For transmitters that are equipped with an audio low pass
filter pursuant to § 90.21 l(a), the power of any emission must be attenuated below the
unmodulated carrier power of the transmitter (?) as follows:
(1) On any frequency removed from the center of the authorized bandwidth by a
displacement frequency of more than 6.8 kHz, but no more than 9.0 kHz: At least 25 dB;
(2) On any frequency removed from the center of the authorized bandwidth by a
displacement frequency of more than 9.0 kHz, but no more than 15 kHz: At least 35 dB;
(3) On any frequency removed from the center of the authorized bandwidth by a
displacement frequency of more than 15 kHz: At least 43 + 10 log (P) dB, or 70 dB,
whichever is the lesser attenuation.
(j) Emission Mask J. For transmitters that are not equipped with an audio low-pass
filter pursuant to § 90.21 l(b), the power of any emission must be attenuated below the
unmodulated carrier power of the transmitter (P) as follows:
(1) On any frequency removed from the center of the authorized bandwidth by a
displacement frequency (fd in kHz) of more than 2.5 kHz, but no more than 6.25 kHz:
At least 53 log (fd/2.5) dB;
(2) On any frequency removed from the center of the authorized bandwidth by a
displacement frequency (fd in kHz) of more than 6.25 kHz, but no more than 9.5 kHz:
At least 103 log (fd/3.9) dB;
(3) On any frequency removed from the center of the authorized bandwidth by a
displacement frequency (fd in kHz) of more than 9.5 kHz:
At least 157 log (fd/5.3) dB, or 50 + 10 log (P) dB or 70 dB, whichever is the lesser
attenuation.
(k) Emission Mask K. For transmitters authorized under Subpart M that operate in
the 902-928 MHz band, the peak power of any emission shall be attenuated below the power
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of the highest emission contained within die licensee's IMS sub-band in accordance with the
following schedule:
(1) On any frequency within the authorized bandwidth: Zero dB.
(2) On any frequency outside the licensee's IMS sub-band edges (as identified in
paragraph (k)(5) of this section): 55 + 10 log(P) dB, where (P) is the highest emission
(watts) of the transmitter inside the licensee's LMS sub-band.
(3) The resolution bandwidth of the instrumentation used to measure the emission
power shall be 100 kHz. If a video filter is used, its bandwidth shall not be less than the
resolution bandwidth.
(4) Emission power (P) shall be measured hi peak values.
(5) The LMS sub-band edges for multilateration systems for which emissions must be
attenuated are 904.00, 909.75, 919.75, 921.75, 927.50, 927.75 and 928.00 MHz. If the
919.75-921.75 and 921.75-927.25 MHz sub-bands are aggregated by a single licensee, the
emission mask limitations at the band edges at 921.75 and 927.50 MHz may be ignored.
The LMS sub-band edges for non-multilateration systems for which emissions must be
attenuated are 902.00, 904.00, 909.75 and 921.75 MHz.
(1) Other frequency bands. Transmitters designed for operation under this part on
frequencies other than listed in this section must meet the emission mask requirements of
Emission Mask B. Equipment operating under this part on frequencies allocated to but
shared with the Federal Government, must meet the applicable Federal Government technical
standards.
(m) Instrumentation. The reference level for showing compliance with the emission
mask shall be established, except as indicated in Sections 90.210 (d), (e), and (k), using
standard engineering practices for the modulation characteristic used by the equipment under
test. For measuring emissions up to and including 50 kHz from the edge of the authorized
bandwidth, adjust the resolution bandwidth to 100 Hz with the measuring instrument in a
peak hold mode. A sufficient number of sweeps must be measured to insure that the
emission profile is developed. If video filtering is used, its bandwidth must not be less than
the instrument resolution bandwidth. For frequencies more than 50 kHz removed from the
edge of the authorized bandwidth a resolution of at least 10 kHz must be used for frequencies
below 1000 MHz. Above 1000 MHz the resolution bandwidth of the instrumentation must
be at least 1 MHz. If it can be shown that use of the above instrumentation settings do not
accurately represent the true interference potential of the equipment under test, then an
alternate procedure may be used provided prior Commission approval is obtained.
29. Section 90.211 is revised to read as follows:
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§ 90.211 Modulation requirements.
Each transmitter must meet the requirements provided in paragraphs (a) or (b) of this
section. The requirements of this paragraph do not apply to mobile stations that are
authorized to operate with a maximum power output of 2 watts or less.
(a) Transmitters utilizing analog emissions that are equipped with an audio low-pass
filter and must meet the emission limitations specified in § 90.210 under all possible
conditions of operation.
(b) Transmitters utilizing digital or analog emissions without an audio low-pass filter
must be tested for type acceptance using the digital or analog modulating signal or signals
specified by the Part 2 of the rules. The type acceptance application must contain such
information as may be necessary to demonstrate that the transmitter complies with the
emission limitations specified in § 90.210.
30. Section 90.213 is revised to read as follows:
§ 90.213 Frequency stability.
(a) Unless noted elsewhere, transmitters used in the services governed by this part
must have a minimum frequency stability as specified in the following Table.
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Minimum Frequency Stability
parts per million (ppm)
Frequency range (MHz)

Fixed and base
stations

Mobile stations
Over 2 watts
output power

Below 25
25-50
72-76
150 - 174
220 - 222
421 - 512
806 - 821
821 - 824
851 - 866
866 - 869
896 - 901
902-928
929 - 930
935-940
1427 - 1435
Above 2450 10

100 1- 2- 3
20
5
55.11
0.1
57.11
1.5
1.0
1.5
1.0
0.1
2.5
1.5
0.1
300 9
—
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100
20
_
56
1.5
58
2.5
1.5
2.5
1.5
1.5
2.5
—
1.5
300
—

2 watts or less
output power
200
50
50
5 4- 6
1.5
58
2.5
1.5
2.5
1.5
1.5
2.5
—
1.5
300
—

1 Fixed and base stations with over 200 watts transmitter power must have a frequency
stability of 50 ppm except for equipment used in the Public Safety Radio Services
where the frequency stability is 100 ppm.
2 For single sideband operations below 25 MHz, the carrier frequency must be
maintained within 50 Hz of the authorized carrier frequency.
3 Travelers information station transmitters operating from 530-1700 kHz and
transmitters exceeding 200 watts peak envelope power used for disaster
communications and long distance circuit operations pursuant to §§ 90.242 and 90.264
must maintain the carrier frequency to within 20 Hz of the authorized frequency.
4 Stations operating in the 154.45 to 154.49 MHz or the 173.2 to 173.4 MHz bands
must have a frequency stability of 5 ppm.
5 In the 150-174 MHz band, fixed and base stations with a 12.5 kHz channel bandwidth
must have a frequency stability of 2.5 ppm. Fixed and base stations with a 6.25 kHz
channel bandwidth must have a frequency stability of 1.0 ppm.
6 In the 150-174 MHz band, mobile stations designed to operate with a 12.5 kHz
channel bandwidth or designed to operate on a frequency specifically designated for
itinerant use or designed for low-power operation of two watts or less, must have a
frequency stability of 5 ppm. Mobile stations designed to operate with a 6.25 kHz
channel bandwidth must have a frequency stability of 1.0 ppm.
7 In the 421-512 MHz band, fixed and base stations with a 12.5 kHz channel bandwidth
must have a frequency stability of 1.5 ppm. Fixed and base stations with a 6.25 kHz
channel bandwidth must have a frequency stability of 0.1 ppm.
8 In the 421-512 MHz band, mobile stations designed to operate with a 12.5 kHz
channel bandwidth or designed to operate on a frequency specifically designated for
itinerant use or designed for low-power operation of two watts or less, must have a
frequency stability of 2.5 ppm. Mobile stations designed to operate with a 6.25 kHz
channel bandwidth must have a frequency stability of 0.5 ppm.
9 Fixed stations with output powers above 120 watts and necessary bandwidth less than
3 kHz must operate with a frequency stability of 100 ppm. Fixed stations with output
powers less than 120 watts and using time-division multiplex, must operate with a
frequency stability of 500 ppm.
10

Frequency stability to be specified in the station authorization.

11 Paging transmitters operating on paging-only frequencies must operate with frequency
stability of 5 ppm in the 150 -174 MHz band and 2.5 ppm in the 421-512 MHz band.
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(b) For the purpose of determining the frequency stability limits, the power of a
transmitter is considered to be the maximum rated output power as specified by the
manufacturer.
31. Section 90.214 is added to read as follows:
§ 90.214 Transient Frequency Behavior.
In the ISO-174 MHz and 421-512 MHz frequency bands, transient frequencies must
be within the maximum frequency difference limits during the time intervals indicated:
Transient Frequency Behavior For Equipment Designed To Operate on 25 kHz Channels
Time
Intervals '•
ti"
tz
tj*

Maximum
Frequency
Difference 3
± 25.0 kHz
± 12.5 kHz
± 25.0kHz

Frequency Ranges (MHz)
Base Stations and Portable Radios
Mobile Radios

l5b to 174
5.0ms
20.0ms
5.0ms

450 to 500

500 to 5 12

150 to 174

450 to 500

500 to 512

10.0ms
25.0ms
10.0ms

20.0ms

50.0ms
10.0ms

5.0 ms
20.0 ms
5.0 ms

10.0 ms
25.0 ms
10.0 ms

5.0 ms
20.0 ms
5.0 ms

Transient JFrequency Belnavior For Equipment Designed
To Operate 01a 12.5 kHz Channels
Time
Intervals '•
t,"
t:
tj*

Maximum
Frequency
Difference 3
± 12.5 kHz
± 6.25 kHz
± 12.5 kHz

Frequency Ranges (MHz)
All Equipment

150 to 174

450 to 500

5.0ms
20.0ms
5.0ms

10.0ms
25.0ms
10.0ms

500 to 512
20.0ms
50.0ms
10.0ms

Transient]Frequency Bellavior For Equipment Designed
To Operate 01a 6.25 kHz Channels
Time
Intervals '•
t,'
h
tj*

Maximum
Frequency
Difference J
± 6.25kHz
± 3.125kHz
± 6.25 kHz

Frequency Ranges (MHz)
All Equipment

15^6 to 174
5.0ms
20.0ms
5.0ms

450 to 500

10.0ms
25.0ms
10.0ms
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500 to 512
20.0ms
50.0ms
10.0ms

1 to,, is the instant when a 1 kHz test signal is completely suppressed, including any capture
time due to phasing.
ti is the time period immediately following t^.
tj is the time period immediately following t,.
t3 is the time period from the instant when the transmitter is turned off until t^.
t^ is the instant when the 1 kHz test signal starts to rise.
2 During the time from the end of tj to the beginning of {$, the frequency difference must not
exceed the limits specified in § 90.213.
3 Difference between the actual transmitter frequency and the assigned transmitter frequency.
4 If the transmitter carrier output power rating is 6 watts or less, the frequency difference
during this time period may exceed the maximum frequency difference for this time period.
32. Section 90.217 is revised to read as follows:
§ 90.217 Exemption from technical standards.

(a) Except as noted herein, transmitters used at stations licensed in the Business
Radio Service which have an output power not exceeding 120 milliwatts are exempt from the
technical requirements set out in this subpart, but must instead comply with the following:
(b) For equipment designed to operate with a 20 kHz channel bandwidth, the sum of
the bandwidth occupied by the emitted signal plus the bandwidth required for frequency
stability shall be adjusted so that any emission appearing on a frequency 40 kHz or more
removed from the assigned frequency is attenuated at least 30 dB below the unmodulated
carrier.
(c) For equipmect designed to operate with a 12.5 kHz channel bandwidth, the sum
of the bandwidth occupied by the emitted signal plus the bandwidth required for frequency
stability shall be adjusted so that any emission appearing on a frequency 25 kHz or more
removed from the assigned frequency is attenuated at least 30 dB below the unmodulated
carrier.
(d) For equipment designed to operate with a 6.25 kHz channel bandwidth, the sum
of the bandwidth occupied by the emitted signal plus the bandwidth required for frequency
stability shall be adjusted so that any emission appearing on a frequency 12.5 kHz or more
removed from the assigned frequency is attenuated at least 30 dB below the unmodulated
carrier.
(e) Transmitters may be operated in the continuous carrier transmit mode.
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33. Section 90.238 is amended by revising paragraph (e) to read as follows:
§ 90.238 Telemetry operations.

(e) In the 450-470 MHz band, telemetry operations will be authorized on a secondary
basis with a transmitter output power not to exceed 2 watts on frequencies subject to the
limitations in the following paragraphs:
90.17 (c)(24)
90.19(c)(26)
90.21 (c)(16)
90.23 (c)(18)
90.25 (c)(22)
90.27 (c)(2)
90.53 (b)(30)

90.63
90.65
90.67
90.69
90.71
90.73
90.75

(d)(24)
(c)(41)
(c)(36)
(c)(12)
(c)(12)
(d)(35)
(c)(24)

90.79
90.81
90.89
90.91
90.93
90.95

(d)(23)
(d)(ll)
(c)(21)
(c)(18)
(c)(15)
(d)(18)

*****

34. Section 90.243 is amended by revising paragraph (b)(2) to read as follows:
§ 90.243 Mobile relay operation.
*****

(b) * *
(1) * * *

(2) In the Business Radio Service, mobile relay stations may be authorized on
frequencies below 450 MHz when those frequencies are reserved for low-power operation of
2 watts or less. Such stations will be authorized a maximum output power not to exceed one
watt and the mobile relay antenna system may not be more than 13 m (40 ft) above the
ground.
*****
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35. Section 90.257 is amended by revising the introductory text hi paragraph (b) to
read as follows:
§ 90.257 Assignment and use of frequencies in the band 72-76 MHz.
* ** * *

(b) The following criteria governs the authorization and use of frequencies hi the
72-76 MHz band by mobile stations in the Special Industrial, Manufacturers, Forest
Products, Railroad; Power, Petroleum, and Business Radio Services.
36. Section 90.261 is amended by revising the list of frequencies hi paragraph (f) to
read as follows:
§ 90.261 Assignment and use of the frequencies in the band 450-470 MHz for
fixed operations.
*****

(f) Secondary fixed operations * * *
451.800/456.800
451.80625/456.80625
451.8125/456.8125
451.81875/456.81875

452.925/457.925
452.93125/457.93125
452.9375/457.9375
452.94375/457.94375
452.950/457.950
452.95625/457.95625
452.9625/457.9625
452.96875/457.96875

452.525
452.53125
452.5375
452.54375
452.550
452.55625
452.5625
452.56875
452.575
452.58125
452.5875
452.59375
452.600
452.60625
452.6125
452.61875

453.025/458.025
453.03125/458.03125
453.0375/458.0375
453.04375/458.04375
453.075/458.075
453.08125/458.08125
453.0875/458.0875
453.09375/458.09375
453.125/458.125
453.13125/458.13125
453.1375/458.1375
453.14375/458.14375
453.175/458.175
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453.18125/458.18125
453.1875/458.1875
453.19375/458.19375

463.16875/468.16875
463.175/468.175
463.18125/468.18125
463.1875/468.1875
463.19375/468.19375

454.000/459.000
454.00625/459.00625
454.0125/459.0125
454.01875/459.01875
462.950/467.950
462.95625/467.95625
462.9625/467.9625
462.96875/467.96875
462.975/467.975
462.98125/467.98125
462.9875/467.9875
462.99375/467.99375
463.000/468.000
463.00625/468.00625
463.0125/468.0125
463.01875/468.01875
463.025/468.025
463.03125/468.03125
463.0375/468.0375
463.04375/468.04375
463.050/468.050
463.05625/468.05625
463.0625/468.0625
463.06875/468.06875
463.075/468.075
463.08125/468.08125
463.0875/468.0875
463.09375/468.09375
463.100/468.100
463.10625/468.10625
463.1125/468.1125
463.11875/468.11875
463.125/468.125
463.13125/468.13125
463.1375/468.1375
463.14375/468.14375
463.150/468.150
463.15625/468.15625
463.1625/468.1625
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* * * * *

37. Section 90.267 is revised to read as follows:
§ 90.267 Assignment and use of frequencies in the 450-470 MHz band for
low-power use.
(a) Any regularly assignable frequency in the 450-470 MHz band listed in the tables
in Subparts B, C, D, and E, may be designated as a low-power channel in a defined
geographic area by the frequency coordinator of the service in which the frequency is
available. These channels are subject to the following conditions.
(1) For channels available in more than one radio service, concurrence for lowpower designation must be obtained from coordinators of all such services.
(2) For channels available in more than one radio service, the frequency coordination
requirements in § 90.175 apply in all such services.
(3) The maximum authorized bandwidth for these frequencies is 6 kHz.
(4) Stations are limited to 2 watts output power.
(5) Wide area operations will not be authorized. The area of normal day-to-day
operations will be described in the application in terms of maximum distance from a
geographical center (latitude and longitude).
(6) Each coordinator must maintain a list of all channels it designates for low-power
use and the geographic areas where such channels are available.
(i) The coordinator must make this list available to the public upon request.
(b) Frequencies separated by 3.125 kHz from regularly assignable frequencies in the
450-470 MHz band listed in the Tables in subparts B, C, D, and E, may be assigned in
accordance with the following conditions:
(1) All stations will be licensed as mobiles but may serve the functions of base,
fixed, or mobile relay stations. Stations are limited to 2 watts output power.
(2) All operations will be on a secondary basis to the primary operations (3.125 kHz
removed) and shall be entitled to no protection from primary stations.
(3) The frequency coordination requirements in § 90.175 apply for all channels
available under this section. For channels which are between primary channels available to
more than one service of this section, the frequency coordination requirements in § 90.175
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apply in all such services:
(4) Wide area operations will not be authorized. The area of normal day-to-day
operations will be described in. the application in terms of maximum distance from a
geographical center (latitude and longitude).
(5) Applicants for stations under this section must specify base, mobile, or fixed
operation, but are otherwise exempt from any limitation on the number of frequencies
assignable contained elsewhere in Part 90.
(6) Antennas of mobile stations used as fixed stations communicating with one or
more associated stations located within 45 degrees of azimuth shall be directional and have a
front to back ratio of at least 15 dB. Except as provided below, the height of the antenna
used at any mobile station serving as a base, fixed or mobile relay station may not exceed
7 m. (20 ft) above the ground level.
(i) No limit shall be placed on the length or height above ground level of any
commercially manufactured radiating transmission line when the transmission line is
terminated in a non-radiating load and is routed at least 7 m. (20 ft) interior to the edge of
any structure or is routed below ground level.
(ii) Only sea-based stations, and central alarm stations operating on frequencies
allocated for central station protection operations, may utilize antennas mounted not more
than 7 m. (20 ft.) above a man-made supporting structure, including antenna structures.
(7) A hospital or health care institution holding a license to operate a radio station
under this part may operate a medical radio telemetry device with an output power not to
exceed 20 milliwatts without specific authorization from the Commission. All licensees
operating under this authority must comply with the requirements and limitations set forth in
this section.
(8) No assignment will be made on a frequency immediately adjacent to non-private
radio service allocations.
(9) Frequencies from 462.7375 MHz to 462.9375 MHz and 464.9875 MHz to
465.0125 MHz are not available for authorization.

(10) Frequencies from 460.900 MHz to 461.01875 MHz and 465.900 MHz to
466.01875 MHz are available only for listed central station protection services and subject to
§ 90.75(c)(27) and (41).
38. Section 90.271 is deleted.
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39. Section 90.273 is amended by revising paragraph (a) to read as follows:
§ 90.273 Availability and use of frequencies in the 421-430 MHz band.
* * * * *

(a) The following tables list frequencies available for assignment in the public safety,
business or industrial/land transportation pools as indicated. In the tables, the public safety
pool is denoted as "PS", the business pool as "B", and the industrial/land transportation pool
as "I/LT." The fre-quencies 422.19375 MHz through 424.99375 MHz are paired with
frequencies 427.19375 MHz through 429.99375 MHz, respectively. Only the lower half of
each frequency pair, available for base station operation, is listed in the tables.
Corresponding mobile and control station frequencies are 5 MHz higher than the base station
frequency. The frequencies 425.000 through 425.48125 are unpaired and are available for
either single frequency dispatch or paging operations.
Table 1 - Channels Available in Detroit and Cleveland Areas
Only
Frequency (MHz)
Paired channels:
422.19375* ............
422.200 ..............
422.20625* ............

422.21250 .............
422.21875* ............
422.225 ..............
422.23125* ............
422.23750 .............
422.24375* ............
422.250 ..............
422.25625* ............
422.26250 .............
422.26875* ............
422.275 ..............
422.28125* ............
422.28750 .............

422.29375* ............
422.300 ..............
422.30625* ............
422.31250. ............
422.31875* ............
422.325 ..............
422.33125* ............
422.33750 .............
422.34375* ............
422.350 ........:.....
422.35625* ............
422 36250
422.36875* ............
422.375 ..............
422.38125* . ...........
422.38750 .............

Pool in which
assigned
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT

Frequency (MHz)

Pool in which
assumed
I/LT

422.39375* ............
422.400 .............. I/IT
422.40625*
I/LT
422.41250 ............. I/LT
422.41875* ............ I/LT
422.425 .............. I/LT
422 43125*
I/LT
422.43750 ............. I/LT
422.44375* ............ I/LT
422.450 .............. I/LT
422.45625* ............ I/LT
422.46250 ............. I/LT
422.46875* ............ I/LT
422.475 .............. I/IT
422.48125* ............ I/LT
422.48750 ............. I/IT
422.49375* ............ I/LT
422.500 .............. I/LT
422.50625* ............ I/LT
422.51250 ............. I/LT
422.51875* ............ I/LT
422.525 .............. I/LT
422.53125* ............ I/LT
422.53750 ............. I/LT
422.54375* ............ I/LT
422.550 .............. I/LT
422.55625* ............ I/LT
42256250
I/LT
422.56875* ............ I/LT
422.575 .............. I/LT
422.58125* ............ I/LT
422.58750 ............. I/LT
422.59375* ............ I/LT
422.600 .............. B
422.60625* ............ ! B
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Frequency (MHz) ! Pod in which
1

Frequency (MHz)

•ccjiiiuift

422.61250......... .... IB

422.98125*
422.98750.............
422.99375* ............
423000
42300625*
423.01250.. ...........
423.01875* ............
423025
423.03125*
423.03750 .............
423.04375* ............
423050
471 0*625*
423.06250 .
423.06875* ............
423.075 ..............
423.08125* ............
423.08750......... ....
423.09375* ............
423.100 ..............
423.10625* ............
423.11250.......... ...
423.11875* ............
423.125 ..............
423.13125* ............
423.13750.... .........
423.14375* ............
423 150
423 15625*
423.16250..... ........
423.16875* ............
423.175 ..............
423.18125* ............
423.18750.... .........
423.19375* ............
423.200 ..............
423.20625* ............
423 21250
423.21875* ............
423.225 ..............
423.23125* ............
423.23750.... .........
423.24375* ............
423250
423 25625*
423.26250... ..........
423 26875*
423.275 ..............
423.28125* ............
423.28750 .............
423.29375* ............
423.300 ..............
423.30625* ............
423.31250. .............
423.31875* ............
423.325 ..............
423.33125* ............
423.33750... ..........
423.34375* ............

422.61875* ............ IB
422.625 .............. IB
422.63125* ............ IB
422.63750..... ........ IB
422.64375* ............ IB
422.650 .............. IB
422.65625* ............ IB
422.66250............. IB422.66875* ............ IB
422.675 ........:.. r. . IB
422.68125* ............ IB
422.68750............. IB
422.69375* ............ IB
422.700 .............. IB
422.70625* ............ IB
422.71250. ............ IB
422.71875* ............ IB
422.725 .............. IB
422.73125* ............ IB
422.73750............. IB
422.74375* ............ IB
422.750 .............. IB
422.75625* ............ IB
422.76250............. IB
422.76875* ............ IB
422.775 .............. IB
422.78125* ............ IB
422.78750 ............. IB
422.79375* ............ IB
422.800 .............. IB
422.80625* ............ IB
422.81250. ............ IB
422.81875* ............ IB
422.825 .............. IB
422.83125* ............ IB
422.83750... .......... IB
422.84375* ............ IB
422.850 .............. IB
422.85625* ............ IB
422.86250 ............. IB
422.86875* ............ IB
422.875 .............. IB
422.88125* ............ IB
422.88750 ............. i B
422.89375* ............ IB
422.900 .............. IB
422.90625* ............ IB
422.91250. ............ IB
422.91875* ............ IB
422.925 .............. IB
422.93125* ............ IB
422.93750 ............. 1 B
422.94375* ............ IB
422.950 .............. IB
422.95625" ............ 1 B
422.96250 ............. IB
422.96875* ............ IB
422.975 .............. IB
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Pool in which .
B
B
B
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS

PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PC

PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS

Frequency (MHz)
AT\ t<n

423 35*25*
, - - *23 362*0
423 36875*
.... ....
423.375 ..............
423.38125* ............
423.38750...... .......
423.39375* ............
423.400 ..............
423 40625* . ..........
All 41*)CA
All 41ft74*

423.425 ..............
423.43125* ............
423.43750. ............
423.44375* ............
423.450 ..............
423.45625* ............
423.46250. ............
AT\ Afjne»

423.475 ..............
423 48125* .
.........
423.48750 .............
423.49375* ............
423.500 ..............
423.50625* ............
423.51250 .............
A*)-* <ifi7C*

423.525 ..............
Afyi «t?S*

423.53750 .............
A*yt C4V7C*

423.550 ..............
A')'! <<ft7<*

423.56250. ............
423.56875* ............
423.575 ..............
ATI <8f7«*

423.58750 .............
423.59375' ............
423.600 ..............
423.60625' ............
423.61250 .............
423.61875' ............
423.625 ..............
423 63125*
423.63750 .............
423.64375* ............
423.650 ..............
423.65625* ............
423 66250
423.66875* ............
423.675 ..............
ATI fiS1?S«

4?i fjn^n
423.69375* ............
423.700 ..............
423.70625* ............
423.71250 .............

Pool in which
assigned
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PQ
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS

Pool in which
ftSSldkCQ

423.71875* ............
423.725 ..............
423.73125* ............

x'M •m<n

423.74375* ............
Aft -jen

423.75625* ............
423.76250... ..........
423.76875* ............
423.775 ..............
423.78125* ............
423.78750 .............
423.79375* ............
423.800 ..............
423.80625* ............

PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS

* This frequency is not available until August 16, 1996. After
August 16,1996 this frequency will be assigned with an
authorized bandwidth not to exceed 6 kHz.
Table 2 - Channels Available in Buffalo, Detroit and Cleveland
Areas
Frequency (MHz)
Paired channels:
423.81875* ............
423.825 ..............
423.83125* ............

Pool in which
assigned
PC
PS

ATI ttYicn

423.84375* ............
423.850 ..............
423 85625*
423.86250 .............
AT\ 9£fI7<*

423.875 ..............
423.88125* ............
423.88750 .............
423.89375* ............
423.900 ..............
423.90625* ............
423.91250 .............
423.91875* ............
423.925 ..............
423 93125* .....
423.93750.... .........
423.94375* ............
423.950 ..............
423 95625*
423.96250. ............

PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
K
PS
PS
PS

Frequency (MHz)

ATI oari**

423.975 ..............
423.98125* ............
423.98750 .............
423.99375* ............
424.000 ..............
424.00625* ............
424.01250 .............

'

PS

10300

P^

TC

PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS

! Pool in which
!
assigned
424.01875» ............ ,'PS
424.025 .............. IPS
424.03125* ............ IPS
424.03750. ............ IPS
424.04375* ............ IPS
424.050 .............. !PS
424.05625* ............ IPS
424.06250.. ........... IPS
424.06875* ............ IPS
424.075 .............. IPS
424.08125* ......... T. . JPS
424.08750 ............. 1 PS
424.09375* ............ IPS
424.100 .............. IPS
424.10625* ............ IPS
424.11250........ ..... I PS
424.11875* ............ IPS
424.125 .............. IPS
424.13125* ............ IPS
424.13750. ............ 1 PS
424.14375* ............ 1 PS
424.150 .............. I PS
424.15625* ............ i PS
424.16250. ............ IPS
424.16875* ............ I PS
424.175 .............. ! PS
424.18125* ............ ! PS
424.18750. ............ ! PS
424.19375* ............ ! PS
424.200 .............. ! PS
424.20625* ............ ! PS
424.21250 ............. IPS
424.21875* ............ I PS
424.225 .............. I PS
424.23125* ............ i PS
Frequency (MHz)

424.23750 .............
424.24375* ............

424.250 ..............
424.25625* ............
424.26250 .............
424.26875* ............
424.275 ..............
424.28125* ............
424.28750 .............
424.29375* ............
424.300 ..............
424.30625* ............
424.31250. ............
424.31875* ............
424.325 ..............
424.33125* ............
424.33750 .............
424.34375* ............
424.350 ..............

Frequency (MHz)
424.38750. ............
424.39375* ............
424.400 ....!.........
424.40625* ............
424.41250 .............
424.41875» ............
424.425 ..............
424.43125* ............
424.43750. ............
424 44375*
424.450 ..............
424.45625* ............
424.46250 .............
424.46875* ............
424475
424.48125* ............
424.48750 .............
424 49375*
424.500 ..............
424.50625* ............
424.51250 .............
424.51875* .............
424.525 ..............
424.53125* ............
424.53750.. ...........
424.54375* ............
424.550 ..............
424.55625* ............
424.56250 .............
424.56875* ............
424.575 ..............
424.58125* ............
424.58750 .............
424.59375* ............
424.600 ..............
424.60625* ............
424.61250 .............
424.61875* ............
424.625 ..............
424.63125* ............
424.63750 .............

! PS
! PS
1 PS

! PS

! PS
1 PS
i PS
1 PS
IPS
I PS

424.64375* ............

424.650 ..............
424.65625* ............
424.66250 .............
424.66875* ............
424.675 ..............
424.68125* ............
424.68750 .............
424.69375* ............
424.700 ..............
424.70625* ............
424.71250 .............
424.71875* .............
424.725 ..............
424.73125* ............
424.73750 .............
424.74375* ............
424.750 ..............

IPS
IPS
IPS
I PS
IPS
1 PS

1 PS

! PS
! PS

424.35625* ............ I PS

424.36250 .............
424.36875* ............
424.375 ..............
424.38125* ............

1 PS

! PS

I PS
1 PS
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Pool in which
2SSlffIICu

PS
PS
I/LT
I/LT
I/IT

I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/IT

I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
1/LT
I/LT
I/LT
T/T T

I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/I T

I/LT
T/T T

I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
B
B
B
B
B
B

Frequency (MHz)
424.75625* ............
424.76250 .............
424.76875* ............
424.775 ..............
A-)A 7R13S*
A'yA 7fl*MA

A")A 7O*17<*

424.800 ..............
424.80625* ............
A'yA fMOCn

A~)A filft7<*

A") A y) <
A"JA R11?<*
A~)A ff37<A

424.84375* ............
424.850 ..............
A-)A &««»«*

424.86250 .............
424.86875* ............
424.875 ..............
424.88125* ............

Frequency (MHz)

Pool in which
assiened
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

425.11875* ............
425.125 ..............
425.13125* ............
425.13750.. ...........
425.14375* ............
425.150 ..............
425.15625* ............
425.16250.. ...........
425.16875* ............
425 175
425.18125* ............
425.18750. ............
425.19375* ............
425.200 ..............
425.20625* ............
425.21250 .............
425.21875* ............
425.225 ..............
425.23125* ............
42523750
425.24375* ............
425.250 ..............
425 25625*
425.26250. ............
425.26875* ............
425.275 ..............
425.28125* ............
425.28750 .............
425.29375* ............
425.300 ..............
425.30625* ............
425 31250
425.31875* ............
425.325 ..............
425.33125* ............
425.33750 .............
425.34375* ............
425.350 ..............
425.35625" ............
425.36250 .............
425.36875* ............
425.375 ..............
425.38125* ............
425.38750 .............
425.39375* ............
425.400 ..............
425.40625* ............
425.41250 .............
425.41875* ............
425.425 ..............
425.43125* ............
425.43750 .............
425.44375* ............
425.450 ..............
425.45625* ............
425.46250 .............
425.46875* ............
425.475 ..............
425.48125* ............

B

B
B
B
B
15

A-JA Sfi7<A

424.89375* ............
424.900 ..............
A-)A OnfiJ^*

Aft O17SO

424.91875* ............
424.925 ..............
424.93125* ............
424.93750 .............

424.94375* ............
AIA acn

424.95625* ............
424.96250 .............
424.96875* ............
424.975 ..............
424.98125* ............
424.98750 .............
424.99375' ............
Single channels:
425.000 ..............

425.00625' ............
425.01250 .............
425.01875' ............
425.025 ..............
425.03125* ............
425.03750 .............
425.04375' ............
425.050 ..............
425.05625* ............
425.06250 .............
425.06875' ............
425.075 ...........
425.08125' ............
425.08750 .............
425.09375* ............
425.100 ..............
425.10625* .........
425.11250. ............

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
D

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
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!

Pool in which
assiened
B
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/TT

I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
I/LT
PS
PC
PS
PS
PS
PS
PQ
PC

PS
PS

pc

PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS

* This frequency is not available untO August 16.1996. After
August 16.1996 this frequency will be assigned with an
authorized bandwidth not to exceed 6 kHz.
*

* * *

*

40. Section 90.311 is amended by revising paragraph (a) and paragraph (b) to read as
follows:
§ 90.311 Frequencies.
(a) Except as provided for in § 90.315, the following frequencies in the band
470-512 MHz may be assigned to eligibles in the services as indicated below. The first and
last assignable frequencies are shown. Assignable frequencies occur in increments of
6.25 kHz. The separation between base and mobile transmit frequencies is 3 MHz for two
frequency operations.
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Chicago

-Cli. 16 ..........

Boston
Ch. 14 ..........

Area
(Channel
Assignment)

'

471.30625
to
471.39375

None

473.30625
to
474.14375

485.30625
to
486.14375

482.30625
to
483.14375

Base
and
Mobile

41(6.48125
to

483.48125
to
484.34375

None
487.34375

474.45625
to
474.49375

Mobile

471.45625
to
471.49375

Base
and
Mobile

Special Industrial
Radio Service

Industrial Pools

474.30625
to
474.39375

Mobile

Power and Telephone
Maintenance Radio
Service

470.30625
to
471.14375

Fire. Police. Local
Government, Highway
'Maintenance, Forestry
Conservation, and
Emergency Medical
Radio Services
Base
Mobile
and
Mobile

Public Safety Pool

474.80625
to
475.06875
and
475.10625
to
475.21875
and
475.25625
to
475.26875

None

None

Mobile

471.80625
to
472.06875
and
472.10625
to
472.21875
and
472.25625
to
472.26875

Base
and
Mobile

Business Radio
Service

None

None

Base
and
Mobile

None

None

Mobile

472.54375
and
472.58125
to
472.69375
and
472.73125
to
472.74375
and
472.78125
to
472.79375
None

10

472.45625

Base
and
Mobile
475.45625
to
475.54375
and
475.58125
to
475.69375
and
475.73125
to
475.74375
and
475.78125
to
475.79375
None

Mobile

Emergency Radio
Service

Carrier, and
Automobile

Service

Railroad, Motor

Products, and

None

472.44375

10

472.35625

Base
and
Mobile

-

None

475.35625
to
475.44375.

Mobile

Taxicab Radio
Service

Land Transportation Pools

Manufacturers Radio

Petroleum, Forest

484.99375

482.30625
to

470.30625'
to
472.99375

Base
and
Mobile

Mobile

to
487.99375

489.30623

473.30625
to
475.99375

Pool

General Access

None

470.05625

h. 16 ....

Los Angeles
h. 14

471.13125

10

None

Delroil
h. 15

'

None

h. 15 .........

to
474.14375

473.05625

None

None

None

Nine

None

474.14375

471.14375

Cleveland
h. 14 ..........

10

10

None

47330625

470.30625

•h. 15 ........

•h. 14 ..........

474.40625
to
474.41875

471.41875

to

471.40625

and

474.31875

lo

474.30625

None

None

None

None-

None

471.31875

and

10

471.30625

None

None

None

None

None

471.43125
to
471.64375

None

None

None

None

471.43125
to
471.64375

474.43125
to
474.64375

None

None

None

None

474.64375

to

474.43125

10

472.44375

475.44375

lo

471.65625

474.15625
lo
474.29375
and
474.65625

None

None

None

None

None

475.99375

to

475.98125

and

475.34375
and
475.63125
to
475.79375
and
475.90625
lo
475.91875
and
475.95625
lo
47596875

lo

474.80625

lo
471.29375
and

471.15625

None

None

None

None

472.91875
and
472.95625
to
472.96875
and
472.98125
to
472.99375
None

and
472.90625
to

471.80625
to
472.34375
and
472.63125
lo
472.79375

472.83725
lo
472.89375

None

None

None

None

None

472.80625
to
472.81875

475.83725
to
475.89375

None

None

None

None

475.81875

475.80625
to

475.94375

472.45625
to
472.79375

None

None

None

None

Hone

475.45625
to
475.79375

None

None

None

None

—R3nT—

and
475.93125
lo

472.94375

and
472.93125
to

475.61875

475.45625
lo

472.61875

472.45625
lo

t

472.99375

472.98125
to

None

None

None

None

None

None

475.98125
to
475.99375

None

None

None

None

None

Mnn*
none

470.30625
lo
472.99375

484.99375

473.30625
to
475.99375

487.99375

to

Anii JUO*
if)fi2S
MO.*.
J

482.30625
10

481.99375

10

479.30625

481.99375

475.99375
479.30625
lo

10

473.30625

481.99375

10

479.306H

47S.9937J

473.30625
lo

478.99375

476.30625
to

478.99375

472.99375
476.30625
to

470.30625
to

lo
478.99375

•W.JOftfJ

472.99375

470.30625
to

Philadelphia '

Ch. 15 .........

New York
Ch. 14 .........

Cli. 20.. ........

Ch. 16 ..........

477.40625

476.30625
to

47 J. 4 1875

10

470.30625

507.26875

10

482.00625
to
484.99375
^06.30625

479.30625
to
480.40625

473.30625
to
474.41875

509.30625
to
510.26875

487.99375

10

485.00625

478.99375

10

478.95625

472.95625
to
472.96875
and
472.98125
to
472.99375

507.30625
to
507.40625

None

481 .95625
to
481.99375

475.95625
to
475.96875
and
475.98125
to
475.99375

510.30625
to
510.40625

None

477.43125
lo
477.64375

471.43125
to
471 .64375

507.43125
to
507.64375

None

480.43125
to
480.64375

474.43125
to
474.64375

510.43125
to
51064375

None

478.89375

and
478.75625
to
and
481.75625
to
481.89375

480.65625
to
481.34375

475.75625
to
475.89375

472.75625
to
472.89375

477.65625
to
478.34375

474.65625
to
475.34375

471.65625
to
472.34375

and

510.29375

507.29375

and

510.65625
to
511.44375

and
510.28125
to

None

507.65625
to
508.44375

and
507.28125
to

hione

None

None

508.80625
to
508.89375

None

None

None

511.89375

10

51 1 .80625

None

478.69375

10

and
478.68125

478.50625
to
478.69375

472.45625
to
472.61875

508.45625
to
508.79375

None

(0

481.69375

and
481.68125

481.50625
to
481.69375

475.61875

475.45625
to

511.45625
to
511.79375

None

1

.

478.66875

478.35625
to

to
481.66875

481.35625

475.35625
to

511.90625
to
511.91875

None

475.44375
and
472.63125 475.63125
to
to
472.66875 475.66875
and
and
472.73125 475.73125
10
to
472.74375 475.74375
and
and
472.68125 475.68125
to
to
472.69375 475.69375

472.44375
and

472.35625
to

508.91875

10

508.90625

None

509.30625
to
511.99375

None

478.99375

476.30625
to

10

481.99375

44Q 4AA?t
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:h. 17 ....... ...

Washington.DC

10

498.41875

10

491.30625
10 .
491.91875
497.36625

495.41875

494.3042J

10
488.31875

488.30625

495.58125
to
495.64375
496.21875

10

(0

498.64375

495.d812J

498.58125
499.21875

498.6'8i25
(0

None

496.61875

10

496.4562J

None
499.4M25
to
499.61875

None
49o.«62i
to
496.39375

None

499.35(52$
lo
499.39375

None

494.W(52J
to
496.99375

lo
490.99375

4«.306ir
to
499.99375

to
493.99375

dQI lOM*

* * *

6kHz.

(3) The following frequencies will be authorized a maximum bandwidth of

Channel
14
15
16
17
18

Frequency
470.30625
475.99375
476.30625
481.99375
482.30625
487.99375
488.30625
493.99375
494.30625

499.99375
19
20

500.30625
505.99375
506.30625

511.99375
* * * * *

(b) Miami, FL, Dallas, TX, and Houston, TX urbanized area.
Channel 14 (Miami)
470.30625 to 475.99375

Channel 16 (Dallas)
482.30625 to 487.99375

Channel 17 (Houston)
488.30625 to 493.99375

|
|

* * *

(2) Base station frequencies for the Petroleum, Forest Products, and Manufacturers
Radio Services will be assigned serially beginning at 470.30625 MHz for Miami, 482.30625
MHz for Dallas, and 488.30625 MHz for Houston and progressing upward from those points
a channel at a time.
* * *

(4) Base station frequencies for the Business Radio Service will be assigned serially
beginning at 470.30625, 471.2625, and 472.3625 MHz for Miami, 483.6125 and 483.1375
MHz for Dallas, and 489.6625 MHz and 490.3625 MHz for Houston and progressing, a
channel at a time from those points. Mobile station frequencies are 3 MHz higher than the
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corresponding base station frequencies. Normally, each channel shall be substantially filled
before the next channel is assigned.

41. Section 90.315 is amended by revising paragraphs (j), (1), and (m) to read as
follows:
§ 90.315 Special provisions governing use of frequencies in the 470-494 MHz
band (TV Channels 15,16, 17) in the Southern Louisiana-Texas Offshore Zone.
*****

(j) The following frequency bands are available for assignment in all services for use
in the Zones as defined in paragraph (a) of this section.
PAIRED FREQUENCIES (MHZ)
Zone
A
B
C

Receive (or transmit)

Transmit (or receive)

490.01875 - 490.98125

493.01875 - 493.98125
487.01875 - 487.98125
481.01875 - 481.98125

484.01875 - 484.98125
478.01875 - 478.98125

Only the first and last assignable frequencies are shown. Frequencies shall be assigned in
pairs with 3 MHz spacing between transmit and receive frequencies. Assignable frequency
pairs will occur in increments of 6.25 kHz. The following frequencies will be assigned for a
maximum authorized bandwidth of 6 kHz: 478.01875, 478.98125, 484.01875, 484.98125,
490.01875, 490.98125, 481.01875, 481.98125, 487.01875, 487.98125, 493.01875, and
493.98125.
*****

(1) (Reserved)
(m) (Reserved)
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42. Section 90.357 is amended by revising the second sentence of note 1 in
paragraph (a)(l) to read as follows:

§ 90.357 Frequencies for LMS systems in the 902-928 MHz band.
(a) * * *
(1) * * *
1 * * * However, the maximum allowable power in these sub-bands is 30 watts
ERP in accordance with Section 90.2050).
43. Section 90.555 is deleted.
*****

44. Section 90.741 is amended by revising the table heading to read as follows:
§ 90.741 Urban areas for nationwide systems.
*****

TABLE
West
Longitude

North
Latitude

Urban area
O

*****
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APPENDIX G
Part 90 of Chapter 1 of Title 47 of the Code of Federal Regulations is amended as follows:
PART 90 - PRIVATE LAND MOBILE RADIO SERVICES
1. The authority citation for Part 90 continues to read as follows:

Authority: Sections 4, 302, 303, and 332, 48 Stat. 1066, 1082, as amended;
47 U.S.C. 154, 302, 303, and 332, unless otherwise noted.
2. Section 90.175 is amended by revising paragraph (a) to read as follows:

§ 90.175 Frequency coordination requirements.
* * * * *
(a) For frequencies between 25 and 470 MHz: A statement from the applicable
frequency coordinator recommending the most appropriate frequency. The coordinator's
recommendation may include comments on technical factors such as power, antenna height
and gain, terrain and other factors which may serve to minimize potential interference.
Tables 1 and 2 in § 90.193 must be used by coordinators to determine co-channel station
distance separations between stations participating in a negotiated exclusivity agreement and
those stations that are not participating in a negotiated exclusivity agreement. Frequencies in
the 450 - 470 MHz band, when used for secondary fixed operations, shall be assigned and
coordinated pursuant to § 90.261.
*****
3. Section 90.189 is added to read as follows:

§ 90.189 Shared Exclusivity -150-170, 421-430, and 450-470 MHz Bands
(a) To promote spectrally efficient technologies (e.g. trunking, TDMA, etc.) and to
increase quality of service for licensees, assignments may be limited on certain frequencies in
a specific geographic area as set out in §§ 90.190 - 90.193
4. Section 90.190 is added to read as follows:
§ 90.190 User Agreements

Co-channel licensees, operating in the same geographical area can, by mutual
agreement, develop sharing arrangements on their currently licensed frequency or frequencies
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that would facilitate their use of advanced technology. The following guidelines will apply to
the development of these sharing agreements:
(1) This agreement must be unanimous among all licensees on a given frequency or
frequencies within the composite service area, irrespective of the radio service to which each
user belongs. Any license application forwarded from a frequency coordinator to the
Commission, prior to the date that the coordinator is notified, in writing, of a licensee action
to negotiate an agreement will be considered, for the purposes of the agreement, an existing
licensee and must be included in the agreement.
(2) All agreements must be finalized by August 31, 2000. Each participant of the
plan must agree to utilize equipment designed to operate single mode with a maximum
channel bandwidth of 6.25 kHz or equipment designed to operate single mode with a channel
bandwidth of 12.5 kHz provided that it meets the efficiency standard of one communication
channel per 6.25 kHz within 5 years after an agreement is finalized.
(3) A 90 day temporary freeze on the assignment of new licensees on a given
frequency or frequencies will be made when a licensee, who desires to negotiate with other
co-channel users to enter a sharing agreement, notifies all frequency coordinators who have
cognizance of that frequency. This notification must be in writing and include:
(i) The frequency or frequencies under consideration.
(ii) A description of all co-channel licensees who must be a party to the agreement.
This description will include: a list of all affected co-channel licensees, then- base station
locations (latitude and longitude), their current service areas, and their exclusivity service
area.
(A) The exclusivity service area for each licensee will be defined as a point radius
centered on their base station. The maximum radius defining the size of the exclusivity
service area will consistant with the specifications of § 90.205.
(4) During the temporary freeze on new licenses in the exclusivity service area, no
new licenses will be granted without the consent of all existing users within this area. Cochannel licenses will be granted outside of the exclusivity service area at minimum distances
as determined by the tables of § 90.193. Existing licensees who are located outside of the
composite service area and closer than the minimum distance to this area as specified by the
tables of § 90.193 may continue to operate on a co-primary basis with all licensees inside the
composite service area.
(5) If at the completion of the 90 day period, a unanimous agreement is not reached
among all licensees, the freeze on new authorizations on the frequency or frequencies within
this area will be lifted. No licensee who is located within the exclusivity service area may
file a new notification to temporarily freeze this frequency or frequencies in this area for a
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minimum of one calendar year from the date the temporary freeze expires. All parties are
still free to negotiate an agreement, but must include any new licensees who are located
within the composite service area.
(6) If prior to or at the completion of the 90 day period, a unanimous agreement is
reached among all licensees, the freeze on new authorizations on this frequency or
frequencies in this composite service area will be made permanent. No new licenses will be
granted on this frequency or frequencies in the exclusivity service area without the consent of
participants in the agreement, but systems subject to the agreement can be modified,
expanded, or renewed. Existing licensees who are located outside of the exclusivity service
area and closer than the minimum distance to this area as specified by the tables of § 90.193
may continue to operate on a co-primary basis with all licensees inside the exclusivity-service
area.
(i) The final agreement will be filed with all cognizant frequency coordinators. This
agreement will include:
(A) The frequency or frequencies which are covered under the agreement.
(B) Signatures of all parties to the agreement.
(C) A description of all co-channel licensees who must be a party to the agreement.
This description will include: a list of all affected co-channel licensees, their base station
locations (latitude and longitude), their current service areas, and their exclusivity service
area.
(D) A plan for complying with the requirement to employ narrowband technology
within five (5) years from the agreement date.
•
(ii) The coordinator must make this agreement available to the public upon request.
(iii) New co-channel licenses will not be granted closer to the composite service area
than the minimum distances determined b,y the tables in § 90.193.
(iv) If a licensee expands a system after an agreement is negotiated and filed with the
cognizant frequency coordinators, then any portion of the expanded service area which falls
outside of the composite service area of the agreement, will not be afforded the protection of
the tables in § 90.193 from co-channel licensees, unless a new agreement which includes the
expanded area is negotiated.
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5. Section 90.191'is added to read as follows:
§ 90.191 Sell or Lease of Excess Capacity
Licensees who participate in a sharing plan and have fully converted their systems to
narrowband or equivalent operation may lease excess capacity of their systems.
6. Section 90.193 is added to read as follows:
§ 90.193 Shared Exclusivity Separation Distances
The minimum distance between an existing base station that is included in a
negotiated exclusivity agreement and a proposed co-channel station not included in the
agreement will be determined from Tables 1 and 2.
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Minimum Distance (km)
Table 1: 150-174 MHz •
between Existing Base Stations and Proposed Stations l
Prop
osed
serv
ice
area
(km)

Existing station service area radius (km) 2
16

8

13

16

27

45

60

8

27

32

50

64

13

45

50

55

69

16

60

64

69

24

84

32

90

40

64 3 80 3

40

48 3

90

100

111

138

162

95

105

118

143

164

93

100

110

122

148

169

70

97

103

113

130

151

172

93

97

105

111

121

134

160

180

95

100

103

111

119

129

142

167

188

100

105

110

113

121

129

140

150

176

196

48

111

118

122

126

134

142

150

158

184

204

64

138

143

148

151

160

167

176

184

194

220

80

162

164

169

172

180

188

196

204

220

237

32

24
84

Distances are based upon 37 dBu desired and 19 dBu undesired signal strengths
and are derived from FCC Report R-6602, Figs. 19 and 20 (See § 73.699, Figs.
10 and lOa)

For those stations licensed before August 1, 1996, whose authorizations do not
include a service area radius or area of operation, the service areas will be
determined from Table 1 using the station's authorized transmitter power increased
by 3 dB or its actual ERP when given, and the antenna height above sea level hi
lieu of HAAT, or the HAAT if given.
Permitted only for base stations located 200 km (125 mi) or more from the center
of markets 1-60 as listed in § 90.741. Applicants for such systems must
demonstrate that the signal strength at the edge of their service area does not
exceed 37 dBu.
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Table 2: 421-430, 450-470 MHz Minimum Distance
between Existing Base Stations and Proposed Stations 1
Prop
osed
serv
ice
area
(km)

Existing station service area radius (km)
8

13

16

24

16

27

43

55

68

80

97

111

155

180

8

27

32

48

60

72

85

101

118

159

185

13

43

48

53

64

77

90

106

122

164

190

16

55

60

64

68

80

93

109

126

167

194

24

68

72

77

80

89

101

118

134

175

201

32

80

85

90

93

101

109

126

142

184

209

40

97

101

106

109

118

126

134

150

192

217

48

111

118

122

126

134

142

150

158

200

225

64

155

159

164

167

175

184

192

200

216

242

>64

180

185

190

193

201

209

217

225

241

253

32

40 3

48 3

64 3 >643

Distances are based upon 37 dBu desired and 19 dBu undesired signal strengths
and are derived from FCC Report R-6602, Figs. 19 and 20 (See § 73.699, Figs.
10 and lOa)

For those stations licensed before August 1, 1996, whose authorizations do not
include a service area radius or area of operation, the service areas will be
determined from Table 1 using the station's authorized transmitter power increased
by 3 dB or its actual ERP when given, and the antenna height above sea level in
lieu of HAAT, or the HAAT if given.
Permitted only for base stations located 200 km (125 mi) or more from the center
of markets 1-60 as listed in § 90.741. Applicants for such systems must
demonstrate that the signal strength at the edge of their service area does not
exceed 37 dBu.
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